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PART I 

Introduction to the learning environment 



 

 



CHAPTER 1 

Introduction to Wesbank 

1.1 Mobile phones in the developing world 

‘I’m doing research on mobile phone, mobile phone literacy and learning 

amongst middle-aged women in a township in Cape Town.’ I have uttered this 

sentence uncountable times, as an answer to questions such as ‘What is your 

Ph.D. about?’, ‘What are you doing here in Cape Town?’, ‘What is your 

focus?’, etc. The sentence has changed over the years, it has come with long 

explanations and digressions or it has been shorter than this, often depending 

on whether or not I was in the mood to explain the whole span of my study or 

depending on who my interlocutor or audience was. But what does it actually 

mean? The keywords ‘mobile phone’, ‘literacy’, ‘learning’, ‘middle-aged 

women’ and ‘township’ have always been part of the explanation, but each 

keyword accommodates for many more new questions, digressions and inter-

pretations: what is ‘a mobile phone’; what is ‘literacy’; what is ‘learning’; what 

is a ‘middle-aged woman’; what is a ‘township’? The meaning of these terms 

will unfold in this dissertation; I will dissect them and expose their different 

meanings and connotations, in an attempt to answer the question what it means 

for middle-aged women in an impoverished township to have, use and have 

access to a mobile phone. What do they use a handset for and why? What don’t 

they use it for and why? What would they like to use it for and why? Does it 

affect their reading and writing skills? Does it influence their enthusiasm for 

literacy? What are the different learning practices and events women engage in 

and go through when they learn how to use their phones and what are the 

effects of that learning? What is a mobile phone to them? What does really 

happen when they use and ‘learn’ a mobile phone? What transformations, if 

any, do these women expect as a consequence of mobile phone uptake and use? 

Mobile phones have become indispensable in the daily life of people all 

over the globe. According to the International Telecommunication Union 

(ITU), mobile phone subscriptions in the developing world have increased 
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from 53% at the end of 2005 to 73% at the end of 2010 (ITU 2010a) to 89% in 

2013 (ITU 2014). Until the arrival and uptake of mobile phones, people in the 

global south only had minimal access to telecommunication technologies since 

the uptake of landline networks has always been and still is very limited due to 

insufficient service delivery, high installation costs and financial constraints 

(e.g. Esselaar & Stork 2005; Hodge 2005). In 2010 only 1.5% of the population 

of the African continent had a fixed landline connection, compared to 40.3% in 

Europe (ITU 2010b). In 2012, only 18% of the South African population had a 

fixed-line connection, while 84.2% of the population was in possession of a 

mobile phone (Gillwald et al. 2012). Contrary to PC-based Internet, and prior 

to that landline phones and television, mobile phones appear to be the first 

powerful information carrier genuinely democratically distributed across the 

world. Thanks to the marketing of very basic and cheap mobile phones, the 

introduction of prepay non-subscription plans (Minges 1999) and the caller 

party pays-system,
1
 even the people at the bottom of the income pyramid have 

(access to) mobile phones. Mobile phones are relatively affordable, multi-

functional, portable and easier to use than many other technological tools such 

as desktops and landlines (Etzo & Collender 2010). For the first time in history 

the poor can also take part in the telecommunication society, which, according 

to Castells et al. (2006) signals an important landmark for the ways in which 

people communicate. Mobile phone penetration in South Africa is the highest 

in Africa, standing at well over 100 mobile cellular prescriptions per 100 in-

habitants,
2
 according to the latest regional statistics of the ITU (2010b). Ac-

cording to Research ICT Africa (RIA 2012), 74.8% of the South African popu-

lation living at the bottom of the income pyramid had a mobile phone by the 

end of 2012.  

The explosive spread of mobile phones in the developing world has created 

new hopes as to how the personal handset could change the fortunes of the poor 

in developing countries (Sey 2011). Mobile technology increasingly plays a 

role in addressing development related issues and a lot of research has been 

done on its social and cultural impact on daily life in developing countries (e.g. 

Goodman 2005); on how mobile phones can be applied for developmental pur-

poses (e.g. Forestier et al. 2002; Donner 2008), such as the spread of health and 

                                                 
1 The caller party pays system is the mobile phone billing system in which a subscriber only 

pays for the calls made and nothing for the calls received. In the receiver party pays system it 

is the person receiving the call who is charged for the call, such as is the case in the United 

States. 
2 This 100% subscription rate implies that almost every South African inhabitant had a mobile 

phone subscription, with some users having multiple SIM cards.  
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agricultural information through SMS texting to the most remote areas for 

example (e.g. GSMA 2013; Donner 2004, 2005, 2006) and the possibilities 

created by mobile banking (Donner & Tellez 2008; Brown et al. 2003); on how 

mobile phone use can foster economic growth and the well-being of the poor 

(e.g. Klonner & Nolen 2008; Waverman et al. 2007; Sridhar & Sridhar 2006; 

Castells et al. 2006); on how mobile phones can be appropriated to close the 

so-called ‘digital gap’ that exists between the developed and the developing 

world (e.g. Wade 2002; Mbarika 2002; Kenny 2002); on mobile (political) 

activism (e.g. Ekine 2010) and on how online and mobile communication tech-

nologies could sustain informal, formal and lifelong learning practices (e.g. 

Aker et al. 2010; Traxler 2006; Traxler & Leach 2001). 

Research on the use, adoption, ‘domestication’ (Ling 2004), appropriation 

and implications of mobile phone uptake is manifold and multidisciplinary. 

The literature concerning the subject is highly topical and appearing in such a 

pace that it is hard to keep up with. According to Horst and Miller (2006: 11):  

 

The cell phone mushrooms up from inside mud-brick shacks and under cor-

rugated iron sheet roofing to become an insistent and active presence that 

has us rushing to even acknowledge, let alone appreciate. We are not 

jumping on a bandwagon, we are desperately trying to simply keep up with 

the world, which is patently moving on and has little time for our con-

servatism and inertia. In such circumstances academic work that helps to 

give us some purchase on these changes seems more important than ever. 

 

What we thus have to keep in mind is that what we are studying are not things 

or people but processes (Miller 2005), making the object extremely dynamic, 

forever changing and evolving, and highly context-dependent. According to 

Miller et al. (2005), Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) 

research and interventions should therefore be based upon a thorough under-

standing of the often very local social, economic and political dynamics and 

constraints that can variously enhance and negate the developmental potentials 

of ICTs. New electronic media – such as mobile phones, laptops, smartphones, 

etc. – are ‘placed resources’, always used ‘in and across socio-culturally 

divergent social settings, and across different social activities in the same or 

similar settings’ (Prinsloo & Rowsell 2012: 272). ICTs are always embedded in 

social and economic realities and practices, defining people’s use of them.  

According to Sey (2011), studies on the impact of the use of ICT in poverty 

reduction programmes and other programmes that would benefit the poorest 

and most excluded sections of the population have focused on the socio-
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economic potential generated by the spread of ICTs, but many of these studies 

have failed to discuss how this potential could be translated into local reality by 

focusing on very global and general expectations and outcomes. We will clear-

ly see how micro- and macro-contextual factors characterizing specific com-

munities influence the local uptake, configuration and appropriation of mobile 

phones and the learning opportunities provided by them. There is a need for 

detailed local knowledge and location-specific uses of ICTs and learning within 

a context of poverty, and for comparative analyses of differences and sim-

ilarities between different development contexts. Miller and Slater (2000) 

endorse this need for a local and context-specific approach in their ethno-

graphic research on Internet use in Trinidad. Just as Miller and Slater (2000), I 

see ethnographic particularity not as a limitation, but as the only firm basis for 

building up broader generalisations and abstractions and as a solid grounding 

for comparative ethnography. This extensive ethnographic study on mobile 

phone use, mobile phone literacy and mobile phone learning amongst middle-

aged women in a low-income urban community in Cape Town wants to add to 

this firm basis and broaden the scope of context-specific research on mobile 

phone use in ‘peripheral settings under prevailing conditions of globalization’ 

(Prinsloo & Rowsell 2012: 272) and look at specific realizations of (informal) 

learning practices and literacy acquisition in a very specific learning environ-

ment.  

 

1.2  Introduction to South Africa: 

A selective history of apartheid and beyond 

Before I zoom in on the community Wesbank in study, in this section we will 

first go through a short and selective introduction to the apartheid history of 

South Africa and its racial and socio-economic legacies that still, 20 years after 

the abolishment of apartheid, influence the lives and minds of South Africans 

in many crucial ways. In what follows, we will briefly touch upon the two main 

legislative actions implemented by the apartheid government. In order to fully 

understand the current socio-economic, cultural and political South African 

context and to be fully aware of the persistence of history in the minds and 

lives of the residents of the research site Wesbank, I will discuss the racial and 

spatial segregation measures enacted by the apartheid government in the 

Population Registration Act of 1950 and the Group Areas Act of 1950.  

Although apartheid was officially abolished in 1994, the racial terminology 

used by the apartheid government to clearly define and divide the different 

‘sections’ of South African population consists of firmly entrenched terms, still 
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persisting in the appellation of ‘coloureds’ and ‘blacks’ and ‘Indians’ in con-

temporary South Africa. The terms are still commonly used by the South 

African population itself and are perpetually mentioned in e.g. official (govern-

ment) documents, job application forms and police reports. Throughout this 

dissertation, inverted commas are used to indicate this problematic termi-

nology. For a more comprehensive review of the social, economic, and political 

history of South Africa I wish to refer to Thompson’s A History of Apartheid 

(1995), Clark and Worger’s South Africa: The Rise and Fall of Apartheid 

(2004), Davenport and Saunders’ South Africa: A Modern History (1978), and 

Sparks’ Beyond the Miracle: Inside the New South Africa (2003). 

In the South African context, ‘apartheid’ (which literally translates as 

‘separate-hood’ or ‘separate(d)ness’) refers to a system of legal racial segrega-

tion that was gradually implemented in South Africa from 1948 onwards. 

Apartheid as an official policy was merely a continuation and deepening of the 

divide-and-rule strategy used by the British colonisers who imposed segrega-

tion in order to break up larger concentrations of power and incite inter-group 

conflicts. This spatial and racial segregation – intensified after 1913 by the 

Land Act through which only certain areas of the country could be owned and 

used by the ‘natives’ or the ‘blacks’ – started to play a significant role in the 

formation of collective identities since 1948 (Zegeye 2001). Although there 

was already a certain degree of segregation before 1948, it was only when the 

Afrikaner government came into power in 1948 that apartheid was system-

atically implemented by law. The hierarchical ordering of economic, social and 

political structures on the basis of race, the exclusion of people of ‘colour’ (i.e. 

‘non-whiteness’) from most civic, political and economic rights, the confine-

ment of ‘non-whites’ to inferior services, living conditions and opportunities, 

and the institutionalising of this segregated and discriminative system through 

legislation form the four cornerstones of apartheid (Lipton 1985, cited in 

Zegeye 2001). 

The ‘Population Registration Act’, implemented in 1950, aimed at the 

official classification of all South Africans, mainly based on racial characteris-

tics. ‘White’, ‘coloured’, and ‘black’ (alias ‘native’ or ‘Bantu’) were the three 

different classification categories. ‘Asian’ or ‘Indian’ was later added as a sep-

arate fourth classification. The apartheid government installed an Office for 

Race Classification, entitled to regulate the whole classification process. People 

who did not fit ‘clearly’ into one or another category were classified after an 

official (physical) investigation at the Office for Race Classification. Different 

members of one and the same family could find themselves classified in dif-

ferent race groups. Since voting rights, social acceptance, pension rights, place 
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of residence, education rights, welfare, etc. were closely regulated by racial 

classification and segregation, these classifications had enormous consequences 

for the people involved. Non-white South Africans were perceived as second-

class citizens with limited rights and maximum duties. In general, the black 

population was at the bottom of the social ladder, while the coloured (and 

Indian or Asian) group stood some rungs higher. Other laws and regulations, all 

aiming at a fully racially segregated society, were designed to support and 

strengthen the Population Registration Act. Through the ‘Immorality Amend-

ment Act’ of 1957 for example, having a relationship with a member of a dif-

ferent race became a crime. The ‘Reservation of Separate Amenities Act’ of 

1953 prohibited people of different races to use the same public amenities such 

as drinking fountains, ambulances, shops, bridges, graveyards, beaches, public 

toilets, public transport, theatres and parks.  

The wish of the apartheid government to geographically separate all the 

different racial groups resulted in the so-called homeland policy and the ‘Group 

Areas Act’ of 1950. When certain territories were proclaimed for occupation by 

a particular group only, ‘disqualified’ people were forced to move out. From 

the 1960s until the 1980s a policy of resettlement was implemented, forcing 

people to move to the to them ‘designated’ areas. 87% of the land was reserved 

for whites, coloureds and Indians. The remaining 13% of the land was divided 

into ten ‘homelands’ or ‘Bantustans’ for the ten different black population 

groups, who constituted 60% of South Africa’s total population.  

The creation of homelands – enacted by the ‘Bantu Authorities Act’ of 1951 

– was a central element in the strategy of the apartheid government to reshape 

the South African society in such a way that the white population could be-

come the demographic majority in certain areas of the country. The govern-

ment portrayed the creation of segregated homelands as an opportunity for each 

racial group to live in its own separate territory where they could develop their 

own institutions, power structures and culture, arguing that these ‘stans’ were 

the original homes of the South African natives. According to the apartheid 

government, instead of being a multi-racial society South Africa thus consisted 

of many ‘nations’, each of which could have the right to control its own destiny 

and preserve its own identity (Zegeye 2001).  

The need for access to cheap labour force, however, meant that not all black 

South Africans were forced to go and live in the designated homelands. Living 

in shantytowns or townships on the outskirts of the South African cities, black 

people were allowed to work in designated white areas. To regulate the 

movement of black South Africans in white urban areas, black people had to 

carry passbooks (also called dompas by the South African population, literally 
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meaning the ‘dumb pass’) at all times. These passbooks, similar to passports, 

contained details of the owner such as fingerprints, a photograph, racial 

categorisation, the name of their employer and other identification information. 

A failure to show a pass when asked for it resulted in the person being arrested 

sometimes followed by a ‘deportation’ to the person’s designated homeland. 

Protest against the pass law was considerable, and climaxed with the 

Sharpeville Massacre in 1960, during which 69 anti-pass protestors were killed, 

and 180 injured (Lodge 2011). 

As mentioned above, social, economic and political rights of people of 

colour were severely curtailed. Education, medical care and other public ser-

vices were claimed to be separate but equal, although it was clear that those 

available to non-whites were inferior in practice. The ‘Bantu Education Act’ of 

1953 was implemented to regulate the racially separated educational facilities. 

Education was free and mandatory for white South Africans, but was not free 

for people of colour. Hendrik Frensch Verwoerd, the Minister of Native Affairs 

and, after that, Prime Minister from 1950 until 1966, officially stated that ‘there 

is no place for [the Bantu] in the European community above the level of 

certain forms of labour. What is the use of teaching a Bantu child mathematics 

when it cannot use it in practice’ (cited in Clark & Worger 2004: 48).  

The installation of the ‘Afrikaans Medium Decree’ of 1974 instigated the 

Soweto Uprisings in 1976. During these uprisings, students of colour protested 

against the new decree that forced all non-white schools to use Afrikaans and 

English, the languages of the oppressor, as languages of instruction, subor-

dinating the African languages – their mother tongues – as secondary or even 

tertiary languages to be used outside of the classrooms. In general, there were 

glaring inequalities between white and subordinated non-white education when 

it came to teacher qualifications, teacher-pupil ratios, per capita funding, build-

ings, resources, school books, equipment, etc. Many children of colour dropped 

out of school and had to start working to support the family. 

The legacies of the apartheid education legislations still persist and are tan-

gible all over South Africa, especially amongst the older population that is 

often ‘uneducated’ and ‘illiterate’. We will see many examples of the conse-

quences of this inferior apartheid education legislation throughout this entire 

study.  
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1.3 Introduction to the research site: Wesbank 

1.3.1 Genesis 

The Wesbank (West Bank in English) community was built in 1999, five years 

after the abolishment of apartheid. The erection of this new settlement was part 

of the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP). The RDP was a 

South African socio-economic policy framework, designed and implemented 

by the first democratic government, ruled by President Nelson Mandela and its 

African National Congress (ANC), after the abolishment of apartheid in 1994. 

Its aim was to tackle the economic, spatial and racial legacy of the apartheid 

era and to improve government services and basic living conditions of the poor. 

The housing-part of the RDP aimed to provide one million subsidized houses 

before the year 2000. These ‘resettlement’ programmes needed to be a response 

to an ever-growing crisis in housing and the mushrooming of informal settle-

ments on the outskirts of big South African cities, a consequence of rapid ur-

banization – detectable in many African countries since the beginning of the 

21
st
 century – and of internal migrations from rural areas into the cities after the 

apartheid era.
3
  

Wesbank was one of the first post-apartheid RDP housing projects in the 

Cape Town area that was not segregated along racial lines but was intended to 

give home to deprived people, irrespective of colour and descent. This first so-

called ‘rainbow community’
4
 had to give home to 25,000 residents in a total of 

5,149 dwellings, reallocating people who never had owned a house before or 

who had been living in informal settlements for most of their lives. The actual 

number of residents in Wesbank is currently estimated to be double the official 

figures, as extended families live together on one plot and people have been 

building shacks or ‘wendy houses
’5

 in the backyards of their houses. Prior to 

                                                 
3 The official RDP document is available online. See http://www.nelsonmandela.org/omalley/ 

 index.php/site/q/03lv02039/04lv02103/05lv02120/06lv02126.htm. 
4 The term ‘rainbow community’ is derived from the term ‘rainbow nation’, a term coined by 

the South African Archbishop Desmond Tutu after the first democratic elections in 1994. 

With this term Tutu referred to a post-apartheid South Africa in which people from all 

cultures, nations and races could peacefully live together. The term was used by Nelson 

Mandela during his inaugural speech on the 10th of May 1994, in which he stated: ‘We enter 

into a covenant that we shall build the society in which all South Africans, both black and 

white, will be able to walk tall, without any fear in their hearts, assured of their inalienable 

right to human dignity – a rainbow nation at peace with itself and the world’ (Nelson Mandela 

Inaugural Speech 1994). 
5 A ‘wendy house’, in its general meaning, refers to a small playhouse for children, large 

enough for one or two children to enter and play in. In a South African context, the term is 
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the start of the building of the housing project, the area was an informal 

settlement known as Camelot. In September 1995 the Provincial Administra-

tion of the Western Cape decided to designate the entire area as an area for the 

relocation of ‘maximum subsidy’ (i.e. minimum income) families (Achmat and 

Losch 2002). Whereas the Provincial Government initiated the project and was 

responsible for the planning, the Municipality of Oostenberg – under whose 

jurisdiction Wesbank was registered – was appointed to ensure the further de-

velopment and supply of services and facilities. The building of the houses 

started in 1997 and proceeded rapidly, with a limited budget. In 1999 the first 

families moved in (see Figure 1.1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1  Pictures of Wesbank alias ‘Sandbank’ in 1999 (personal archive of a Wes-

bank community worker 2005) 

 

1.3.2 The premises 

The size of the low-cost RDP houses is between 23 and 28 square metres and 

the average cost of a house was 17,259 ZAR (circa € 1,221).
6
 The quality of the 

houses has noticeably been subordinated to the quantity. The first residents of 

Wesbank have testified how entire streets were built in the course of one week 

(personal communication 2005). The houses are of very poor quality; they do 

not have a foundation, the walls are built with bare concrete bricks, the roofs 

                                                                                                                       
used for wooden (temporary) houses built used by low-income earners. They are often erected 

in the backyard of residential premises. A ‘wendy house’ can be built from scratch with 

collected or bought wood, but can also be purchased at one of the various ‘wendy house’ 

suppliers, after which the company delivers the prefabricated house on site. In South Africa, 

corrugated iron structures are called ‘shacks’. 
6 ZAR is the official ISO 4217 code of the South African currency of South Africa, the 

abbreviation of ‘Zuid-Afrikaanse Rand’ in Dutch. The rand has the symbol ‘R’. All con-

versions into euro are calculated using the average exchange rate of the year 2014 in which 

1 ZAR equals € 0.0708. 
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are un-insulated, made out of corrugated metal and the cement floors have no 

covering. The bad quality, bad ventilation and bad insulation of the houses 

cause damp and fungus on walls and ceilings. Consequently many residents 

suffer from tuberculosis and other lung diseases. The houses are very cold in 

the cold Capetonian winters and very hot in the hot Capetonian summers. 

Three different types of dwellings have been built; there are freestanding sim-

plex, semi-attached duplex and fourplex houses (see Figure 1.2). Each original 

dwelling has one living room, one bedroom and a small bathroom with a toilet 

and washbasin. The living room is equipped with a sink and one wall plug. 

Between the bedroom (just big enough for one double bed and a wardrobe) and 

the living room there is an open doorway without a door.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2  Ground plans of a duplex and simplex house in Wesbank (Oostenberg 

Municipality 2005) 

 

Local politicians and civil servants of the Oostenberg Municipality call the 

houses ‘starter homes’ (Depypere & Velghe 2006), referring to the legal free-

dom residents have to extend their houses in length, width and height as long as 

the extensions do not exceed the size of the originally appointed plot. Financial 

constraints, however, have made it really difficult for the residents to immedi-

ately ‘beautify’, upgrade, insulate and extend their houses.  

Although nowadays a lot of houses in the community are extended and up-

graded (see Figure 1.3), residents needed to save up for almost ten years before 

they had collected enough money to insulate, paint, beautify, fence and/or ex-

tend their homes. The plots around the premises have not only been used for 
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dwelling extensions, but are also giving home to families living in ‘wendy 

houses’ or shacks. Backyard dwellers often have to pay rent to the plot owners 

to cover electricity costs and the use of the land. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3  Extension of an RDP 

house (2013) 

 

All RDP houses in Wesbank have been allocated for free to people eligible for 

a full subsidy house. The Wesbank housing project’s target group were (one or 

two headed) families with a monthly income of less than 3,500 ZAR (approxi-

mately € 247). Candidates for a full subsidy house had to fill in an application 

form at the Housing Board of Oostenberg Municipality, and were put on a 

waiting list. Whoever was first on the list was the first to be granted a house. 

The waiting list soon expanded into a list of more than 7,000 applying families 

or individuals (Depypere & Velghe 2006).  

People have tried to find other ways to appropriate a house in Wesbank, and 

many of them have become tenants. Because of fraudulent application pro-

cesses, whereby people pretended to meet all the necessary conditions to apply 

for a full subsidy house while they did not, many people who were in dire need 

of a property missed out.  

Some applicants have received a house although they already owned a 

house somewhere else. Some families who have filled in several application 

forms have received more than one house, and some shack-dwellers who 

applied for an RDP house stayed in their shacks after being granted an RDP 

house. They then illegally sold or sublet the granted dwelling in exchange for 

cash money.  

As a consequence, a growing number of dwellings are sublet, rented or sold 

(see Figure 1.4). This has created a lot of tension between tenants and owners 

and the municipality can hardly keep track of who is living where and inter-

vene when problems arise. Since the title deeds often stay registered in the 

original owner’s name, tenants often have no rights at all. Owners can decide to 
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move back into the house or sell it to someone else at any time, without notice 

(Depypere & Velghe 2006).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4  Advertisement of a house for sale in Wesbank (MXchange
7
 screenshot 

2011) 

 

1.3.3 Location and connection  

Wesbank is situated on the Cape Flats (see Figure 1.5), the so-called dumping 

grounds of apartheid, a dry and sandy low-lying area on the eastern outskirts of 

the City of Cape Town where people of colour were relocated to during the 

apartheid era as a consequence of the Groups Area Act. This Act either forced 

non-white people out of more central urban areas that were designated for 

white people and into government-built townships in ‘the Flats’, or made living 

in the area illegal, forcing many people to emigrate to non-white, informal 

settlements elsewhere in the area.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.5  The Cape Flats and Wesbank 

(www.roomsforafrica.com, star [Wesbank] 

own addition) 

                                                 
7 For an explanation of MXchange, see Section 9.3. 
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Many other townships, such as Khayelitsha, Nyanga, Crossroads, and Delft 

surround Wesbank. The Cape Flats region is one of the most visible legacies of 

apartheid and proof of ongoing spatial segregation in a still rapidly growing 

Cape Metropolitan Area. Many of current Wesbank’s residents have been 

living in other Cape Flats communities before migrating to Wesbank, impov-

erished areas such as Kraaifontein, Delft, Kalkfontein and Kuilsrivier, Black-

heath, etc. 

Located at the west bank of the Kuilsrivier with its wetlands, Wesbank is a 

very secluded community with clear-cut borders. On the west, Wesbank is 

bordered by the R300 freeway that connects Mitchell’s Plain with Bellville and 

intersects with the N2.
8
 The Stellenbosch Arterial borders the community in the 

North and the Hindle Road forms the border in the South (see Figure 1.6). 

Although officially named and known as Wesbank, the name of the community 

is nowhere to be found, neither in local roadmaps or traffic signs, nor on 

Google Maps or Google Earth. No sign or name board welcomes you in ‘Wes-

bank’ when entering the community. ‘Diepwater’ and ‘Vogelvlei’, the two 

place names mentioned in Google Maps (Figure 1.6) are currently street names 

but used to be the names of two fish, fruit and vegetable farms that were lo-

cated on the site in the beginning of the 20
th
 century (Oostenberg Municipality, 

personal communication). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.6  Wesbank and its boundaries (Google Maps) 

                                                 
8 The N2 is one of the 18 National Roads running through South Africa. The N2 starts in Cape 

Town city centre and connects all the major South African cities along the Indian Ocean coast 

of the country, such as Port Elizabeth, East London, and Durban, all the way to Mpumalanga 

Province. 
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Wesbank is located 27 kilometres away from the city centre of Cape Town and 

on average 12 kilometres away from the closest job opportunities, shopping 

facilities, and administrative institutions. Favourable sites for formal employ-

ment close to Wesbank are located in Kuilsrivier (10 km away), Brackenfell 

(14.3 km), Bellville (12.4 km), and Stikland (10 km). Public transport by the 

Golden Arrow Bus Services – Cape Town’s main bus service – is very limited, 

with only four destinations leaving from Wesbank during rush hours. The 

closest railway station is Kuilsrivier Station, 6 kilometres away from Wesbank, 

and directly connects Kuilsrivier with Cape Town City Centre (in the north-

west) and the Strand area (a beach town in the south-east). Residents mainly 

rely on minibus taxi services. Those taxis are so-called ‘share taxis’, taking 

passengers on a fixed route without timetables, but instead departing whenever 

all (16) seats are filled. They stop anywhere on the route to pick up or drop off 

passengers. A short, single journey with a taxi quickly costs up to 6 to 7 ZAR 

(close to € 0.50) – not cheap for people who carefully have to consider every 

cent they spend. The minibuses are either owned by single vehicle owners or 

are privately owned by small fleets with several owners belonging to a taxi-

association. The taxi services connect Wesbank with the most important desti-

nations and cities in the wider region, such as Cape Town City Centre, Delft, 

Khayelitsha, Kuilsrivier, Parow, and Elsiesrivier. According to the ‘Integrated 

Transport Plan for the City of Cape Town 2006-2011’ (City of Cape Town 

2006), the city counts 7,467 registered minibus taxis, driving on 565 different 

routes. Of all annual public transport trips made in Cape Town, 53% are by 

rail, 29% by minibus and 18% by bus (Ibid. 2006). 

 

1.3.4 Facilities 

Since 2008, Wesbank has a taxi rank where the taxis can line up and park 

during rush hour. The taxi rank is a fenced plaza with 24/7-security surveil-

lance. There has been a hardware store, a liquor store, a scrap-dealer where one 

can exchange (stolen or collected) scrap metal for small amounts of money, a 

hair dresser, a butchery, a doctor and dentist’s office and two little rooms that 

has been vacant and used by the security staff. From 2012 onwards however, 

most of the small businesses have retreated from the rank. Due to fraudulent 

practices with electricity bills, Eskom, the South African electricity public 

utility, has cut off the electricity supply for the entire rank. The taxi rank is 

located right in the centre of Wesbank, on the Wesbank Main Road, opposite 

the only (privately owned and thus quite expensive) supermarket in the com-

munity and next to the pedestrian bridge over the R300 freeway. The pe-

destrian bridge over the freeway connects Wesbank with Delft, an older, pre-
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dominantly coloured community that was built in 1989. Ten years older and 

much bigger than Wesbank, Delft is a more developed community with a day 

hospital, a library and more shops and schools. The pedestrian bridge was built 

after many pedestrians had lost their lives trying to cross the busy freeway. 

Using the pedestrian bridge has not been regarded a safe alternative however, 

since gangsters regarded the fenced, small bridge without escape routes as the 

ideal place for (often very violent) robberies (see Figure 1.7). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.7  Caged pedestrian bridge Figure 1.8  Central square at the super- 

over the R300 (2005) market (2013) 

 

The area surrounding the supermarket and the taxi rank is Wesbank’s economic 

and social centre. In front of the supermarket, residents sell fruit and vegetables 

and against the front wall of the supermarket and the taxi rank all kinds of 

goods are sold in makeshift stalls (Figure 1.8). Containers are scattered on the 

pavements (Figure 1.11 below), sheltering barbershops, mobile phone repair 

shops, public phone booths, ‘IT-shops’ where people can fax, take copies or 

print, small tuck shops,
9
 a clothing shop and a shop where one can buy warm 

take-away snacks.  

Most of the container shops and tuck shops are owned and ran by foreign-

ers, mainly political and/or economic refugees coming from other African 

countries such as Congo, Somalia, Ethiopia, and Zimbabwe. In recent years, 

Chinese presence has increased remarkably. Compared to the African refugees 

who often collectively own either small-scale shops inside or attached to prem-

ises, mobile phone repair shops and barber shops, the Chinese entrepreneurs 

have mainly bought premises that were designated for economic activities, 

                                                 
9 A tuck shop is a small food-selling retailer, often also selling personal hygiene items such as 

soap, razors, toilet paper, etc. Tuck shops in South Africa are usually installed in containers or 

in (parts of) the premises. 
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such as the business ‘cells’ inside the taxi-rank. Since 2010, the local super-

market and the only clothing and fabric shop in Wesbank are also in the hands 

of a Chinese family. Most Chinese people reside in the community, some of 

them even living in their business premises.  

Basic service delivery is very limited. Although two were planned, there is 

only one high school in Wesbank – insufficient for the amount of teenagers in 

the area. There are three primary schools, although according to the official 

South African norm there should be five (Depypere & Velghe 2006). A report 

by the Oostenberg Municipality from 1998 shows that the municipality and the 

planners were aware of the need for sufficient facilities in the area, since access 

to the main roads connecting Wesbank with other areas would not be realised 

within the first years of construction. The report stated that ‘the community 

would have to be self-reliant, i.e. make use of their own facilities due to the 

lack of access to surrounding facilities. The site has no direct access to any 

major community facilities, thus provision of primary services and facilities 

will be required on the site’ (Oostenberg Municipality Report 1998). As I am 

writing now, 16 years later, Wesbank still only has one high school and three 

primary schools, which forces many teenagers to commute to schools in neigh-

bouring communities.  

It was only in 2009, ten years after the first residents moved into the com-

munity, that the construction of both the Multi-Purpose Community Centre 

(MPC) and the day clinic was finalized. The MPC is used for a broad range of 

activities, ranging from hosting extramural activities for children during holi-

days and weekends to community meetings, church events, trainings, dance 

classes, craft clubs, women’s clubs, etc. On Tuesdays and Thursdays, the coun-

cillor responsible for the area holds office hours in the centre. During other 

days of the week, a community worker officially appointed by the councillor 

runs her office there. Residents come to the office for a broad range of reasons, 

ranging from questions about social grants and complaints about service 

delivery, to search for employment and job application forms. People often also 

come to use the printer and photocopy facilities in the office. The MPC is the 

only available community hall in the community, although the schools have 

always been very willing to make their school halls available for all kinds of 

religious, social, educational and political events. 

The day clinic, located next to the MPC, is only open for babies, children, 

and tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS patients. The nearest day clinic for adults is 

located in Delft. To go there, residents have to leave early in the morning, cross 

the pedestrian bridge to Delft and start queuing on time in order to see a doctor. 
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The closest public hospital is Tygerberg Hospital in Parow, 14 kilometres away 

from Wesbank. 

Attached to one of the primary schools, Wesbank started building its own 

public library in 2011. Due to insufficient funding, the construction phase 

dragged on and on and was eventually finalized by the end of 2013. The build-

ing was planned to accommodate a library of books and a ‘resource centre’, 

providing access to a computer lab with Internet access. As I am writing now, it 

was still unclear when the ‘library’ would open its doors however. 

Wesbank still has numerous wastelands and open, unused spaces (see 

Figure 1.9). Those spaces were all originally integrated in the planning of 

Wesbank as sites for the development of playgrounds, schools, crèches and 

churches, but the building has never happened. They often have become dump-

ing places for garbage and other dirt.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.9  One of the many waste-

lands full of garbage (2005) 

 

Together with the wetlands and the Kuils river with its long grass, reed and 

dunes, these empty, unlit spaces are perceived by the residents as dangerous 

‘no-go’ areas, where residents have been known to get raped and robbed and 

where dead bodies get dumped.  

The playgrounds that have been developed are very badly maintained and 

have often become hangout spots for gangsters and youngsters. Wesbank also 

has one big sports field that is being used for soccer, handball, rugby, cricket, 

etc. The sports centre located on the sports field has been turned into a children 

day care centre, since day cares had become too scarce in the community.  

 

1.3.5 Population 

Wesbank only exists since 1999. Few residents are thus originally from the 

area, except for some who were informally living on the site before it became 

an RDP-relocation housing project. In 2005, 58% of the actual residents of 
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Wesbank were originally from somewhere else in the Western Cape, or from 

other – formal or informal – communities in and around Cape Town. 21% of 

the population was originally from the Eastern Cape and 8% was born in the 

Northern Cape. The remaining 13% originated from other South African prov-

inces (e.g. Gauteng, Kwazulu-Natal, and Free State) or from other countries 

(especially Zimbabwe, Somalia, and Congo) (all percentages from Depypere & 

Velghe 2006, recent statistics of the area or not available).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.10  Trilingual advertisement 

for a liquor store in English (Turn 

Right), Afrikaans (Draai Regs) and 

isiXhosa (Ngena eRight) in Wesbank 

(2010) 

 

Most residents coming from other provinces than the Western Cape migrated to 

the Cape Town area, after the abolishment of apartheid in 1994, looking for 

housing and job opportunities. Due to the socio-economic instead of racial cri-

teria in the selection of the inhabitants, the Wesbank population is very diverse 

(Blommaert et al. 2005). Black, coloured, (some) white people, Chinese 

immigrants and a growing number of African immigrants are living in the same 

community, although approximately 73% of the population are mixed-race, 

mainly Afrikaans speaking coloured people. According to Dyers (2008b) 25% 

of the population was Xhosa and a further 2% were white, Asian or foreigners 

from other parts of Africa. As mentioned above, recent statistics for the area 

are not available. Afrikaans, English and isiXhosa – the three official languages 

of the Western Cape Province – are the three main languages spoken in the 

community (see Figure 1.10). 

Since Wesbank was indented to relocate ‘maximum subsidy’ (i.e. minimum 

income) families (Achmat & Losch 2002), poverty characterized the eligible 

population from the first days of Wesbank’s existence. According to the 2002 

statistics of the Housing Board of Oostenberg Municipality, the majority of the 

population in Wesbank earned less than 500 ZAR (€ 35.40) a month (Moola 

2002), as can be seen in Table 1.1. The deprivation of Wesbank can be attrib-

uted to a combination of different socio-economic and historical factors char-
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acterizing most ‘township’ communities nation-wide: high unemployment 

rates, low wages, low qualifications, an unskilled or semiskilled workforce, 

part-time seasonal work or insecure informal sector employment, lack of job 

opportunities in the wider region, long commutes and the financial inability of 

residents to seek for employment. Wesbank has a very low average education 

rate. In 2005, only about 10% of the inhabitants had finished grades 11 and 12, 

the last two years of high school education (Blommaert et al. 2005). As a con-

sequence, many middle-aged residents are illiterate or sub-literate and un-

skilled, making it very hard to find a formal and fixed job and escape the vi-

cious cycle of poverty and exclusion.  

 

Income  % of the population 

< 500 ZAR < € 35 44.1 

501 – 1000 ZAR € 36 – 70 16.4 

1001 – 1500 ZAR € 71 – 105  28.8 

1501 – 2000 ZAR € 106 – 140 5.6 

2001 – 2500 ZAR € 141 – 175 4.0 

2501 – 3000 ZAR € 176 – 210 0.9 

3001 – 3500 ZAR € 211 – 245  0.2 

> 3500 ZAR > € 246 0 

Table 1.1  Monthly income of Wesbank residents in 2002 (Moola 2002, euro column 

own addition) 

 

Recent unemployment rates for the area are not available; the latest report dates 

from 2001 and mentions 60% unemployment among the active population in 

the area. This figure even increases when considering women (70.4%) and 

black people (76%) (Nina & Lomofsky 2001). Current unemployment esti-

mates are even higher, although more and more people have found their way to 

informal sector employment and social security systems such as child care 

grants (280 ZAR or € 19.80 per month), disability grants (maximum 1,200 

ZAR or € 84.90 per month), old age pensions (maximum 1,200 ZAR or € 84.90 

per month), or foster child grants (770 ZAR or € 54.50 per child per month).
10

 

Due to the lack of access to formal sector employment, informal businesses are 

booming. Grocery stores, tuck shops, ‘shebeens’,
11

 artisanal shops, fruit stands, 

                                                 
10 Grants as of 1 April 2013. 
11 A shebeen is an illegal pub without a licence and is often a very important meeting place for 

inhabitants in the townships.  
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tyre shops, electrical repair shops, taxi businesses, funeral services, improvised 

car washes, scrap dealers, hair salons, etc. are scattered around Wesbank. The 

informal businesses are either run from within the residential premises (for 

which a part of the premise then accommodates for the shop) or in containers 

and makeshift stalls on the pavements (see Figure 1.11).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.11  Informal businesses in Wesbank (2011) 

 

Residents are very creative in their strategies to earn (a little bit of) money. 

Many women sell self-made popcorn, sweets and/or ice-lollies etc. from within 

their premises or on the school playgrounds during break time. Some buy meat 

or vegetables in bulk to then sell them with a little bit of profit to others. Others 

collect wood and fruits in the surrounding wetlands, bake bread or fry fish and 

chips to sell. Some women form ‘support’ groups, collectively contributing a 

certain amount of money each month in a common piggy bank. Each month, 

the piggy bank is given to a different member of the group, giving them the 

opportunity to each on their turn buy groceries in bulk or to cover unexpected 

household costs. 

 

1.3.6 Crime  

Crime rates in Wesbank are very high, although it is very difficult to obtain 

recent crime rates of the area. The latest statistics available from the Kuilsrivier 

Police
12

 date from July 2004 and mention 18 (residential) burglaries, 11 com-

mon and 4 violent robberies, 5 rapes, 1 attempted murder and 1 actual murder 

                                                 
12 At the moment of the fieldwork survey conducted by Hannelore Depypere and me in 2005 the 

Kuilsrivier Police was responsible for the area. Currently, the Mfuleni Police is responsible.  
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for that specific month (Depypere & Velghe 2006). High unemployment rates, 

extreme poverty, the constant inflow of new residents and, consequently, the 

high population density, the disintegration of nuclear families, the large number 

of illegal ‘shebeens’, easy access to alcohol, drugs and firearms, the absence of 

a police station in the community and the flourishing, deeply rooted presence 

of two big and several small conflicting gangs are regarded as the main causes 

of the high crime rates in the community. During my third fieldwork visit from 

November 2012 until June 2013, the violence between the gangs was very 

intense. Three or four gang-related murders a week were common practice, and 

many innocent community members got hurt or killed, by the gangs regarded 

as ‘collateral damage’. The following excerpt from an article in the Cape Argus 

newspaper, published on the 2
nd

 of October 2012, was headed by the title ‘Fifty 

bodies in 38 weeks’ (Knoetze 2002, see Figure 1.12). The subtitle of this 

specific section was titled ‘Situation “out of control”’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.12  Detail from the Cape 

Argus, 2 October 2012. Translation 

below (2013) 

 

FIFTY people, most of them young men, have died in gang shootings in 

Wesbank since the beginning of the year. Recently, over eight days, 

seven people were shot dead in the suburb adjacent to the R300 and the 

Stellenbosch Arterial. In the past three months, police have arrested 15 

people on charges of murder and attempted murder, but community 

leaders say that gangsterism in the small suburb is out of control. The 

Hard Livings and Sexy Boys are the dominant gangs in the area and have 

been fighting each other for years. The gang war intensified this year, 

with some of the gangsters as young as 16. … The community says hun-

dreds of streetlights are not working. Gunshots can be heard most nights. 

Drug turf and revenge attacks appear to be driving the war, community 

leaders say. 
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The Mfuleni Police could not provide recent crime statistics of the area. In an 

informal conversation I had with the station commander in April 2013 – I was 

asked not to take any recordings – the station commander admitted the enor-

mous explosion of gang-related violence in the community, but stressed the 

fact that the police was trying to play an active role in combating and sup-

pressing the violence. During the course of the year 2013 and as a consequence 

of large-scale police raids, several leaders and gang members had been arrested 

and sentenced to prison. The police was trying to get a detailed and up-to-date 

database of the different gangs, members and hierarchies by collecting pictures, 

personal descriptions and anonymous tips from community members, family 

members and church leaders. According to the commander, more and more of 

the gang members were yet minors. One of the ten murders was executed with 

a knife, all the rest involved guns. Burglaries were very common, (gang) rapes 

and extortion by forcing shop owners and residents to pay ‘protection money’ 

to be protected against other gangs, something that was very common in 2005 

(Depypere & Velghe 2006) had, according to the commander, decreased in the 

last years.  

 

1.4 Access to the field, methods and data 

This study draws on three extensive ethnographic fieldwork periods in the 

community of Wesbank, from January 2011 until May 2011 (four months), 

from November 2011 until April 2012 (five months) and from November 2012 

until June 2013 (almost seven months). Since my first acquaintance with the 

community and its residents stemmed from a three-months fieldwork visit for 

my Master thesis in 2005 (Depypere & Velghe 2006), (re)gaining access to the 

field was not so difficult since I did not have to start from scratch. Over the 

years, and during different visits to Cape Town in 2005 and 2007, I have 

established long-lasting friendships and relationships with some residents of 

the community, who could help me and bring me into contact with community 

members and accompany me during my first encounters with new interviewees 

and informants.  

The high crime rates and gangsterism in Wesbank forced me to always take 

safety precautions. It was safe to drive around in my car, but I was strongly ad-

vised against walking around alone. The possibilities for me to ‘enter the field’ 

were thus often limited and as a consequence I thus mostly met with inter-

viewees, contact persons and informants in their homes. I sometimes passed by 

unplanned, but mostly my visits preceded a phone call or a text message to find 

out whether the person concerned was at home and had time to receive me. 
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Whenever I did make walks in the community I was always accompanied by 

residents.  

Besides the private premises, other important, safe and easily accessible 

research sites in Wesbank were the Multi-Purpose Community Centre and the 

taxi rank, both centrally located in the community. The MPC housed the two 

crafts clubs I regularly attended: a ladies’ club for seniors and another club for 

middle-aged women. It also housed the office of the ward-councillor. Although 

my contact with the councillor was limited, the right hand of the councillor was 

a well-known resident. He had been part of many community organisations in 

the past and was the contact person for journalists, politicians and the police 

whenever they came to Wesbank. When I needed information about the com-

munity and its history, I could always apply to him. He became my daily 

‘newspaper’, always able to keep me in the picture of the latest events. The 

cleaning and security staff of the MPC also became important informants, 

mainly because they all started using their mobile phones to access WhatsApp 

and Facebook during my second and third fieldwork period (see Section 9.3). 

The MPC was a safe environment, in which I could walk around freely. I also 

often went there whenever I wanted or needed a break between different house 

visits and/or interviews. 

The taxi rank, a fenced plaza with 24/7-security surveillance, was another 

safe place for me to park my car and walk around. In the hardware store and in 

the hairdresser salon I could always find people to talk to. I stopped visiting the 

plaza when both the hardware shop and the hairdresser closed down as a con-

sequence of the ‘Eskom scandal’ that broke out in mid-2012 when one of the 

community workers stole the collected electricity money (see Section 1.3.4). 

I have used quite similar data collection methods during the three separate 

fieldwork visits, although the first fieldwork visit had a more general focus and 

mainly consisted of in-depth face-to-face interviews and the distribution and 

collection of questionnaires, aiming at getting a general picture of the ecology 

of mobile phone use in the community (see Chapter 2). The second and third 

fieldwork visits were more focused and included long and frequent visits to 

some women in particular. These women and their mobile phone use and learn-

ing will be discussed as case studies in this dissertation.  

The main focus during the three fieldwork research periods was on mobile 

phone acquisition, use, appropriation, ideologies and literacies amongst middle-

aged women in the Wesbank community. The term ‘middle-aged’ in Wesbank 

was difficult to define or outline, as many 40-year-old women had grand-

children already and were effectively already ‘retired’ due to chronic un-

employment. The women interviewed face-to-face were all between 40 and 65 
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years old. The average age of the women who filled in the questionnaires (see 

below) was 47-48 years old. The specific focus on middle-aged women has two 

reasons, one concerning the choice of age and the other the choice of gender. 

Concerning the latter, it was predominantly females who were running the 

households in the community; husbands and fathers were either working or 

absent due to divorce, death or separation. 23 out of the 33 women partici-

pating in this research were single, divorced or widows and were thus the 

matriarchs of the household. The other ten women did have a husband but he 

was hardly present at home. During all my frequent visits in the women’s 

homes, I have only met the husbands of two of the women, and this just once. 

Because of their position in the household, their often very limited educational 

background and overall unemployment, many women struggle to transgress 

their often very limited social spaces and to have their voices be heard. The 

choice of focus on middle-aged women originates from the fact that a lot of 

research on the social, cultural and learning aspects of ICTs and mobile phones 

more specifically has, in a South African context as elsewhere, always mainly 

focussed on youngsters. Research on the empowering capacities of mobile 

phone use and mobile phone literacy amongst middle-aged people is a missing, 

but vital aspect of overall ICT research. 

The data collection methodologies running throughout the three fieldwork 

research periods can be summarized as follows:  

 

Interviews 

I have conducted in-depth, face-to-face interviews and subsequent visits and 

interactions with 33 middle-aged women and one group interview with eight 

women attending the senior craft clubs in the MPC in Wesbank. The women 

interviewed face-to-face were all between 40 and 65 years old, with the excep-

tion of one 25-year-old girl (see Section 8.1). The eight women present during 

the group interviews in the MPC were all older than 60 years. Face-to-face 

interviews were all held in the women’s premises and lasted between one and 

two hours. Potential interviewees were selected and introduced with the help of 

two well-known community workers or by snowball effect, in which inter-

viewees introduced friends or neighbours. The community workers were most-

ly present during the first encounter with the interviewee. Interviews were 

never held during the first encounter with the women concerned, but were 

always preceded by a couple of ‘informal’ and mere observational visits at the 

women’s homes, during which we could get to know each other. During parts 

of five of the 33 interviews, two daughters, a son, a friend and a client respec-

tively were also present in the same room, sometimes commenting or adding 
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information. Three of the 33 interviewees were both isiXhosa and English-

speaking and another interviewee was raised in an English-speaking coloured 

family. All the other interviewees were coloured and had Afrikaans as their 

mother tongue. Most interviews were held in English with a considerable 

amount of code-switching or code-mixing to Afrikaans. Three interviewees 

answered in Afrikaans (with considerable code-switching to English) although 

the questions were asked in a mix of Afrikaans and English. The entire group 

interview was in Afrikaans, assisted by the lady leading the crafts club. Since 

Dutch is my mother tongue and since I had learned to master the basics of 

Afrikaans grammar and vocabulary during my visits to South Africa, using 

Afrikaans as a medium of communication did not create major problems or 

miscommunications. Women often switched between English and Afrikaans 

whenever they did not find the right words in any of the two languages. Since 

my isiXhosa is negligible, isiXhosa-speaking ladies unfortunately did not have 

a choice and had to talk English to me. None of them said that was a problem 

however.  

Although a list of questions was used as a directory (see Appendix I) the 

interviews were semi-structured, allowing interruptions, follow-up questions 

and space and time for the interviewees to accentuate their own fields of inter-

est. Three of the 22 women did not have a mobile phone at the moment of the 

interview, of which only one of them had never had a phone before. The two 

other ladies had lost their phones through theft.  

 

Questionnaires of 2011 

In 2011 questionnaires were handed out in the High School in Wesbank and in 

one of the three primary schools of Wesbank.
13

 I handed out the questionnaires 

in the principal’s presence. The surveys handed out in the High School con-

sisted of two parts. In order to get a general, cross-generational view on mobile 

phone use in the area and to get an idea of the role youngsters play in the 

device appropriation and literacy of their parents, the high school learners had 

to fill in the first part of the survey during my presence in the classroom; the 

second part was taken home and filled in by the learners’ mothers or grand-

mothers. We agreed to collect both the first and the second part of the question-

naire, attached to each other by a staple, three days later, again in the presence 

of the school’s principal. By filling in the second part, the (grand)mothers gave 

their consent that the information provided by the children and by themselves 

                                                 
13 Wesbank High is the only secondary school in the area and has only opened in 2003, thus four 

years after the first residents moved in into the community. The Hoofweg Primary School 

where the other questionnaire was handed out is one of the three primary schools of Wesbank.  
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could be used as data for my research. All the questionnaires were filled in 

anonymously. The learners were all between 14 and 19 years old, the 

(grand)mothers between 32 and 70, with an average age of 47-48 years. The 

survey handed out in the primary school was the same as the one handed out in 

the High School, but only consisted of the part to be filled in by the 

(grand)mothers. I regarded the primary school learners as too young to par-

ticipate. In total, 80 filled-in questionnaires returned, almost 50% of the 176 

questionnaires that were distributed in total. The questionnaire was translated 

into isiXhosa, English and Afrikaans, giving the participants the option to 

answer in their mother tongue. None of the participants answered in isiXhosa 

however; IsiXhosa speakers answered in English and Afrikaans-speaking 

people answered in Afrikaans and/or English. 

The first part of the questionnaire to be filled in by the high school learners 

consisted of a section with general questions (age, place of birth, language use 

and mobile phone ownership), a section for mobile phone owners and one for 

non-owners. The section for owners focused on mobile phone acquisition (how 

long they had had a phone, how they got it and why, how they learned to work 

with it, etc.), mobile phone use (what they used their phone for, how much 

airtime
14

 they purchased and who paid for it, whether they use instant chat 

messaging, etc.), mobile phone ideologies (what, if anything, would they still 

wanted to learn to do with their phone, whether they used mobile Internet, etc.), 

and mobile phone literacy (whether they wrote text messages and if yes, in 

which language, who taught them to work with a phone, whether they helped 

their mother with her phone, whether their parents often asked for advice, etc.). 

The section to be filled in by the non-owners was much shorter, especially 

focusing on mobile phone sharing practices (if they used someone else’s phone, 

how often, for what reasons), mobile phone ideologies (what would they use a 

phone for, why would they like to have one, etc.), and on the reasons why the 

participant did not have a handset of his/her own at the moment of the survey. 

The part of the questionnaire to be filled in by the (grand)mothers consisted 

of the same three sections (general questions, owners and non-owners). The 

questions were similar to the questions asked to the youngsters, but focused 

more extensively on mobile phone use (what they used their phone for, who 

was in their network, how did their phone help them to organise their life) and 

on (device) (il)literacy (how did they learn how to work with their phone, what 

would they still like to learn, whether they use the Internet, who did they ask 

                                                 
14 ‘Airtime’ is the South African denomination for mobile ‘call credit’ that is usually bought in 

vouchers of different value. I prefer to use this South African term when referring to calling 

credit. 
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for help when needed). Both the youngsters and the (grand)mothers were asked 

to also verbatim write down the last text message they had sent and received. 

For the entire questionnaire, turn to Appendix II. 

 

Questionnaires of 2013 

A second round of questionnaires was prepared and handed out during my last 

fieldwork period in 2013 (see Appendix III). The survey was distributed on 

Thursday mornings in the MPC. The South Africa Social Security Agency 

(SASSA), the public entity delivering social security systems and responsible 

for the social grants applications, was holding office in the MPC on Thursdays. 

Wesbank residents are then queuing in the main hall of the MPC the entire 

morning, waiting for their turn to apply. I thought it was a perfect location to 

hand out the surveys: it were mainly women who were standing in line, the 

waiting took so long that there was plenty of time to fill in the surveys, there 

were always many people and the people working at the MPC promised me to 

help me distributing and explaining the purpose of the questionnaires to the 

women waiting. The questionnaire was much shorter than the one handed out 

in 2011 and focused on a couple of specific topics, things that struck my atten-

tion during fieldwork moments and that I wanted to collect additional data 

about. After some general questions (age, first phone, type of phone, employ-

ment, school career, and birth place), and some questions about mobile phone 

use and appropriation similar to the first questionnaire (see Appendix III), the 

main purpose of the questionnaire was to get a better view on mobile Internet 

use (MXit, Facebook, WhatsApp), mobile phone literacy and whether or not 

the phone was being used for religious or spiritual purposes. The questionnaire 

was composed in Afrikaans and English. Since no isiXhosa had been used to 

answer the questionnaires handed out in 2011, I drafted the questionnaire only 

using Afrikaans and English. The women who filled in the questionnaires were 

between 23 and 68 years old, with an average age of 42 years.  

It turned out to be very difficult to hand out the questionnaires and to collect 

completed surveys. Most women were very reluctant to volunteer, even when 

two well-known community workers assisted me in explaining the purpose of 

the survey. Only afterwards I discovered that another community worker with 

whom I had avoided collaborating (since she was suspected of committing 

several fraudulent activities within the community, such as the Eskom fraud 

committed at the taxi rank mentioned in Section 1.3.4) went around telling the 

queuing ladies they had to be careful filling in the questionnaire, since it con-

tained a lot of ‘very personal information’. After five Thursday mornings in the 

MPC, only 42 questionnaires got filled in and returned. Whenever the data 
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stemming from the questionnaires is used in this thesis, it will be mentioned 

from which questionnaire (the first or the second) the data is derived. 

 

Mobile phone diaries 

Six interviewees kept a mobile phone diary in which they noted all the text 

messages and phone calls they made and received during the course of one 

week. For the women who were willing to keep a diary, I prepared a little 

notebook in which they could fill in all the information wanted (date and time, 

relationship to the sender or receiver, a copy of the actual text message, the 

reason for the phone call made or received, etc. – see Figure 1.13). For the 

women keeping a diary, the exercise seemed to be very difficult. As can be 

seen in Figure 1.13, the data was not always complete. If the women concerned 

were ‘illiterate’, I asked them not to delete the call log and the sent and re-

ceived messages during the course of one week. Seated next to them, I then 

transcribed or took pictures of the messages and wrote down the call log my-

self. This turned out to be a very productive way of collecting the mobile phone 

diaries, since I could ask the women a lot of extra questions about the reasons 

for certain phone calls, missed calls and text messages and about the rela-

tionship with the sender or receiver. From four ladies I also collected their 

network list (the contacts saved in their phones) to map the people and relation-

ships in the women’s phone network.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.13  One page in the mobile 

phone diary. Date missing, note ‘friend 

Bellville’ own addition. SMS: ‘I 4get to 

bring my bible study can you pls bring 4 

me’ (2012) 
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Mobile phone courses 

Three mobile phone courses were organized in which I was assisted by two 

teenage girls who taught the participants how to send and read text messages 

(four middle-aged women present) and how to use the mobile Internet (two 

times one woman). The text message course was held in the living room of one 

of the women participating, with participants seated next to each other on the 

couches (Figure 1.14).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.14  Mobile phone ‘classes’: learning 

how to send a text message (2012) 

 

When it turned out that mobile phone ‘lessons’ in groups was rather complicat-

ed due to the different learning pace of the women and the different operation 

of their handsets, I only gave face-to-face ‘courses’ after that. In total I have 

shown nine women how to compose, send and answer text messages, six 

women how to create and operate a Facebook and e-mail account, and two 

women how to use Google and Wikipedia (see Section 9.3). All these women 

have also been interviewed and closely followed up afterwards; I paid them 

visits during which they could ask questions, repeat things learnt and in which I 

could collect a corpus of text messages, screen shots of Facebook updates and 

get a clear view on the learning processes, vulnerabilities and the progress 

made.  

 

Participant observation 

As much time as possible was spent in the community, pursuing participant 

observation. Although it was not possible to become a ‘real’ community mem-

ber – since I was not staying in Wesbank – the fact that I had visited the com-
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munity several times over the course of eight years helped me to become part 

of daily activities, get easy access to the life-worlds of the women I worked 

with and be part of their lives. I never interviewed the women during my first 

encounter, which also helped in getting familiar with each other. I tried to visit 

all my informants and interviewees at least every two weeks. Daily observa-

tions of interactions, literacy classes for adults, social gatherings, family situ-

ations, mobile phone use, and informal conversations were written down in a 

fieldwork diary, to further support the data.  

 

Corpus of off- and online texts 

I collected an extended corpus of collected text messages received from and of 

residents, screenshots of conversations on the mobile phone based instant mes-

saging service MXit, screenshots of Facebook walls and post, e-mails (both 

composed on a mobile phone or on a computer) received from residents, 

pictures from WhatsApp conversations, pictures taken in the community and in 

the presence of the informants, notes, and letters and papers written by inter-

viewees. All the pictures used in this dissertation are made by me, unless 

otherwise stated. In the figure’s captions the year in which the picture is taken 

is mentioned between brackets.  

 

1.5 Anticipating the book 

Chapter 1 of Part I started with a general introduction to mobile phone use and 

uptake in the developing world (Section 1.1) to then move to a short descrip-

tion of (the main legacies of) South Africa’s history of apartheid (Section 1.2). 

In Section 1.3 an extensive introduction to the research site Wesbank was given 

and in Section 1.4 the main methodologies of the research have been enumer-

ated.  

In Chapter 2 we will move to a thorough description of the ecology of 

mobile phone use in the research community Wesbank. We will look at how 

daily life in the impoverished and crime-ridden community affects, constrains 

and/or influences the appropriation and use of the mobile phone and how the 

use of the mobile phone is adapted to the lives and the unequal distribution of 

resources in the community.  

 

In Part II we will turn to a discussion of the observed learning practices and 

processes taking place within the learning environment, sketched in Chapter 2. 

In the introductory Chapter 3 we will reflect on these learning processes by 

firstly introducing and discussing the work and findings of four scholars – 
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Paulo Freire, Lev Vygotski, Dell Hymes, and Gunther Kress (Section 3.1). We 

will then discuss some key conceptual instruments and concepts that will run 

throughout the rest of the dissertation – voice, resources, repertoires, and com-

munities (Section 3.2 and 3.3). Before turning to the next chapter, we will also 

critically discuss the concepts ‘literate’ and ‘illiterate’, pointing to the fact that 

literacy practices are socially embedded within communities, making it im-

possible to come up with generally accepted definitions of what it means to be 

‘illiterate’ or ‘literate’ (Section 3.4). 

In Chapter 4 we discuss the different building blocks of learning that we 

have observed in Wesbank. In Section 4.1 the concept ‘ethnographer as a pupil’ 

will be discussed, in which we will focus on the role and position of the ethno-

grapher and on the learning practices the ethnographer him/herself has to go 

through whenever entering a field. In Sections 4.2 and 4.3 two case studies will 

be extensively discussed, looking at the learning practices and processes of 

three middle-aged women – Kristina, Diana and Martha
15

 – during and after 

they were taught how to compose, send, and read text messages. Here we will, 

for the first time, discuss and encounter real moments of learning as introduced 

by Gunther Kress in Section 3.1. Section 4.4 sheds light on the importance of 

‘communities of practice’ or the social as an essential building block charac-

terizing an (informal) learning environment.  

Chapter 5 is, as a closing chapter of Part II, a very extended case study of a 

woman named Sarah. In this case study all the previously discussed concepts 

and building blocks of learning converge. Regarding herself as ‘illiterate’, we 

will look at the different aspects and moments of learning Sarah goes through 

from the moment she learns how to write and send text messages and at the 

hard labour she has to put into the acquisition and maintenance of these skills.  

Chapter 6 is a concluding chapter in which we will wrap up Part II, and dis-

cuss all the observations made and case studies discussed by making use of the 

theoretical notions made in Chapter 3. 

 

Part III will focus on the effects of the learning processes within the specific 

learning environment of Wesbank. Chapter 7 is an introduction to the sub-

sequent sections and the concepts applied. In Chapter 8 we will discuss the 

concept ‘phatic communication’ and we will look at the ‘power of the phatic’, 

respectively discussing an extensive case study of Linda (Section 8.1) and 

looking at phatic communication as a survival strategy (Section 8.2). ‘Ex-

plorative literacies’ will be discussed in Chapter 9, focusing on religious use of 

                                                 
15 To safeguard the anonymity of all participants, all the names of residents used throughout this 

dissertation are fictional. 
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the mobile phone (Section 9.1), the use of MXit and identity formation (Section 

9.2) and the emergence and use of mobile Internet (Section 9.3). In these sec-

tions we will see how new technologies enable the creation of new identities 

and new forms of relationships. 

 

Part IV contains the concluding remarks in four sections, in which we analyse 

the processes and effects of a learning that takes place within a restricting 

context of severe poverty. We will re-introduce the four scholars introduced in 

Chapter 3 with the aim of setting up a research agenda for further research on 

informal learning. 

 



CHAPTER 2 

Ecology of mobile phone use in Wesbank 

In this chapter, before moving to Part II, we will give a thorough description of 

the ecology of mobile phone use in the research community Wesbank. We will 

look at how daily life in the impoverished and crime-ridden community affects, 

constrains and/or influences the appropriation and use of the mobile phone and 

how the use of the mobile phone is adapted to the lives and the unequal distri-

bution of resources in the community. We will see and discuss how poverty, 

crime, unemployment, post-apartheid migration, multilingualism and illiteracy 

are factors severely influencing mobile phone adoption and use. By sketching 

this ecology – the socio-economic context and conditions within which learn-

ing takes place – we will actually describe the often very informal and con-

strained learning environment within and against which Part II and Part III are 

to be situated.  

The way in which the mobile phone has been integrated into society cannot 

be separated from the specific culture, economy and history of a society (Nkwi 

2009). Mobile phone use is embedded in existing social and economic practices 

and realities, so by surveying the main characteristics of life in Wesbank we 

may understand the broader dynamics of the use of mobile phones in the area. 

As we will see, poverty, crime, unemployment, post-apartheid migration, mul-

tilingualism and illiteracy are factors severely influencing mobile phone 

adoption and use in such a way that claims and hopes on mobile phone use in 

the ‘developing world’ as a whole are hard to generalise. For example: due to 

social marginalization, South Africa’s history of apartheid, poverty and, as a 

consequence of this all, inadequate schooling, many women in Wesbank are 

(quasi) ‘illiterate’. Their literacy levels inhibit them from producing certain 

types of discourse, such as text messages for example. Context-specific and 

localized ethnographic research focussing on the people, the availability and 

accessibility of certain resources and the social environment from within which 

discourses arise (or do not arise) will expose the conditions for discourse (or 
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non-discourse) and thus the conditions for voice – a key conceptual instrument 

that will be discussed and analysed in Chapter 3. 

Discourse analysis ought to start ‘long before people open their mouths and 

end long after they have closed it’ (Blommaert 2005: 37, 67), and examining 

the ‘infrastructure’ for particular modes of discourse production is very much 

the business of the study of discourse. In this chapter, this is precisely what we 

will do: look into the ‘infrastructure’ needed for a particular mode of discourse 

(talking, writing, playing, working, etc. on the mobile phone) in a specific 

social environment (Wesbank), examining the resources locally available and 

questioning their affordances as well as constraints (ecology). To give just one 

example: the fact that one can freely add a ten-character long personal message 

to the free ‘Please call me’ messages (the ‘infrastructure’) clearly influences 

people’s modes of discourse production. Impoverished people who are com-

pelled to communicate by using this free messaging system – originally intro-

duced for emergency cases when people run out of airtime, see Section 2.1 – 

have developed innovative coding strategies and a highly abbreviated language 

use, in order to say as much as possible within the severely restricted message 

length (Bidwel et al. 2011). 

Ethnographic fieldwork gives us the appropriate tools and methods to get a 

clear, detailed, and localized view on the ‘infrastructure’ for discourse produc-

tion. An ethnography of ‘the local discourse world’ looks into the availability 

or absence, and the functionality of certain resources in a specific setting. In 

what follows, we will show how mobile phones do create new opportunities 

and possibilities, while poverty, crime, unemployment, post-apartheid migra-

tion and illiteracy are severely influencing or constraining the full use of the 

potential. 

 

2.1 Poverty  

The life of most of the residents of Wesbank is characterised by poverty and 

unemployment. Since Wesbank was intended to relocate families that were 

eligible for maximum subsidy grants, poverty has characterized the eligible 

population from the first days of Wesbank’s existence.  

This general impoverishment was no obstacle for having a mobile phone. 

83% of the respondents who filled in the first questionnaire that I handed out at 

the beginning of my first fieldwork visit in 2010 had a phone at that moment. 

Only 3.4% had never possessed a phone before. The remaining 13.6% had had 

a mobile phone before, but it had got lost, stolen or broken. 69.7% of the 

people interviewed and surveyed bought their handset themselves, 21.3% got it 
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from a family member and 9% got the phone at their current job. When asked 

about the negative consequences of having a mobile phone, only 10% men-

tioned the extra financial burden a mobile phone created. The high uptake of 

mobile phones has been confirmed in the interviews, in which people stressed 

the fact that it was very exceptional to find someone without a mobile phone. 

 

X: …but today even the poorest of the poor they have a phone because 

they are so cheap 

Int: So you also really have the feeling that almost all the people have a 

phone nowadays? 

X:  Nowadays yes almost EVERYBODY have a phone/ almost everybody/ 

we DO get sometimes a person who doesn’t have a phone on 

OCCASSION there is someone is asking me to use a phone you see to 

use your phone for emergencies or so/ things like that
16

 

Extract 2.1  Interview with Olivia and friend, Wesbank, 2011 

 

Financial constraints do, however, deeply affect the use of the mobile phone. 

Let us now look at five main effects of poverty on mobile phone use.  

 

2.1.1 Phone sharing 

Poverty influences the way in which inhabitants of Wesbank share their mobile 

phones. As most of the people have a phone, they do not share the phones out 

of device scarcity – a phenomenon discussed in a lot of research on mobile 

phone use in developing countries (e.g. Skuse & Cousins 2007; de Souza e 

Silva et al. 2011; Steenson & Donner 2009).  

Cases of shared use in Wesbank because of device scarcity were very rare, 

with some exceptions of – especially older – people who did not have a handset 

of their own. People shared their phones because they did not always have 

money to buy airtime; they shared out of financial instead of device scarcity. 

The following interview extract was just one of the examples. 

                                                 
16 All interview extracts are transcriptions from interviews conducted during the different 

fieldwork periods (see Section 1.4). An / indicates a (breathing) pause and capital letters 

indicate an emphasis on the word. Out of ethical considerations, no real names or initials are 

used in this dissertation. In all interview extracts ‘Int’ stands for the interviewer and X, O, A, 

E, K, etc. are the initials of different interviewees. Words between square brackets are 

comments added by the author. To indicate code-switching to Afrikaans, italics are used. 

Translations are given between brackets. When XXXXX is used in interview extracts, it is to 

refer to unintelligible words due to unclear pronunciation, background noise or poor quality of 

recording. 
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Int:  Ja or maybe they can also even when they have a phone when there is 

an emergency and they don’t have airtime 

X:  Yeah/ then they come to you 

Int:  It happens? 

X:  It happens yes/ it happens a LOT 

Extract 2.2  Interview with Olivia and friend, Wesbank, 2011 

 

Since I mostly had airtime on my phone, my handset became a shared phone on 

many occasions. During a search for a missing child, my mobile phone became 

the shared phone of the search patrol, as my phone was initially used to inform 

the police about the child’s alarming disappearance. Throughout the rest of the 

day, I received calls from the police and other patrol members, as it was my 

number that got dispersed due to the initial phone calls made with my handset. 

A mother, asked if she was sharing her phone with someone else, answered 

‘when there is airtime on it’s not mine’. Mothers interviewed also mentioned 

that their phones become a shared phone from the moment the children came 

home from school. Not because the children did not have mobile phones – in 

72% of the cases they did – but because of the fact that they often did not have 

airtime or because their parents’ phones had specific applications their handsets 

did not have. 

 

2.1.2 ‘Please call me’ 

Another very remarkable way of using the mobile phone within the daily 

reality of poverty is the frequent use of free ‘Please call me’ (PCM) messages. 

A PCM is a free service offered by the provider and it allows sending a free 

text message to any other telephone number with a request to call back. Those 

free messages – a daily limited amount of them
17

 – read ‘please call’ and 

feature the number requesting the callback, followed by an advertisement (see 

Figure 2.1). Nowadays, one can add a very short personal message to these 

PCMs and personalise the telephone number by adding one’s own name or 

nickname.  

                                                 
17 The three main mobile phone carriers offer different amounts of free PCM messages a day. 

Vodacom offers ten of them, MTN three and Cell C five. 
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Figure 2.1  Example of a PCM, non-person-

alized (2012) 

 

11% of the people surveyed in the first questionnaire mentioned sending such 

free messages as one of the three things they did the most on their mobile 

phone. According to the InfoDev report of the World Bank (2012), 96.8% of 

South Africans living at the bottom of the pyramid regularly use their mobile 

phones to send a PCM. Only ‘making and receiving phone calls’ was done 

more frequently (99.4%) (InfoDev 2012). Since sending a PCM only requires 

basic numeracy skills
18

 and no literacy skills, sending a PCM message was 

besides calling and receiving calls often the only thing ‘illiterate’ women used 

their phone for. The 60-year-old ‘illiterate’ woman in the following interview 

extract was one of them. 

 

Int:  Is there still something you want to learn on your phone? 

K:  No man ok I’m not worried about that as long as I can call and just as 

long as I can send a please call me that’s enough for me I don’t worry 

further on with the phone 

Extract 2.3  Interview with Kristina, Wesbank, 2011 

 

The use of a PCM message is comparable to the practice of ‘beeping’, ‘flash-

ing’ or ‘missed calling’, a practice already discussed in several studies on 

mobile phone use in the developing world (Donner 2007; Sey 2007; Slater  & 

Kwami 2005; Ureta 2008). Users call an addressee and hang up before this per-

son can answer. Due to pre-paid cards and the ‘caller party pays’ system, this 

‘beeping’ is for free. The call log and the address book make it possible for the 

receiver to know who ‘beeped’ and to call back or to decode the agreed mes-

sage, such as ‘I’m done, come and pick me up’ or ‘I miss u’ (Donner 2008). 

Donner sees the practice of leaving those intentional missed-calls as an 

example of ‘how the process of appropriation by users in the developing world 

leads to the creation of “new” mobile use’ (Donner 2008: 17) and as an ex-

ample of an ongoing interaction between social practices and technological 

factors in which users modify technology for their own purposes according to 

                                                 
18 An MTN subscriber for example dials *121*mobile phone number# and then presses the 

‘call’ key to send off a PCM message. 
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their own social and economic conditions, often in a desire to lower telecom-

munication expenses (Donner 2007). This is what Zainudeen et al. (2006) call 

‘telecom use on a shoestring’. South African providers initiated the PCM mes-

sages as a way to curb the strain of missed calls on the network traffic. Their 

strategy seems to have worked: in none of the interviews or questionnaires the 

practice of ‘beeping’ or ‘flashing’ was mentioned, unlike the use of the free 

PCMs.  

Similarly to a ‘beep fatigue’ and annoyance at unnecessary or excessive 

beeping (Donner 2007) the high use of PCMs also created irritation among 

Wesbank residents, especially when some unwritten but normative ‘PCM rules’ 

were not respected. The irritations and complaints expressed by several of my 

interviewees ran parallel to the ‘rules of beeping’ enumerated by Donner 

(2007), such as ‘the richer guy pays’ rule, the fact that one can only send a 

PCM for urgent or important reasons and when one really does not have any 

airtime left. If one wants to ask for a favour or if one wants to make a good 

impression, it is not very advisable to use a PCM. Too many PCMs annoy the 

receiver, especially when not alternated with actual calling. This is mentioned 

in the following interview extract. 

 

Int:  What are the main things you use your phone for? 

A:  It’s only the messages and the pictures and then phone and income 

phoning and then please call me most of the time I send please call 

me’s but the people don’t respond mos a very common stop word in 

Afrikaans on please call me’s you know 

Int:  Yeah because they don’t have money as well 

A:  Yes but most of the time I do it if I don’t have money but if I have 

money I CALL that person you know if people send me TWICE please 

call me’s I DON’T respond on them because I know/ for the first time I 

phone the next time they will do it again you see on one day so when I 

was finish talking with them a few minutes later they call Please call 

me WEER ‘again’ in Afrikaans yes and that’s why I don’t respond 

Extract 2.4  Interview with Anna, Wesbank, 2012 

 

Bidwell et al. (2011), doing research in Nyandeni, a rural municipality in the 

Eastern Cape Province of South Africa, concluded that the use of PCMs has 

influenced language use and cultural interaction forms. Frequent users of the 

PCM messages have developed coding strategies and have learnt how to add 

meaningful messages regardless of the severe constraints on message length 

(only ten characters can be added to a PCM). Since poverty limits people’s use 
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of messaging systems one has to pay for, Bidwell et al. (2011) have observed a 

frequent use of the PCM system for ‘phatic’ communication (‘Please call 

U.R.MINE’, see Section 8.2 on ‘phatic’ communication), interpersonal support 

(‘Please call IM.SICK’), to manage communication flows (‘Please call 

LOG.MXIT’), perform identity (‘Please call BG.BRO’), or to coordinate 

(Please call @HOME’) (Bidwell et al. 2011: 12-13). Financial constraints 

compelled people to be very creative in their language use. Users of the PCM 

personal messages used varieties of codes, abbreviations and relational cues 

and even abbreviated isiXhosa words, even though research on text-based 

exchanges in South Africa has exposed reluctance amongst isiXhosa-speaking 

persons to abbreviate isiXhosa words (Deumert & Masinyana 2008).  

 

2.1.3 Topping-up 

Only one of the 33 interviewees was using a post-paid contract system of R100 

(€ 7) airtime per month. Having a flourishing taxi business together with her 

husband, this interviewee was financially better off than most of the other re-

spondents. She was mostly using her phone for business purposes and her 

monthly bills were covered by profits of the family business. All the other 

interviewees charged their phones with the pre-paid card system, in order to 

avoid the risk of not being able to pay the monthly bills. The amount of airtime 

money purchased was remarkably small. Top-ups of R5 or R10 (respectively 

€ 0.35 and € 0.70) were most common, enough for one or two short phone 

calls, as mentioned in the following interview extract. 

 

E:  Mm mostly this time of the month when there is no money but other-

wise say maybe 5 rand 

Int:  Yeah and how long do you do with that 5 rand? 

E:  Not long because of my sister is in the NORTHERN Cape and usually 

then the 5 rand is not enough you still speaking and the 5 rand is gone 

Extract 2.5  Interview with Elisa, Wesbank, 2011 

 

Most of the interviewees only charged airtime when a phone call needed to be 

made and when there was money available to do so, followed by some days or 

weeks without airtime in which the free PCMs or free calling minutes to same-

provider numbers were used.
19

 Mobile phone was thus comparable with using a 

public pay phone, since people only used the money they could afford to spend 

                                                 
19 MTN for example, one of the most popular providers among the residents of Wesbank, offers 

free calling minutes to other MTN subscribers during the weekend and during off-peak hours. 
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and calls ended abruptly when the credit was spent. The small top-ups of R5 or 

R10 were also influencing the conditions for discourse. As phone calls were 

short due to the limited amount of airtime, people had to make deliberate 

choices on what exactly they wanted to communicate in a very short span of 

time. In Burkina Faso, Hahn and Kibora (2008) observed people abbreviating 

culturally entrenched exchanges of greetings when making a phone call, in 

order to save costs. The abbreviation or even omission of greetings when 

making short, practical phone calls was a practice I also observed amongst 

Wesbank residents. Some people even avoided making phone calls when they 

thought the recipient of the call would be too talkative. An interviewee tes-

tified: 

 

Int:  Ja and do you mostly call or text 

M:  Daar is dinge wat ek skryf daar is dinge wat ek praat maar als ek nou 

weet ek gaan lang praat dan skryf ek gou dit uit boodskap klaar alles in 

’n boodskap dan save ek nou mos airtime (There are things that I write 

and there are things that I say but if I know that I will talk for a long 

time then I quickly write this message finished everything in one 

message then I save airtime) 

Extract 2.6  Interview with Mary, Wesbank, 2012 

 

The same interviewee also always bought top-ups of R5, even if she had money 

to buy a voucher of a bigger amount. This was another strategy to save costs 

for phone calls, ensuring recipients would not talk too long and avoiding 

having to be rude and finish the phone call prematurely. She explains the strat-

egy in the following extract:  

 

Int:  So you prefer to buy 5 rand 5 rand 5 rand so then you exactly know 

M:  You know exactly the TIMING  

Int:  That’s smart because when you buy 50 rand in one time 

M:  You can’t SPLIT’ie double Afrikaans negation 

Int:  Ja sometimes it’s also difficult when you call people they keep talking 

M:  EXACTLY 

Int:  So when the money is finished the money is finished  

M:  That’s the easiest way/ it WORKS for us you must TRY that/ even if 

you prefer to buy 50 rand there were times when I was working I want 

to buy 50 rand but I ask for 5 rand so I KNOW exactly I want to speak 

this long so the money is CUT off 

Extract 2.7  Interview with Mary, Wesbank, 2012 
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2.1.4 Appropriation of the phone  

Due to poverty in the area, the use of mobile phone features that were not free 

of charge was limited. Almost no one in Wesbank installed or used the voice 

mail service, as no one wanted to run the risk of calling someone in vain and 

having to pay for it. Listening to a voice message was free of charge. Leaving a 

voice mail message however was not free and was charged at the rates of a 

normal telephone call.  

Free mobile phone applications however were maximally used. As most of 

the people in Wesbank did not possess many other technological devices, the 

mobile phone was used for a broad range of purposes. During the interviews 

and in the questionnaires, people mentioned using their mobile phone as a 

lamp, a radio, a calculator, a photo camera, a laptop, a watch, an alarm, a video 

camera, and a game computer. When asked in the questionnaires whether one 

had already used her mobile phone the day of the survey, the following answers 

occurred: 

 

‘My phone have sic light so if ESKOM switch sic our lights off I can 

look for the candle with my lamp.’ 

‘I look at the time.’ 

‘I was listening to music because I was doing nothing.’ 

‘I already used the calculator today.’ 

Extract 2.8  Examples from questionnaires 2011 

 

An interviewee once observed a lady in the local supermarket, constantly using 

her mobile phone. Curious to know what the woman was doing, she ap-

proached and asked her. It turned out that the woman was using the calculator 

on her handset to precisely calculate the total costs of the groceries in her 

shopping cart, to avoid money shortage at the counter. For women living in 

Wesbank, who have to carefully consider every cent they spend and make 

deliberate choices on how much money can be spent for what purposes, this 

specific use of a mobile phone was very practical and helpful in managing a 

household. 

When the daughter of one of my informants got really sick and was hos-

pitalized for several weeks, the mother used her mobile phone to take pictures 

and videos of her daughter in the hospital. In these videos, the sick daughter 

greeted her friends and family and updated them about how she was feeling 

and what she had been doing. Since the hospital was two taxi drives away from 

Wesbank, not many friends and family members could afford to go visit the 
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girl. Thanks to the mobile phone, the pictures and the videos, family and 

friends did however get the feeling of being involved. 

Learning how to use the Internet was high on the agenda for most of the 

people surveyed and interviewed. However, the extra costs that this would 

generate was, next to device and Internet illiteracy, the main reason why most 

people never had used the Internet before. Mobile Internet and its affordances 

and constraints will be thoroughly discussed in Section 9.3.  

 

2.1.5 Emergency services 

In South Africa calling the police and the emergency services from a mobile 

phone is not free of charge. One can only call the Capetonian toll-free 107 

emergency number – to be transferred to the relevant emergency services such 

as an ambulance, the police, fire or traffic services – using a Telkom landline 

phone or a payphone (see Figure 2.2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2  Poster hanging in the Multi-Purpose 

Centre (2013) 

 

Telkom is South Africa’s largest telecommunications provider for fixed-line 

telephony. Calling from a mobile phone to the 107 number is impossible, so 

one has to call the emergency centre on a landline number, charged at national 

rates. 

Although Telkom payphones are scattered along the Main Road in Wesbank 

– a lot of them permanently out of order however – residents prefer to call the 

emergency services from inside their homes by using their mobile phones, for 

reasons of safety and efficiency. Residents did find a way to circumvent the 

telephone charges by calling the call centre of their mobile phone carrier. The 
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call centre then redirects the call toll-free to the emergency services. Such redi-

rection could sometimes take (too) long, as explained by the woman in the 

interview extract below, but most people did not have a choice since calling at 

domestic rates was simply too expensive. 

 

Int:  Ja because you have to have money on your phone to be able to call/ 

but then other people explained me you can call for free to a call centre 

and then they connect you with the police 

K:  But it takes a long time 

Int:  It takes 10 minutes or something they told me 

K:  Ja the time they come that one is dead already and the killers did run 

away 

Extract 2.9  Interview with Kristina, Wesbank, 2011 

 

2.2 Crime 

As discussed above, crime rates in Wesbank are very high. These high crime 

rates and the subsequent feeling of insecurity and endangerment influences the 

mobile phone use of Wesbank’s residents in several ways, as we will see 

below.  

 

2.2.1 Calling the emergency services 

As a consequence of the high crime rates, 26% of the people surveyed in the 

first questionnaire said they acquired a mobile phone for safety reasons. Almost 

all interviewees could recall at least one incident for which they had used their 

mobile phone to call the emergency services. Only 19% of the surveyed had 

never used their mobile phone to call the emergency services. The following 

extract is just one of the testimonies: 

 

Int:  Ja does it happen a like for emergency cases/ does it happen a LOT 

E:  Mm yes specially weekends 

Int:  And then it’s for when you see things in the street or something or 

when  

E:  Um/ like one day she her daughter was sitting next door and/ some 

people were partying here and they came here like an army looking for 

her and they wanted to hit her/ fight with her/ so I call the police and 

they threw my window in here/ and some weeks ago again/ another 
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mad/ also came to throw some bricks and things so I call the police and 

they came and pick him up 

Int:  And they come fast when you call them 

E:  Yeah 

Int:  And do you call direct to the police because I/ talked to many people 

who say they call to the call centre 

E:  The call centre yes 

Int:  Ja/ so you do it THAT way you call for free to the call centre and you 

never call directly to the police to their direct number 

E:  Sometimes yes if I got AIRTIME/ enough airtime then I call 

Extract 2.10  Interview with Elisa, Wesbank, 2011 

 

Especially the elder women felt safer with their own handset. If something 

happened to themselves or in the neighbourhood, they could just call the emer-

gency services from inside their homes. The woman in the following interview 

extract was 64 years old. She had never had a landline and as she lived far from 

the Main Road in Wesbank where most of the payphones were, it was only 

since she had a mobile phone of her own that she could call for help when 

needed.  

 

K:  I feel more safe because I can if something happen and I SEE it’s 

WRONG then I can call the police to help/ you see for I can see some-

thing wrong here and I will look and I can call the police then they can 

come and help the people 

Int:  So you used it already to call the police 

K:  Yes I did a lot of times 

 … 

K:  I call STRAIGHT to the police 

Int:  Ah so you pay for the call/ so you always make sure as well that you 

have money on your phone 

K:  Um on the moment I haven’t got/ but if I see something wrong before/ 

I borrow the money from my neighbour/ and she gave me 10 rand a I 

buy the airtime and I didn’t tell her what I want to do 

Extract 2.11  Interview with Kristina, Wesbank, 2011 

 

The feeling of (personal) safety and the fact that one was always only one 

phone call away from emergency services has recurred in many mobile phone 

studies all over the world. Various studies have shown that the concern for 

safety was the primary motive for women to acquire a mobile phone, and also 
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an important one for men (Katz & Aakhus 2002; Miller 2007). According to 

InfoDev and their research amongst low-income mobile phone users in South 

Africa, nearly three quarters (74.4%) feel more secure and safe thanks to their 

mobile phones. Almost all mobile owners (93%) had used their phones to 

check on the safety of their loved ones, while 57% agreed they had used their 

handset to find out about safety issues and to alert people (InfoDev 2012). It 

was not at all surprising that in an unsafe area such as Wesbank mobile phones 

created a sense of safety and connectedness that was new to many residents. 

Poverty, however, forced the residents to be creative in reaching the emergency 

services.  

 

2.2.2 Children and mobile phones: MXit 

More than 72% of the youngsters who answered the first questionnaires handed 

out in the High School and one primary school in Wesbank had a mobile phone 

of their own. Those youngsters were all between 14 and 19 years old. More 

than half of their parents answered ‘safety’ as the main reason why they de-

cided to give their children a phone of their own, as stated by the mother in the 

following interview extract. She gave her daughter a mobile phone when she 

reached the age of 13: 

 

And the reason why I got it for her her daughter is because you know for 

safety purposes it is because children you know I needed it for when I need 

to go somewhere also they have a phone to stay in contact with me I’m on 

the road I’m very paranoid so I phone them like every TEN minutes to see if 

everything is ok// so I’m very paranoid and I always call them yeah just to 

know are you ok is everything ok. 

Extract 2.12  Interview with Olivia and friend X, Wesbank, 2011 

 

MXit (pronounced as mix-it), a mobile instant messaging (MIM) programme 

used on mobile devices and comparable to computer-based instant messaging 

programmes such as MSN messenger, is a very popular communication me-

dium in South Africa, especially amongst the youth. MXit users can chat either 

in chatrooms centred on themes, geographical location and/or age groups or on 

a one-to-one basis with contacts one has to invite and accept (Chigona & 

Chigona 2008). The fast growth and popularity of MXit may partly be attrib-

uted to its cheap costs. A MXit message costs 0.02 ZAR compared to 0.70 

ZAR for an SMS message (Chigona & Chigona 2008). Media, government, 

educational institutions and parents stigmatizing MXit connect the messaging 

programme with deteriorating standards of spelling and ‘wrong’ language use, 
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addiction, cyber harassment, immorality, abuse, adultery, and exuberant sexual 

behaviour and regard it as a free-zone for unsafe behaviour, rudeness and por-

nography (e.g. Chigona & Chigona 2008; Chigona et al. 2009b). This negative 

attitude towards MXit was echoed in the two following interview extracts. The 

first person quoted is a 24-year-old man, who participated briefly in the inter-

view I was having with his mother. The second interview extract stems from an 

interview with Kristina (see Section 4.2), who did not want to register for MXit 

because of its bad reputation. 

 

R:  Uhuh I don’t believe in MXit/ you hear funny stories about MXit like 

in this year one child from Vrededal was chatting with a man in 

Bellville and she said she was 19 but she was 16 and when she come 

here she slept with the man and the man go out and then another man/ 

the neighbour came/ there is a girl from Cape Town who MXit with a 

guy in Pretoria she is now in Pretoria her family doesn’t know where 

she is so MXit is not right/ [silence] I don’t do MXit I want to get me 

another phone so I can have Facebook/ they say Facebook is better. 

Extract 2.13  Interview with Theresa and her son Rico, Wesbank, 2011 

 

Int:  And did you=so you=you said before you heard of MXit but you don’t 

know what 

K:  I don’t know// because I didn’t try it I don’t know how I must  

Int:  Mm 

K:  Because people is talking ugly things about MXit that’s why I’m 

frightened they say that people can come and kill you and/ people can 

talk rude things in MXit and stuff I said no no no I don’t want this 

Extract 2.14  Interview with Kristina, Wesbank, 2011 

 

However, in contrast to Chigona and Chigona (2008) and Chigona et al. 

(2009b) not all parents interviewed or surveyed were entirely negative about 

MXit. Several parents also mentioned positive aspects of MXit, applauding the 

fact that it was thanks to MXit that their children spend more time inside the 

safe environment of the house, instead of hanging out in the streets. From in-

side their houses, under the watchful eye of the parents, children were now able 

to chat with their friends and keep in touch with their social networks in and 

outside the community. The youngsters themselves reported the above-men-

tioned positive consequences of MXit as well. ‘I spend more time inside the 

house’, ‘I stopped walking around’ and ‘It changed my life completely because 

now I can stay out of the danger outside the house’ were some of the answers 
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when asked about the changes a mobile phone had brought in their lives. This 

positive attitude towards MXit was also mentioned by Donner and Gitau 

(2009) who quoted a boy living in an unsafe low-income neighbourhood close 

to Wesbank as follows: ‘It is a good thing they made, … there is so much 

insecurity … so I meet my friends either here the mall or on MXit … it is 

nice, because I do not have to worry about security and stuff like that if I am 

talking to them on my phone.’ 

As we will see in Section 9.3, many residents started to use WhatsApp from 

2013 onwards. Since WhatsApp did not have such a bad reputation as MXit – 

mainly because it did not allow chatting with total strangers – many middle-

aged women registered for this instant messaging programme instead. 

 

2.2.3 Theft and robberies 

In Wesbank, thefts and robberies – often quite violent – of mobile phones have 

become a new lucrative crime among the gangs in the community. 66.6% of 

the persons surveyed who did not have a mobile phone at the moment of the 

survey had lost their previous handset through theft.  

The risk that one ran of being robbed, however, did not keep people from 

carrying their mobile phone whenever they left their premises. Having a mobile 

phone and being connected at any time any place seemed to be more important 

than the danger generated by carrying a mobile phone. One of the interviewees, 

Olivia, did not want to have a phone because she did not want to run the risk of 

being robbed. Her friend X, at times participating when her friend was being 

interviewed, had a mobile phone and carried the phone with her everywhere 

she went, very conscious of the danger this created.  

 

Int:  What is the biggest reason for you to not want one? 

O:  The stealing of the people/ taking phones off and making/ maybe just 

hurting you robbing you and hurting you. 

X:  They don’t only rob you they STAB you for your own phone. 

O:  For your phone yes. 

X:  Actually you’re putting your life in danger. 

Int:  Does it happen a lot here in Wesbank? 

X:  A LOT/ a lot. 

Int:  But you take your phone everywhere you go even when you have to 

walk up and down the Main Road? 

X:  I take my phone EVERYwhere. 

Extract 2.15  Interview with Olivia and friend X, Wesbank, 2011 
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Unwritten ‘do’s and don’ts’ on where and when (not) to use and show your 

phone did exist and considerably influenced mobile phone use in the com-

munity. According to Schoon (2012) the way in which a phone is carried, 

communicates a relationship between its owner and the space that is being trav-

ersed. That (public) places in Wesbank were crime-ridden was influencing the 

way in which residents carried and used their phones when traversing those 

spaces. Switching off the sounds of the phone in public places or in public 

transport was one rule. This prevented potential thieves from knowing you 

carried your phone, in case someone would call or send a text message while 

you were in a public area. Calling or texting while walking or standing on the 

street was hardly done. When I wanted to make a phone call in front of the 

supermarket opposite the taxi rank, the busiest place in Wesbank, my compan-

ion prevented me from doing so, assuring me that this was not the appropriate 

place and compelling me to wait with my phone call until we were at a quieter 

place.  

South African women living in poorer areas confronted with high crime 

rates carried their handset between their bosom and their bra, as pockets and 

handbags were too obvious hiding places for potential thieves. I did not only 

observe this practice in Wesbank, but also in other township areas and in busy 

public places in the centre of Cape Town or when using public transport. As a 

consequence, mobile phones were not very visible in the public space of Wes-

bank. Inside the residential premises, however, the handsets were omnipresent. 

During interviews and informal visits at resident’s houses, the mobile phone 

was most of the time lying on the table, on people’s laps or carried in the hand. 

Schoon (2012), in her study on mobile phone use amongst youngsters in 

Hooggenoeg, a low-cost housing and racially diverse community in Grahams-

town in the Eastern Cape Province of South Africa, observed a clear display of 

handsets in the community streets. Residents walked around with their phones 

in their hands or around their necks. Only when residents moved away from the 

safety of the ‘knowable community’ (Williams 1969 cited in Schoon 2012) 

they became more protective of their phones, tending to keep them in a front 

pocket, close to the body and hidden further away. Hooggenoeg, although in 

many respects similar to Wesbank in terms of origin and racial diversity, is 

much smaller (224 houses) and, as a consequence, much safer. The feeling of 

safety influenced whether the handsets were displayed discretely or not. 

Interviewees in Wesbank who possessed two handsets carried the cheapest 

one in their hands and the most expensive one in their bra when walking in the 

community. However, carrying a cheap handset did not necessarily mean one 

was safe from violent robberies. During independent informal talks with three 
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residents of Wesbank I was told that carrying a very cheap handset could be 

dangerous, as it upset robbers so much that they might stab or beat you after 

finding out that their robbery was useless. One of these women got severely 

bruised when the robbers threw the cheap handset back into her face.  

Purchasing a new handset often created a huge burden on the household. 

The loss of a phone through theft or robbery was, as a consequence, often fol-

lowed by weeks or months without a mobile phone. If necessary and in cases of 

emergency, interviewees resorted to using the handset of family members or 

neighbours. Since (device) literacy skills were for many semi-literate women 

closely linked to or entirely dependent on the device literacy of one specific 

handset, in Section 4.2 we will see how the loss of a phone often also meant the 

loss of literacy and ‘voice’. 

 

2.3 Migration after apartheid 

As Wesbank only exists since 1999, few residents are originally from the area, 

except for some who were informally living on the territory before it became 

an RDP-reallocation housing project. As mentioned above, slightly more than 

half of the residents of Wesbank are originally from somewhere else in the 

Western Cape province and other – formal or informal – communities in the 

Cape Town region. The other residents originate from other South African 

provinces or from other African countries (especially Zimbabwe, Congo and 

Somalia) (Depypere & Velghe 2006).  

Due to apartheid legislation and poverty, many South Africans were con-

stantly forced to move to places with which they had no historical or emotional 

bond.
20

 This fluidity of places of residence and ‘homes’ and the forced re-

movals to unknown communities in the past is still influencing most residents’ 

perceptions of space and place today, creating a dichotomized feeling about 

‘having a home’ and ‘having a house’. Statements such as ‘I am glad I have a 

house’ followed by ‘but I really don’t like Wesbank’ were very common 

(Depypere & Velghe 2006). Although most Wesbank residents have been 

living in the community for over ten years and community feeling is growing, 

many residents still did not perceive their house as their real home. 

Thanks to the mobile phone, one is now able to reach home from inside 

their house and without having to turn to the non-private and often poorly 

                                                 
20 39% of the Wesbank residents had lived in three or more places before migrating to Wesbank. 

46.6% had lived in two other places before and only 14.5% had lived in one place before 

migrating to Wesbank (Depypere & Velghe 2006). 
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maintained public phone boots or kiosks. For more than half of the inter-

viewees, being able to contact other family members was the main reason for 

buying a mobile phone. 82% of the people surveyed in the questionnaire men-

tioned ‘family’ as the main group in their mobile phone network, followed by 

14% who mentioned ‘friends’. The importance of calling or texting family and 

friends on a regular basis was mentioned in many of the interviews. The fol-

lowing citation is an example. 

 

X:  We need to stay in contact/ especially my family they are from 

Muizenberg and Grassy Park WAY far from here very far from here so 

we need to stay in contact they need to know how the children are 

doing you know are they fine are they ok 

Int:  And that’s most of the time by calling or by SMS 

X:  By calling most of the time by calling/ we’ve got a lot of CHATS like 

I’ve got brothers and sisters in Mitchell’s Plain/ they are SPREAD 

around the country so but we are originally from Lavender so most of 

the family is that side Muizenberg Lavender Capricorn
21

 

Int:  Ja and do you see them a lot?  

X:  No we no that’s the thing that’s why I need my mobile phone ‘cause I 

don’t see them you see/ if I can hear their voices that’s fine … the 

phone is not taking anything away the phone is actually just bringing 

things it’s so much better for me to actually just HEAR my sister’s 

voice or my brother’s voice or my niece’s voice/ then I feel so much 

better there is HOPE on the other side you know it’s like that … 

someone thinking about you someone calling and SMSing me they 

can’t see my face but you know I can send pictures you know I can 

send pictures on my phone 

Extract 2.16  Interview with Olivia and friend X, Wesbank, 2011 

 

According to De Bruijn et al. (2009: 15-16) the mobile phone compresses the 

distance between people, thereby ‘making it possible for people to cope in new 

ways with long periods of separation from family and friends thanks to the 

virtual or symbolic presence that the mobile phone provides’. This new con-

nectedness ‘raises questions about the extension of social spaces and the de-

essentialization of geographies, instigating a new politics of belonging that em-

                                                 
21 Lavender (Hill), Capricorn and Muizenberg are all about 30 kilometres away from Wesbank. 

Using public transport to go to those areas is complicated and expensive, as one has to take 

five different local taxis. For a resident of Wesbank these 30 kilometres is a very big distance 

to bridge.  
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phasises flexibility over and above permanence’ (De Bruijn et al. 2009: 16). As 

mentioned in the interview extract, the calls to the family members created a 

sense of attachment and belonging. Ureta (2008) in his article on low-income 

families in Santiago in Chile also remarked that the management of the spatial 

distance from one’s social networks has become a central issue in the manage-

ment of mobile phones. In cases of low physical mobility – caused by poverty 

and the often very secluded localisation of low-income communities – and dis-

tanced social networks, the handset ‘becomes a necessity which generates a 

sensation of closeness-over-distance, even if it is not actively used’ (Ureta 

2008: 85). 

None of the youngsters interviewed were born in Wesbank, all had migrated 

to the area together with their parent(s). Most of them also had had to change 

schools, social environments and circles of friends. Many children attended 

schools in other communities, since schools in Wesbank were insufficient for 

the number of learners in the area. To stay in touch with old and present 

schoolmates or with friends from former neighbourhoods, MXit (and later also 

WhatsApp and Facebook) had become the solution to cope with this separation 

and, as mentioned above, a way to escape the spatial boundaries of the house 

and the community. One interviewee stated that she gave her daughter a hand-

set of her own so she would be able to keep in touch with her school friends 

over the weekend and during holidays. 

 

2.4 Unemployment 

2.4.1 Job seeking 

As mentioned above, chronic unemployment rates in the community are very 

high. New communication technologies such as the mobile phone have the 

potential to simplify access to the labour market. Although it was clear that 

women did not optimally use their phones in search for employment, most 

women were aware of the potential created by mobile phones and, especially, 

mobile Internet. Most of them applauded the fact that daily travels to job 

centres were no longer necessary. Job seekers now only had to travel once to 

distribute their curricula vitae, on which their mobile phone number was noted, 

then to wait for a phone call at home. The fact that employers could reach them 

on their handsets made it possible to save considerable travel costs to and from 

centres of employment. 
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X:  To find a job being called for a job when you give in your CV and you 

know your number is on your CV you know and then they call you/ 

even looking for a job when you look in the newspaper you just dial the 

number 

O:  O ja you can just give your number 

Extract 2.17  Interview with Olga and friend X, Wesbank, 2011 

 

Although the Internet has created an alternative way to apply for jobs – looking 

for online job advertisements, sending curricula vitae by e-mail, social net-

working sites and instant messaging programmes such as MXit that offer free 

advertising spaces (see Section 9.3), etc. – the use of the mobile Internet to find 

employment was still very uncommon among residents of socially excluded 

and poor communities, although the interest in online job seeking was high (see 

also Chigona et al. 2009b; Donner et al. 2011). 

 According to Donner et al. (2011), in South Africa’s highly stratified econ-

omy, particularly professional and service-sector jobs in the formal economy 

are likely to be advertised online on one of the dozens of listing services. As a 

consequence, many formal-sector employers in urban South Africa assume po-

tential employees have access to the Internet, by expecting job seekers to post 

their CV on the web for example. As most middle-aged women in Wesbank are 

Internet and computer ‘illiterate’, and many them ‘fully illiterate’, they miss 

out on those more secure job opportunities. In line with other literature 

(Chigona et al. 2009b; Miller 2007) there were also many Wesbank residents 

who firmly believed in the traditional methods of finding a job (face-to-face 

contact, job advertisements in print, printed and personally distributed curricula 

vitae, etc.). My question to two interviewees whether they ever applied for a 

job by sending a text message was ridiculed and dismissed as ‘unprofessional’, 

followed by several ‘no, no, no’s’ and giggling.  

 

2.4.2 Informal economy and job seeking 

Due to the lack of access to formal sector employment, informal business is 

booming. Grocery stores, artisanal shops, fruit stands, tyre shops, electrical 

repair shops, hair dressers and ‘shebeens’ are scattered around Wesbank, in the 

residential premises, in containers or in makeshift stalls.  

In line with many other studies in the developing world (e.g. Donner 2005), 

interviewees confirmed that having a mobile phone has helped their small 

businesses, organizations or other informal activities. Although mobile phones 

are no panacea for small entrepreneurs in Wesbank, in the sense that they are 

not exuberantly expanding the business and costumer networks outside the 
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community, they do strengthen the ties with existing clients and within the 

community itself (e.g. Sey 2011 for similar findings in Ghana). Clients are able 

to reach the business by phone, appointments and orders can be made over the 

phone, networks can be broadened and mobile phone numbers can be displayed 

on business publicity and advertisements (see Figure 2.3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3  Display of mobile phone number for (informal) businesses (2010) 

 

The woman who owned a taxi business together with her husband (mentioned 

above) could not imagine her life without a mobile phone. She mainly used her 

handset for business purposes and this is what she said: 

 

Sometimes is two or three times a day sometimes is RINGING the WHOLE 

day or I use it the whole day to call my husband and I must do stuff for him 

and I must call him// because I do the banking of the company and some-

times people are looking for my husband so I must call him and ask if he 

can see the people if they can come to the taxirank// or when the van is 

STUCK we must phone each other go and look what is wrong with the van. 

Extract 2.18  Interview with Sharon, Wesbank, 2011 

 

One of the interviewees who started a sewing business needed her mobile 

phone for clients to place orders or to find out where she could find the 

cheapest fabrics. Another woman was buying meat in big amounts to lower 

costs and then sold the meat with some profit to different clients in the com-

munity. Once the meat was purchased, she sent a text message to all the people 

interested. From the end of 2012 onwards, during my last fieldwork period, 
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many residents started regarding Facebook as the ideal platform for advertising 

or selling goods. The woman leading the ‘Wesbank Senior Citizens Organiza-

tion’, a crafts club for senior residents of Wesbank, used her Facebook profile 

to advertise, promote and sell artwork made by the seniors (Figure 2.4). This 

will be further discussed in Section 9.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4  Advertisements on a Facebook wall. ‘This is how it looks when it’s ready 

place your order with Mrs. S. Tieties thank you’ (Facebook screenshot 2013) 

 

2.4.3 Boredom 

Residents desperately tried to fill their unemployed days at home and in the 

community. Except for church meetings, Bible studies, adult classes in the 

evening and some crafts clubs in the MPC, social leisure activities were scarce. 

Safety issues often kept people from going out and leaving the house; many 

people spent their days inside their premises and on their plots. As a conse-

quence, the mobile phone has become a welcome leisure device. In the first 

questionnaires handed out in 2011, 36% of the answers to the question ‘What 

are the three main things you use your phone for’ concerned leisure applica-

tions such as ‘playing games’, ‘MXit’ and ‘music’. When youngsters who did 

not have a handset of their own used the phone of their parents or friends it was 

in 69% of the cases for leisure activities (pictures, music, downloading, MXit, 

and playing games). When I told a teenage girl that in my country we did not 

have MXit she asked me, shocked, what was I doing then all day. In the 

following extract, a daughter S was trying to convince her mother Elisa to 

register on MXit, so she would feel less bored during daytime.  
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E:  But there is nothing on my phone except the games sometimes I do 

play games 

S:  That’s why you must MXit  

E:  [Laughs] 

Int:  You want your mommy to MXit/ why?  

S:  Because she is most of the times boring at home doing nothing just 

sleeping 

Extract 2.19  Interview with Elisa and daughter S, Wesbank, 2011 

 

Another interviewee said that she sent text messages or made phone calls 

whenever she felt bored and lonely. According to Horst and Miller (2006), 

based on research amongst low-income families in Jamaica, the mobile phone 

was of considerable importance in alleviating what Jamaicans themselves 

describe as ‘pressure’, a negative emotion including elements of loneliness, 

depression and boredom. Many Jamaicans, and especially women, experienced 

the phone as a gateway to reach out to others when they were in need of advice 

or ‘counselling’. Horst and Miller (2006) moreover stated that the way in 

which the mobile phone linked with the church networks was crucial in 

alleviating those social problems of ‘pressure’. In Wesbank, priests, church 

members and women who were known for their healing powers and prayers 

were, next to family members and friends, important contacts in women’s 

mobile phone networks. SMSs and calls with prayers or requests for prayers 

constituted a large part of mobile phone traffic amongst the middle-aged 

interviewees. This religious and spiritual use of a mobile phone will be dis-

cussed in Section 9.1. 

As calling and sending SMS text messages is expensive when one is un-

employed, chatting on MXit, Facebook or WhatsApp was a cheaper and thus 

more popular leisure activity. In the interview extract below, one of the inter-

viewees explained how she was spending her days at home: 

 

LIKE on a Saturday afternoon or a Sunday afternoon I am ALONE normal-

ly I am alone on this bed or alone in the house then I can I have my game 

[FreeCell on her laptop] with me and my phone lay here [on her chest] and I 

chat on MXit with Fieke or Annelies or Brian or whatever and then I’m 

playing game here you see normally I do it like this/ I want to show you 

what I’m doing I’m normally doing like that/ you see then I put down [her 

mobile phone] and then I go on with the game [sighs]/ it’s like that. 

Extract 2.20  Interview with Lisa, Wesbank, 2013 
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Many youngsters and – to a lesser extent – adults chatted day and night out of 

boredom. During two interviews with two different women that both lasted for 

more than one hour, the daughters of the interviewees were chatting on MXit 

the whole duration of the interview, laying in the couch or on the bed. Both 

daughters had just graduated from High School and were unemployed. Accord-

ing to Chigona et al. (2009b) the system allows the youth to sustain and/or 

nurture networks of friends and associates and to increase their social connec-

tions. ‘Captured’ within the four walls of their houses, youngsters and adults 

who were on MXit, Facebook or WhatsApp were strengthening and expanding 

their social networks, breaking out of the secluded and excluded lives they 

were living in Wesbank. Lisa, a 43-year-old interviewee, registered on MXit in 

2008 and has been a daily MXit chatter for more than three years under the 

nickname ‘Sexy Chick’. Highly enthusiastic about the low costs and the new – 

virtual and real – encounters with men, Lisa was now living a secret MXit life 

inside her house, creating new identity repertoires which she felt she had to 

hide from people who were of the opinion that chatting and being a good 

Christian were not combinable. The ‘Sexy Chick’ case study will be discussed 

extensively in Section 9.2. 

 

2.5 ‘Illiteracy’ in a multilingual environment 

2.5.1 ‘Illiteracy’ 

Most of the middle-aged respondents and interviewees did go to school during 

their childhood, although many of them never finished high school. The aver-

age age to quit school for the people surveyed was 17 years, which is just one 

year before matriculation, the final year of high school. According to 

Blommaert et al. (2005) only about 10% of the inhabitants of Wesbank have 

finished the two last years of high school. Four of all 33 interviewees followed 

extra literacy courses at the Adult Basic Education and Training (ABET)
22

 

                                                 
22 The Adult Basic Education and Training (ABET) courses that are organised in the High 

School in Wesbank in the evenings and in Hoofweg Primary School during the afternoon are 

organised within the framework of a national foundation towards lifelong adult learning and 

development. The Department of Education provides adult education and nationally recog-

nized certificates for the learners at the ABET schools. ABET offers basic literacy courses, 

but also economic management courses, life orientation, human and social sciences, mathe-

matical courses, arts and culture, tourism, and the opportunity for adults to finish their 

matriculation year. 
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school organized in the High School in Wesbank, as they regarded their writing 

and reading skills as too poor or too limited. 

When asked if they read or write in their leisure time, 66% of the surveyed 

women claimed to read sometimes, mainly the Bible in Afrikaans. Newspapers 

and magazines were scarce and were nowhere for sale in the community. Die 

Son, a sensational tabloid with a lot of pictures, was the most popular and avail-

able newspaper among the middle-aged women interviewed. Die Son was not 

for sale in the community itself. Residents had to walk to the petrol station on 

Hindle Road, just outside Wesbank, to buy one. One copy was often passed on 

to many different interested readers. 

Compared to reading and writing on paper, a lot more reading and writing 

was done on the mobile phone, especially amongst youngsters. Although moral 

panics and public anxiety have been blaming the practice of texting and 

chatting for the corruption of standard language and the degradation of spelling 

skills among young people (see Crystal 2008; Vosloo 2009), people in the new 

communicative environment – developed through the growing uptake of ICTs 

and social media – are reading and writing more than ever before. Text mes-

sages, instant messaging chatting, blogging, tweeting, Facebook, etc. all form 

platforms and practices of literacy, although research has shown that most did 

not think of their electronic or digital communication as ‘real’ writing or 

reading (see Lenhart et al. 2008). The answer ‘I don’t read or write, I’m always 

on MXit’ on the question if one was reading in one’s leisure time, proved this 

traditional printed and pen and paper-centred view on literacy practices. If one 

is on MXit for most of the time, one is actually reading and writing the whole 

day through, immersing oneself in a literate environment that probably would 

have been much more limited or non-existent without the existence of a mobile 

phone. According to Deumert and Masinyana (2008: 119), SMS and MIM 

writing constituted an important form of everyday literacy in South Africa, 

especially in the metropolitan areas.  

Use of SMS, MXit or other mobile writing amongst middle-aged women in 

the community is limited however. Due to poor education and limited literacy 

stimulation in out-of-school contexts marked by poverty, social marginalization 

and limited resources, ‘illiteracy’ levels were high. ‘Illiteracy’ or ‘sub-literacy’ 

kept women from using certain applications on their handsets. Writing and 

reading text messages was one of them. ‘Illiterate’ women I talked to were 

aware of the fact that sending a text message was sometimes more convenient 

and surely cheaper than making a phone call. Three of the four women follow-

ing the ABET literacy courses were very eager to learn how to send SMS mes-

sages from the moment they mastered basic reading and writing skills. The fact 
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that so many middle-aged women in Wesbank did not produce written texts – 

neither on a mobile phone nor on pen with paper – tells us something about the 

availability or distribution of certain resources within the (marginal) social 

environment. 

How levels of literacy and limited availability of certain resources are 

influencing women’s mobile phone use will be discussed extensively in Part II. 

By looking at case studies of different women, we will discuss the various 

(informal) learning practices and processes women go through when they learn 

how to use their handsets.  

 

2.5.2 Device ‘illiteracy’ 

Device illiteracy among the middle-aged respondents was high. Twelve of the 

33 interviewees did not know how to send a text message and 27% of the 

youngsters surveyed said that they would like to teach their parents how to 

send a text message. 35% of the (grand)mothers surveyed admitted that they 

did not always write their text messages themselves, but asked help from their 

(grand)children. Many residents I talked to were interested in mobile phone 

courses so as to learn how to send and read text messages and PCMs, how to 

access mobile Internet, how to save and erase contacts in the phone, how to 

play games, et cetera. 

Most of the interviewees had learned from their (grand)children how to use 

the basic features of their mobile phones. This teaching seemed to create a lot 

of tension, as the teaching went too fast according to the mothers and too slow 

according to the children. We will discuss this more deeply in Section 4.4 

where we look into the importance of communities of practice. Some women 

had tried to find things out by themselves, as the woman in the following 

interview extract. 

 

Int: You said there was something you wanted to learn, no? 

K:  Yes, I want to learn how to send um a letter for someone 

Int:  A message ja  

K:  Ja and THEN I would like to know how do I go in HERE (pointing to 

the camera) to come to the um to the camera 

Int:  Ah ok. You would like to learn how to take pictures 

K:  I’m just using to CALL someone if I need to call someone and/ that’s 

all sometimes the children they ask me to take a picture then I TRY and 

I TRY/ then I tried and I look and then ALL of the sudden I get it/ and 

then I know how to take the picture/ and that’s all 
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Int:  But then you don’t find the picture back afterwards because it’s some-

where there in your phone 

K:  It=it IS somewhere here in/ but I don’t know where to find it again 

[laughs] 

Extract 2.21  Interview with Kristina, Wesbank, 2011 

 

Mobile Internet was ‘never’ or ‘very seldom’ used by 67.7% of the adults who 

filled in the questionnaire in 2011, although 38.7% of them mentioned using 

mobile Internet (e-mail, Facebook, Twitter, Internet banking, etc.) as one of the 

things they would like to learn. In the questionnaires of 2013, this number of 

interested Internet users increased up to 47.2%. The use of mobile Internet will 

be discussed in Section 9.3. 

 

2.5.3 Mobile language repertoires and the supervernacular 

Due to its genesis as a full-subsidy RDP-housing project, sheltering impover-

ished people coming from all different (often informal settlement)
23

 areas in 

and outside Cape Town, the Western Cape, and beyond, Wesbank is a multi-

racial and multilingual community (see Section 2.3). According to the answers 

in the questionnaires, 37.8% of the women said to only use Afrikaans in SMS 

conversations, 13.5% only English, and 5.4% only Xhosa. 27% of the people 

surveyed used Afrikaans and English, 13.5% English and Xhosa and 1.3% used 

all three languages. People seemed to make deliberate choices on which lan-

guage to use, depending on the addressee and the purpose or the content of the 

text message. ‘I decide on the basis of whose home language or if it is for 

business’, ‘When I send it to my family I use Xhosa and when I send a message 

to my boss I use English’, ‘Depends on whom I’m writing to, on close friend I 

use both languages’, ‘Depends on what I’m about to write in what context – 

kombuis Engels’
24

 were some of the answers to the question in the question-

naires of 2011 on how one chooses which language or register to use in an 

SMS. The last two answers (‘I use both languages’ and ‘kombuis Engels’) refer 

                                                 
23 Informal settlements are areas where houses (often ‘wendy houses’ or ‘shacks’) have been 

erected on land without having the legal claim to the land. These ‘illegal’, unplanned and 

spontaneous settlements often occur in places of extreme poverty and insufficient housing, 

such as in Cape Town. They often lack proper sanitation and sewage systems, safe water 

supply, electricity, or other basic services. 
24 ‘Kombuis Engels’, also called ‘Kaaps’ or ‘Kombuis Afrikaans’, ‘Cape Flats English’ or ‘Cape 

Flats Afrikaans’ (depending on the matrix language) is the name given to the unique blended 

variety of English or Afrikaans and to a lesser degree other languages like Malay, isiXhosa, 

etc. spoken in the Cape Peninsula.  
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to the code mixing and switching of different languages in one and the same 

text message, a practice extensively discussed in Deumert and Masinyana 

(2008) when it comes to English and isiXhosa in text messages.  

The new communicative environment, shaped by the uptake of the mobile 

phone, has created ‘new channels of communication, new linguistic and cul-

tural forms, new ways of forming and maintaining contacts, networks, groups 

and new opportunities for identity making’ (Varis & Wang 2011). Short- and 

long-distance mobile and/or online networks create new identity repertoires 

and large-scale, global (mobile) communities, communities that develop new 

vernaculars; supervernaculars so to speak (Varis & Wang 2011; Blommaert & 

Velghe 2014). Those new communicative environments, in this case created by 

the mobile phone and instant chat messaging programmes, have enabled a 

constant ‘diversification of diversity’ (Vertovec 2006) and are challenging the 

established rules of ‘standard’ language practices. A new supervernacular (gen-

erally known as textspeak, textese, SMS language or chatspeak) is, however, 

not merely characterized by ‘happy heterogeneity’ but is constantly controlled, 

ordered and curtailed (Varis & Wang 2011). Not anything ‘goes’ and is 

allowed in texting, and instead of looking at textspeak as a corruption of lan-

guage and a degradation of standard spelling, it is interesting to look at the 

norms and modes that go hand in hand with the development of such a new 

global vernacular. To avoid miscommunication, freedom and creativity is con-

trolled by an emergent normativity. ‘Gr8’, ‘C U@8’ (great, see you at eight) 

would be regarded ‘correct’, according to the norms and rules of the ‘global 

medialect’ (McIntosh 2010). ‘Gr8’, ‘S U@8’ with a ‘s’ for ‘see’ on the other 

hand would be ‘wrong’ and could be ridiculed and dismissed. What can look 

like new, chaotic, creative and experimental is a strictly ordered and conven-

tional language in practice. 

In Wesbank, a community characterized by multilingualism and super-

diversity – Afrikaans, English and isiXhosa are the three main languages 

spoken, accompanied by many other official South African languages and im-

migrant languages – texting and chatting is predominantly done in the global 

‘code’ based on English orthography but often gets mixed with other (inter)na-

tional languages such as Afrikaans and/or isiXhosa. In the questionnaires 

handed out in 2011, I asked the participants to write down the last sent and last 

received text message. The following text messages are just some of the 

examples. In the transcriptions, bold is used for Afrikaans, italics for English 

and textspeak is underlined. The translation of every text message is written 

underneath. 
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‘Sê mams moet sop maak asb. Reply om te sê wat mams sê AsB.’ (‘Tell 

mom she has to make soup please. Reply to tell what mom said please.’) 

‘Hey wel dne on ur presentation, Im sure u wre gr8. Enjoy ur dae’ (‘Hey, 

well done on your presentation. I’m sure you were great. Enjoy your days.’) 

‘We always mis each otha – how r u – i was @tygrbrghosp 2day wit roxy – 

leka tired’ (‘We always miss each other – how are you – I was at Tygerberg 

hospital today with Roxy – very tired’) 

‘Hey gal wht r u upto jst thought I shud c how u r doin n I mic u a lot 

gudnyt sleeptyd’ (‘Hey gal what are you up to? Just thought I should see 

how you are doing and I miss you a lot. Good night sleep tight.’) 

Extract 2.22  Text message examples from questionnaires 2011 

 

In these examples one can see a very hybrid and superdiverse mobile language 

repertoire, in which different languages and registers are combined in one and 

the same text message. English and Afrikaans (and in other gathered text mes-

sages isiXhosa as well) were used together and textspeak was omnipresent in 

most online and offline mobile communication.  

Looking at the underlined words one can see that ‘the English’ produced by 

the women is similar to the global ‘textspeak’ used by many people in text and 

instant messaging and Internet communication all over the world. The use of 

abbreviations (shortenings and letter reductions such as ‘dne’, ‘wel’ and ‘mis’), 

phonological approximations (‘u’ instead of ‘you’ and ‘r’ instead of ‘are’), the 

use of emoticons and the use of number homophones (‘gr8’ and ‘2day’) is not 

typical South African, but form part of an internationally recognizable register 

of supervernacular written English, in which norms on how to abbreviate, 

shorten, and simply write are increasingly stipulated and controlled. In line 

with Deumert and Masinyana (2008) the text messages however also contained 

features that made them distinctly South African, such as the code switching to 

Afrikaans (dae and leka) and the abbreviation ‘mic’ for ‘miss’, which is ac-

cording to Deumert and Masinyana (2008) a local abbreviation not used else-

where in the English-speaking world. The emergent normativity characterizing 

the global supervernacular is as much influenced and controlled by local sys-

tems, instigating a process of localization. ‘As literacies arrive from other 

places they are taken hold of in local ways which involve hybridisation and 

emergence, rather than standardization and imposition’ (Kell 2006: 149). There 

is no such thing as a ‘standard’ or strictly ‘global’ supervernacular; superver-

naculars are always brought into a strictly local economy of meaning. Accord-

ing to Prinsloo (2005: 96), new literacies are thus: 
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never reproduced in their entirety across different contexts. They function as 

artefacts and as signs that are embedded in local relations that are them-

selves shaped by larger social dynamics of power, status, access to re-

sources and social mobility. They are placed resources. 

 

Norms of the global are not just merely copied, but are coloured by an original 

‘local’ accent, in this case a South African, or a predominantly Western Cape 

Afrikaans accent to be more precise. According to Deumert and Lexander 

(2013) being a good texter is to draw on the available resources and models and 

to employ them in locally meaningful ways. On the one hand we then get an 

‘abstract and ideological globalized core – the standard template of the super-

vernacular – paired with an actual, situated, englobalized-and-deglobalized 

realisation of the supervernacular’ (Blommaert 2012a: 12). We will see ex-

amples of these ‘dialects of the supervernacular’ in Sections 4.1 and 9.2. 

 

2.5.4 Supervernaculars and the generational stratification 

‘Inbox’, ‘Bluetooth’, ‘camera’, ‘a text message’, ‘SMS’: these words have be-

come entrenched in our daily vocabulary after more than a decade of mobile 

phone appropriation and use. As can be seen in the interview extracts below 

with three different middle-aged women in Wesbank, the use of these words 

and concepts was not fluent at all and caused hesitation (extensive use of ‘um’ 

for example), the use of stop words (‘ne’ and ‘mos’) and an enumeration of 

incorrect terminology (‘netbook’ and ‘inbook’ instead of inbox, ‘web’ and 

‘map’ instead of MXit, and ‘letter’ instead of text message).  

 

But my husband didn’t show me HOW to go IN you know if someone give 

you a message then I must go further IN to see yeah watter Afrikaans for 

‘what’ time um the date everything. Sometimes if I see a message then I 

press/ inside here holding her phone in her hand to see ja and then I go to 

see further and then I BUT um I mean if I want to send you um um um/ a 

message to WRITE ja I get confused/ I don’t know. But he her husband 

didn’t show me exactly what what and what what if SOMEone ne stuur ne 

is an Afrikaans stop word and stuur means ‘send’ me a message then I 

mustn’t then I must go mos Afrikaans stop word within the files to see 

maybe I go to the um netbook or message into message or to the um inbook 

or whatever means inbox but I don’t know ja then I got confused. 

Extract 2.23  Interview with Sarah, Wesbank, 2012 
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But um sometimes um if I go maybe in a map in the web or what they say or 

Bluetooth or um if you want like um you and me want to talk then you go 

mos into the web or what do they say it’s map ne they call it or/ what they 

call it/// MXIT screams MXit ja. 

Extract 2.24  Interview with Mary, Wesbank, 2012 

 

Yes, I want to learn how to send um um a letter for someone// and THEN I 

would like to know how do I go in HERE pointing to the camera to come 

to the um um to the camera. 

Extract 2.25  Interview with Sheila, Wesbank, 2013 

 

D:  Nou verduidelik vir my ’n SMS// is ’n SMS as jy ’n SMS stuur is ’n SMS 

net sos ’n message ne? (Now explain me an SMS// is an SMS if you 

send an SMS is an SMS just like a message?) 

Int:  Ja, an SMS is dieselfde is ’n andere woord vir boodskap SMS en 

boodskap is dieselfde. (Yes an SMS is the same it’s another word for 

boodskap SMS and boodskap is the same) You can say text message, 

SMS or boodskap. SMS means ‘short messaging system’.  

D:  Is it, ek het gedink SMS is iets anders (I thought SMS is something 

different) 

Extract 2.26  Interview with Diana, Wesbank, 2012 

 

As 56% of the women surveyed had had their phones for less than two years, 

and most of the interviewed women for less than five years, mobile phone 

vocabulary seems not yet fully integrated in women’s daily language reper-

toires. That 73% of Wesbank residents were ‘coloured’ and mainly or often 

solely Afrikaans-speaking, also influenced the women’s fluency in using 

(English) ICT terminology. In most of the interviews I had, women used the 

Afrikaans word boodskap instead of ‘SMS’ or ‘text message’, even when the 

interview was conducted in English. Through the use of a mobile phone and its 

different features, women encountered certain registers (or bits of) of English 

that were new to them. Since language settings on South African mobile 

phones were mostly in English, middle-aged women had to (informally) learn 

this new vocabulary. The women cited in the extracts above were still in the 

process (and struggle) of learning and memorizing these new words.  

As it is possible to write things ‘wrongly’ or ‘correctly’ in textspeak, the 

norms, modes and codes characterizing and controlling the supervernacular 

also have to be learned and made one’s own. This is what Blommaert (2012a) 
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calls a ‘sub-cultural orthography’ which adheres to strictly formulated norms at 

another – subcultural – scale level, forming ‘rigorously ordered indexicalities’ 

(Blommaert 2012a: 9). According to Blommaert and Backus (2011: 7) ‘lan-

guage learning’ is ‘a broad range of tactics, technologies and mechanisms by 

means of which specific language resources become part of someone’s reper-

toire’. Not learned in formal schooling, alternative literacies, such as textspeak, 

are learned through often very informal, more democratically organized learn-

ing trajectories. As repertoires are ‘indexical biographies of the person using 

them’ (Blommaert & Backus 2011) it is important to speak or write correctly, 

as the constantly fluid and moving repertoires and the ability of applying or not 

being able to apply them at the right time and place and in the right context 

shelter much more than mere linguistic resources. They produce social and 

cultural meanings of the self and ‘contribute to the potential to perform certain 

social roles, inhabit certain identities and be seen in a particular way by others’ 

(Blommaert & Backus 2011: 26). So being able to ‘chat right’ or ‘text right’ in 

this case says more than just something about the linguistic repertoires and 

literacies of the person chatting or texting. It also says something about one’s 

place and role and involvement in the new communicative environment, one’s 

social and economic possibilities to participate in it and one’s social, cultural 

and economic capabilities to learn, appropriate and play with the global super-

vernacular. In Part III we will see some case study examples of the deployment 

of the supervernacular and its local dialect, its acquisition, its use, and its 

influence on identity formation.  

The deployment of the supervernacular is characterized by a generational 

stratification, in which textspeak is often regarded as ‘the language of the 

youth’. The necessity and urge ‘to type as you speak’ (referring both to speed 

as well as to the use of vernacular speech forms) and the popularity amongst 

youngsters of instant messaging programmes such as MXit has triggered a 

rapid spread and ‘normalisation’ of the register of textspeak. In Section 8.1 we 

will see an example of how the deployment of textspeak could even be advan-

tageous for a young (dyslectic) female who struggled with ‘standard’ English 

language practices.  

The use of Afrikaans and English textspeak was another, even bigger 

threshold or ‘disadvantage’ for older, middle-aged women in Wesbank. They 

struggled with this global medialect and referred to it as ‘MXit language’, as 

they saw their children using it when they were chatting on MXit, and con-

nected it to the social environment of the youth. The following interview 

extract from an interview with a middle-aged woman clearly reflects this inter-

generational struggle:  
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The MXit language they mos [Afrikaans stop word] call it the MXit lan-

guage you see I also learn how to use the MXit language ‘cause I never 

knew how to short the words ‘cause most of my words are the whole 

sentence ha [laughs]/ but my sister send MXit words and my sister in law 

she will/ SOME of her words is MXit words but most of it is also the whole 

word cause we don’t understand actually/ but the children I see on their 

phones and then they say oh mommy you’re MXit now I say no I learn from 

you/ they say no you’re OLD you cannot do it and then they skrik 

[Afrikaans for ‘being surprised’] when they see you write MXit language 

it’s a joke for them/ now you it’s with the younger children you that’s older 

how can YOU write MXit// and it’s going QUICK you know on the trains 

the people just sit with their phones like that it’s like they’re on the 

computer and you know they send messages to each other because they 

MXit and they chat now and it fascinates me to see joh in a FLIP second 

[joh is a South African exclamation of astonishment or surprise and ‘flip’ in 

this South African context means ‘very short’ or ‘very fast’] you can send 

somebody a message I’m very honest with you I don’t understand it. 

Extract 2.27  Interview with Heunis, Wesbank, 2011 

 

Most women I interviewed and talked with were very eager to learn this super-

vernacular, mainly in order to be able to write more words and longer sentences 

in one text message and thus save costs. Mere use of ‘standard’ language or 

standardized forms of expression could, after some time of familiarisation, turn 

out to be insufficient in order to be(come) a full member of the new com-

municative environment and develop into more complex forms of discourse 

production, and thus, in the deployment of textspeak. Some examples of this 

will be discussed in Part III. 

 

2.6 Discussion and conclusion 

As mentioned above in the introduction, studies on the impact of the use of 

ICTs in poverty reduction programmes and other programmes that would bene-

fit the poorest and most excluded sections of the population have focused on 

the potential generated by the spread of ICTs, without actually discussing how 

this potential could be translated into reality (Sey 2011). This is, according to 

Sey in line with other studies that have emerged after the invention and uptake 

of every new ICT in the past. Print media, radio, television, video, fixed tele-

phones, and the Internet have each on their turn created new hopes as to how 
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they could transform the fortunes of the poor in developing countries. A vast 

amount of literature, for example, has focused on the opportunities that cheap 

and easily accessible mobile phones would bring to close the so-called ‘global 

digital gap’ that was created by unequal access to the Internet between the 

developed and the developing world. Initially, however, one had hoped that the 

Internet would be the panacea to finally bring information to the poorer and 

underdeveloped parts of the world. In Part III we will see that people need 

more than just an Internet subscription for successful Internet access and that 

many of the resources needed to generate that access were still lacking or 

insufficiently available.  

It is important to keep in mind that ICTs are always embedded in social and 

economic realities and practices, which define people’s use of them. Although 

mobile phones can help to (re)shape and increase the economic, political, cul-

tural, linguistic and social capital of the people and of society, one first has to 

look at how society (re)shapes and influences (the use of) technology. As 

society and technologies are dialectically related, one should be cautious in 

extrapolating findings and studies from one continent, country or society to 

another. According to Miller et al. (2005), ICT interventions should be based 

upon a thorough understanding of the social, economic and political dynamics 

and constraints that can variously enhance and negate the developmental poten-

tials of ICTs. As a consequence, there is need for detailed local knowledge of 

location-specific configurations of ICTs and poverty and for comparative ana-

lyses of differences and similarities between different development contexts. 

This is exactly what this chapter wants to contribute to. 

For Wesbank residents, safety and connectivity with relatives and friends 

seemed to be the two main reasons for purchasing a mobile phone and family 

and friends were the two main groups in their networks. Exceptionally, some 

interviewees used their phones for business purposes. Similarly to findings 

from other research in the developing world (Donner 2006; Miller 2007; Souter 

et al. 2005), the adoption of a mobile phone strengthened networks with (exist-

ing) clients and made business communication easier but did not necessarily 

lead to a growth in turnover. Mobile phones did however seem to broaden and 

strengthen social networks, especially with relatives and friends staying outside 

of Wesbank. According to Goodman (2005) mobile phones are used more fre-

quently to manage strong ties than for maintaining or adding weak ties. How-

ever, mobile phones also created new networks and enabled people to re-

imagine themselves, through the use of MXit for example. In open chat rooms, 

one was able to virtually meet people from outside the community. This en-

abled people to break out – at a very low cost – of their immediate environment 
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without physically having to leave it. This will be discussed more thoroughly in 

Part III. 

That the adoption and use of mobile phones is however very much influ-

enced by daily realities and constraints determining specific societies, com-

munities and livelihoods became very clear when we took a closer look at the 

residents’ use of a mobile phone. Looking at the mobile phone use of middle-

aged women and their children living in poverty, it became clear that the 

increased capabilities and the potential that a mobile phone brings is dependent 

‘on how other aspects of their livelihoods are organized’ (Sey 2011). Accord-

ing to Sey high levels of mobile phone adoption did not necessarily ‘guarantee 

development outcomes, especially if other elements (e.g. level of vulnerability, 

livelihood assets, transforming institutions and structures, livelihood strategies, 

the availability or accessibility of certain resources) were not appropriately 

aligned’ (2011: 387). In Wesbank, poverty, crime and illiteracy proved to put a 

major constraint on the full use of the potentials of a mobile phone and severely 

influenced the way and the frequency in which the residents used their hand-

sets. First of all, ‘anytime anywhere’ communication and ‘perpetual contact’ 

(Katz & Aakhus 2002) with relatives and friends was simply not possible due 

to financial or safety issues. Secondly, the extent to which mobile phones could 

be called in for developmental purposes (job seeking, business growth, infor-

mation sharing, the closing of the ‘digital gap’, etc.) was restricted because of 

(device) illiteracy and unaffordable costs. People living in poverty were forced 

to do continuous cost-benefit analyses on every cent they spent. Spending 

money on a communication technology only seemed to be acceptable when one 

could benefit from it in the short-term at the lowest costs possible. 

This ecology of mobile phone use has an influence on the way people learn, 

the conditions and the environments within which they learn and their moti-

vation and impediments to learn. We cannot see learning as detached from its 

social, cultural and historical ‘habitat’ and its human relationships. This will be 

discussed in greater detail in the introduction to Chapter 3, where we will 

introduce crucial insights on (situated) learning of, amongst others, Freire and 

Vygotski. The description of the ‘ecology’ of mobile phone use in Wesbank is 

thus actually a description of the learning environment. A thorough description 

and analysis of this non-abstract learning environment is needed in order to 

fully understand the learning processes that are both possible/impossible and 

present/absent in the community. What people (don not) want to learn, why 

they (do not) want to learn it, the strategies they deploy in order to learn and 

the things they is influenced by the ecology of a place, which shapes a very 
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specific, context-dependent pedagogy, in this case a very informal and con-

strained learning environment. 



PART II 

Learning practices in Wesbank 



 

 



CHAPTER 3 

Towards an ethno-pedagogy 

Much of what is documented in this study revolves around patterns, modes and 

practices of learning. This learning, as we have seen, is situated in a challen-

ging context, and it is performed informally and ecologically in interactions 

between people having different degrees of competence and skill. These de-

grees of competence and skill are, furthermore, dynamic: they develop through 

the learning process, and this counts also for the person acting as the ‘teacher’: 

the ethnographer. In what follows I shall engage in reflections on these learning 

processes and specify some key conceptual instruments I shall deploy and 

some sources of inspiration I shall draw upon whenever I address learning pro-

cesses in this study.  

 

3.1 Sources of inspiration 

There are several sources of inspiration for the approach I intend to follow 

here. I will notably draw on crucial insights from the work of four scholars: 

Freire, Vygotski, Hymes, and Kress. I will formulate the points I consider of 

particular importance for what follows. 

 

1 

In Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Paolo Freire (1993: 62) was emphatic in his 

insistence that an empowering system of education (which he called ‘the 

practice of freedom’)  

 

considers neither abstract man nor the world without people, but people in 

their relations with the world. In these relations consciousness and world are 

simultaneous: consciousness neither precedes the world not follows it.  
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There is, thus, no learning that can be seen as detached from its social, cultural 

and historical ‘habitat’ and from the concrete human relationships, social net-

works and structures in which it takes place. Every form of learning we can 

observe, therefore, is a form of ethno-learning, a locally grounded set of prac-

tices defined by the social contexts in which they develop. The processes of 

learning we shall describe must thus be squarely placed against, and in, the ter-

rain on which they evolve: Wesbank, with its particular characteristics, and 

with its population.  

The learning I investigate is situated learning, and the situatedness of 

learning will take the shape of what I call ‘pretextual’ conditions on what can 

be achieved. More on this will be said in the following Section 3.2. 

 

2 

I borrow several key insights from Lev Vygotski. First, I subscribe to his essen-

tial characterization of learning as being ‘not from the individual to the so-

cialized, but from the social to the individual’ (Vygotski 1962: 20). This insight 

is closely connected to what Paolo Freire said: when investigating learning, we 

need to consider the actual and specific social environment in which it takes 

place, knowing that the resources and processes involved have social origins, 

characteristics and functions.  

Second, I also subscribe to that other essential insight provided by Vygotski: 

that learning is not merely a cognitive phenomenon (or in Vygotski’s own 

terms, a ‘mental’ phenomenon), but that it needs to be seen as located in and 

defined by activities and patterns of activity performed by learners (Vygotski 

1962: 22), as well as by their experiences as socializing subjects. The former 

will explain my insistence on practices in my approach to learning in Wesbank. 

The latter, claims Vygotski, accounts for a massive shift in learning: a hardly 

socialized young child’s learning will be ‘biological’ in nature, while the devel-

opment as a socialized subject makes learning into a sociohistorical phenom-

enon demanding attention to the sociohistorical conditions and practices of 

learning (Vygotski 1962: 51). This, too, will determine my approach. Thirdly, I 

share Vygotski’s emphasis on language, or signs in general, as mediating fac-

tors influencing learning: language and other communicative resources are 

themselves instruments through which learning takes place (e.g. Vygotski 

1962: 56-57). I understand this Vygotskian point as a problematization of lan-

guage and other communicative resources: they can impose constraints and 

obstacles that need to be overcome for the learning processes to be successful. 

They therefore should never be treated as innocent or of secondary importance, 

but demand rigorous and disciplined attention. 
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3 

This latter insight brings us close to some central assumptions in the work of 

Dell Hymes (e.g. Cazden, John & Hymes 1972; Hymes 1980). Hymes, 

throughout his oeuvre, continuously problematized language as an obstacle, a 

problem in the lives of people. He did this because of his emphasis on function: 

languages are as good as what people can effectively achieve with them, and 

while from a purely linguistic-analytical viewpoint all languages are equal, 

Hymes observed that in real social life (therefore: sociolinguistically), lan-

guages differed immensely in the social effects they could generate. Hymes 

used the term ‘voice’ to point towards the social effectiveness of communica-

tion, and I shall follow him in that – more on that in the following section. 

Speaking a minority language, however fluently and brilliantly, does not get 

one far in conditions where the majority language is mandatory; the explana-

tion for this is not a difference in linguistic ‘quality’ but a difference in voice, 

in the effect of the use of both languages in the given social conditions in 

which they are deployed.  

Hymes’ analyses of educational contexts, therefore, shared with Freire the 

attention for the actual social situatedness of the processes he analyzed, with 

Vygotski the mediating (problematic) role of language, and add to both an eye 

for outcomes: what is it that people can do with the language they have learn-

ed? This question will guide me through major portions of this study. 

 

4 

Recent work by Gunther Kress (2013) synthesizes much of what preceded, and 

adds an empirical pointer to it. Kress argues passionately for what he calls ‘rec-

ognizing learning’: we need to be more attentive to the small moments in 

which we actually see ‘learning’ happening: the first time a learner responds 

adequately or performs an instructed activity, the first usage of a newly learned 

word, and so forth. Such moments of uptake, ‘signs of learning’ (Kress 2013: 

125), according to Kress, are the ‘stuff’ of learning. Like Vygotski, Kress 

rejects a narrowly cognitive (and abstract) conception of learning; instead, he 

focuses on complex and multimodal practices in which bodies, speech, gestures 

and objects are involved, and in which a prompt from somebody (a teacher, for 

instance) can lead to an uptake (‘learning’) from a learner. 

This uptake is in itself practical: like Hymes, Kress emphasizes the effects 

of learning processes: how such moments of learning create new and function-

ally adequate resources for the learner, and, thus, create agency for the learner 

(Kress 2013). And like Freire, such processes need to be considered in the 

actual and real social context in which they are developing: the resources made 
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available in the process of learning will be conditioned by the actual larger 

social conditions within which the process takes place. The outcomes (what I 

will call ‘voice’) will be likewise conditioned.  

 

These four influences are broad and general; they are the pedagogical prin-

ciples within which I will try to locate the learning processes I observed among 

women in Wesbank. With these principles clearly sketched and established, I 

can now begin to explain my conceptual apparatus in greater detail. 

 

3.2 ‘Voice’ as practice 

In Part I we have scrutinized the actual ‘habitat’ in which literacy and learning 

practices in Wesbank take place. We have looked at location-specific con-

figurations of mobile phone use situated against and within the specific ecology 

of the place. We have stated that this ecology of mobile phone use is actually a 

description of the learning environment in which learning practices take place; 

the Freirean context of learning. We have seen that the learning environment in 

Wesbank is often severely constrained and affected by various context-specific 

socio-economic factors such as poverty, crime and language and/or device 

illiteracy.  

The women studied are thus learning and communicating with ‘pretextually 

marked resources and capabilities’ that condition what they can and cannot 

accomplish in learning (Blommaert 2005a: 77). In what follows we will see 

that it takes many different resources in order to have voice. When people lack 

the required resources, or whenever they ‘fail to fulfil the required functions’ of 

these resources, people lose voice (Blommaert 2005a: 77). We have for 

example seen how the simple fact of having a phone in Wesbank is not the sole 

precondition for having voice through the phone, for many women lack other 

resources and capabilities needed to use a phone, to read a phone, to have voice 

and thus – literally and figuratively – be heard. The ecology of mobile phone 

use described in the previous chapter is what we can call the pretext of the 

learning that is (or is not) present and/or the languages that are (or are not) 

being produced. The pretext – the degree of access to the required resources – 

conditions communication and language long time before people open their 

mouth, compose an SMS or make a phone call. The pretext influences what is 

(not) being said and how it is (not) said in many ways, influencing the social 

effectiveness of communication and thus voice. 

Language and literacy are pretextually marked resources, never equally 

distributed and (re)producing old and new inequalities and integrally linked to 
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cultural and power structures (Juffermans & Van der Aa 2011). When, in line 

with Hymes, we see language as an obstacle or problem in the lives of people, 

obtaining voice then becomes a struggle, and relates to both having the free-

dom to have one’s voice heard as well as having the freedom to develop a 

voice worth hearing (Hymes 1996). According to Blommaert (2005a: 255) 

people never learn ‘a language’, but ‘specific and specialized bits of language, 

sufficient to grant them “voice” and to make themselves understood by others’, 

gathering an organized complex of semiotic traces of power in the course of 

their life (Blommaert & Backus 2011). People thus ‘gather things they need in 

order to be seen by others as “normal”, understandable social beings’ 

(Blommaert & Backus 2011: 28), or in order to have a voice in specific con-

texts, specific time-frames and with specific interlocutors.  

We will thus approach voice as practice, not as an abstract notion merely 

dependent on cognitive and cultural competences, but related to and influenced 

by power relations, pretexts and social acts and practices. This, as we just saw, 

is in line with Vygotski (1962) and Kress’s ‘social semiotic approach’ (1997: 

9) in which signs (i.e. texts) are not seen as ‘primarily mental and abstract 

phenomena reflected in “real” moments of enactments, but as material forces 

subject to and reflective of conditions of production and patterns of distribution 

and as constructive of social reality, as real social agents having real effects in 

social life’ (Blommaert 2013b: 29). As mentioned above, learning emerges out 

of a complex of multimodal practices (Kress 2013) and literacy acquisition thus 

implies the acquisition of a series of social acts, real acts that instigate changes 

in the material reality. Making meaning must thus be seen as an action or as 

work, ‘which is itself best explained in terms of the social structures and 

cultural systems in which children and adults act in communication’ (Kress 

1997: 8, italics own addition). These acts create agency, conditioned by larger 

social conditions and thus also conditioning the outcome voice. 

Since acquiring ‘literacy’ is a social practice and not just about acquiring a 

set of uniform technical reading and writing skills (Street 2001) that can just be 

imparted to those lacking them, we can only approach and see voice as prac-

tice, instead of as an abstract notion dependent of certain technical and cog-

nitive competences (see also Section 3.3). Language and literacy are never the 

mere ultimate aim of learning processes and practices; they are always the 

means to (obtain) voice. We have to look at how women in Wesbank can and 

do develop practices that enable them to develop stronger and bigger networks 

within which they can be themselves, within which they try to make meaning 

and act as understandable, normal beings or within which they, in other words, 

have voice. 
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In the following sections and chapters we will see how learning processes of 

languages develop through a variety of learning practices and learning modes, 

ranging from regimented and uniform learning modes characterizing schools 

and other formal learning environments (such as the ABET basic literacy 

courses for adults), to fleeting and ephemeral ‘encounters’ with language in 

informal settings, and everything in between. The explosive spread and high 

use of mobile phones in the developing world offers new platforms and oppor-

tunities for informal learning processes and practices, especially in impover-

ished communities such as Wesbank where macro-contextual circumstances of 

poverty, unemployment and social marginalization turn various forms of 

literacies into rare commodities. Mainly due to a general lack of resources, 

literacy stimulation in out-of-school contexts in Wesbank is very scarce. Wes-

bank does not have a library and there is a shortage of reading materials within 

the households. The uptake of the mobile phone has made certain forms of 

literacy (device literacy, SMS literacy, standard English/Afrikaans and super-

vernacular literacy, etc.) more accessible to and available for a vast number of 

poor and marginalized people. The large cost difference between SMS and 

voice services for example encourages ‘illiterate’ and ‘low-literate’ people to 

engage in literacy events and to learn how to read and write simple text and 

chat messages. It has instigated literacy enthusiasm and interests that were 

more limited before the uptake of mobile phones. According to Aker et al. 

(2010) mobile phones – and in particular SMS – serve as a highly potential 

educational tool by allowing adults to practice their reading, writing and 

numeracy skills via communication with family, friends and commercial con-

tacts. Online and mobile communication technologies open a vast space of 

opportunities for various forms of informal learning, offering users access to 

vocabularies, registers, styles and genres, as well as templates for practices. As 

we will see in this and the next chapter and in line with Kress (2013), the 

mobile phone seems to offer that needed infrastructural prompt leading to a 

certain practical uptake, creating new and functionally adequate resources and 

thus agency. 

According to Donner (2008) the mobile phone’s portability, simplicity, and 

affordability make it a natural fit for education initiatives in places where PCs 

and Internet connectivity may be rare. In this third chapter, we will look at how 

mobile phones can play a unique role in reaching those who are outside the 

scope of formal or institutionalized schooling and open doors to educational 

and informational programmes for out-of-school and informal learning prac-

tices. I will argue that the uptake of the mobile phone has made certain forms 

of literacy and the possibility of practicing (newly acquired) literacy skills 
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more accessible and appealing to a vast amount of poor and marginalized 

people. In a community such as the research site Wesbank, the uptake of the 

mobile phone has created highly instructive, informal learning environments 

and communities of practice (Lave & Wenger 1991; Wenger 1999) and has 

generated an often unprecedented literacy enthusiasm amongst the women 

interviewed and observed. A lot of mobile phone learning – from learning how 

to use the keyboard and the menu on the handset to actual language learning – 

happens during everyday activities and social interaction, rarely separated from 

use. Learning and use are often integrated and intertwined everyday activities 

(Barton 2010), as also mentioned by Wenger et al. (2009: 4): 

 

By learning, we do not mean just book learning, or classroom learning, or 

even e-learning. We see learning as an integral part of life. Sometimes it 

demands an effort, sometimes it is not even our goal. But it always involves 

who we are, what we do, who we seek to connect with and what we aspire 

to become.  

 

In what follows we will look at what it is exactly that these women in Wesbank 

learn, look at how they are slowly ‘getting something and somewhere’. Since 

literacies and literacy competences come in all different forms, degrees and 

repertoires, people can never learn ‘everything’. Consequently, there is no such 

thing as a clear-cut ‘learning how to write’. We will have to focus on different 

aspects of learning, different resources that go into it and different outcomes it 

generates. 

 

3.3 From resources to repertoires 

Since people can never learn ‘everything’, issues of voice and language 

learning are closely connected to that concept of repertoire. According to the 

online Oxford Dictionary
25

 a ‘repertoire’ is 1) ‘a stock of plays, dances, or 

pieces that a company or a performer knows or is prepared to perform’, 2) ‘the 

whole body of items that are regularly performed’, and 3) ‘a stock of skills or 

types of behaviour that a person habitually uses’. A language repertoire could 

thus be described as ‘the stock’ or ‘the whole body’ or ‘all the means or 

resources’ of communication which people possess, know, perform and use. 

More specifically, and according to Blommaert and Backus (2011: 3, italics in 

original), it is ‘all the “means of speaking”, i.e. all those means that people 

                                                 
25 See http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/repertoire. 
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know how to use and why while they communicate’, including linguistic means 

(language varieties), cultural means (genres, styles) and social means (norms). 

Those repertoires are ‘individual, biographically organized complexes of 

resources, and they follow the rhythms of actual human lives’ (Blommaert & 

Backus 2013: 15). The repertoires we know how to use and why when we are 

kids are different from the repertoires we know how to use and why when we 

are adults. The repertoires we know how to use and why as an academic 

researcher are different from the repertoires we know how to use and why as a 

friend amongst peers or when we talk to children. Some repertoires expand, 

some alter, some diminish, and some disappear. As a consequence of globaliza-

tion and the impact of superdiversity, repertoires are not tied to particular and 

distinct speech communities (as stated by Gumperz 1972: 20-21 cited in 

Blommaert & Backus 2013). Nowadays, people ‘move through a multitude of 

groups in “polycentric” social environments’ (Blommaert & Backus 2013: 14). 

Repertoires become records of mobility (Ibid.) not only of the mobility of the 

people themselves, but also of resources, technologies, social arenas, learning 

environments, etc.  

Language learning can thus be seen as the ‘broad range of tactics, technol-

ogies and mechanisms by means of which specific language resources become 

part of one’s repertoire’ (Blommaert & Backus 2013: 14). Some registers, 

genres and styles that are part of someone’s repertoire stem from one’s formal 

schooling (mathematical jargon learned in high school for example) but many 

others are acquired through access to specific groups or communities. If we 

thus look at the repertoires of one particular person, we can actually discern the 

different learning environments, i.e. the different social arenas, groups, institu-

tions, (access to) resources, etc. that person has (or has not) encountered during 

the course of his/her life. Repertoires thus tell us something about the places 

where people have been, the groups or communities they have been part of and 

been interacting with and the various activities they have carried out; reper-

toires as records of mobility, as we have mentioned above. 

Being able to apply the right repertoire in the right context with the right 

interlocutors (speaking supervernacular textspeak on platforms such as MXit, 

or writing academic English when writing for a peer-reviewed scientific journal 

for example) is thus highly dependent on access; access to certain (formal or 

informal) learning environments, access to certain groups and communities, to 

certain technologies, certain indispensable resources, etc. The development of 

localized textspeak amongst the residents of Wesbank for example only origin-

nated when access to mobile phones and mobile instant chat messaging was 

made available.  
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It is only when people have degrees of access to certain resources, and then 

know how to use these resources and why while they communicate, that they 

will be heard and thus have voice. Due to poverty, marginalization, lack of 

schooling and lack of access to literacy stimulation in out-of-school contexts in 

Wesbank, access to language and literacy resources, styles and genres – and 

thus to the acquisition of different repertoires and language learning – has al-

ways been very limited. The uptake of the mobile phone has however increased 

the degree of access to ‘more democratically organized channels of access to 

literacy resources’ (Blommaert & Backus 2013: 21), such as the availability of 

textspeak or normative varieties of English for example. The informal learning 

environments and communities of practice that emerge out of social interaction 

– instigated by the uptake of mobile phones for example – are mostly easier to 

access than institutions or sites of formal learning. Blommaert (2013a) does not 

see it as a surprise, for example, that some people who display difficulties with 

orthographic spelling norms turn out to be extraordinarily fluent users of heter-

ographic texting codes. ‘Alternative’ heterographic codes (texting or chatting 

codes for example) ‘stretch the affordances of conventional scripts in such a 

way that a new, deviant system of normative writing emerges, different from 

the ‘orthographic’ one (Blommaert 2014). We will see an example of this in 

Section 4.2 and in Section 8.1.  

Language resources are however not the only resources needed in order to 

be able to write, read and speak – i.e. to be ‘literate’ – in one or another reper-

toire. Blommaert (2013a) stresses the fact that writing needs to be seen as a 

complex of specific resources subject to patterns of distribution, of availability 

and accessibility. Several specific sets of resources are required for writing, 

and linguistic ones are but one of these sets needed. In what Blommaert 

(2013a) calls the ‘sub-molecular’ structure of writing, one can discern the 

indispensable requirement of infrastructural, graphic, semantic, pragmatic, 

metapragmatic, technological, infrastructural, social and cultural resources. 

One can be perfectly ‘literate’ for example, but if one lacks the technological 

and physical resources or skills to be able to operate an abc-keyboard on a 

mobile phone, one will not be able to produce text on a device. A ‘literate’ 

writer might be able to write a nice letter to a family member abroad, but if one 

does not have the financial capacity to buy stamps or if one lives far away from 

any post office, the letter might never be send or reach its destination. One can 

be a good reader, but a bad ‘texter’. According to Deumert and Lexander 

(2013: 523) being a good texter implies the ‘performance of textual linguistic 

dexterity’, the ‘ability to articulate meaning through the skilful use of both 

global and local forms’ and the ability to use one’s hands and fingers to type on 
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a small keyboard. One needs to be able to reply as quickly as possible 

(embodied dexterity) and one needs to be able to ‘play with words’ (linguistic 

dexterity) (Deumert & Lexander 2013). 

In literacy-poor environments like Wesbank, access to the different required 

resources needed for writing can be very constrained and unequally distributed, 

with all the consequences this entails. We will see examples of this throughout.  

 

3.4 ‘Illiterate’, what’s in a name? 

In line with the New Literacy Studies (NLS), Paolo Freire, Lev Vygotski, Dell 

Hymes and Gunther Kress and as mentioned above, we approach literacy as a 

social practice rather than looking at it as a mere cognitive and abstract concept 

and acquisition of technical reading and writing skills (see Street 1984, 1993; 

Heath 1983; Barton & Hamilton 1998; Prinsloo & Breier 1996; Lahire 2008). 

‘Literacy is not just a set of uniform “technical skills” to be imparted to those 

lacking them – the “autonomous” model – but rather there are multiple litera-

cies in communities and literacy practices are socially embedded’ (Street 

2001: 2). Keeping this ‘ideological model’ (Street 2001) and Kress’s ‘social 

semiotic approach’ (1997) in mind, we see that what is regarded as ‘literate’ in 

one context or place can be regarded as ‘illiterate’ in other settings. A generally 

accepted definition of what it means to be ‘literate’, or an agreed upon list of 

skills one has to control in order to come across as ‘literate’ is thus, as a con-

sequence, impossible to make and would always be contestable. 

Categorisations such as ‘literates’ and ‘illiterates’ are thus always stereo-

typical, and far too inaccurate and narrow to describe the various strategies 

people use when they deal with literacy events (Dyers & Slemming 2014). We 

need to see language and literacy not as abstract, technical, and cognitive 

processes that can be measured but as sociocultural practices embedded in 

human life and history (Kral 2012; Kress 2013). Just as our focus is on ‘voice 

as practice’, we must look at literacy – the means to voice – as (and in) 

practice. We need an ethnographic and context-specific approach to discover 

how adults in particular cultures and communities define, value and practice 

reading, writing and calculation in the course of their daily lives (Walter 1999). 

Being more or less competent in reading and writing than others does not 

merely depend on someone’s specific ‘technical skills’, but on ‘how and what 

kinds of reading, writing and math are valued and used within a particular com-

munity’ (Walter 1999: 45). The importance of looking at ‘functional literacy’ 

instead of ‘technical literacy’ is also endorsed by UNESCO, stating that ‘a 

person is functionally literate when he has acquired the knowledge and skills in 
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reading and writing which enable him to engage effectively in all those activi-

ties in which literacy is normally assumed in his culture or group’ (UNESCO 

2000: 30). In other words: a person is functionally literate when that person has 

voice within his/her culture, even when this is done or obtained with the most 

limited resources and in the most heterographic codes. 

The definition of what constitutes ‘literacy’ must thus, according to Street 

(2001) be broadened, and rather focus on what we accomplish with literacy 

instead of looking at all that is deficient. ‘Illiteracy’ is often a result of lack of 

opportunity rather than of ability (Chipchase 2008). Some practices get recog-

nized by certain people and allow one to gain ‘recognition’ or ‘valuation’ (i.e. 

voice) while the same practices can be ‘devalued’ or ‘delegitimized’ for certain 

purposes by other people (Kress 2013). In line with Lahire, I endorse the con-

demnation of a ‘statistical measurements of literacy’ and moreover wish to 

focus on the collective acquirement of literacy (Lahire 2006 cited in Barton & 

Papen 2010). Lahire argues for an approach that analyses reading and writing 

as context-specific practices involving individuals who are part of different 

social relations (friends, families, colleagues) and networks, challenging the 

notion of the individual as autonomous and uniform (Lahire 2008). The impor-

tance of collective literacy acquisition, scaffold practices and ‘communities of 

practice’ (Lave & Wenger 1991; Wenger 1999), as mentioned when discussing 

Vygotski and Freire in Section 3.1, will be touched upon and discussed in 

Chapter 4.  

Taking all of this into account, we need to understand and look at the 

literacy practices the women in Wesbank are (already) engaging and engaged 

in, instead of looking at what they cannot or fail to do (Freebody & Welch 

1993; Prinsloo & Breier 1996). In what follows, we will see that what domin-

ant voices would devalue and delegitimize as ‘illiteracy’ or ‘subliteracy’ actual-

ly involves a rich variety of literacy practices and events. Women who perceive 

themselves as ‘illiterate’ turn out to engage in many ‘literate’ events and prac-

tices. Ethnography and ‘literacy-sensitive observation’ is, according to Street 

(2001: 6), the only way to make this complexity of local, everyday community 

literacy practices visible and the ‘challenging dominant stereotypes and 

myopia’ possible (Street 2001: 7).  

So being aware of the contested and complex nature of the terms ‘literate’ 

and ‘illiterate’ and everything in between (‘sub-literate’, ‘semi-literate’, ‘low-

literate’, etc.), I will use quotation marks whenever these terms are used. In this 

dissertation, women who know how to read and produce written texts – how-

ever limited and ‘placed’ it may be – will be called ‘literate’. Most of them had 

some formal schooling during their childhood or started following literacy 
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classes as an adult. Their literacy skills and deployment of different repertoires 

are often limited but nonetheless ‘functional’ or ‘instrumental’ (Purcell-Gates 

et al. 2004: 94), i.e. they are able to perform essential tasks in daily life (such as 

appending signatures, making shopping lists, recipes, etc.) and engage in these 

literacy activities that are required to effectively function within a group or 

community (Lytle & Wolfe 1989 cited in Walter 1999). Reading and writing is 

for them a laborious task, often characterized by ‘sub-elite literacy economy’ 

features (Blommaert et al. 2005) such as a lot of ‘errors’ in orthography and 

inconsistent spelling. The term ‘low literate’ will be used for the women who 

can only read and write the most basic things, such as writing their own name 

or reading short one or two syllable words. Most ‘low literates’ have never 

learned how to read and write during their childhood because they dropped out 

of school or never even have had the chance to go to school. I am aware of the 

fact that this categorisation is extremely superficial and inadequate to describe 

the often very complex literacy practices people engage in, ‘using written lan-

guage for everyday purposes in ways which were totally sufficient to their 

needs and which were culturally shaped and culturally specific’ (Ivanic 2009: 

102). So-called ‘illiterate’ people might actually be living functionally ‘literate 

lives’ in their homes and communities (Ivanic 2009). We will see examples of 

this throughout Part II. 

 



CHAPTER 4 

The building blocks of learning 

4.1 The ethnographer as a pupil and expert 

Before we proceed and look at two case studies of women who engage in 

moments of learning (Section 4.2 and 4.3) and at the importance of com-

munities of practice in the entire learning process (Section 4.4), we will first, in 

this section, reflect upon the role of the ethnographer as both ‘the pupil’ and 

‘the expert’. Before we look at how the women in Wesbank learn how to use 

and appropriate a mobile phone, we will see below that the one that maybe had 

to learn the most was I, entering a new and unknown field, in which I had to 

learn about mobile phones, online Internet use, supervernacular use, chatting, 

etc. 

 

4.1.1 Lessons in textspeak from Sexy Chick
26

 

English is not my mother tongue, but next to French, the main second language 

I can express myself in. First learned and taught in formal patterns of learning 

from the age of 14 in secondary school and further elaborated through academ-

ic reading and writing during university studies, but also through very informal 

learning trajectories in which I engaged from a very young age (movies, songs, 

youth slang and standardized English loanwords) and during later stages in my 

life (international friendships, youth camps, travels in South Africa and else-

where), I can say I am familiar and comfortable in some specialized, specific 

registers, genres and styles in this second language. In other words, in specific 

registers, genres and styles of English I have a voice, a capacity to make myself 

‘understood by others in line with my own intensions, desires and ambitions, 

and this in a wide range of social arenas’ (Hymes 1996 cited in Blommaert & 

Backus 2011: 12). As we have discussed in Chapter 3, these specific registers, 

genres and styles are records of mobility; they have entered my repertoire 

                                                 
26 An adapted version of this section will be published in Velghe (2014b). 
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through different stages in my life (academic English for instance during my 

university studies) and were learned in specific social arenas (amongst friends 

when I was a teenager for example) with specific tasks, needs and objectives 

defined, and with specific interlocutors. As Blommaert and Backus (2011: 9, 

italics in original) put it:  

 

The ‘language’ we know is never finished and learning language as a lin-

guistic and a sociolinguistic system is not a cumulative process but rather a 

process of growth, of sequential learning of certain registers, styles and 

genres and linguistic varieties while shedding or altering previously existing 

ones. Consequently, there is no point in life in which anyone can claim to 

know all the resources of one language.  

 

I might have a voice in certain registers, styles and genres and linguistic 

varieties of English, but a distinct voice in English and Afrikaans textspeak was 

lacking when I started my first fieldwork in Wesbank in 2010. As I had owned 

a mobile phone since 2002, and as text messages and instant messaging on the 

computer were predominantly written in my mother tongue Dutch, I only got 

extensively immersed and exposed to the English global medialect once I 

started to build international friendships after my first fieldwork visit in Cape 

Town in 2005, after some other travels abroad and since I have international 

friends in my home country Belgium. I have encountered the global medialect 

previously, since the supervernacular also slips into text and chat messages I 

exchange with my Belgian Dutch-speaking friends. Expressions such as LOL, 

2morrow, the use of emoticons and the general practice of using abbreviations 

and (normative) misspellings are commonly used in Dutch textspeak as well.  

My resources were however very limited, and while I might be more literate 

in the reception and production of the written standard English repertoire (and 

especially academic English) than most women in Wesbank, some of them are, 

mostly due to their activity on MXit, WhatsApp, Facebook or through text 

messaging, much more literate and thus ‘voiced’ than me in the reception and 

production of the written supervernacular of textspeak, a genre in which my re-

sources and competence was (and still is) very limited. Elaborately expanding 

my chat and text message communication with, amongst others, Lisa (see 

Section 9.2 for a more detailed description of Lisa) during my fieldwork trips 

to South Africa, I did not only have to become literate in the supervernacular, 

but immediately had to learn the dialect of the supervernacular, characterized 

by typical South African words, orthography and Afrikaans or kombuis English 

textspeak. Since repertoires are biographically organized complexes of re-
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sources, which follow the rhythms of human lives, they do not develop along a 

linear path of ever-increasing size, but explosively in some phases of life and 

gradually in others (Blommaert & Backus 2011). During my fieldwork visits 

and thanks to the new communicative environment MXit and WhatsApp had 

created, my literacy resources expanded and broadened my repertoire signifi-

cantly. Back home, this development always slowed down, as I was only occa-

sionally chatting with Lisa and others, and the immersion into the superver-

nacular was not that omnipresent anymore. Finding out is learning, and as 

much of doing ethnographic fieldwork is about ‘finding out’ (how people live, 

function, think, communicate) through an empirical participant-observation 

approach, the ethnographer often becomes a pupil, curiously taking shaky steps 

into a reality that is partly or totally unknown and new. This pupil position will 

be discussed in this section.  

Still in Cape Town, Lisa became my informal teacher, introducing me to the 

code language or to the, to me, very alien localized supervernacular, not saving 

me from the challenges and the confusion the decoding of her writings were 

causing. In a very subtle and practical way, Lisa became my instructor and I 

became the pupil, learning the supervernacular and its dialect by trial and error. 

Lisa, unconsciously and consciously, incidentally and planned, learned things 

from me as well, such as writing and reading on a laptop and the ‘standard’ 

spelling of certain English word for example. Regardless of the fact that the 

teaching and learning went both ways, I will limit my focus in this section on 

the informal learning practices that I engaged in and the interaction between 

me, the pupil and Lisa, the teacher.  

The teaching started from the first instant chat session we had on MXit. 

When we look at the ‘teaching’ interactions between Lisa and me, we focus on 

the moments or signs of learning as discussed by Kress (2013). We will see 

how, as mentioned above, a prompt from Lisa repeatedly led to the uptake 

(‘learning’) of me, the ethnographer-as-pupil. These moments of learning 

created functionally adequate resources (in this case the local supervernacular), 

creating ‘agency’ and ‘voice’ on the MXit medium that I was being introduced 

to.  
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1 Sexy Chick jesus+leef.jpg 

2 Sexy Chick  

3 Suikerbossie Thnx 

4 Suikerbossie Have to go! 

5 Sexy Chick G2g 

Figure 4.1  First MXit chat between Lisa and me 

(2011) 

 

Sitting in between Lisa and her daughter, Lisa’s daughter downloaded and 

installed MXit on my simple Nokia 6700 data-enabled phone. I was chatting 

with Lisa, to become familiar with the functioning of MXit. As one can see in 

Figure 4.1, Lisa immediately sent me an image and an emoticon (line 1 and 2), 

teaching me which steps I had to go through in order to do this. I answered her 

with ‘Thnx’ (line 3), showing her I knew how to abbreviate properly and cor-

rectly. In the next line, however, I lost all my ‘textspeak credibility’ by writing 

‘Have to go’ in line 4 in its complete spelling. Lisa’s daughter started to giggle, 

told her mom what I just did, took her mom’s phone and sent me back ‘G2g’ 

(textspeak for ‘got to go, line 5), the ‘correct’ supervernacular spelling of what 

I was trying to say. 

 

 

1 Suikerbossie Or how must i say:g2g! 

2 Suikerbossie I know Lisa, i know! 

3 Suikerbossie Cu!xxx 

4 Sexy Chick G2g ja – c u latr mwah! 

Figure 4.2  MXit conversation between Lisa and 

me (2011) 

 

Just as we will see with Figure 9.11 (see Section 9.2) in which I show Lisa I 

remembered what she had taught me before by replacing her global ‘wuup2’ 

(‘what are you up to) with the local ‘wmj’ (textspeak for ‘wat maak jy’, 

Afrikaans for ‘what are you doing’), in Figure 4.2 one can see that I did the 

same by using ‘g2g’ (line 1), instead of ‘I go now’, which I wrote previously to 

line 1 in the conversation. Lisa, in her role as a teacher, encouraged me and 

confirmed that I spoke the ‘right’ language, by confirming ‘G2g ja’, immersing 
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me again in the localized supervernacular, by using the Afrikaans confirmation 

instead of the English ‘yes’ (line 2).  

This teacher-pupil dynamic is to be found throughout most of our chat and 

text message conversations, most of the time in a more implicit way than in the 

‘G2g’ example. Lisa constantly immersed me in new words, styles and regis-

ters followed by an explanation when I asked for it. Playing with this con-

tinuum of enregistering, Lisa was moving smoothly between different registers 

on a continuum between ‘maximum impure and mixed language’ and ‘max-

imum pure and unmixed language’ and all the gradations in between (see also 

Blommaert 2014). The word ‘impure’ here is merely used as opposed to ‘pure’, 

‘unmixed’ or ‘standard’ and does not imply any judgement on quality. Looking 

at the chat and text messages between Lisa and me, one can clearly see that 

Lisa’s implicit language of ‘instruction’ tends to the maximally ‘impure’ regis-

ter (code-switching, textspeak or encoded language, use of emoticons, etc.) 

more than to the ‘pure’ or unmixed one, with the idea that I would pick up the 

supervernacular as I went along. In this regard, one can also say that the con-

tinuum leaning towards the ‘maximum impure register’ is the ‘maximum teach-

ing genre’. The ‘maximum talking genre’ then leans more towards the ‘maxi-

mum pure register’. In other words, Lisa clearly had access to different reper-

toires (see also Section 9.2), and her choice of genre was dependent of the 

practice of talking or teaching. Let me elaborate this with some examples.  

 

 

 

 

1 Sexy Chick Geniet dit gf 

2 Suikerbossie wat is gf? 

3 Sexy Chick Girlfriend  

4 Suikerbossie ow  

5 Suikerbossie jy moe nie lag nie 

6 Sexy Chick Lmk 

7 Suikerbossie ? 

8 Sexy Chick Lag my klaar 

9 Suikerbossie lag my klaar? what does that 

mean? +Pinoccio emoticon 

10 Sexy Chick Ek lag lekker nu 

Figure 4.3  Mobile phone to PC MXit conversa-

tion between Lisa and me (2011) 
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In Figure 4.3 one can see an example of a part of an instant chat session from a 

computer (me) to a mobile phone (Lisa). Lisa started with an abbreviation ‘gf’ 

(line 1) I did not understand and for which I asked an explanation (line 2). 

Immediately after explaining the first abbreviation (girlfriend, line 3) she over-

whelmed me with another one I did not understand (‘Lmk’, line 6). Again I 

asked for an explanation by posting a question mark (line 7). However, the ex-

planation she gave me in ‘standard’ Afrikaans (line 8) was again not sufficient, 

as I did not understand the Afrikaans expression, so again I asked for an ex-

planation (line 9). ‘Lmk’ turned out to be a local dialect of the supervernacular, 

the Afrikaans variant of ‘LOL’ (laughing out loud) in English. In total, nine 

lines of the conversation were dedicated to teaching and explaining. Lisa, using 

the expression ‘Lmk’, the smiley and saying ‘Ek lag lekker nu’ (I’m laughing 

nicely now’, line 10), seemed to gloat over my ignorance. I, in turn, expressed 

my feeling of shame by saying ‘ow’ (line 4) and ‘jy moe nie lag nie’ (‘you do 

not have to laugh’, line 9) and by using three emoticons in an attempt to turn 

my ignorance into something funny.  

 

1 Sexy Chick Lol 

2 Sexy Chick Lmk 

Figure 4.4  Mobile phone to PC MXit conversation between Lisa and me (2011) 

 

Twenty minutes later in the chat session, Lisa used ‘LOL’, immediately fol-

lowed by ‘Lmk’ (Figure 4.4, line 1 and 2), and thus repeated what she had been 

teaching me earlier. By putting ‘LOL’ and ‘Lmk’ next to each other, Lisa was 

glossing here, ‘translating’ the supervernacular into the localised variant or thus 

the one ‘dialect’ (English textspeak) into the other (Afrikaans textspeak). Lisa 

often used glossing as a didactic instrument and in doing so she implicitly 

showed me that these two expressions meant the same, in case I did not realize 

this by myself during the first teaching. This short teaching episode was fol-

lowed by some chitchat about what she was doing at the moment of chatting. 

For this catch-up talk, Lisa used a register that situated itself somewhere in the 

middle on the continuum between ‘maximum impure’ and ‘maximum pure lan-

guage’, using textspeak that is ‘global’ and not new to me, characterized by 

accent stylisation (‘da’ instead of ‘the’), clippings (‘giv’ instead of ‘give’), 

number homophones (‘4’ instead of ‘for’), non-conventional spellings (‘u’ 

instead of ‘you’) and contractions (‘bt’ instead of ‘but’) (see Thurlow 2003; 

Crystal 2008). Lisa also used the word ‘gf’ again, 35 minutes after she first 

taught me the supervernacular word and used it again three minutes later.  
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After implicitly repeating and practicing all the new words she taught me, 

Lisa introduced the new word ‘lmimchops’ (Figure 4.5, line 1) to my vocabu-

lary, a word so complicated she must have known that I would not understand 

it immediately. She first gave me a clue of what it might mean by writing 

‘J laat my lag nou’ (‘u make me laugh now’, line 5) and then explained it more 

broadly after my request for more explanation. 

 

1 Sexy Chick Lmimchops 

2 Suikerbossie i missed some parts of the 

chat 

3 Suikerbossie my window closed 

4 Suikerbossie who got the feeling via mxit? 

5 Sexy Chick J laat my lag nou 

6 Suikerbossie lmimchops? 

7 Suikerbossie what is that? 

8 Sexy Chick Ek lag my in my chops 

9 Sexy Chick Ds wannr ek baie leka lag 

Figure 4.5  Mobile phone to PC MXit conversation between Lisa and me (2011) 

 

First she gave me the full written version of the expression ‘Ek lag my in my 

chops’ (‘I laugh in my chops’, line 8) and then glossed this expression – ‘Ds 

wannr ek baie leka lag’ (‘Ths whn I laugh very hard’, line 9) – only using 

abbreviations and contractions which she knew I would understand. In this 

particular example Lisa’s teaching seemed planned. The fact that Lisa started to 

explain the word ‘lmimchops’ before I even ask for elucidation, indicates the 

fact that she maybe expected me not to be familiar with the expression, let 

alone with the abbreviation of it. Other and most of the moments of learning 

seemed incidental or unplanned however, such as the example in Figure 4.3 

where my ignorance made Lisa laugh, as she posted the smiley and the ‘Lmk’ 

as a response to my ‘what is gf?’. 

The moment of learning in Figure 4.5 was followed by some more catch-up 

talk, in which only a fifth of the words were textspeak and in which the focus 

was on the talking instead of on the teaching. This talking-teaching thread was 

to be found throughout all the conversations between Lisa and me. The move-

ment on the continuum of enregistering is often very subtle and small, but 

nonetheless mostly indicated a shift from teaching to talking (the two extreme 

ends of the continuum with many registers in between) and from talking to 

teaching. The moments of learning, as discussed by Kress (2013), are thus gen-

erated when the teacher moves towards the ‘maximum teaching’ end of the 

continuum.  
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4.1.2 Be(com)ing the expert: From ethnographer to oracle 

By the time of my last fieldwork stay in Cape Town in 2013, many people in 

the community were aware of who I was and what I was doing in the com-

munity. My little red Citi Golf was soon known to be my vehicle and often 

spotted by people who then called me or sent me a text to say they had seen me 

driving around and that I should pass by for a visit. The more people knew 

about the purpose of my frequent visits to the community and about my re-

search topic, the more people approached me with questions about their mobile 

phones, their Facebook accounts, e-mail addresses, installation of applications, 

technical problems, etc. The lack of people within the family or broader social 

circle who were capable and willing to help them and the unwelcome costs 

when having to ask help in the mobile phone (repair) shops made them all 

address their ‘problems’ and questions to me. Although I did not have any 

background or experience when it comes to the technical side of ICTs I 

suddenly became ‘the expert’ or ‘the oracle’ for mobile phone related issues 

and questions. I became what Malan (1996) refers to as a ‘literacy mediator’, a 

gateway to resources and skills. As a representative of someone ‘from over-

seas’, I became the ‘outsider literacy mediator’ with a particular authorative 

voice (Malan 1996). 

As mentioned above, I have taught nine women how to compose and send 

text messages. I have introduced six women to Facebook and e-mail and five to 

the Google search engine and/or Wikipedia. I have closely followed up on 

these ladies by paying them regular visits during which they could ask follow-

up questions and repeat things learned. These women often contacted me 

whenever they encountered problems, needed help, or wanted to learn more. 

Ernestine was one of the ladies I signed up for a mobile Facebook and e-mail 

account (see also Section 9.3). She often approached me with questions, for 

which she either texted, phoned or e-mailed me. In the e-mail in Figure 4.6 she 

asked me how to sign up for ‘linkon’ (referring to ‘LinkedIn’) and how to save 

her e-mails in a separate folder in her e-mail account. 
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Figure 4.6  E-mail from Ernestine to me (Yahoo!Mail screenshot 2012) 

 

Looking at the sent and received text messages between March and May 2013, 

all the messages between Ernestine and me concerned mobile phone and 

mobile Internet related issues. Below is our entire texting history (in which the 

hatched bars indicate my text messages and the white bars the ones from 

Ernestine): 

 

1 Hey ernestine!making your e-mail address&they gonna text message you a code to 

validate.can u please text me the code so I can finish the e-mail?thank u! 

2 239765 

3 Ernestine, won’t make it to wesbank today.i made your facebook account though.u 

can sign in with […] @gmail.com, password […] After my trip I can always 

explain u how exactly facebook works, but maybe u’ll find your way yourself in 

the meantime.let me know when u have any questions!mooi bly!fieke 

4 Gm dear my fb dnt wt 2 open nw the msgs stated open yr fb website 1
st
 wht must i 

do 

5 Hey ernestine, just checked it,there was a warning that you’ve been sending friend 

requests to people u don’t know or something, I don’t know what that 

means.anyway, i think it works again now,please try&let me know! Geniet die 

aand! 

6 Hi there, is it working now?  

7 J tnx dear 

8 Good!  

9 Hey ernestine, no news bout the ladies who wanted to go on facebook? Coming to 

wb tmrw, so cud actually meet them then? 

10 Hi dear they on a capacity wrk shop for the week 

Table 4.1  Text message history with Ernestine (2012-2013) 
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As will be discussed in Section 9.3, signing up for an e-mail address on a 

mobile phone is not that easy. Moreover, a registration cannot exclusively be 

done on a mobile phone, since the final registration confirmation for Gmail, for 

example, needs to be done on a PC. To finish the registration on the PC one 

needs to validate with a number code, which is sent in a text message to the 

reported mobile phone number. The first SMS from me to Ernestine and back 

concerned this. Besides registering for an e-mail address, I also registered 

Ernestine on Facebook. I did most of the Facebook registrations for the women 

on my laptop at home where I had Wi-Fi Internet access. After signing 

Ernestine up for Facebook, and texting her the login details, I left for a short 

holiday. By the time I came back, her daughter had explained her how to use 

Facebook, but every time a problem arose Ernestine did not hesitate to contact 

me. At one point she also approached me when I was at the Multi-Purpose 

Community Centre. She had met a group of ladies who were following a nurs-

ing course and who were all interested in getting a Facebook account. The last 

two messages in Table 4.1 concerned this. Because the ladies were so busy 

with the course and my stay was coming to an end, we unfortunately never 

managed to meet. At the end, it seemed as if my relationship with Ernestine – 

whom I had known already since 2005 – was limited to mobile phone questions 

and problem solving.  

Besides Ernestine, there were many other women who called, text messaged 

and approached me with all kinds of questions such as registrations for Face-

book and e-mail, application downloads for WhatsApp, help with accounts that 

were blocked or had ‘disappeared’ (see Figure 4.7), adding attachments to 

e-mails or forwarding e-mails, uploading pictures on Facebook, etc.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7  Facebook message from Dolores: ‘I messed up my Facebook and need you 

to help me’ (Facebook screenshot 2013) 

 

The MPC especially became the site where most people approached me. The 

two women working as maintenance staff in the MPC counted on my ‘exper-

tise’ whenever they had a mobile phone related question or problem.  
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Figure 4.8  Facebook application on a simple data-

enabled feature phone (2012) 

 

The Facebook application on feature phones (see Figure 4.8) created a lot of 

problems, such as suddenly disabled accounts, the impossibility to search for 

friends by name and to upload pictures stored on the phone (see Section 9.3). 

Whenever problems occurred, Facebook advised its mobile customers to use a 

desktop to solve the problem. That is what happened to Ernestine (see text mes-

sage 4 in Table 4.1 above). Since I was the only person in most women’s social 

network with a laptop and Internet access and since there was no Internet 

access in the community, I was the one being contacted whenever such prob-

lems occurred. 

My outsider/insider role as someone coming ‘from overseas’ spending so 

much time in the community doing research on the use of mobile phones made 

most people think I had an extensive expertise in ICT-related issues. Nothing 

could have been further from the truth, and my knowledge on ICTs often 

proved insufficient to solve the problems or answer the questions the women 

approached me with. This propelled me to do research, inform myself, contact 

other ‘experts’ and learn by trial and error – and thus, again, be ‘a pupil’ con-

stantly engaging in moments of learning – until I could more or less live up to 

my image as ‘an expert’. 

 

4.1.3 The destiny of the ethnographer: Finding out is learning
27

  

Prior to my first fieldwork visit in 2010 I had never accessed mobile Internet, 

since the mobile phone I had at that time was not data-enabled. MXit was un-

known to me and my knowledge of the supervernacular emerging on mobile 

and online communication platforms was very limited. The emergent norma-

tivity characterizing the supervernacular became very obvious to me from the 

                                                 
27 An adapted version of this section has been published in Velghe (2014b). 
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moment I entered the new communicative environment during my fieldwork in 

Wesbank, and especially from the moment I got introduced to MXit. How this 

ignorance of producing and receiving ‘correct’ textspeak made me a pupil of 

Lisa and many others can be regarded as the destiny of the ethnographer. As 

finding out is learning, the methodology of fieldwork is often characterized by 

this very informal teacher-pupil dynamic, in which the ‘subjects’ take the 

ethnographer by the hand and lead him/her into a partly or totally new reality 

and community.  

Anthropologist Robert Moore (2009), in an attempt to discuss a printed 

record of an oral narrative of American Indian people written down by Dell 

Hymes and his followers, ended up in exactly the same position. The Kiksht
28

 

lady he was interviewing tacitly guided him on her walk through the printed 

record and ‘taught’ him where corrections had to be made and translations were 

inaccurate. Just as Lisa empirically and informally had learned the superver-

nacular with the new identity repertoires and made them her own (see Section 

9.2), closely assisted by her children and her first acquaintances on MXit, I 

became a learner as well, in my attempt to find out something more about 

mobile phone use in the community.  

As an ethnographer approaching the field, empirically wanting to find out as 

much as possible about mobile phone use and mobile phone literacy of middle-

aged women in a post-apartheid township in Cape Town, South Africa, I my-

self turned out to be ‘illiterate’ and my resources and skills inadequate to be a 

full member of the new communicative environment that the uptake of mobile 

phones, the introduction of mobile Internet, instant chat messaging and other 

ICTs have created. My ICT skills turned out to be insufficient and too desktop-

focused to meet the needs and questions of the women I worked with. Since I 

had travelled across virtual and real spaces, moreover I had lost my voice and 

‘experienced the value attached to certain linguistic recourses and patterns’ 

(Dong & Dong 2013: 163). Suddenly my resources of standard and academic 

English weren’t sufficient or adequate anymore. Since voice is both an effect of 

as well as a condition for communication, I had to regain my voice by learning 

linguistic resources and patterns that were new to me. As Lisa had been part of 

the voicing processes that were the product of the new communicative environ-

ment of MXit, her voice spoke louder than mine in this particular space. This 

unconsciously, and sometimes also consciously, made her my teacher and 

turned me into a pupil.  

                                                 
28 Kikhst is a highly endangered Upper Chinook language, originally spoken by Native 

Americans in the Pacific Northwest of the United States. 
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The often very implicit processes of informal teaching I underwent and 

engaged in, tell a lot about the methodology of fieldwork. The ethnographer, in 

a new environment with new norms, modes and styles, will always be a green-

horn and a pupil taking insecure and shaky steps into a new and informal learn-

ing environment, as finding out in an empirical way is always a process of 

learning. Next to the fact that we always have our own voice when we are 

doing fieldwork, ethnographers should be aware of these ethnographic-

learning-in-the-field processes when engaging in ethnographic projects.  

 

4.2 The story of Kristina29
 

Throughout the interviews and the mobile phone courses and from the answers 

on the questionnaires, it became clear that women in Wesbank were severely 

lacking basic mobile phone usage skills. Twelve of the 33 interviewees did not 

know how to send a text message. Not all of those women were fully 

‘illiterate’, but low education levels, ‘low literacy’ in English and/or Afrikaans, 

lack of experience with technological devices, and a social network reluctant to 

instruct and tutor forced many women to rely disproportionally on more 

expensive communication options such as voice calls.  

As mentioned above in Chapter 3: it needs more resources than mere read-

ing and writing skills for a person to be (able to be) ‘literate’ and to produce 

texts. The four women attending the first mobile phone ‘course’ I organized to-

gether with two teenagers did not know how to use the keypad on their hand-

sets. Explaining how to use the different keys with their respective letters and 

symbols turned out to be a big challenge and always took a considerable 

amount of teaching time. Low literacy levels, a limited knowledge of the 

sequence of letters in the alphabet, the order of the keys and the corresponding 

letters on the pad, the unprecedented dexterity needed to type words on a key-

pad and deteriorated eyesight coming with age (presbyopia) caused confusion, 

frustration and a lot of (t)error.  

It often took a long time and a lot of practicing before the women were used 

to the motor skill and speed needed to punch the keys of the keypad (see Figure 

4.9). This is what Deumert and Lexander (2013) called ‘textual linguistic dex-

terity’, referring to the embodied skill one needs to acquire in order to be able 

to use one’s hands and fingers to type as quickly as possible on a small key-

board.  

 

                                                 
29 Parts of this section have been published in Velghe (2013a, 2014a). 
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Figure 4.9  One of the ladies learning how to 

punch the keyboard (2013) 

 

Blommaert calls this ‘step-by-step development, in an apprentice mode, of 

cultural knowledge through skilful activities’ enskilment (Blommaert 2013c: 

30; Gieser 2008; Ingold 2000; Jackson 1989). In Section 4.3 we will see how a 

woman who had extreme difficulties understanding the logic of the abc-keypad 

needed some clear guidelines on paper before she actually managed to operate 

the handset. Once learned and mastered, however, two of the four women who 

had attended the first mobile phone ‘course’ started using SMS extensively. 

Kristina for example sent 39 text messages in the six days following the mobile 

phone ‘course’, which is an average of 6.5 messages a day. Within those six 

days, she received 17 answers. This is a lot if we look at the mobile phone 

diary that we filled in together two months before she learned how to send text 

messages. At that time, during the course of one week, zero messages were sent 

and only seven received, of which four were advertisement messages of the 

mobile phone provider and two were PCM messages. During the first in-depth 

interview with Kristina, this is what she said about her reading and writing 

skills:  

 

Int:  And do you/ do you read or write in your free time like just reading 

books 

K:  Yes I got books I read/ But I’m not writing I don’t know why I was 

writing the LAST time I did write was in school 

Int:  Ok so it’s not that for church sometimes you have to 

K:  No there are people who do that 

Int:  Ja ja/ but you read books in Afrikaans 
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K:  In Afrikaans ja 

Int:  Or magazines or 

K:  I’m not used reading magazines sometimes if someone um bring me 

Huisgenoot or something like that 

Int:  Ja and where do you get your books from then 

K:  Um sometimes I BUY and if it’s cheap than I buy me a book and I see 

it’s a nice um spiritual book then I/ And someone gave me an English 

book so I said God please I CAN’T read everything in English/ but I 

tried on my way but I understand/  

 Extract 4.1  Interview with Kristina, Wesbank, 2011 

 

Since she claimed to never write or engage in literacy practices in her free time, 

except for reading the Bible, the sudden explosion of SMS communication was 

very remarkable. Writing and reading SMS messages appeared to be the main 

literacy activity Kristina engaged in on a daily basis. By comparing the text 

messages written during the week after the mobile phone course with the ones 

written three weeks later, it becomes clear that Kristina’s confidence in writing 

SMSs grew considerably. The text messages became longer, often using all the 

160 characters per SMS. Whereas the first text messages were very short and 

similar to one another, mainly focusing on phatic exchanges (see Chapter 8) 

such as greeting the addressee and inquiring about his/her wellbeing (Figure 

4.10 and 4.11 for example), the text messages some weeks later considerably 

changed in content and length (see Figure 4.12 until 4.15). Only after some 

weeks of familiarization, Kristina started to use the SMS service to exchange 

information, to organize her life, manage her household and ask for help when 

needed (see Figure 4.12 until 4.15). 

In Figure 4.13 and 4.15 one can see that Kristina expected answers on her 

messages and that she got irritated when people did not reply (‘Nobody says 

something what is going on’ and ‘why don’t you answer me?’). The reluctance 

of her friends to reply to her messages caused a lot of friction and discussion. 

When I saw Kristina she always complained about friends not answering her 

text messages. These expectations of reciprocity by Kristina were remarkable, 

since three weeks prior to that she had never been able to answer any of the text 

messages received from others.  

 

‘Hai sis, how are you doing because I’m interested 

in you of sist [full name] love’ 

– nogbelang = nog belang 

Figure 4.10  SMS from Kristina to a church member (2012) 
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‘I love you’ 

 

Figure 4.11  SMS from Kristina to her daughter (2012) 

 

‘I’m already without electricity again just want to 

know whether you can help me grandmother.’ 

– al weer = alweer (again) 

 – uoma = ouma (grandmother) 

Figure 4.12  SMS from Kristina to a neighbour (2012) 

 

‘Hello little mouse how are things going at my place 

I send text messages nobody says something what’s 

going’ 

– muissie = muisie (mouse) 

– stierboodskape = stuur boodskappe (send text mes-

sages) 

– niemant = niemand (nobody) 

– wat gaan = wat gaan aan (what’s going on) 

Figure 4.13  SMS from Kristina to a neighbour (2012) 

 

‘Ask your mom whether she can give water to the 

plants please I have a water hose it is at the house 

thank you sister’ 

– fra = vra (ask) 

 – plavte = plante (plants) 

 – asblief = asseblief (please) 

 – sustrer = suster (sister) 

Figure 4.14  SMS from Kristina to a neighbour (2012) 

 

‘[friend’s name] what is going on why don’t you 

answer me or did he not go and get the medicines let 

me know I’m worried love’ 

– an = aan (to) 

 – war om = waarom (why) 

 – antwood = antwoord (answer) 

 – ge gaan haal = gaan haal (to go get) 

Figure 4.15  SMS from Kristina to a friend in Wesbank (2012) 

 

According to Blommaert (2004: 661), every move in space is also a move 

across different economies of literacy. If one has a closer look at Kristina’s 
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writing (i.e. typing) and literacy skills – texts produced in the periphery of the 

world system (Blommaert 2004) – one quickly discovers a ‘sub-elite literacy 

economy’ (Blommaert et al. 2005) in which a lot of ‘errors’ against standard 

Afrikaans orthography are made and in which the spelling of certain words is 

very inconsistent. We see a form of ‘hetero-graphy’ (Blommaert 2004: 661, 

2008), which Blommaert (2012a: 4) describes as a ‘violation of orthography – 

the norms of writing that dominate higher scale levels such as those of the 

nation-state and/or the formal education system’. In the examples above, the 

English translation of the text messages is given without taking the spelling and 

grammatical ‘errors’ into consideration. Underneath the translation, all Afri-

kaans words with grammatical and spelling ‘mistakes’ are enumerated, fol-

lowed by the ‘correct’ orthography. All text messages sent by Kristina were in 

Afrikaans. Only once code-switching to English occurred (‘ge wharrie’, which 

is a combination of the Afrikaans ge- for past participles and the English 

‘worry’, see Figure 4.15). 

Kristina grew up on a farm in the countryside of Stellenbosch (a town 20 

kilometres away from Wesbank) and never had the chance to go to school. It 

was only at the age of 62 that she started attending school for the first time, 

taking the ABET basic literacy classes in Wesbank. The literacy practices 

observed in Kristina’s text messages are a ‘sociologically realistic’ form of 

literacy, in that they mirror the marginalized status of the community in which 

they occur (Blommaert et al. 2005) and moreover mirror the marginal educa-

tional background of the person producing the texts. According to Blommaert 

et al. (2005: 2) ‘the margin so to speak, is not necessarily a space in which 

people fail to meet norms, but it can as well be seen as a space in which dif-

ferent but related norms are produced, responding – “ecologically” so to speak 

– to the local possibilities and limitations’. The text messages by Kristina are, 

in other words, ‘placed resources’ (Blommaert 2003; Prinsloo 2005a; Norton & 

Williams 2012); resources that are only functional and ‘audible’ in one particu-

lar place ‘but (that can) become dysfunctional as soon as they are moved into 

other places’ (Blommaert 2003: 619, between brackets own addition). The 

literacy produced in Kristina’s text messaging ‘works’ in a local, marginalized 

context: the addressees have responded to her messages and have fulfilled the 

tasks she gave them. In other words: in the local sociolinguistic and socio-

economic reality that characterizes places like Wesbank and that has limited 

Kristina’s educational background more generally, the literacy produced in 

Kristina’s SMSs grants her voice; a voice that might not be ‘heard’ if one lifts 

those literacies out of the local context but that are perfectly audible in the 

specific conditions and contexts in and for which the voice has been produced 
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and uttered. In the socio-economic reality of Wesbank, Kristina is thus per-

fectly ‘functionally literate’, although she would never describe herself as such.  

Kristina’s enthusiasm was considerable once she was able to send and 

receive text messages and, after our second meeting, was also able to browse 

the World Wide Web. Bigger was her disappointment, however, when I went 

to visit her on the last day of my first fieldwork stay in South Africa. Her son 

had forced Kristina to exchange her easily manageable Nokia phone for a 

Blackberry that he could not operate. Anyone else would have regarded this as 

a good swap, but not Kristina; her newly acquired and practiced literacy skills 

were closely linked to and entirely dependent on the device literacy of that one 

specific handset. With the loss of her phone, none of the acquired skills re-

mained. She was no longer able to browse the Web, send SMSs, read messages 

received, listen to music, take pictures or save contacts in her contact list. She 

could only make and receive calls and send PCMs, for which she did not need 

to enter the phone’s menu but could simply operate using the home screen. 

With the loss of her phone, her voice got nipped in the bud and she was, in her 

own words ‘totally cut off from the world’ that she recently had discovered. 

This refers to the ‘sub-molecular’ structure of writing referred to in the pre-

vious chapter, Section 3.3, referring to the different sets of resources that are 

needed before literacy events can take place and before one can bring messages 

across. Even though Kristina proved to be ‘literate’ enough to produce text 

messages, technical and infrastructural resources were also essential for her 

reading and writing performances. The lack of them kept her from performing 

literacy practices. Other women I interviewed and spoke to have mentioned this 

correlation between literacy skills and one specific handset as well. Kristina’s 

literacy only worked because it was habituated, i.e. because she could always 

use the same instrument to practice the acquired skills. For most women in 

Wesbank, losing a phone through loss, theft or wear meant the loss of the infra-

structural and technical resources needed for literacy and thus attended with the 

loss of voice.  

When I returned to Wesbank six months later for a second fieldwork period, 

Kristina, with the help of a neighbour and a niece, had already found out her-

self how to send text messages and store contact numbers. She had tried to use 

mobile Internet on her 3G-enabled
30

 Blackberry but the data settings on her 

Blackberry were not right, actually impeding Internet use. After I had called the 

call centre of her mobile network operator and their instructions did not solve 

                                                 
30 3G is short for ‘third generation’ and stands for the third generation of mobile telecom-

munication services, offering wireless mobile Internet at a certain speed, faster than 1 or 2G 

services and slower than the new fourth generation phones that are on the market now. 
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anything, we were advised to go to the shop where the handset was purchased. 

Since her son had purchased the smartphone and all the (warranty) documents 

were registered in his name, it took a while before Kristina got hold of the 

required documents. When the shop turned out to be two taxi drives away from 

Wesbank, Kristina told me she would have to wait until she received her 

monthly old age pension to be able to pay for the taxi fees. I eventually offered 

her a ride, which she gladly accepted. Not mastering the ‘proper’ English reper-

toire needed to address the shopkeeper and explain the exact problem, Kristina 

asked me to do the talking when we were in the shop. We eventually had to 

leave the handset behind for repair and it took three weeks before it was ready 

for collection. After that, Kristina could browse the World Wide Web 

(Google), something she had to learn from scratch again. She asked me to show 

her how to use WhatsApp, but I failed to download the application on the hand-

set.  

By observing Kristina, we have seen how a ‘low-literate’ woman has man-

aged to obtain voice – however muffled and local it may be – by using her 

mobile phone as a communication tool. Kristina’s urge to ‘link-up’ (Horst & 

Miller 2005, 2006) with her immediate environment and her wish to expand 

her literacy skills caused an enormous expansion of SMS communication in a 

very short span of time. The mobile phone ‘courses’, Kristina’s enthusiasm and 

the practice and learning moments with me, her neighbour or her niece have 

created informal learning environments. We have also seen that literacies 

created through those channels of individual tutoring and trial and error are 

very fragile and can get lost very easily – by the loss of one specific handset for 

example. The loss of voice through the loss of a specific device was a recurrent 

issue in Wesbank, and as we have seen in Kristina’s case it could take a while 

before previously acquired skills were regained and re-mastered on a new 

device. In the next section, we will see another example of how two sisters, 

through moments of learning, obtain voice and agency on a mobile phone. 

 

4.3 The story of Diana and Martha 

Diana and Martha were two sisters, living three houses away from each other in 

the same street in Wesbank. Martha was a pastor’s wife and Diana a single 

mother. They were both very devout Pentecostal church members, spending 

much of their leisure time on spiritual issues and religion. The two sisters and 

their extended families where often gathering in Martha’s house.  
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Figure 4.16  Pentecostal church attached to 

Martha’s extended house (2013) 

 

Martha’s house was extended and sheltered a big church space (see Figure 

4.16) that was used for church meetings, prayer groups and Bible study. A third 

sister was living in Kuilsrivier, the closest town away from Wesbank, and was 

visibly better off than her two older sisters: she and her husband were in pos-

session of a car, they both had a more expensive 3G mobile phone and were 

both formally employed.  

Martha and Diana both used to have a landline connection in their homes, 

which they both cancelled after acquiring a mobile phone. Neither of them real-

ly remembered for how many years they already were in possession of a hand-

set, but they said ‘it was a long time already’. Martha said to ‘always get 

blessed with a phone’; every time her daughter upgraded to a newer device, she 

gave the old phone to her mother.  

When asked which skills they already mastered on their phones, Diana said 

to be able to read SMSs received and to be able to reread them later in the 

inbox on her phone. She knew how to check how much airtime she still had 

left, how to make and receive phone calls and how to send ‘please call me’ 

messages. Diana did not ‘worry’ about putting music on her phone. Her hand-

set had a radio application, but she did not have the earphones she needed to be 

able to listen to it. While Martha was able to store contact details in her phones 

address book and thus mastered the abc-keypad of her phone, Diana did not. 

Diana stated she never had had the opportunity to learn it, since her children 

did not have the patience to explain.  
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Figure 4.17  Keypad manual for Diana, the 

laminated version (2013) 

 

Neither Diana nor Martha knew how to send text messages. Explaining the two 

sisters how to do that was a real challenging task, since Diana still had to learn 

how to operate the keypad. She had a hard time learning it, and it eventually 

turned out that this was mainly because the letters on the keypad were too small 

for Diana to read. I eventually drew a keypad on a paper, something I ended up 

doing for quite a number of women for whom the letters on a device were too 

small to read, and indicated underneath every letter how many times Diana had 

to press the key to get that specific letter (see Figure 4.17 and cover photo).  

After some weeks of familiarisation, Diana was still not capable of writing a 

text message without looking at my paper sketch, and seemed to especially 

need it because of her deteriorated eyesight. After some weeks she said she 

finally knew how many times she needed to push the keys to get a certain letter 

(twice button 2 to get a ‘b’ for example), but that in order to be able to read the 

letters on the keys she really needed adjusted glasses. Here we see another ex-

ample of how being able to read and write is dependent on the availability and 

acquisition of many more different sets of resources than only mere ‘technical’ 

literacy skills. Although Diana was perfectly capable of writing with a pen on 

paper, she needed my sketch to scaffold her mobile writing and could not 

produce text (and thus have voice) without. Being so dependent on the paper, 

she was so worried about losing or damaging my sketch – a paper torn form my 

notebook – that Diana eventually asked me whether I could somehow make her 

a new, more official and ‘longer lasting’ version. I ended up making her very 

happy with a typed-out, printed and laminated manual (see Figure 4.17).  
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Figure 4.18  Manuals ‘Hoe om ’n nummer te delete’ and ‘hoe om ’n nummer te save’ 

(‘how to delete a number’ and ‘how to save a number’) (2013) 

 

After showing Diana how to use the keypad, compose a text message and send 

it off, she also asked me to show her how to store contacts on her mobile 

phone, how to erase contacts from the address book and how to text message a 

stored phone number to someone. She wanted me to write all the successive 

steps needed to do this on papers torn from my notebook again, and eventually 

asked me if I could laminate those as well (see Figure 4.18). Some weeks later, 

Diana was still not able to send a text message without guidance from my 

manual. Diana’s first self-composed and sent text message was addressed to 

her daughter and said ‘[name daughter] hoe gaan dit met jou’ (‘how are you 

doing?’). 

Martha was learning much faster than her younger sister. Her first self-

composed SMS was addressed to her husband and read ‘Ek is lief vir jou van 

jou vrou’ (‘I love you from your wife’). While I was busy showing her sister 

how to use the keypad – a skill Martha already mastered – Martha was search-

ing her own phone’s menu. Being a hand-down from her daughter, Martha was 

very excited to still find SMSs and pictures from her daughter and applications 

that she did not know. Martha wanted to learn how to do mobile phone 

banking, how to send off electricity and airtime and how to chat on WhatsApp. 

Her phone did not support a WhatsApp download and I was not able to help 

her with the banking and voucher transfers either. When Martha told me she 

also wanted to learn how to use MXit and Facebook, both her children and 

Diana who were present in the room started to laugh. These two applications 
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were clearly not considered to be of any interest to people of Martha’s age 

group.  

Besides composing and sending off text messages I showed Martha, on her 

request, where sent messages were stored in her phone, how to forward re-

ceived text messages or send text messages to plural addressees, how to use the 

alarm clock, how to change from small to capital letters or to numbers when 

composing a text and how to insert punctuation marks and clear mistakes. 

Martha mainly wanted to use the text message service to contact her children 

and her old colleagues and friends. She often felt like calling these old contacts, 

but never had sufficient funds to do so. Being able to send text messages would 

enable her to make herself heard on a regular and cheaper basis than having to 

make phone calls. This is what she said about her plans: 

 

‘Maar ek gaan my vriende nou baie boodskappe stuur maar ek moet nou 

weer geld hê, want my geld is nou lank al klaar. Dan kan ek nou mos 

genoeg airtime op my phone hê om boodskappe te skryf en verstaan om 

weer vir hulle te kontak. Ja dan gaan ek dat is my plan ek het dit gister aand 

aan sit denk ek wil eerst geld hê hulle gaan verbaas wees dan gaan ek hulle 

vertel van waar ek is excited ek wil hulle nou mos vertel hulle gaan nou vra 

van waaraf skryf jy boodskappe dan gaan ek hulle vertel.’ 

(‘But I will send my friends plenty of text messages but I first need to have 

money cause my money is long time finished. Then I can have enough 

money on my phone to write messages and you understand to contact them 

again. Yes then I will that is my plan I was thinking about that yesterday I 

first want to have money they will be surprised then I will tell them from 

where I am excited I want to tell them now they will ask how are you writing 

text messages now and I will tell them.’) 

Extract 4.2  Interview with Martha, Wesbank, 2013 

 

When I left their house that day I forgot my sweater. After a missed call from 

Diana, I received a text message from Martha saying ‘Fieke come fetch your 

top from martha [sic]’. The text message came surprisingly fast after I had left 

their house and was moreover written in English, a language Martha was not so 

comfortable with. I think that using English fitted Martha’s opinion on what lan-

guage repertoire was most ‘appropriate’ for a text message addressed to me.  

When I went to visit the sisters six days later they had not sent a single SMS 

because they had not had money to buy airtime. Diana had composed an SMS 

to send to her daughter (hey slaap lekker en ek is lief vir jou, ‘hey sleep tight 

and I love you’) but eventually did not manage to send it, so it was stored in her 
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drafts folder. Because she had not practiced, Diana eventually had forgotten 

how to send off composed text messages, so together we went through all the 

steps again, guided by the laminated manual I had brought that day. Some days 

later I received the first text messages from them, although I had doubts about 

the composer of the first text message I received. The text message came from 

Diana and was an answer to a text message I had sent her. The fact that the 

answer came really quickly after I had sent my SMS and the way the text mes-

sage looked, made me suspect that Diana did not write the SMS herself.  

 

‘baie+dankie+dat+jy+my+so+goed+geleer+het+ry+veilig+en+ek+is+ba

ie+lief+vir+jou+may+god+bless+you’ 

(‘thank you very much that you taught me so well drive safe I love you may 

god bless you’) 

 

It turned out that Diana had asked her daughter to write the SMS because she 

wanted it to be a quick answer to my text message. The fact that her daughter 

did not know where the space bar was located on her mom’s phone explains all 

the ‘+’ signs in the text message. The second SMS I received from Diana, 

saying ‘Fieke ry veilig dankie vir alles die here seen jou’ (‘Fieke drive safe 

thanks for everything the lord blesses you’), was written by Diana herself.  

Diana and Martha were very enthusiastic every time I paid them a visit. 

Diana told me several times how she had been begging the Lord to send some-

one her way who would be able to show her how to work with her phone. She 

said she had never expected that ‘someone’ to be a white lady coming from 

overseas. They told me their children were all impressed about her new skills. 

The children also seemed to be surprised about their mothers’ writing skills, 

something they were not used to seeing being practiced on a regular basis. 

Since most text messages from Martha and Diana were addressed to their 

children, the children were suddenly confronted with their mothers’ literacy 

capabilities. Martha claimed to have read a lot of books when she was younger, 

but her reading activities had become severely constrained once her eyesight 

deteriorated. The Bible had become the sole reading material present in her 

house. Martha was the first to ‘experiment’ with the text messages, and had 

sent ‘a letter with a picture’ to her daughter. Martha had received ‘the picture’ 

with text (see Figure 4.19) from a church member and had found out how she 

could forward the text message to her daughter. The textspeak used in that text 

message prompted Martha to comment on ‘the shortening of words’, something 

she really wanted to learn.  
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Figure 4.19  Forwarded text message with ‘picture’ 

and textspeak from Martha to her daughter. ‘Your 

heart will never fly for me’ (2013) 

 

The enthusiasm of the two sisters was often in sharp contrast with the actual 

deployment of the new skills. Whenever I visited them, they had hardly sent or 

received any text messages, and it seemed as if they always had other ‘excuses’ 

to explain why they had not been able to do so. No money to buy airtime was 

one of the recurrent reasons they put forward. Martha also often said that she 

had sent text messages, especially to her husband and her daughters, but that 

she had deleted the sent folder. I was never sure whether or not to believe her 

and I sometimes had the impression that she desperately wanted to look more 

‘literate’ and more ‘intelligent’ than her younger sister Diana. After I had 

shown her once how to send off text messages on her phone, she never needed 

or asked for my help anymore, and was always busy doing other things in the 

household when I visited them, telling me I should mainly help out Diana. A 

received SMS in Martha’s inbox saying ‘Lyk my juf kan ni sms st ni x di selfde 

sms elke keer’ (‘Looks like my lady cannot send sms is the same sms every 

time’) did however point to the fact that Martha was maybe not as familiar with 

her handset as she was claiming to be.  

Diana often said that she had not had the time to concentrate on the compos-

ition of text messages. When her daughter suddenly became very sick, this was 

another reason for Diana not to be able to spend time on her mobile phone and 

practice. She was convinced of the fact that whenever all her problems would 

be solved, she would turn to writing and sending text messages more regularly.  

This difficult complementarity of daily woes and worries and ‘learning’ 

time was a recurrently mentioned problem or obstacle for many women I 

encountered. As we will see in Chapter 5, stress, worries and household duties 

were also often holding Sarah from practicing her newly acquired literacy and 

mobile phone skills. She was then always referring to the fact that her head was 

‘too full’ to concentrate, having too many things on her mind. Writing on a 
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mobile phone seemed to ask so much energy and concentration from some 

women that it could only be done in a quiet, calm, private, and stress free en-

vironment. In a Wesbank context with poverty and overpopulated premises this 

was very often a luxury too much to ask for.  

 

4.4 Each one teach one: Communities of practice31
 

Literacy is often a collective social practice, sometimes solitary, but always 

social.  

(Prinsloo 2005b: 52) 

 

The ‘each one teach one’ motto originates from American times of slavery 

during which slaves were denied the right to education and literacy acquisition. 

When a slave knew or learned how to read and write, it was regarded as his/her 

duty to teach an ‘illiterate’ other. The ‘each one teach one’ phrase was also 

used on Robben Island, an island seven kilometres off the coast of Cape Town 

city centre where the maximum security prison for political captives during the 

apartheid era was located. In the Robben Island prison, it was the duty of the 

educated to teach the ‘illiterate’ how to read and write and to share their 

(academic) knowledge. Expectations for such epistemic solidarity (Van der Aa 

2012) or ‘apprenticeship’ (Prinsloo & Breier 1996: 26) were also present 

amongst the middle-aged women in Wesbank. Everyone with any knowledge 

on mobile phone use and literacy was regarded as a potential tutor, and every 

woman I talked to was very aware about who in their immediate environment 

(children, friends’ children, neighbours, etc.) were the most (ICT) literate per-

sons. As we have seen in Section 4.1 these expectations of apprenticeship con-

stantly pushed me into the position of a tutor, expert, and ‘oracle’. 

The ‘each one teach one’ solidarity of the (device) ‘literate’, however, did 

not always live up to the expectations of the ‘illiterate’. Potential tutors were 

often very reluctant or incapable to show, explain and teach. This caused a lot 

of frustration, friction and disappointment among the women who were really 

eager to learn and, as one of my interviewees once said, really wanted ‘to go in 

the phone’. Many women observed their children operating their phones, using 

various applications and features. Once they asked their children to explain 

what they were doing however, the children refused, did not have time, re-

garded their parents as too old to learn or were not patient enough to explain 

                                                 
31 A part of this section has been published in Velghe (2013a, 2014a).  
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things at a pace within which the women could follow. We will see some ex-

amples of the reluctance to tutor throughout this thesis. In Chapter 5 we will 

see how Sarah could not count on her immediate social network – her children 

and her husband – to teach her how to use her handset for more than just voice 

calls, or to assist her in the acquisition of basic literacy skills. As we have just 

seen in the previous section, no one within Martha or Diana’s family had ever 

bothered explaining the two sisters some basic operational skills on their hand-

sets. Kristina expressed similar frustrations, as in the following interview ex-

tract.  

 

K:  My son is doing a lot of things in this phone um he got Bluetooth and 

he got OH my GOD/ you name that stuff I don’t know 

Int:  And he never explains you 

K:  No 

Int:  Or you ask him sometimes what are you doing 

K:  No he don’t tell/ and then he goes um um MXit and stuff I don’t know 

what that is MXit/ I can’t do that 

Int:  Oh you never really ask your son you never asked him to explain it to 

you 

K:  I ask but he goes too quick/ you see and he and he he’s in a hurry to tell 

me that must go like that and that must be that/ and I can’t// it goes so 

quick 

Int:  Like you say you want to learn how to write messages and things like 

that so you asked your son once but besides your son you never asked 

someone to explain 

K:  No I don’t want to because people insulting you and 

Int:  Because you don’t know? 

K:  Yes 

Int:  So you’re like ashamed or 

K:  They say you like a bungler/ so I don’t like that [laughs]/ or they say 

don’t be STUPID/ you how can you be so stupid like that you just do 

that and you do I said oh no leave it/ you old people are so dumb/ I said 

no no I’m not DUMB man but I don’t know this thing I’m asking for 

help her mother [pointing to the baby sleeping on her chest, her 

neighbour] also I ask her come delete please SHOW me then she says 

me no sister no I can’t show you/ OOH you wouldn’t understand she 

said I said I WILL man just PLEASE show me/ she didn’t/ 

Extract 4.3  Interview with Kristina, Wesbank, 2011 
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According to Ito et al. (2010: 14) ‘new media are a site where youth exhibit 

agency and an expertise that often exceeds that of their elders, resulting in an 

intergenerational struggle over authority and control over learning and liter-

acy’. Besides the fact that youngsters seemed to know how to operate mobile 

phones and mobile Internet – as we have seen in Chapter 2 – they were also the 

mobile ‘language’ experts, knowing exactly how and what (not) to communi-

cate on the new media platforms. Suddenly the youth instead of adult institu-

tions – home and school for example – have become ‘the experts’ when it 

comes to the usage and appropriation of new ICTs such as the mobile phone. 

Wesbank mothers were very proud and eager to talk about the ICT expertises 

of their children, but were at the same time often disappointed in their 

children’s reluctance to share the knowledge with them. As expressed in the 

extract from an interview with Kristina elder women were often abstained or 

ridiculed as ‘dumb’, ‘old’ and ‘slow’, insults that eventually stopped them from 

asking any assistance or advice.  

As a consequence, intergenerational tutoring was not satisfying or often 

non-existent. What did arise were communities of practice (Wenger 1999) 

amongst middle-aged women themselves and youth peer groups in Wesbank. 

In line with the social semiotic approach (Kress 1997) that sees texts as real 

social agents having real effects in social life (see Chapter 3), the situated 

learning theory is based on the notion that knowledge exists within the social, 

seeing learning as an act of social participation within communities of practice 

(Lave & Wenger 1991). These communities of practice are: 

 

networks of people that engage in similar activities and learn from each 

other in the process. Sometimes those communities are found in formal 

learning structures, such as classes and schools. More frequently, they are 

based on informal networks, such as families, professional or occupational 

groups, or social circles. (Warschauer 2011: 25)  

 

As mentioned in Section 3.1, learning is not merely a cognitive phenomenon, 

but must also be located in and defined by patterns of activities performed by 

learners (Vygotski 1962: 22), as well as by their experiences as socializing 

subjects. 

Whereas some sorts of learning may occur through direct conscious 

instruction, most learning – or apprenticeship according to Warschauer (2011) 

– that ‘happens in informal settings can be seen as a side effect of everyday life 

and social activity’ (Ito et al. 2010: 21; see also Gee 2003). Learning also 

happens informally and incidentally, through ‘observation, imitation, experi-
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mentation, modelling, appropriating and feedback’ (Warschauer 2011: 25), and 

the most valuable learning in society rather involves learning how instead of 

learning about (Brown & Diguid 2000). In this context Gee prefers to refer to 

acquisition rather than learning (1990: 146), since acquisition more clearly 

implies a process of acquiring something, a process of trial and error and prac-

tice within social groups, as separate from formal teaching. ‘The acquisition 

happens in natural settings, which are meaningful and functional in the sense 

that acquirers know that they need to acquire the thing they are exposed to in 

order to function and they in fact want to so function’ (Macheng 2011: 18). 

According to Barton and Tusting (2005) people typically come together in 

groupings to carry out activities in daily life, distinct from formal structures 

such as workplace and education. These groupings build on mutual engage-

ment or interaction, joint enterprise and shared language repertoires (Barton & 

Tusting 2005). Hernandez-Zamora (2010: 180), doing research on literacy and 

language experiences of poor Mexicans on both sides of the USA-Mexican 

border, states that it is exactly these social groupings and day-to-day inter-

actions that grant poor people ‘access to broader conversations, intellectual 

sponsors, powerful discourses and decolonizing literacy practices for voice and 

agency’. Under the guidance of ‘more capable others’ (Vygotski 1978: 86) or 

formal or/and informal teachers, a process of ‘mediation’ (Prinsloo & Breier 

1996) or ‘scaffolding’ (Bruner 1986) is taking place in which literacy tasks are 

jointly achieved within peer groups or social networks (Prinsloo & Breier 

1996). Learning can thus be seen as a form of participation in activities, with 

participation as a fundamental process of learning (Lave & Wenger 1991); 

hence the use of practices in my approach to learning and literacy in Wesbank.  

One of the groups I observed was a ladies crafts club organised in the MPC 

on Tuesday mornings. The membership criteria of the crafts club were unclear, 

but the club wanted to offer an alternative for the seniors’ craft club in the 

MPC, for which many women felt too young to join. Most ladies were friends 

from before they started attending the club. The meetings on Tuesday morning 

did not seem to have a fixed structure or purpose, but were filled with chit-

chatting, sharing stories and woes, sewing and knitting, laughing and ex-

changing ideas and plans for further meetings and fund raising. I attended 

about ten of these meetings, and was eventually ‘registered’ as an official 

member of the club. At a certain point in 2013 the members wanted to give the 

club a more ‘official’ character by invoking an amalgam of actions they con-

nected with ‘real, official meetings’, such as taking attendances and meeting 

records, raising hands to take turns, collecting enrolment fees, etc. They also 

started to engage in new projects with a more ‘serious’ character of which the 
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construction and maintenance of a community vegetable garden on a vacant 

plot of one of the primary schools was the most important one and eventually 

overshadowed all the club’s other activities. 

The ladies’ crafts club was an important community of practice or affinity 

space (Gee 2008, 2004) within which the ‘each one teach one’ principle was 

implicitly valued and practiced. Some of the members were ‘literate’ and had 

gone to school during their childhood. Others were ‘illiterate’ and had missed 

out on most of their high school or even primary education. According to Dyers 

and Slemming (2014, personal communication), who did research amongst dif-

ferent groups of women in Wesbank (the Senior Citizen’s Group, an ABET 

class and a prayer group), all those women bring particular literacy resources to 

Wesbank and to their respective groups, portable multiliteracies acquired either 

informally or learned formally (Dyers & Slemming 2014). According to 

Fingeret (1983) reciprocity ensures a constant exchange of skills and knowl-

edge, wherein those ‘who have not extended their literacy skills very far get 

assistance from those who have and in return offer skills that the “literate” may 

lack’ (Street 1996: 3). Freire also emphasized the fact that learning could never 

be seen as detached from concrete human relationships and interactions, and 

social networks and structures (1993).  

Reading and writing are just two of the many instrumental skills and knowl-

edge resources that are required for daily life and survival (Walter 1999), with 

a reciprocal exchange of resources as a consequence (Fingeret 1983). Many 

‘illiterate’ people regard therefore themselves as ‘interdependent’ instead of as 

‘dependent’ (Walter 1999) because they are able to contribute a range of differ-

ent knowledge and skills to their networks and communities of practice. 

Chaired by Ernestine (see Chapter 9) and another ‘literate’ woman, who 

both had finished high school education, the crafts club turned out to be an 

informal and highly instructive learning environment where relationships of 

‘reciprocity’ and ‘interdependency’ were the order of the day. The ‘illiterate’ 

were constantly motivated to extend and practice their literacy skills, while 

their knowledge and opinion on sewing, craft work, cooking, gardening, family 

keeping, relationships etc. was highly valued at the same time.  

During the club’s meetings, mobile phones were – visually and audibly – 

omnipresent. Most members put their mobile phones within reach in front of 

them on the big table around which they were seated. During the meetings, 

phone calls were answered, text messages sent, received and shown to each 

other and several times the camera and the calculator were used. Absent mem-

bers were contacted by SMS or by a phone call to find out about their where-

abouts or reason for absence, and music was played and exchanged via Blue-
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tooth. The two chairpersons possessed a smartphone with Internet access and a 

personal computer at home, so they were regarded as the ‘experts’ or ‘media-

tors’ of the group when it came to mobile phone use and literacy. When Marie, 

one of the oldest members of the group, started following ABET courses for 

the first time in her life, the ladies of the club constantly teased and motivated 

her to apply her newly acquired literacy skills to learn how to send text mes-

sages. The members also appointed her as the treasurer of the group, somehow 

forcing Marie to immediately apply and practice her numeracy and literacy 

skills. If someone wanted to take a picture of the club’s activities or crafts 

work, the women assisted each other in finding out how this was to be done. 

Text messages consisting of textspeak were often shared and ‘decoded’ collab-

oratively. The women exchanged and shared music using Bluetooth and dis-

cussed information and media ideologies (Gershon 2010, see Chapter 5) on 

new applications and the mobile Internet.  

The women thus all relied on ‘literacy mediators’ in the group, who, accord-

ing to Dyers and Slemming (2014), are crucial links to ‘socialize others into 

full participation in literacy events and community life’. Those intellectual 

sponsors (Hernandez-Cortez 2010: 70) or literacy sponsors (Brandt 2001) in-

stigate ‘a form of literacy apprenticeship central to Lave and Wenger’s (1991) 

notion of situated learning’ (Dyers & Slemming 2014). 

The often very implicit processes of informal learning that I underwent once 

I started immersing myself in South African chat and text messaging, as 

discussed in Section 4.1, show that ‘a large part of what defines us as social 

beings and learners happens in contexts of group social interaction and engage-

ment with shared cultural forms’ (Ito et al. 2010: 18). Through chat and text 

conversations and social interaction with my interlocutors and their implicit 

and subtle ways of tutoring (by constantly confronting me with new words, 

abbreviations, styles and registers followed by an explanation when I asked for 

one, and even when I did not) my literacy resources expanded and broadened 

my repertoire significantly. MXit was downloaded and installed on my handset 

with the help of Lisa and her daughter, and the ‘teaching’ started from the first 

instant chat session I had with Lisa, as we discussed above. Just as Lisa had 

learned and appropriated the new vernacular of textspeak by chatting with, 

observing and being assisted by peers who already mastered textspeak, Lisa 

became my literacy mediator or ‘more capable other’. Lisa highly valued this 

epistemic solidarity, not only because she had benefited from it as well when 

she was still a greenhorn in the new communicative environment (see Section 

9.2). As already mentioned, ‘most learning that happens in informal settings is 

a side effect of everyday life and social activity, rather than an explicit instruc-
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tional agenda’ (Ito et al., 2010). Lisa’s main aim in teaching me how to MXit 

and how to chat ‘correctly’, according to the emergent normativity charac-

terizing the textspeak supervernacular, was not to expand my literacy skills, but 

to save costs when she had to contact me and to chat with me more quickly and 

smoothly, as chatting in standard English or Afrikaans was regarded as ‘boring’ 

and ‘too slow’. The use of mobile phones becomes more functionally em-

bedded in the local communicative environments when more members of the 

community understand how to use a mobile phone and circulate written mes-

sages. In this way informal learning processes create ‘social constructivist 

learning’ (Vygotski 1978) and communities of practice.  

In Section 8.1 we will see how Linda, chatting on MXit while suffering 

from severe dysgraphia, relied on a thoroughly scaffolded literacy learning 

trajectory that was collective, built on support and intervention from several 

friends and notebooks. Consequently, Linda was not an ‘autonomous’ learner 

of textspeak, but other people ‘gave’ her knowledge and skills. Linda’s friends 

assisted her with reading and writing on the instant messaging programme. 

They wrote down words and status updates for her, often read out words and 

sentences Linda did not understand and corrected her when she made mistakes. 

Linda thus drew on the repertoires of others to achieve her social goals and 

through the collaborative nature of this social interaction she managed to be 

perceived as a competent and literate user by others. Only thanks to apprentice-

ship and the epistemic solidarity of her friends, who scaffolded her literacy 

skills, she was granted voice in the new communicative environment that MXit 

had created and that was so important in her daily social life. Without ‘more 

capable others’ in her network of peers these performances would have been 

unthinkable and impracticable.  

So through the membership in different groups and social activities, people 

‘enter into beneficial relationships where both schooled and out-of-school 

literacies aided their individual development’ (Dyers & Slemming 2014, per-

sonal communication). This situated learning based on and scaffolded by 

apprenticeship and literacy mediators within one’s social networks of siblings, 

parents, peers, church members, etc. does however also mean that what people 

learn within these communities is circumscribed by the intellectual scope of 

those around them (Vygotski 1978: 88; see also Purcell-Gates 2000). 

Hernandez-Zamora (2010) discusses these ‘learning preconditions’ in her book 

on literacy practices amongst poor Mexicans. Observing a woman called Laura, 

Hernandez-Zamora (2010: 115) concluded that all people in Laura’s social net-

work were poorly schooled, very religious and unengaged in any form of social 

participation or citizenship practices. The most significant within-the-family 
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learning communities, discourses and practices Laura and her family members 

had access to stemmed from media-consumption (mainly television), religious 

study, political attachment and entry level jobs. This limited access to ‘more 

powerful and legitimate communities of readers, writers, thinkers and speakers’ 

(Hernandez-Zamora 2010: 142) is also the case for most women in Wesbank, 

causing an intergenerational reproduction of educational inequality and cultural 

and social reproduction (Bourdieu 1977). Being a white person with a univer-

sity background and coming from overseas, most women regarded me as a 

member of these ‘legitimate communities’ they usually did not have access to 

and consequently they bombarded me with questions and problems. What is 

not touched upon in Hernandez-Zamora’s research and what I want to empha-

size here is that the uptake of the mobile phone and especially mobile Internet 

has however created the opportunity and possibility to widen and deepen the 

access to new communities of practice and broader discursive and literacy 

practices. With a mobile phone, it is now possible to break out of these within-

the-family and within-the-community learning communities and take part in 

virtual and global communities of practice. Globalisation and superdiversity 

‘compel us to abandon any preconceived and presumed stable or absolute 

notion of community, and replace them with a more fluid view of networks, 

knowledge communities and communities of practice – all of them dynamic’ 

(Blommaert & Backus 2013: 28). 



 

 



CHAPTER 5 

Hard labour: The story of Sarah32 

5.1 Introducing Sarah 

I met Sarah during the last weeks of my second fieldwork period from October 

2011 until April 2012. Lisa, an old-time friend and my main contact person in 

Wesbank (see Section 9.2) introduced me to her. Lisa was the principal of the 

ABET school at that time. At the time I met Sarah she was 59 years old and she 

had just started following ABET basic literacy courses organised in the High 

School in Wesbank again. Sarah grew up with foster parents on a farm in the 

Western Cape, where she was, according to herself, living a good and happy 

life. Just when she reached the school-going age of six years, her biological 

mother showed up and took her ‘home’. Her mother did not want Sarah to go to 

school. Instead, she had to start working on the farm and looking after the two 

other children her mom had given birth to during Sarah’s absence. Sarah never 

had another opportunity to attend school until she reached the age of 56, when 

she started following ABET courses for the first time. She dropped out very 

soon, however, and was giving it a second try three years later, the moment 

when I met her for the first time. Sarah regarded herself as ‘illiterate’, saying 

she was not able to read and write at all. 

Sarah was living in a ‘wendy house’ in someone’s backyard, together with 

her second husband, who was a pastor of an apostolic church congregation. 

They were attending church outside the community, in different township com-

munities in the Cape Flats. Sarah had three sons and a daughter and some 

grandchildren. Her two youngest sons had been sentenced and were in prison 

already for a couple of years. She never told me the official charges, but it was 

clear that both her sons had been active gang members in Wesbank. One of her 

daughters stayed in the neighbouring community Delft. Her husband had a 

daughter from his former marriage. She was staying in Wesbank and Sarah 

                                                 
32 A very short version of this chapter has been published in Velghe (2013a, 2014a).  
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treated her as her own daughter. Sarah and her husband lived from two disabil-

ity grants they both had been eligible for. The two times 1,270 ZAR a month 

(circa € 240 in total) did not suffice to survive. Every month they had to pay 

rent to the owners of the plot their ‘wendy house’ was built on, to cover elec-

tricity costs and for the use of the plot. Besides that, a lot of money was spent 

on church purposes (church donations, transport to and from church, trips to 

larger church meetings in other provinces, etc.). To generate some extra in-

come, Sarah was selling sweets, (ice) lollies, fish and chips and grilled chicken 

from inside her home. Her business was advertised on self-made pamphlets at 

the gate to her house, drafted by her husband (see Figure 5.1). The papers were 

weatherworn and almost unreadable, but the community knew about the infor-

mal business through word of mouth. When I was there, it often happened that 

children and adults came to buy her goods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1  Advertise-

ment of Sarah’s infor-

mal business at her gate 

(2013) 

 

Most of Sarah’s leisure time was devoted to church activities. Besides the fixed 

daily and weekly church services, Sarah was a member of a ‘mother’s group’ in 

Wesbank. The mother’s group was a group of women who gathered every 

Tuesday in a member’s house to pray and chat on different topics such as mar-

riage, prayer, the body, health issues, friendship, conflict. On Monday evenings 

Sarah and her husband organised prayer meetings in their own house. By the 

time of my third fieldwork visit in 2013, Sarah and her husband had decided to 

start their own church division in the community. Sarah was suddenly in charge 

of organizing the rent of a room in Rainbow Primary School. She had to design 

the interior of the space, arrange transport for fellow church members to and 

from church, etc. Her husband had registered Sarah as the treasurer of the con-

gregation, which made Sarah both excited and scared. Although her numeracy 

skills were more elaborate than her literacy skills, having such responsibility 

was unusual for her. Instead of always just being ‘the pastor’s wife’ in the past, 

she suddenly had to play an active role in the new congregation and engage in 
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‘literacy events’, such as keeping financial records. For Sarah, keeping finan-

cial records was but one of the many literate activities she engaged in. None-

theless, she still regarded herself as ‘illiterate’.  

Sarah was not part of any community organisation. She had attended meet-

ings of the ‘Wesbank Senior Citizens’ Organization’ but she had stopped 

attendance because she was of the opinion that she was too young to attend a 

seniors’ organisation. 

 

5.2 First encounter with Sarah: Trial and error 

Sarah got her first (Nokia) phone as a present from her eldest son in 2008. She 

mainly used her handset to call people, and her daughter had also taught her 

how to send PCM messages. Her ringtone was a popular gospel song, some-

thing her daughter had set up for her. Her phone contained a lot of pictures, 

taken by her daughter and grandchildren. She had learned by herself how to use 

some of the other features on the handset, such as the camera and the video. 

Sarah was very eager to learn more about and on her phone, but could not 

really ask help from the people in her immediate social environment. Her 

children regarded her as too old and too ignorant to be taught new things, 

mainly because of her ‘illiteracy’. Being a pastor, Sarah’s husband was a well-

read person. When he was at home, he was almost always engaged in reading 

the Bible, spiritual books and pamphlets or he was writing. In contrast to many 

other households in Wesbank, reading materials were visibly present in the 

house. Yet her husband was not really helpful either when it came to Sarah’s 

literacy interests, which caused a lot of frustration.  

 She had clear ideas on the opportunities a mobile phone could offer her, but 

was unable to access and use the features needed to pursue her goals. During 

our first encounter, Sarah told me she was desperate to learn how to use the 

voice recording function on her phone, so she could record Bible study meet-

ings, sermons and conversations with people, instead of taking notes like other 

people did. Another thing she wanted to learn, in order to be able to comple-

ment or circumvent her ‘illiteracy’, was sending off short sound recordings by 

MMS. An MMS is a multimedia messaging service, a standard way to send 

messages that include multimedia content to and from mobile phones. MMS is 

mostly used to send photographs, videos, ring tones, greeting cards and images. 

Sarah regarded those MMS messages as a perfect replacement for SMS mes-

sages for which she, according to herself, lacked the required literacy skills. 

Seated shoulder by shoulder in her sofa we figured out how to do this, and thus 

together engaged in an informal learning process, since I also did not know 
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how to send off voice recording messages. Whereas she regarded me as the 

‘teacher’ and herself as the ‘pupil’, I became as much a pupil as her, finding 

out by trial and error how to operate the handset.  

 The process of recording a short sound message and sending it to a contact 

in the contact list was rather complicated and consisted of six main steps.
33

 On 

Sarah’s request, we repeated the whole process up to six times. She explained 

that she was trying to memorise the successive steps by mainly focusing on the 

visual images successively shown on the phone’s display, instead of ‘reading’ 

the steps on the handset. Since Sarah did not have enough airtime that day, we 

could eventually not send the recorded sound messages to a person in her con-

tact list. Two days after this event however, I received an MMS from Sarah, a 

short voice recording in which she greeted me, thanked me for ‘the lesson’ and 

asked me how I was. She had sent a voice MMS to two other friends in Wes-

bank as well. They both had reacted highly enthusiastically and had responded 

with a phone call.  

Three weeks later, I suddenly received an empty SMS message, some min-

utes later followed by a SMS that only said ‘Hello Fiekie’. Since I had lost my 

mobile phone previous to that, and thus also had lost all my contact numbers as 

well, I did not know whom the message was from. I responded with two text 

messages in English, in which I explained the loss of my phone and asked who 

the sender was. Two hours later Sarah suddenly phoned me: she had not been 

able to read my texts, since they were too complicated and in English, but just 

wanted to let me know that the two SMSs were hers. When I visited her the day 

after, she explained me that a MMS turned out to be too expensive (almost 

twice the cost of a SMS). The high costs had motivated her to find out herself 

how to send a text message. In other words: authentic needs (i.e. poverty) had 

motivated Sarah to engage in an informal learning process. 

 One week after the first encounter with Sarah, and thus two weeks before 

this particular event, I and two teenage girls attended an ABET literacy course, 

in which we taught the four ‘pupils’ – Sarah was one of them – how to use the 

keypad on a mobile phone, explaining how every key bears up to four letters or 

several numbers (the key 2 bears the letters ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’ for example). Due 

to time shortage we had not been able to explain how to actually send a text 

message but at the end of the course all the women were able to write a full 

                                                 
33 To send a voice recording MMS (on a Nokia phone), one first selects the voice recording 

application in the file ‘media’. Once the recording is done one must access another file 

‘gallery’ and select the recording in question. By selecting ‘options’ followed by ‘send’ and 

by ‘audio message’ one is finally directed to the contact list or to giving a mobile phone 

number, after which the MMS is sent off. 
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sentence on the messages application of their handsets. The typed sentences 

composed by the women were all repetitions of Afrikaans words and phrases 

learned throughout the course of the day, thus with resources or input readily 

available, and were very basic (‘Hallo, hoe gaan dit? Ek is by die huis. Ek is op 

pad huis toe’ – ‘Hello, how are you. I’m at home. I’m on my way home’). 

Motivated by this short course, by the basic literacy courses more generally and 

by the financial benefit of sending SMS instead of MMS, Sarah was deter-

mined to find out the rest by herself. The first SMS I received from her was 

empty, so something must have gone wrong during the sending process, but 

eventually she managed to send me the ‘Hello Fiekie’ message. According to 

her, the first message was supposed to say ‘die kos is in die pot’ (‘the food is in 

the pot’), a sentence she had learned during the ABET course that same day. 

The combination of the (formal) ABET literacy courses and Sarah’s urge to get 

as much out of her mobile phone as possible, had created a highly productive 

and instructtive (informal) learning environment. In the course of three weeks, 

she had learned how to record voice and send these recordings off as MMS 

messages, how to use the keypad on her handset and how to send a SMS to an 

addressee in her contact list.  

 

5.3 Second encounter with Sarah: In search for help 

I met Sarah again during my third and last fieldwork period in Wesbank from 

November 2012 until June 2013. Earlier that year she had moved her ‘wendy 

house’ to the other side of Wesbank where it was quieter (she was now staying 

in a cul-de-sac street) and where the plot rent was cheaper. It took me a while 

to trace her. She had changed her telephone number during my absence and 

none of my contact persons knew where to she had moved. It was only in the 

beginning of January 2013 Kristina (introduced in Section 4.2) had been able to 

find out where Sarah was staying. Kristina joined me during my first visit at 

Sarah’s new place. 

 Sarah had stopped attending the ABET basic literacy courses. After one of 

the four learners had passed away, the others also had stopped attending the 

classes, until the entire course had phased out after four months. Sarah was dis-

appointed, especially since no new basic literacy courses had been planned for 

the year 2013-2014 due to the dismissal of Lisa, the principal of the ABET 

school, and subsequent mismanagement. But Sarah had not been very happy or 

satisfied with the ABET classes anyway. She was of the opinion that she was 

not really ‘learning’ anything, or at least not something that was ‘useful’ to her. 
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She complained about ABET and the teachers quite often during our encoun-

ters, as in the following interview extract: 

 

Those teachers are not there to help us/ they are there to help themselves/ to 

have money coming in// We always just had to WRITE WRITE WRITE but 

you don’t know what you’re writing all the time/ I just want to WRITE and 

to read/ Not WRITE WRITE the whole time like they let you write/ you see 

my HAND can write because my hand KNOW how to write but it doesn’t 

matter if you write and write and write but you don’t know what you writing 

all the time.  

Extract 5.1  Interview with Sarah, Wesbank, 2013 

 

According to Sarah, the ABET classes were focussing too much on writing 

(copying) and too little on reading and producing written texts. Her comment 

‘my hand can write’ refers to the ‘embodiment’ or ‘enskilment’ (Blommaert 

2013c) of writing, the capacity of fulfilling the motor skills needed for writing 

and literacy. What she was lacking apart from that, was a whole set of other 

specific resources of the ‘sub-molecular structure of writing’ (Blommaert 2013: 

1), such as linguistic, semantic, pragmatic and metapragmatic ones. What Sarah 

wanted to learn, were the functional or instrumental literacy skills we men-

tioned above. She wanted to learn how to read more fluently, so she could use 

those skills in daily life. She wanted to be able to read the Bible and decipher 

literacy resources she encountered on a daily basis, such as bus signs, adver-

tisements and product labels. What Sarah was learning at the ABET classes did 

not articulate at all with the existing literacy practices needed in any other 

domain in Sarah’s life nor with any of the specific reasons she had for wanting 

to attend the classes (see also Kell 1996). Sarah was really frustrated about the 

fact that there were no literacy courses on offer and that there were simply no 

options to go to school in the community. She was angry about the fact that 

everybody insisted on the fact that learning how to read and write was impor-

tant and that illiterate people needed ‘help’, but that they did not offer anything 

‘decent’ or interesting. She was always looking out for new opportunities. She 

had heard about a pastor who was giving literacy courses two evenings a week 

in a classroom a primary school had given at his disposal, but never managed 

to obtain more information about it. When she heard an advertisement on the 

local radio mentioning literacy courses for adults, she immediately took a pen 

and paper and wrote down the contact number. It turned out to be an advertise-

ment for private literacy courses, charged at 600 ZAR per lesson (circa € 60), a 

price she could definitely not afford.  
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She shortly started re-attending the ‘Wesbank Senior Citizens Organisa-

tion’, since they organized alphabetisation courses there every Wednesday. She 

soon dropped out though, since the courses were too slow and too basic, repeat-

ing things she mastered fluently already, such as learning the alphabet. She did 

not like the passivity of the members who were, according to her, sitting there 

all day without learning anything challenging or new. She regarded herself as 

too ‘young’ to be a member of a seniors’ club and moreover missed out on 

clients who wanted to buy fish and chips whenever she was not around. Her 

husband preferred she would stay at home as well and not miss out on extra 

income, so she terminated her membership. She regarded it as too difficult to 

learn by herself. She claimed to sometimes read the Bible, but added never 

being able to hold out for very long. Headaches and a queasy feeling in her 

stomach always forced her to stop reading after a while.  

 

5.4 Hard labour: Sarah and literacy 

5.4.1 First visit: Learning how to text 

In the course of the eight months I had not seen her, Sarah had lost all the skills 

she previously had acquired on her handset. She was only using her phone to 

make and receive phone calls and send PCMs. According to herself, the phas-

ing out of the basic literacy courses had taken away the incentive to write on 

her mobile phone. She was very interested in learning how to write and send 

text messages again, but she was afraid that she would not be able to exploit the 

acquired skills since she would not know what and how to write and eventually 

lose the interest and skill again, as had happened before. After I had told her 

several times that day that I could show her again how to write ‘text messages’ 

and she had not reacted very enthusiastically, she suddenly exclaimed: ‘No, 

you know what I want to learn: SMSs!’ After I had explained that an SMS and 

a text message was one and the same thing, she proposed very enthusiastically 

to go through the whole sending process again and then have weekly ‘meet-

ings’ to practice. During these meetings we would compose sentences she 

could then copy and use in SMSs. For the next weeks, we gathered once or 

twice a week as we had agreed upon. 

After I had showed her again how to compose a text message and send it off 

to someone in her contact list or by entering a telephone number, we immedi-

ately started with what she would later call ‘her first lesson’. The first sentence 

that Sarah asked me to write down was a ‘practical’ or ‘micro-coordination’ 

(Ling & Yittri 2002) text message to her husband, saying ‘Kan jy nie daar by 
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Katriena omgaan nie om te kyk of sy by die huis is nie?’ (‘Can’t you pass by at 

Katriena’s to see whether she is at home?’). I wrote the dictated sentence down 

on a sheet in my fieldwork notebook, in capital letters. The letters on her 

phone’s keypad were lower case, but Sarah said she regarded the constant con-

version from capital to lower case letters as a good exercise to sustain her 

literacy skills. From that moment we always operated as follows: we always sat 

next to each other on two chairs (see Figure 5.2). I wrote the sentence Sarah 

dictated to me down in capital letters in my notebook. She then took the note-

book in her one hand, tried to read the sentence again out loud, after which she 

copied it (in lower case letters) onto her phone, using the abc-keypad on her 

handset (see Figure 5.2). After completion, she read the sentence again, this 

time reading it from her handset, after which she, depending on whether or not 

she had airtime, sent it off to someone in her contact list stored on her phone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2  Sarah copying from paper to mobile phone (2013) 

 

Typing the first sentence went very slowly. Although she knew the letters of 

the alphabet, she did not have an active knowledge of the sequences of the 

letters in the alphabet. As a consequence, it always took her a while to find the 

right letter on the keypad, although some recurrent letters (‘a’, ‘i’, and ‘y’ for 

example) were found more easily after a while. Sarah also blamed her deterio-

rated eyesight – caused by diabetes coming with age – as a reason why she had 

such difficulties reading the letters on her keypad. She needed to buy adjusted 

glasses, but did not have the money to do so. Sarah sometimes confused the 

letters ‘b’ and ‘d’, but those were the only two letters she sometimes had dif-

ficulties with. She could easily recognize and name separate letters and had 

difficulties mainly with reading words and sentences. The longer the word, the 

more difficult it became. 
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After finishing writing the first text message to her husband, Sarah realized 

she could use this text message on other occasions as well, by simply changing 

the name ‘Katriena’ into another name. She eventually could not send the mes-

sage to her husband, since she did not have enough airtime on her phone that 

day. 

The second SMS Sarah wanted to compose was practically and religiously 

oriented. Sarah and her husband were planning to organise a tea party at their 

house for all their fellow church members. The lady who wanted to make the 

paper invitations asked to text all the practical information she needed in order 

to make those invitations. After that, Sarah said not to have inspiration for a 

third SMS. I gave her a suggestion and after I had written down the text mes-

sage ‘Hallo, hoe gaan dit? Ek dink nogal aan jou vandag. Ek hoop alles gaan 

goed’ (‘Hello, how are you? I’m thinking of you a lot today. I hope all is 

well’), Sarah was very enthusiastic, realizing that she could use this text 

message for many different addressees. When I hesitated whether ‘vandag’ 

(‘today’ in Afrikaans) was written with one or two a’s (as in Dutch), Sarah took 

the pen and notebook out of my hands and said: ‘But “vandag” is also in the 

Bible, so I know’, and wrote ‘vandag’ in its correct spelling. After having done 

that, she clapped her hands in total contentment, saying: ‘You see I can do 

something!’ 

That the Bible and her Christian faith more generally were a big incentive 

for Sarah to engage in or pursue literacy events and practices recurred in many 

talks I had with her. The importance of the scriptures was also visible in her 

house. A handwritten paper was attached to a mirror in the living room, saying 

‘Vader vat my hand en my hart en my verstand en leer mij u paaie’ (‘Father, 

take my hand and my heart and my mind and show me your ways’) (see Figure 

5.3).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3  Handwritten note from 

Sarah on the mirror (2013) 
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When I asked her whether she had written this and where she got it from, she 

got up and fetched another paper in her bedroom with the same text on it, 

written a bit sloppier than the paper on the mirror, her draft version. She 

explained that she was sitting home at the previous week, listening to Radio 

Tygerberg, a very popular Capetonian Christian community radio station. She 

suddenly heard this sentence in one of the songs that was being broadcasted 

and liked it so much she wanted to write it down not to forget. Her comments 

while she was reading the sentence out loud for me, gave me an insight in how 

Sarah deployed her literacy skills and resources she formally and informally 

has gathered throughout the years, often instigated by her wish to be able to 

read the Bible. I quote from the transcription of our interaction that I recorded 

on my voice recorder: 

 

‘Vader’, that’s easy, die korte woorde ken ek [I know those short words] and 

‘hart’ I could also do. These are all words from the Bible. I had difficulties 

with ‘verstand’ so my husband had to help me with that one. ‘Leer’ I can 

write when I’m asleep and U as well.  

 Extract 5.2  Recordings and field notes of encounter with Sarah, Wesbank, 2013 

 

‘U’ (‘your’) was written in capital letters, as it was referring to ‘Father’, a word 

she knew from reading the Bible as well. For the word ‘paaie’ (‘ways’) she 

also had needed the help of her husband. All the other words she had converted 

from oral into written text all by herself. She explained that she often copied 

sentences from the Bible onto paper, in order to fully understand what she was 

reading or hearing. She would then copy the sentence from the Bible with a pen 

on paper and then read the whole sentence or passage again. She commented 

that that was exactly what she was missing in the ABET classes: they never had 

to write in order to understand but were writing just for the sake of writing. Her 

comment ‘my hand can write because my hand know how to write but it 

doesn’t matter if you write and write and write but you don’t know what you 

writing all the time’ is a perfect wording of Sarah’s frustrations.  

Just before my departure that day, she thanked me and commented: ‘This is 

almost like writing’, referring to the text messages she had been reading and 

typing on her handset. Having done research amongst American teenagers, 

Lenhart et al. (2008) concluded that most of them indeed do not think of their 

electronic or digital communication as ‘real’ writing or reading. 
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5.4.2 Second visit: The Bible as a learning tool 

When I called Sarah in the morning to ask whether or not she was at home for 

me to pass by, she replied very enthusiastically: ‘I am waiting for you, I have 

news for you!’ My previous visit had been almost a week ago. On the night of 

my first visit she had tried to send one of the SMSs we had practiced to her 

children, but she had failed. She then had decided to let it rest for the weekend 

and only had tried it again the day before I came to visit her for the second 

time. She eventually had been able to go through the whole process, and had 

sent the ‘Hallo hoe gaan dit? Ek dink nogal aan jou. Ek hoop alles gaan goed’ 

message to her daughter and her stepdaughter. Assuming that Sarah would not 

be able to read a received text message, they had both called her instead of 

texting back. Her daughter had immediately pointed out that Sarah had made a 

spelling mistake (‘hoe haan dit’ instead of ‘hoe gaan dit’). Sarah was really 

disappointed but at the same time relieved that she got the other one to her 

stepdaughter right. I showed her where she could find back the ‘sent folder’ 

where she could find all the text messages she had sent before.  

We went through all the steps of sending a text message again. Sarah still 

struggled with the final steps, in which she had to select an addressee from her 

contact list. During the course of the week, she had asked her husband to write 

down another sentence she wanted to use in a text message, to send off to a 

church member to arrange transport to church. She eventually failed in sending 

the concerned SMS (‘Naand sis, wie tel more op en hoe laat’ – ‘Good night 

sister, who comes and fetch us tomorrow and at what time’) because something 

went wrong when she had to select the receiver from the phone’s address book. 

She still did not regard her husband as a great or stimulating literacy mediator, 

but was happy he had at least been willing to write down that one sentence for 

her. 

The first new text message she wanted me to write down that day was meant 

for a fellow church member who had just lost her husband. While she was 

explaining that to me, she suddenly realized she could also use the ‘Hallo hoe 

gaan dit? Ek denk nogal aan jou. Ek hoop alles gaan goed’ message we had 

practiced the week before. She just wanted to add her surname preceded by 

‘sister’; the title people use to address fellow, female church members, in order 

to give the SMS a more ‘formal’ character. The writing of her surname went 

very quickly, and after thinking out loud: ‘Sister sister sister is with an S an I 

an S, how do you write sister?’, she decided that ‘sis’ instead of ‘sister’ was 

good enough. 

Shortly after sending the SMS, Sarah received an answer from the lady. She 

tried to read the text message on her own, but had to ask for my help for certain 
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words. ‘More sis, dit gaan beter vandag gister aand was die leemte ondraaglik 

bid vir my viral saands’ (‘Morning sister, it is better today yesterday night the 

void was unbearable pray for me especially in the evening’) was the text mes-

sages she received. She needed my help to read ‘leemte’ (‘void’), ‘ondraaglik’ 

(‘unbearable’) and ‘viral’ (‘especially’). She clearly had difficulties splitting up 

long words into smaller sections or separate letters. After having read the text 

message this is what she said: 

 

You know what, the other day I heard on the radio even if you can’t say a 

lot of words to somebody ma [short for maar, ‘but’ in Afrikaans] something 

like that um um just send an SMS listen here I think about you I think of 

you ja and then that person know oh there is somebody thinking of me yeah 

then you encourage the person like that. Ok so that’s why it’s nice you are 

learning me that. Because sometimes I don’t have money and on the phone 

you can’t talk a lot because you must still ask hallo, hoe gaan dit [hello, 

how are you] how is it with you the money is running. Ja and so on.  

Extract 5.3  Interview with Sarah, Wesbank, 2013 

 

The actual typing on her handset already went much quicker, she more easily 

could find the letters on the keypad and she already mastered much better the 

motor skills needed to type. Whenever she still did type a mistake because she 

was hitting the keys too slowly – writing ‘huirp’ instead of ‘huis’ (‘house’) for 

example because of slow typing, after which the letter ‘s’ (four times pressing 

the 7 key) got separated in an ‘r’ (three times pressing the 7 key), and an ‘p’ 

(one time pressing the 7 key) – she always knew exactly how many letters to 

erase, often without looking at the template. This proves that she was well 

aware of the words she was writing and capable of dissecting the words into 

smaller syllables or separate letters. Very often when she discovered she had 

written a mistake or had been writing too fast without paying enough attention, 

she exclaimed: ‘I’m just too excited!’. 

Before we moved onto writing down and practicing new sentences, I 

showed her how to type punctuation marks. When I showed her how to write a 

question mark, she commented herself: ‘For when I ASK something, as ek iets 

vra’ (repetition in Afrikaans of the same sentence). During the course of our 

‘meetings’ it became clear that Sarah was not really used to employing punctu-

ation marks. Most of her text messages lacked full stops or other marks, and 

when she used them they were often not at the ‘right’ place, and always pro-

ceeded by a space instead of followed by one.  
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After practicing the punctuation marks, Sarah took her Bible to show me the 

sentence she had been reading that same morning. She read the sentence out 

loud, while moving her index finger along the words she was reading. The 

reading of the sentence ‘Laat jou weg aan die Here oor en vertrou op hom en 

hy sal dit uitvoer’ (‘Commit your way to the Lord; Trust him and he shall bring 

it to pass’, Psalm 37:5) went fluently, mainly because she knew that Bible 

verse by heart. After reading it, she commented that she also could have used 

that verse to send to the lady who had lost her husband, or that she could use it 

when she needed to hearten someone. She commented:  

 

I think I’m gonna send her [the widow] a message again. Then I must just 

say hello I pray for you read this scripture then I just… Hallo ek bid vir jou 

vandag. Lees Psalm 37:5 [Hello I pray for you today. Read Psalm 37:5] and 

so on. This is very encourage ne! It’s very encourage. It’s like you must 

leave everything for the Lord and he will guide you.  

Extract 5.4  Recordings and field notes of encounter with Sarah, Wesbank, 2013 

 

After having said that, I wrote down the sentences ‘Hello ek bid vir jou vandag. 

Lees Psalm …’ and ‘Ek het iets vir jou vir die dag, lees …’ (‘I have something 

for you for the day, read …’), so Sarah just had to add the Bible verse or 

scripture she wanted to share with the addressee. 

Sarah’s Bible was a colouring book. She had highlighted a countless num-

ber of passages and verses with a bright marker. She knew exactly where to 

look for certain passages she wanted to read for me and didn’t have any diffi-

culties making sense of the structure of the Bible. ‘Known’ passages were read 

very fast, because she actually knew them by heart. She was however always 

indicating with her finger which word she was reading. This combination of 

reciting passages Sarah knew by heart and trying to ‘read’ them by following 

the words with her index finger was good practice for her literacy skills. She 

also showed me a piece of paper with the scripture that was discussed during 

the last church service written on it, commenting that she had to write these 

scriptures down ‘because she wanted to get it IN her’. Writing down her 

favourite scriptures and passages from the Bible helped her to memorize them 

and to fully understand what she had been reading or hearing. Asked whether 

she had the feeling that her dedication to church, her beliefs and the Bible were 

an incentive for her to learn and practice how to read and write, she answered: 

 

Yeah at the church I learn because I’m reading the Bible a lot/ like this 

morning even if I can only read that one scripture that’s a lot/ you can take a 
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LOT out of that/ you can USE you see if you TAKE one scripture like this 

scripture now [referring to the one mentioned above] ne it’s only it’s not 

long ja now I can take that and express that out/ the LORD say here give 

everything to me and I will guide you// you see what is difficult for me I 

cannot read ANY scripture like I want to ok I will sit and I will go and 

ooooh there [pointing at a word in the Bible] then I will see ok it looks like 

this now I’m struggling here ooooeeeee [trying to read a long word from the 

Bible]/ but that’s a really difficult Bible this is the Old Testament not the 

New Testament I like the Old Testament.  

Extract 5.5  Interview with Sarah, Wesbank, 2013 

 

Sarah said not to have inspiration for new text messages that day. We read the 

text messages from the previous week again, after which she said she would 

read those texts over and over again in order to learn and practice the new 

words. Eventually she asked me to write a reminder regarding a tea party to be 

organised at her place. She only wanted to send the SMS a week later, but then 

she could ‘practice’ writing and typing of the sentence already. While she was 

dictating the sentence (‘Hallo, moet nie vergeet van die tea en koek namiddag 

nie, more middag, 3u. Geniet die dag.’ – ‘Hello, don’t forget about the tea and 

cake afternoon, tomorrow afternoon, 3 o’clock. Enjoy your day.’), she was con-

stantly aware of avoiding long and difficult words, so the text message would 

not be too difficult to practice. While she was dictating, she suddenly realized 

that she would be able to use parts of this SMS to create other text messages, 

such as ‘geniet die dag’ (‘enjoy your day’). This made her think of other 

‘basic’ words she wanted me to write down, for her to combine or add to other 

text messages. She wanted to get ‘dankie’ (‘thank you’), because ‘it is very 

important if you ask somebody something and you say dankie or asseblief en 

dankie’, ‘asseblief’(‘please’) and ‘(onthou) ek is (baie) lief vir jou’ (‘(remem-

ber) I love you (very much)’). On the last sentence she commented:  

 

That’s also something you maybe want to write to your son or your daugh-

ter: ‘Hoe gaan dit met jou. Onthou ek is lief vir jou’. Ja, onthou ek is lief vir 

jou. Ja, words like that ne. Ja then I don’t have to write the whole message I 

can just say ‘Hallo hoe gaan dit met jou vandag? Onthou ek is baie lief vir 

jou’. Something like that. That will also cheer them up even when they are 

upgrowing they want to hear you say you still love them, no? 

Extract 5.6  Interview with Sarah, Wesbank, 2013 
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That day, Sarah very suddenly brought an end to our encounter – or ‘lesson’ as 

she called it – saying that she had enough ‘homework’ now for the whole 

week. Before I left that day she checked the balance on her phone and was very 

enthusiastic when she discovered that after sending four text messages that 

morning, she only had spent 2 ZAR, whereas with a total of 5 ZAR ‘you can 

only talk to one and a half person’. 

 

5.4.3 Third visit: ‘One step forward’ – writing a letter 

When I arrived at Sarah’s place, quite early in the morning, she was already 

busy with what she called ‘her homework’. Having woken up very early in the 

morning, she said to have been writing ever since. The writing and reading on 

her mobile phone, the basic ‘phatic’ sentences (see Chapter 8) that we had been 

writing down and practicing had given her the incentive, self-confidence and 

courage to try to write a letter to one of her sons in prison. She had started writ-

ing the letter that same morning before I arrived and had gotten quite far 

already. I asked her to read the letter out loud for me. Having read the 

salutation ‘Hallo David’ she paused and said: ‘That’s right no, this is how a 

letter starts, ne?’, proud about the fact that she was ‘literate’ enough to struc-

ture a ‘good’ letter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4  Sarah’s first 

draft of the letter to her 

son (2013) 

 

The sentences she had written down so far were a combination of the words 

and sentences we had been writing down for text message use. As you can see 

in Figure 5.4 she had been writing and rewriting her sentences a couple of 

times, according to her ‘to practice’ the sentences before she would write the 

definite letter. She had a clear idea of what she wanted to do that day during 
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my presence: writing down new sentences that she could use in the letter, and 

that she could eventually maybe also use for text messages. After reading the 

last sentences of what she had so far, this is what she said:  

 

Met my gaan dit goed, ne. Hoop om dieselfde van jou te hoor. En jou broers 

en die sisters en die familie en [With me all is good. Hope to hear the same 

from you. And your brothers and sisters and the family and] so on ja maar 

[yes but] I don’t write familie [family] and that stuff so I stop here and think 

let me wait you and build other sentences. You know what words I want 

now, I want familie en dit gaan goed met die I know how to write goed die 

familie dis family mos now dit gaan goed met die familie en die familie 

stuur baie groete en die kleinkinders hulle gaan goed skool [the family is 

fine and the family sends many greetings and the grandchildren are doing 

well at school] ok a conversation like that.  

Extract 5.7  Recordings and field notes of encounter with Sarah, Wesbank, 2013 

 

It was the first time in her life for her to write a letter. She complained again 

about her husband, who did not want to help her writing a letter to her own son. 

It was impossible to call to her sons in prison, so she always had to wait for 

them to call her, twice a month. She complained: ‘He [her husband] don’t 

know he don’t worry about my stuff. He is in his own world and I’m doing MY 

own thing. But it’s not nice like that you know if you are married you want 

someone to encourage like yourself, ja, you want someone come let me help 

you let’s get it right now’. When I was writing the sentences she wanted to 

write in the letter, I struggled with the word ‘kleinkinders’ (‘grandchildren’), 

not sure about the spelling of the word in Afrikaans. Sarah took the pen out of 

my hand and tried to write the word, saying: ‘I don’t know man, it’s something 

like that’. She said to have learned it during the ABET classes, but the letters 

she wrote down (J O W) were not even close. When she realized that she got it 

totally wrong she erased the word. The next sentence she wanted me to write 

down was ‘Hulle sê ek moet send al die liefde’ (‘They say I must send all their 

love’), after which I showed her on her phone how to write the circumflex on 

the letter ‘e’. The following sentences were ‘Ek wil net vir jou sê ek maak nou 

weer besigheid met vis en chips en hoender’ (‘I just want to tell you I’m having 

a business again with fish and chips and chicken’) and ‘As jy my baie mis kyk 

net na die foto. As ek vir jou mis ek kyk net na jou foto’ (‘If you miss me a lot, 

just look at the picture. If I miss you a lot I just look at your picture’). Sarah 

wanted to take a picture of herself with her mobile phone, print it and add it to 

the letter in the envelope. Sarah typed all the sentences I had written down for 
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the letter out on her mobile phone. She did this not only to practice her motor 

skills on her device, but also to try and memorize and ‘understand’ the words. 

Sarah tended not to use punctuation marks after sentences when she was typing 

on her mobile phone (also see the inconsistent use of punctuation marks and 

capital letters in Figure 5.4). When I told her she could add a full stop after ‘die 

kleinkinders gaan goed skool’, she was silent for a while, thinking, and then 

said ‘oh yes’. During the process, she started recognizing punctuation marks 

however, and their different meanings and connotations. When Sarah was read-

ing out loud some of the messages that I had sent her, she added ‘dit is ’n vra’ 

(‘this is a question’) after every question mark, instead of just adapting her 

intonation when reading the message out loud. 

After typing the three sentences mentioned above, she sighed and said it 

was enough ‘homework’ for the day, adding ‘But that will help a lot. It DID 

help me look what I’m busy doing now, I’m busy writing a LETTER now and 

I’m sending text messages since last week’. She wanted to write more sen-

tences for the letter during my next visit.  

Sarah thus had been very ‘busy’ with literacy practices since my previous 

visit. She had not only started writing the letter to her son, but had been 

copying the sentences I had written down on loose papers into her own 

notebook (see Figure 5.5). The notebook was a book she had previously been 

using for the ABET classes, but that she now had given a new purpose. She 

was not very happy with the copied sentences though, complaining that the 

words were written too sloppily, with too many mistakes. She rewrote the sen-

tences again on a new page, but was again not very pleased with the result (see 

Figure 5.6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5  Sarah’s notebook, in which she 

copied all the texts I wrote down for her (2013) 
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Figure 5.6  Sarah’s notebook, 

second version (2013) 

 

Besides copying, Sarah had also written quite a number of text messages. One 

of the first questions she asked me that day was whether or not I had received 

the text message she had sent to me earlier that week. When I asked her 

whether she had written it herself, she admitted that it was actually her husband 

who did, since she ‘was busy that time’. She still wanted to copy the sentence 

she asked her husband to write (‘Ek is daghospitaal toe’ – ‘I’m at the day hos-

pital’) into her notebook, so she could maybe use it later. I showed her again 

where to find the sent folder with the outgoing messages in her handset. 

The text messages she had been sending had all been addressed to her 

children. To her daughter she had sent ‘Hallo Tania, ek is lief vir jou’ (‘Hello 

Tania, I love you’). Her youngest daughter had received ‘Hallo Nadia die here 

is baie lief vir jou’ (‘Hallo Nadia the lord loves you very much’). Sarah had 

written ‘here’ as ‘hrere’, something her daughter had mocked. The mistake ir-

ritated Sarah so much that weeks later, during my seventh visit to her place, she 

asked whether it was possible to correct that mistake in the message stored in 

her sent folder. When I explained her it was impossible to make changes to sent 

messages in the sent folder, she decided to erase the message at once.  

To her eldest son she had sent ‘Hallo hoe gaan dit met jou ek is lief vir jou’ 

(‘Hello how are you I love you’). She also had sent a Bible scripture to the 

woman who had lost her husband. One night when she could not sleep she had 

tried to read the Bible, after which she copied a sentence that she really liked 

onto her phone and sent it off as a text message to her daughter, commenting to 

me: ‘Ja you don’t even have to send a hallo hoe gaan dit you can just write the 

scriptures’. 

When we were browsing through her sent folder, there was a message sent 

to her stepdaughter. She could not remember or could not read it herself any-

more. The message ‘Middag hier hoender en chips en vis en chips’ (‘Good day 

here chicken and chips and fish and chips’) turned out to be written by her 

husband. She commented to me: ‘Ja he write this because I was busy there but 

I sent it because he don’t know how to send it with my phone I’m very 

brekkerig [braggingly] I know how to send it now (laughs loudly)’.  
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Her stepdaughter, daughter and son all replied, this time with a text mes-

sage. A week previous to that, they all still had replied by a phone call. The fact 

that they all had answered now by sending an SMS showed that they were 

gaining confidence in their mother’s reading skills. She had not read all the 

received text messages by herself though, but had asked her husband for assis-

tance where needed, saying that for the reading she needed to take too much 

time.  

As she was trying to show me all the sent messages, she struggled to get to 

the sent folder and had to start all over again a couple of times. During all my 

visits at her place, such bungling attempts were always accompanied with a 

remark similar to the one she uttered that time: ‘What am I doing ai, I’m too 

excited for all my stuff’.  

Sarah finished ‘the lesson’ by suddenly telling me ‘her brain was too tired’. 

Since she was already writing and reading since that morning, she needed a 

break, for only to continue with the letter the next day or at night when she 

would not be able to sleep. Before I left, she still said the following: 

 

It’s hard to learn but when you finish and you look at it THEN it’s then it’s 

excited. Like like um yesterday not yesterday the day before I was writing 

that message to D [her son] and he write back to me and IT FEELS SO 

NICE just to but because sometimes I never got enough airtime and I think 

of all the kids and I can’t call all of them sometimes you don’t like to speak 

as well then you can just/ on SUNDAY this message I did send for Nadia 

[her daughter] on Sunday this one like this one I couldn’t sleep on Sunday 

night so I was just thinking and I send her this one ja this one I was sending 

a quarter past three that is in Johannes I KNOW the scriptures so she’s also 

mos converted so I was reading here I was reading the Bible and I thought 

let me send this.  

Extract 5.8  Recordings and field notes of encounter with Sarah, Wesbank, 2013 

 

5.4.4 Fourth visit: No time for texting 

When I arrived at Sarah’s house it was really busy in the house. It had been 

raining for the whole day and the ‘wendy house’ did not seem to be waterproof. 

Sarah said to be embarrassed having to welcome me in a leaking house with 

buckets scattered all over the place, catching the raindrops falling from the 

ceiling. A female neighbour was present to help Sarah to cook fish and chips 

and chicken and the next day the tea party for her church congregation would 

take place at her house, so Sarah still had to bake cakes for her guests. Al-

though she clearly did not have a lot of time, Sarah did want to show me the 
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progress of the letter she had been writing to her son in prison (see Figure 5.7). 

The letter had become much longer than the version of the previous week. 

Her husband had been willing to help her out and he had written down the 

sentences she had dictated (see Figure 5.8). 

She had been copying her husband’s draft for the past two days already, but 

had not finalized it yet. She was very unhappy about the crossing outs and the 

mistakes in the final version, but she thought rewriting the whole letter would 

be too much work. She had bought blue stationery in the closest town near 

Wesbank and when I complimented her about that, she answered: ‘Yes, nice 

ne, for a real letter’.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7  Sarah’s final version of the Figure 5.8  Draft written by Sarah’s hus- 

letter, work in progress (2013) band, dictated by Sarah (2013) 

 

‘Ek wil net vir jou sê dis deur die genade van die Here wat ek nog beweeg. 

Alle ere kan ek aan die here toe swaai. As ek die Here nie aan my kant 

gehad het nie, sou ek nie al die dinge kon gedoen het nie. Moet nooit die 

brief weg gooi nie, dra dit in jou hamp sak. Ek bid vir jou, en kan nie wag 

vir jou vrylating nie. Ek is lief vir jou. Ek sluit my brief met al my liefde. Van 

jou verlangende moeder, Sarah.’ 

(‘I just want to tell you that it is thank to the mercy of the Lord that I’m still 

moving. The Lord deserves all my honour. If I would not have had the Lord 

at my side, I would not have been able to do all these things. Don’t throw 
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away the letter, carry it in your shirt pocket. I pray for you, and I cannot 

wait for your release. I love you. I close this letter with all my love. From 

your longing mother, Sarah.’) 

 

5.4.5 Fifth visit: No money for texting 

When I went to visit Sarah for the fifth time, she immediately told me that for 

the past week she had not had airtime, so she had not been able to practice and 

write text messages. She reassured me that she still knew how to go through the 

whole typing and sending process on her handset. She had moreover finished 

and sent off the letter to her son in prison. Asked whether she at least had read 

the text messages I had sent her as ‘homework’, she told me that ‘her brain was 

so tired’ and that she had asked her husband for help. 

She did however have inspiration for new text messages, asking me to write 

down a sentence she could send to the same lady whose husband had died. The 

lady’s nephew had now been shot dead in Wesbank and she wanted to send the 

following to the lady: ‘Ek is jammer om te hoor van jou broer se kind’ (‘I’m 

sorry to hear about your brother’s child’), later adding ‘hello sister’ in the 

beginning of the text message.  

The second text message she wanted me to write down was intended for her 

daughter. When she started to dictate the sentence to me, she suddenly 

switched to English – our main language of interaction – as follows: ‘Hallo 

Nicky, hoe gaan dit? I just want to know um um wag Engels [wait English]’. 

She burst into laughter when she realized she was dictating to me in English. 

The idea of texting her children in English was hilarious to her; she told me 

they would think ‘she was totally going crazy now’.  

The eventual message was ‘Hallo Nicky hoe gaan dit ek wil net vra waar is 

jou mixer want ek wil dit leen’ (‘Hello Nicky how are you I just want to ask 

where is your mixer I want to borrow it’). When she was reading the message 

out loud, reading from my notebook, she read ‘gebruik’ (‘use’) instead of ‘leen’ 

(‘borrow’), after which she started to giggle, feeling caught for not actually 

‘reading’ from the written paper but was just quasi remembering what we just 

had written down. 

The last SMS we composed that day was addressed to her stepdaughter who 

was living in Wesbank. Sarah was motivating her to also start a small business 

in her house to gain some extra income and wanted to send her an encourage-

ment. The dictated sentence said: ‘Hoe gaan dit met die besigheid het jy donuts 

gemaak? Want ek wil R10 se donuts’ (‘How is the business going did you make 

donuts? Because I want donuts for R10’). Even before I could write ‘R10’, 

Sarah already asked how she would be able to type that out on her handset, 
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making me realize I had not yet shown her how to type numbers on a mobile 

phone keypad. After I had showed her how to do that, she practiced for a while 

by typing 10, 20, 50 and 70 on her screen.  

Two hours after I had left her house that day I received a phone call: I had 

taken my notebook with all the templates in it with me, instead of ripping the 

page out of my notebook as I usually did. She really wanted to start with ‘her 

homework’ and was happy to hear I was still in Wesbank, so I could return 

immediately to give her the paper.  

When I wrote her a text message two days later, saying ‘Sarah, hallo, hoe 

gaan dit? Ek hoop alles gaan goed! Ek is by die huis om te werk. Geniet die 

dag!’ (‘Sarah, hello, how are you? I hope all is well! I’m at home to work. 

Enjoy your day!’), I received an answer within 20 minutes, saying ‘Hallo fieke 

dit gaan goed. Dankie vir die boodskap’ (‘Hello fieke I’m fine. Thanks for the 

message’). 

 

5.4.6 Last visits: Preparing for goodbye  

When I arrived at Sarah’s place for my sixth visit, she was already waiting for 

me in her chair with her notebook on her lap. She had copied all the sentences 

from the previous visits into her own notebook and was rereading all of them. 

She immediately had a new question for me, wanting to learn how to save con-

tacts on her phone. The process of saving contacts was learned quite quickly, 

after which she took her little paper address book and stored a lot of the num-

bers on her phone. Contact persons were mainly family members and church 

members.  

Because she had not had a lot of money for buying airtime recently, she had 

not sent a lot of text messages, except the ones we had prepared for her step-

daughter and the one for the lady who had lost her nephew. Sarah and her hus-

band were preparing for an Easter trip with their church congregation to Port 

Elizabeth, a big South African town more than 700 kilometres away from Cape 

Town. The total costs of the trip (transport, accommodation, church donations) 

were amounting to 1,200 ZAR in total (the exact amount of their monthly dis-

ability grant), so all the money they earned and gathered was saved for the trip. 

Sarah said she could not wait for the trip to be over, so she could start ‘living’ 

again and earning money ‘for herself’.  

During my absence, she and her husband also received the news that they 

had been granted an RDP full-subsidy house in Warrenton, the birthplace of 

Sarah’s husband, a small town in the Northern Cape province of South Africa, 

more than 1,000 kilometres from Cape Town. After receiving the news, she 

had sent a text message to her daughter, stepdaughter and her son (see Figure 
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5.9: ‘Hello, I just want to tell you we got a house in warrenton mommy’), to 

inform them about the news. Her husband had helped her compose the text 

message. The fact that Sarah decided to send a text message to her children to 

communicate such life-changing and big news says something about how high-

ly she estimated the new communication channel she recently had discovered.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9  Text message from Sarah to her children (2013) 

 

Meeting Sarah after she received this big news became really difficult. When I 

wanted to visit her after my two weeks of Easter holiday, during which she sent 

me a ‘mis jou’ (miss you) message, the visit was cancelled because Sarah was 

lying ill in bed. During my eighth visit, several friends and neighbours came to 

visit Sarah, because they all had heard about the news that she was moving. 

When I told her we should write letters to each other after she had moved, she 

told me she had wanted to ask me whether we could continue text messaging 

each other, so she could continue practicing. Because of her illness and all the 

fuss about the move, she had not been texting or reading at all. She still wanted 

to have another ‘lesson’ before she would leave. She told me she had forgotten 

how to save a number in the contact list of her phone. When I went to visit her 

for the ninth time however, after making an appointment, she was again too 

busy with the move and had visitors over from church. She said that her ‘head 

was too full’ to learn new things because there were too many things on her 

mind.  

We never managed to meet again. I promised her to write her a letter as 

soon as possible, from the moment she would text me her new address, which 

she only did after I had texted her a reminder. Shortly after that I left Cape 

Town for Belgium, but I still received one text message from Sarah before I 

left, saying ‘Hi Fieke hoe gaan dit met jou jy is baie stil laat my weet hoe met 

jou :-D’ (‘Hi Fieke, how are you you are very quiet let me know how with you 

[sic] :-D’). Apparently she had discovered how to send emoticons ( :-D on a 

mobile phone shows a happy laughing emoticon), something I had never 

showed her. In the text message she had sent me with her address, she included 

the same emoticon. Just before I left, I sent Sarah a post card, included some 

international postage stamps and my Belgian address, so she would be able to 
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write me back. Three months later, in August 2013, I eventually received a 

letter from Sarah (see Figure 5.10). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10  International letter from 

Sarah to me (2014) 

 

The letter looked, just as the letter to her son, like a ‘real letter’ should look 

like. It included a date, an address on the top right of the letter and ended with a 

closure (‘Al my liefde. 10 drukkies. Van Ant Sarah’ – ‘All my love. 10 hugs. 

From Aunt Sarah’). She had probably asked her husband to write a draft ver-

sion of the letter, just as with the letter to her son, from which she then copied 

the words on the stationary. There are no ‘mistakes’ in the letter and no cross-

ing-outs. Knowing how much time she had spent copying and writing the letter 

to her son, this letter must be the result of hours of ‘hard labour’ and concentra-

tion. Maybe it is even the third or fourth draft, knowing how annoyed she could 

be when she made mistakes or had to cross out words and sentences.  

One of the reasons she had been happy to move to Warrenton was the fact 

that she knew that she would be able to go to school there. In the letter she 

however mentioned that she was living too far away and that they were waiting 

for a new place to stay closer to the school (for a full translation of the letter, 

see Appendix IV).  
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5.5 Identity formation 

Sarah’s literacy learning processes was accompanied by the formation of new 

identity repertoires. Sarah had regarded herself as ‘illiterate’ for her entire life. 

The acquired skill of writing text messages – however scaffolded – and the 

suddenly emerging possibilities to be in contact with the world outside her 

home through the deployment of literacy amazed her immensely and induced 

comments such as ‘look what I can do now!’ on several occasions while she 

was writing and sending off text messages. The way she had perceived herself 

suddenly had changed; having regarding herself as ‘illiterate’ for her entire life, 

she suddenly saw herself as capable of pursuing and taking part in literacy 

events. Suddenly, she possessed resources that could give her ‘voice’ and the 

possibility to ‘link up’ with people in her social network through ways she had 

never been able to deploy before. This change in self-perception prompted her 

to challenge herself and learn even more, and extend her literacy practices be-

yond the mere sending and reading of text messages. As we have discussed, 

she started to read the Bible more often, started transcribing oral texts onto 

paper and gained enough self-confidence to write a letter to her imprisoned 

son. She expressed her amazement in comments such as: ‘Look what I’m busy 

doing now, I’m busy writing a LETTER now and I’m sending text messages 

since last week’, in which she almost exclaimed the word ‘letter’, not hiding 

her own astonishment and enthusiasm. When she had to ask her husband to 

help her write a text message but eventually had to send it off herself as her 

husband did not know how to operate her handset, she admitted that the fact 

that she knew how to operate her device while her husband did not made her 

feel very good. 

The perception others within her network had of her also changed. While 

her children answered her first text messages with a phone call, treating her text 

messages as a sort of PCM message, they eventually started to reply with text 

messages, as if they suddenly started having confidence in the capability of 

their mother to read and write. After sending her first text message to her son 

(‘Hallo hoe gaan dit met jou ek is lief vir jou’ – ‘Hello how are you I love 

you’), Sarah’s son immediately replied with the following: ‘Wie skryf op my 

ma se foon. Sy like nie mense moet krap nie’ (‘Who’s writing on my mother’s 

phone. She doesn’t like it when people snoop [in her phone]’). To her son, it 

did not even seem an option that the message came from his mother herself. 

Assisted by a sister from the church who was visiting her at that moment, Sarah 

managed to read the message from her son and replied ‘dit kom van mammie’ 

(‘this is from mommy’) after which her son still called her to double check, still 

in disbelief.  
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Her children eventually got so excited about their mother’s progress that 

Sarah’s daughter even asked her when she would create a Facebook account. 

They told Sarah that she now had to learn ‘how to write the words short’, 

referring to textspeak. Sarah’s husband seemed to become more willing to help 

her when she asked for help, as if he finally gained confidence in her writing 

and reading capabilities. During the weeks I was visiting, he helped her write a 

couple of text messages, wrote down some of the dictated sentences for the 

letter to Sarah’s son and was probably also the one assisting her with the letter I 

eventually received when I was already back in Belgium. 

Sarah laughed off her daughter’s comments about the Facebook account and 

writing textspeak, expressing a meta-identity awareness of different identity 

roles and repertoires attached to platforms such as Facebook and language 

registers such as textspeak. Seeing herself as an ‘illiterate’ and ‘old’ lady, the 

thought of becoming part of those ‘youth’ and ‘literate’ environments was 

hilarious to her. When Sarah started to dictate the text message she wanted to 

send to her daughter and realised she was dictating parts of it in English (see 

above), she burst into laughter. Writing in English was a funny and impossible 

idea for Sarah, since it did not fit her identity of being an older, Afrikaans-

speaking, ‘illiterate’ women and the image her children had of her. Writing in 

English would make her children think ‘she was totally going crazy’, since 

(written) English was usually not part of the language repertoire of an 

Afrikaans-speaking retired woman. Writing text messages in Afrikaans was 

already a big enough step to take, and already shifted her repertoires, producing 

‘social and cultural meanings of the self’ and contributing ‘to the potential to 

perform certain social roles, inhabit certain identities and be seen in a particular 

way by others’ (Blommaert & Backus 2011). Suddenly she was able to com-

municate through writing, not only with a pen on paper, but also by using her 

mobile phone.  

 

5.6 To be literate or not, that’s the question 

Sarah’s strategies to mask, scaffold and master her ‘illiteracy’ can be seen as a 

proof of the fact that stereotypes such as ‘literates’ and ‘illiterates’ are often 

inaccurate and far too narrow to describe the various strategies people use to 

deal with ‘literacy events’ (Dyers & Slemming 2014). As we have discussed in 

Chapter 3, language and literacy are not abstract, technical and measurable, but 

always ‘in practice’ and social. 

While dominant voices might label people like Sarah as ‘illiterate’, ‘ethno-

graphic and literacy-sensitive observation on the ground’ may indicate ‘a rich 
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variety of practices’ (Street 2001: 6). Regarded by herself and by her imme-

diate environment as a totally ‘illiterate’ person, Sarah actually managed to 

learn how to (partly) read her mobile phone and managed to obtain a ‘voice’, 

firstly by literally sending off her voice in MMS messages, and later on by 

combining the basic literacy skills she had learned through formal schooling 

with informal learning strategies. Her literacy might be ‘scaffolded’ or ‘prox-

imate’ (Chipchase 2008) and her voice very fragile, muffled and inaudible for 

many people – the very first ‘hallo Fiekie’ message she sent did not exceed 

mere phatic, non-informational communication (see Chapter 8) and her creativ-

ity in using and combining the passe partout SMS phrases we prepared 

together had its limitations – but through trial and error and hard labour Sarah 

managed to be ‘out there’ and apply her newly acquired and fragile basic 

literacy skills and her motivation and enthusiasm to learn even more. Within 

the course of eight months, her interest in ‘getting as much out of her device as 

possible’ had motivated her to engage in many different literacy practices, 

something she had never done before in her life. According to Donner et al. 

(2011) the simple knowledge that one has the possibility or ability to learn 

something new on a mobile phone is empowering in itself. Sarah, empowered 

after having learned how to send off MMS voice recordings and after some 

weeks of basic literacy training, applied her regained self-confidence to figure 

out herself how to write and send off a text message. Some months later, her 

capability to write text messages instigated her to start reading the Bible more 

thoroughly, to transcribe oral texts onto paper, to write a letter to her son in 

prison and, eventually, an international letter to me in Belgium.  

Learning and knowledge incited a growth in self-confidence and made 

Sarah, and most of the other women I interacted with, reflect on what else they 

wanted to learn and practice. Immediate detectable livelihood benefits (such as 

the relative financial benefits of SMS versus voice call or MMS, MXit chat 

messages versus SMS, accessing the Internet on a mobile phone versus travel-

ling to the closest cybercafé, the safety networks created through phatic com-

munication, etc.) and media ideologies (Gershon 2010) are other fertile incen-

tives that incite interested and motivated learners to listen, look and learn, as 

we have seen throughout this entire chapter. Media ideologies are, according to 

Gershon and in line with Silverstein’s language ideologies (1979: 193), the set 

of beliefs about communicative technologies with which users and designers 

explain perceived media structure and meaning. These beliefs – what people 

think about the media they use – shape the way people use media (Gershon 

2010). 
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As I mentioned above, mobile literacy acquisition could play a unique role 

in reaching those who are outside the scope of formal and institutionalized 

schooling and who live in marginalized communities such as Wesbank, where 

macro-contextual circumstances turn various forms of literacies into rare com-

modities, making literacy stimulation in out-of-school contexts almost non-

existent. ‘The learning that happens in informal settings is a side effect of 

everyday life and social activity, rather than an explicit instructional agenda’ 

(Ito et al. 2010) and adults need to see an immediate livelihood benefit from 

literacy to keep the motivation to obtain and maintain literacy skills (Oxenham 

et al. 2002). The mobile phone has become a learning tool, nourishing learning 

practices and in an unprecedented way urging women to explore and learn and 

challenge themselves. However limited their ‘voice’ and however ‘scaffolded’ 

their literacy practices may be, the mobile phone offers them a platform to 

practice and learn, to create new identity repertoires and to remain ‘literacy-

active’.  

Several projects that have used the mobile phone and SMS as a medium to 

practice and maintain acquired literacy skills through the mutual stimulation of 

formal literacy courses and informal mobile phone learning have proven to be 

very successful. The ‘JOKKO initiative’ in Senegal for example has combined 

adult literacy courses and mobile phone courses, using the mobile phone as a 

pedagogical tool with which the pupils could practice their literacy skills as 

well as a social mobilization catalyser by creating a virtual SMS community 

network, in which one text message could be dispersed by a server to all the 

people in the community network.
34

 Another example is the ‘Mobile phones for 

literacy, Project “Alphabétisation de Base pas Cellulaire” (ABC)’ that has ex-

plored how cheap SMSs could be used to turn mobile phones into an adult 

literacy platform in Niger, after the participants had finished basic literacy 

courses (see Aker et al. 2010). A third project, very similar to ‘Project ABC’, 

was initiated in Pakistan as a joint initiative between UNESCO, a national ser-

vice provider and a local NGO. The project involved adolescent female literacy 

learners who were given a mobile phone. Every day they received informative 

text messages in Urdu they then had to respond to in order to practice their 

reading and writing skills.
35

 Despite the success of the aforementioned projects, 

projects like these don’t have many successors so far. Fewer drop-outs during 

literacy courses, improved communication, improved literacy and confidence, 

no special applications or programmes needed, financial gains by avoiding 

voice calls, the rise of ‘communities of practice’ in which the members ex-

                                                 
34 For more information, see http://jokkoinitiative.blogspot.be. 
35 For more information, see http://www.unesco.org.pk/education/mlp.html. 

http://jokkoinitiative.blogspot.be/
http://www.unesco.org.pk/education/mlp.html
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change knowledge and skills, improved persistence of education gains, etc. are 

but some of the successes of programmes that have linked literacy acquisition 

with mobile phone appropriation (Aker et al. 2010). The enthusiasm and eager-

ness to learn on and through a mobile phone observed amongst the women 

discussed in this chapter, the progress made, and the importance attached to 

being regarded as competent and literate in a literacy-poor environment, makes 

one optimistic about the opportunities the uptake of mobile phones can bring to 

informal (language) learning and literacy acquisition, maintenance and stimu-

lation. 

 



 

 



CHAPTER 6 

A new pedagogy? 

In this entire Part II we have looked at different learning practices taking place 

in Wesbank, a community characterized by poverty, poor education, con-

strained access to resources, and limited out-of-school literacy stimulation. We 

have looked, in thorough detail, at some learning practices performed by sev-

eral ‘subliterate’ women in Wesbank and at the different ‘building blocks’ or 

the sub-molecules of learning that are needed and all have to be right in place 

for learning to occur and persevere. We have followed five women – including 

myself – in their first and subsequent steps of mobile phone and literacy learn-

ing. Since learning is a locally grounded set of practices that are highly defined 

and constrained by the social contexts in which they develop (Freire 1993), we 

have engaged in lengthy and detailed ethnographic observations and descrip-

tions of the women’s living environment, the learning contexts and the differ-

ent steps and building blocks that form part of the learning processes taking 

place. 

By starting with our sources of inspiration in Chapter 3, we have learned 

that 1) we cannot see learning as detached from its social, cultural and histori-

cal ‘habitat’ and from the concrete human relationships, social structures in 

which it takes place (Freire 1993); 2) learning is located in and defined by 

(patterns of) activities performed by learners as socializing objects (Vygotski 

1962); 3) obtaining voice and agency is the goal of learning (Hymes 1980); and 

4) we have to be more attentive for the small signs or moments of learning 

(Kress 2013). We have moreover touched upon the importance of (access to) 

resources and communities of practice. We have also stressed the fact that dif-

ferent sets of resources are required for writing and that language and literacy 

are pretextually marked resources that are never equally distributed and always 

linked to power structures.  

With this introductory Chapter 3 under our belt, we have then, in Chapter 4, 

looked into three different case studies of women engaging in (informal) learn-

ing practices. By looking at some very contextualized and ‘small’ learning 
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moments we have observed highly important and functional signs of learning 

(Kress 2013), even though, as we have seen, the access to the required re-

sources was often severely constrained and the outcome of the learning was 

sometimes very embryonic, influent, rigid and scaffolded.  

In Section 4.1 we have looked at the learning processes that I, as an ethno-

grapher approaching a new field, engaged in when taking my first, shaky steps 

into the MXit chat world. We have scrutinized the moments of learning that I 

engaged in when chatting on MXit with Lisa, discussing the different tutoring 

strategies of repetition, apprenticeship and enregistering. Here we have seen the 

importance of ‘communities of practice’ and ‘literacy mediators’ for the first 

time. Since learning always happens within a ‘habitat’ and is always influenced 

by concrete human relations, we have also seen how the inhabitants of Wes-

bank pushed me into an ‘expert’ role. In order to live up to their expectations, I 

had to learn, as I was going along, a lot about mobile phones and mobile Inter-

net. 

In Section 4.2 we have discussed the case study of Kristina who, after 

having learned how to use the abc-keypad on her phone and how to send text 

messages, started using SMS to send phatic messages to the people in her net-

work. After some time of familiarization, Kristina however started using the 

text messaging service to organize her life and ask for help when needed. The 

‘sub-elite literacy economy’ characterizing Kristina’s writing – a testimony of 

her limited educational background and severely constrained literacy stimu-

lation in everyday life – did not deprive her from her voice. When we look at 

the texts produced by Kristina as ‘placed resources’, we see that they ‘work’ 

within the context and for the interlocutors for which they were produced and 

uttered. We have also seen a first example of the fragility of the acquired skills, 

discussing how Kristina had lost all her skills when she had to start using a new 

device. 

In Section 4.3 we have discussed the case study of the two sisters Martha 

and Diana. This section sheds another light on the manifold obstacles women 

in Wesbank have to overcome when they engage in learning practices. The 

‘sub-molecular’ elements needed for learning and writing never seemed to be 

right in place, and deteriorated eyesight, inexperienced motor skills, financial 

problems and household woes were serious spoil-sports when it came to send-

ing SMSs and practicing mobile literacy skills.  

Throughout these different case studies we have scrutinized the learning 

moments during which the women, and myself, learned something for the very 

first time and in doing so also gained ‘voice’, suddenly being enabled ‘to make 

ourselves understood’ by using resources we did not have access to before. 
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Although for outsiders this voice might be very silent and ignorable, it has 

enabled women like Kristina, Diana and Martha to be in contact with their 

families, to organize their lives and to engage in literacy practices they have 

always felt distanced and excluded from. Through the description of a detailed 

and localized ethnography, we have observed and discussed the very first shaky 

steps taken by people who learn something new. The result of this scruti-

nization is a description of a pedagogy, an ethno-pedagogy that focuses on 

people as social beings, on the resources available to them and on the learning 

that happens as part of everyday life activities, taking place within an uncon-

trolled and unpredictable environment within communities of practice in which 

people scaffold, tutor, incite and guide each other in a very informal way, as a 

side effect of social activity and everyday life.  

In Chapter 5, all the aforementioned observations and theoretical notions 

converge in one elaborated, ethnographic description of the case study of 

Sarah. We have seen how Sarah became extremely engaged to get as much out 

of her device as possible and in wanting so had to embark upon really hard 

labour in order to get her voice heard. We have gone through extensive descrip-

tions of the signs of learning, the very first moments in which Sarah learned 

something new (e.g. how to use the keypad, how to send an MMS, how to send 

and SMS, how to use punctuation marks, how to write a letter, etc.). We have 

seen how the functional deployment of the newly acquired skills – e.g. con-

tacting sons and daughters in a relative cheap manner – incited an ongoing 

process of learning and an unprecedented enthusiasm for literacy. For this 

ongoing process to arise, Sarah only needed a little push or kick-start towards 

functional literacy. At the same time however, just as with Kristina, the 

acquired skills could get lost easily, whenever the incentives for literacy dis-

appeared, became blurred or were obstructed. 

 

In Part III, we will look at how these learning processes are being translated 

into very modest but real and important ‘effects’ and ‘acts’ of learning and 

literacy, ranging from phatic (Chapter 8) but vital communicational exchanges 

to the employment of ‘explorative literacies’ and the creation of new online and 

offline relationships and identities (Chapter 9). 

 



 

 



PART III 

The effects of learning 



 

 



CHAPTER 7 

Towards a functional plenitude 

7.1 ‘Almost’ nothing 

After discussing the learning environment (Part I) we have thus moved to the 

discussion of the learning processes taking place within that environment (Part 

II). In Part III we will look at the learning effects of these learning processes. In 

other words: we will look at what it is exactly that those women do during and 

after they have gained access to those new resources and repertoires. They have 

learned bits and pieces, but what do they actually do with those acquired skills? 

We will look at which roles are assigned to the new and specific resources that 

have entered the women’s repertoires: what do those women use those ‘little 

bits’ for?  

Throughout this Part III we will see that, despite the fact that the effects of 

this learning are often very modest because of the constraints and conditions in-

flicted by the socio-economic environment of Wesbank, in reality they are very 

important, functional and effective. With the acquisition of an extremely limit-

ed and, according to many, negligible amount of resources – being able to use 

the abc-keypad for example – the women observed did however manage to 

obtain an enormous functional plenitude. Within the specific ecology of Wes-

bank, where, as we have mentioned before, literacy-stimulation in out-of-

school contexts and access to resources is extremely obstructed and scarce, the 

access to a very limited amount of resources and, as a consequence, the obtain-

ment of very limited skills can become extremely valuable and create a wealth 

of functions. For the women concerned, the sudden access and employment of 

those functions can mean the difference between a life in severe isolation and 

embodying the onset to a life as a ‘social being’, in contact and interaction with 

people and objects around and even far away from them.  

We will see several examples of this vital value of the acquired skills, how-

ever limited they might appear. As discussed in Part II it will be confirmed 

again that dichotomizing between ‘illiterates’ and ‘literates’ is an irrelevant and 
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unrealistic exercise. We too often presume that one either has a skill or not, or 

that one either has learned to do something or has not. Yet reality is never as 

black and white as that; in reality people never learn ‘everything’. People learn 

but little bits and pieces, often dependent on the access to required resources 

and dependent on the general interaction with the ecology and the people 

around them. Learning is moreover never finished, and within a changing 

environment people constantly learn enough ‘to make themselves understood’ 

(Blommaert 2003). 

In the anecdotic scrutinization of Sarah’s learning processes and practices 

we have already seen how the acquisition of very limited and heavily scaf-

folded skills enabled Sarah to access a whole new world of texts, meanings and 

identities that was previously inaccessible for her. The effects of this learning 

were tremendous in a short span of time: she was suddenly able to contact her 

children through SMS, started reading the Bible more often and more thor-

oughly, started taking notes and started writing letters. In Chapter 8 we will 

clearly see how ‘a little bit’ does enable Wesbank residents to exchange phatic 

gestures that, however ‘unimportant’ they may appear to be, enable them to 

cast safety nets and create networks of trust and survival. We will see how the 

expression of so-called meaningless, empty and often ‘erroneous’ words and 

sentences changes a whole lot in the social lives of the people observed, often 

even becoming a matter of (social) survival. In the first section we will focus 

on Linda, whom we have briefly met in Section 4.4. We will see how the 

severely dysgraphic Linda, thanks to MXit and the scaffolding of her friends, 

has managed to break out of her social isolation that her ‘illiteracy’ was 

causing. With almost ‘nothing’ but repetitive and recycled phatic gestures she 

has managed to build a social network that in essence is based on the exchange 

of written (typed-out) texts. Without the uptake of a mobile phone, this social 

networking through MXit would not have been impossible. In the second 

section we will look at more examples of phatic communicational gestures, 

referring to Lisa, Linda and Kristina, all of whom we have already met before. 

We will see how the mobile phone offers a new and easily operable channel 

through which phatic gestures can be exchanged, supporting a network strategy 

of vital importance for people living in extreme conditions of poverty. 

In Chapter 9 we will look at the growing functional plenitude that the access 

to mobile phones, the emergence of supervernaculars and the mobile Internet 

have created. We will discuss the explorative literacies that emerge out of the 

present and available recourses, giving rise not only to new language reper-

toires but also to new identity repertoires and new social relations. We will 

look at the mutual interaction between the mobile phone and religion/spirituali-
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ty (Section 9.1), at the identity formation of ‘Sexy Chick’ (Section 9.2) and we 

will discuss the new challenges and opportunities the ongoing growth and 

accessibility of mobile Internet has created (Section 9.3).  

 

7.2 Newly ‘illiterate’ in the new communicative environment36
 

As we have discussed in Section 2.5 repertoires are ‘indexical biographies of 

the person using them’ (Blommaert & Backus 2011). Speaking and writing 

‘right’ at the ‘right’ time and place and in the ‘right’ context with the ‘right’ 

interlocutors produce social and cultural meanings of the self. Being able to 

chat or text ‘right’ says something about one’s role and involvement in the new 

communicative environment, one’s social and economic possibilities to partici-

pate in it and one’s (literacy) skills and learning capabilities. People gather the 

resources they need in order to make themselves understandable and thus 

heard, instead of merely acquiring general or random technical reading and 

writing skills. To make themselves understood, the new supervernacular, 

steered by the use of mobile phones, the Internet and other ICTs, has to be 

learned and made one’s own. ‘Literate’ people encountering textspeak in SMS 

messages or on instant messaging platforms such as MXit might get the feeling 

they are suddenly ‘illiterate’, not being able to decode the words and sentences 

produced and sent to them by their interlocutors. We have seen some examples 

of that in Part II where we, amongst other examples, have discussed how I, as 

an ethnographer entering a new communicative world, had to learn the (local-

ized) supervernacular.  

We have seen how this happens informally and we have discussed the 

complex interchange of local meanings with global discourses, leading to the 

production of new and hybrid heterographic texts (Marsh 2006). So one might 

be fluently ‘literate’ in the reception and production of written ‘standard’ 

English, but at the same time have tremendous difficulties with reading and 

producing supervernacular textspeak. Newcomers to the new communicative 

environment consequently have to learn the supervernacular and its local 

dialect. Many interviewees, such as Heunis quoted in Extract 2.27 in Section 

2.5, were trying to write ‘proper’ textspeak, astonished by the ease with which 

youngsters managed. 

The people thus learn the supervernacular by trial and error, by chatting on 

MXit, memorizing and copying words interlocutors used before, just as we will 

see with Linda in the next section and as discussed when talking about my own 

                                                 
36 An adapted version of this section has been published as Velghe and Blommaert (2014b). 
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experience as a pupil in Section 4.1. As we will see in the next sections, some 

adult women use MXit (or Facebook or WhatsApp) as platforms to connect 

with the world around them, to flirt or to make new acquaintances or to stay in 

touch with family and friends in the cheapest way possible. Those women had 

to acquire new literacy skills if they did not want to be exposed as greenhorns 

in the new communicative environment. Women who already possessed con-

siderable textspeak literacy skills said it was very easy to detect newcomers on 

MXit since they simply did not know how to write (read: abbreviate) ‘proper-

ly’. Chatting in a ‘standard’ register was regarded ‘boring’ and too slow. If one 

did not want his/her correspondents to lose interest and if one wanted to be 

seen as a competent MXit user, one was obliged to learn how to master the 

‘new’ literacy skills, this by simply observing how other people wrote and by 

advising one another. This observed informal learning process is what Lave 

and Wenger (1991: 19) refer to as ‘legitimate peripheral participation’, in an 

attempt to describe the process by which newcomers become part of a com-

munity of practice. Through the notion of ‘apprenticeship’ to communities 

individuals, guided by ‘old-timers’ and through participation in social for-

mations and practices, gradually become enculturated into the ways of a 

particular group, moving from a peripheral to central positions (Filliettaz et al. 

2013). We have discussed the importance of communities of practice in Section 

4.4. Here we see that the informal learning processes can also take place within 

online communities of practices in which members only meet each other 

‘virtually’. The communities of users no longer share any of the traditional 

attributes of ‘speech communities’ such as territorial fixedness, physical 

proximity, socio-cultural sharedness and common backgrounds but are loose, 

elastic, dynamic and deterritorialized, which are key features of superdiversity 

(Blommaert 2012a; Vertovec 2006). Lisa describes the online learning 

processes she experienced in the following interview extract: 

 

Int:  And then the language you’re using this text language 

L:  Text language MXit language mingles Afrikaans English 

Int:  And how did you learn it just by doing it 

L: I just yeah 

Int:  So you just learned it by yourself by trial and error and then do people 

like correct your mistakes or something if you make mistakes 

L:  No we don’t correct each other if I don’t know what the person say 

then I say explain then that person explain then tomorrow I use the 

same [laughs] … for me it is mos nie it’s not something wrong you see 
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because if we if I gonna chat like FULL words then no man something 

is wrong is boring it’s not right 

Int:  So you can see like when you are in these chat rooms who is new 

L:  Ja ja [laughs] 

Int:  And then do you make fun of it 

L:  Not actually we help each other that person 

 Extract 7.1  Interview with Lisa, Wesbank, 2012 

 

Lisa, briefly introduced in Section 4.1.1 as my main ‘instructor’ in Capetonian 

textspeak and discussed later in Section 9.2 had been actively chatting on MXit 

for three years already when I met her again during my first fieldwork stay in 

2011. Because of her chat activities, she mastered the textspeak repertoire like 

no other. Looking at a corpus of 30 text messages and chat messages from Lisa 

(with a total of 343 words) written and sent in 2011, an average of 56% of the 

words and signs used were encoded, code switched or emoticons. This corre-

lates with Plester et al. (2009) who, in their research on the text language of 

British teenagers, concluded that 58% of the words used were written in the 

supervernacular instead of in ‘standard’ English. Lisa mastered the textspeak 

repertoire so well and fluently that she was no longer aware of how deeply text-

speak was entrenched in her day-to-day online and offline conversations. We 

will see some examples of that in Section 9.2, where we will also show that 

Lisa was literate enough to make deliberate choices of register, according to 

and dependent on the context, value, format and interlocutor(s) of the texts or 

conversations made. 

 Ernestine was another middle-aged woman who had been active on MXit 

for several years. In her forties and a grandmother already, Ernestine was the 

head of the household and had lately lost her eldest son during a gang fight in 

the community. She was a highly esteemed resident of Wesbank, being a mem-

ber of several community organisations. The community work she was en-

gaged in brought her in close contact with local government institutions and 

staff members. Because of her position in the community and her urge for net-

working, she really wanted to have access to an e-mail account on her mobile 

phone. After I had taught her how to create and operate an e-mail address on 

her handset, we mainly communicated through e-mail from then onwards. 

Ernestine was extensively using textspeak in her e-mail conversations (see 

Figure 7.1). Since e-mail is a platform where one could expect more ‘standard-

ized’ language use, in which e-mails have the same composition as letters (with 

a subject, a main text and an official greeting and a name as closure), the 

e-mails I received from Ernestine were remarkable. They did not meet the 
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general expectations of what a ‘real’ e-mail should look like. The e-mails did 

not have a title, greeting, nor closure and were not at all written in ‘standard’ 

English. Writing on her mobile phone, Ernestine used the same register (i.e. 

textspeak) for her e-mails as for any other text she produced on her handset (i.e. 

text messages or instant chat messages on MXit). The choice of textspeak cor-

responded to Ernestine’s opinion on what register to use when communicating 

on a mobile phone.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1  Textspeak e-mail from Ernestine to me (Yahoo!Mail screenshot 2012) 

‘If possible I want to introduce you to the Greenpark community [community next to 

Wesbank] at human rights day at an event on social development let me know as soon 

as possible if you want to attend the event’ 

 

When I asked Ernestine why she wrote ‘Hloz, hu ganit’ (‘halloz hoe gaan dit’ – 

‘Hello, how are you doing’) the way she wrote it in her first e-mail she sent me, 

she answered: ‘Nou hulles sê hloz met ’n z’ (‘Now they say Hloz with a z’) in 

which the ‘hulle’ (‘they’) referred to ‘the people’ chatting on MXit and using 

textspeak in their text messages. She must have picked up this greeting from 

one or more of her interlocutors and then started to use it herself. In this way, 

people are constantly changing, adopting and broadening their language reper-

toires in accordance with and depending on what ‘hulle’ are doing and saying. 

In Section 4.1 we discussed how this also happened to me, once I immersed 

myself in South African text and chat messaging. We have discussed how I 

became a pupil and Lisa and others informal tutors, learning the superver-

nacular and its Capetonian accent by trial and error, by being immersed and by 

asking a lot of questions. For many people, including me, MXit was the first 

platform on which they started using and learning textpeak extensively. We 

will see some more examples of supervernacular learning and use throughout 

this entire Part III, starting with the story of Linda. 

 



CHAPTER 8 

The power of the phatic 

8.1 Learning a supervernacular: The story of Linda37 

8.1.1 Introduction: Learning ‘voice’ 

People learn voice by processes of enregistering semiotic forms – putting forms 

in a kind of order that generates conventionalized indexical meanings – and 

such processes of enregisterment involve complex and delicate orientations to 

existing or perceived norms (Agha 2007; Creese & Blackledge 2010; Jörgensen 

et al. 2011; Juffermans & Van der Aa 2013 provide an overview and discus-

sion). As mentioned above, people’s repertoires, therefore, can be seen as an 

organized (‘ordered’) complex of semiotic traces of power: the semiotic re-

sources they have gathered in the course of their life are things they have 

needed in order to be seen by others as a ‘normal’, understandable social being 

(Blommaert & Backus 2011).  

We have discussed how many learning processes, as we know, take place 

during fleeting and ephemeral ‘encounters’ with language in informal learning 

environments – as when a tourist learns the local word for ‘beer’ in a foreign 

country, returning home with a microscopic amount of foreign language along 

with the other souvenirs from the trip. Increasingly, the intensive use of online 

and mobile communication technologies opens a vast space of opportunities for 

such forms of informal learning, offering users access to vocabularies, regis-

ters, genres and styles, as well as cultural templates for practices (see e.g. Gee 

2003; Leppänen & Piirainen-Marsh 2009; Varis & Wang 2011). We see a 

tremendous expansion of informal learning environments and practices, and an 

increasing number of researchers are directing their attention towards them. In 

discussing the case of Linda in detail, we will see the very nature of these 

modes of learning and realize how they prompt us towards revisiting learning 

                                                 
37 An adapted version of this section has been published as Blommaert and Velghe (2014). 
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as an activity (Vygotski 1962). The Vygotskian and Freirean framework (see 

Section 3.1) in which learning is both socioculturally and historically contex-

tualized and mediated through instruments, objects and worlds of reference, 

appears to catch a second breath.  

In this section, we will focus on the way in which a woman called Linda ac-

quires, maintains and deploys a supervernacular and how she does this in con-

ditions of extreme marginalization. The supervernacular in question is a variety 

of ‘textspeak’, bearing the usual characteristics of abbreviations, homophonic 

writing, emoticons and so forth; it is one of these extremely dynamic codes that 

characterize today’s new communicative environments. Linda, however, faces 

major problems: as I mentioned above, the macro-contextual circumstances of 

poverty, unemployment and social marginalization turn various forms of liter-

acy into rare commodities; and to complicate things even more, her capacity 

for writing and reading is minimal; she is in all likelihood dyslectic. Notwith-

standing these tremendous constraints, Linda uses textspeak intensively draw-

ing on an intricate scaffolding system for literacy usage she developed herself.  

In discussing the case of Linda’s use of textspeak, we will also have to 

consider the way in which my own learning practices encountered Linda’s, and 

how this led to a new understanding of what textspeak is and what it means in 

communities such as the one we investigate. Linda’s case, thus, compelled me 

towards reflexivity. 

 

8.1.2 Introducing Linda 

Linda was 25 years old when I met her during my second fieldwork visit to the 

community in 2012. She was a ‘coloured’ and Afrikaans-speaking girl, who 

lived together with her three-year-old daughter, her mother and her brother and 

little sister. Linda went to the High School in Wesbank, as she was 12 years old 

when her family moved to their RDP house in the community. Already during 

the first year of primary school, teachers had expressed their concerns about 

Linda’s writing and reading skills. Those concerns however did never incite 

specialized and individual follow-up, neither at home or at school. Once in 

High School, Linda’s literacy level started causing serious problems. Linda 

could not absorb the graphic word-images she was taught, and she could not 

read written texts. She did give evidence of having memorized certain word-

images and thus getting it right occasionally. If tested, there is little doubt that 

Linda would be diagnosed with a severe form of dysgraphia. In the marginal 

socio-economic circumstances of Wesbank, however, tests like this are non-

existent. Learning disabilities of this sort remain undiagnosed and are, as a con-

sequence, not properly followed-up by teachers and educational specialists. 
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I met Linda in 2012 when I was visiting and interviewing her mother. It was 

Linda’s mother who mentioned Linda’s reading and writing problems – she 

herself had never heard of dyslexia before – and asked me for advice. During 

my fieldwork interaction with Linda, I got evidence of her dyslexia, and 

Linda’s literacy practices outside textspeak seemed to be even more restricted 

than her scaffolded textspeak repertoire. Asked if she could write down the 

days of the week, she could only, very laboriously, spell three of the seven days 

‘correctly’ (see Figure 8.1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.1  Days of the week written by Linda (2012) 

 

During a job interview she did not manage to simply copy words with pen and 

paper from a blackboard, and consequently missed out on the job opportunity. 

During the dictation exercises I regularly held with Linda I observed several 

times that words that she could not get ‘right’ with pen and paper were typed 

out correctly in textspeak on her mobile phone. Textspeak offered Linda a way 

to circumvent her struggle with the sequence of vowels in a word, since text-

speak abbreviations tend to mainly leave out the vowels. ‘Môre’ (‘tomorrow’) 

was spelled as ‘mroe’ on paper and as ‘mre’ on the phone for example. ‘Warm’ 

was written down as ‘wram’ but typed out as ‘wrm’. 

Linda’s spoken repertoire was, by contrast, relatively well developed. She 

could display multi-generic fluency in the local variety of Afrikaans – her 

‘native’ language – and local vernacular English was also attested in her 

speech. I did note, however, that Linda’s fluency in spoken ‘moonlit’ English 

was remarkably low compared to other subjects in Linda’s age category in the 

township. Linda had problems sustaining an ‘English-only’ conversation, for 

instance, and felt compelled to switch back and forth between her variety of 

Afrikaans and vernacular English. 

Linda’s mother, at the time involved in the organisation of the ABET 

classes in the community, had forced her daughter to follow extra adult literacy 

classes after school hours when Linda was still in High School. For four 

months, Linda did follow the extra classes, and both she and her mother had the 
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feeling that she was benefiting from the extra attention. Her marks at school 

improved and she got the feeling she struggled less with reading and writing. 

When her mother had to stay home because of pregnancy, however, Linda lost 

her interest and stopped attending the courses.  

At school, Linda tried to manage and keep up with the help of her friends, 

who would read things out for her and correct her writing as much as possible. 

Frustrations and a loss of motivation, however, made her drop out of High 

School before reaching the final matriculation year. Seven years later – the 

time I met her – Linda had not had a job. She sometimes got interim jobs for a 

couple of days, but she has never managed to keep these jobs for a long time. 

Shortly before I met her she decided to follow her mother’s example by 

applying for a home caring course, and she was waiting for an answer to her 

application. She sometimes replaced her mother in her home caring duties, 

taking care of patients that her mother used to take care of.  

 

8.1.3 Learning a supervernacular as a ‘substitute’ language 

Now that we know the setting and the scenery, we can take a closer look at the 

ways in which Linda has acquired textspeak and how she used it with her 

friends. 

 

Linda ‘can’t read and write’ 

Sitting bored and jobless at home, Linda spent most of her time on MXit, 

chatting with friends from inside and outside the community. Friends of hers 

introduced her to the instant messaging programme in 2011, after a friend gave 

her a mobile phone as a present. Her mother complained that Linda was literal-

ly day and night on MXit, ignoring the domestic tasks that she was in charge of 

and forgetting about the fact that she was supposed to look for a job.  

Her friends had introduced Linda to MXit; they had assisted her in down-

loading the application on her phone and were still assisting her when it came 

to Linda’s reading and writing on the instant messaging programme. Linda’s 

textspeak was done in a local vernacular variety of Afrikaans with frequent 

shifts into English and an abundant use of emoticons. During the first weeks of 

chatting on MXit, Linda constantly carried a piece of paper with her on which 

her cousin had written down the most common abbreviations, emoticons, con-

tractions and number homophones used in textspeak.  

Linda’s use of literacy on MXit was obviously scaffolded, and we will 

return to this in greater detail below. At this point we can observe that Linda 

was not an ‘autonomous learner’ of textspeak. Her learning trajectory was col-

lective and proceeded with the vigorous support and intervention of several 
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friends. Other people ‘gave’ knowledge and skills to Linda, for her to use in 

specific ways. Textspeak itself was moreover not an isolated object of learning, 

but we will see that, just like with Sarah (Chapter 5), its acquisition went hand 

in hand with the further development of pen-and-paper writing and reading. 

This point will be developed further below, as it was interesting for several 

reasons. 

Linda grew up in circumstances and areas that are hardly stimulating for 

literacy practices. It is in this local world of language, knowledge and meaning 

and limited literacy stimulation that Linda’s practices developed and make 

sense. We now begin to see her as a special case. In Linda’s practices, we saw 

that textspeak was not separated from pen-and-paper writing, but that these two 

forms of literacy development proceeded in parallel. Since she had started 

being active on MXit, her pen-and-paper writing had also increased and ac-

quired specific functions, thus creating a more complex, intertwined and 

layered literacy learning environment in which pen-and-paper literacy was a 

critical support infrastructure for textspeak. Textspeak, consequently, was not 

something that was harmful to her ‘ordinary’ writing skills; it actually stimu-

lated and expanded them within the limits of her capacity. For someone who 

was qualified as near illiterate due to her disability, textspeak proved to be an 

instrument for considerable progress and self-development. Whatever she pos-

sessed in the way of reading and writing skills was mobilized for it, and it was 

developed and made more specialized through the collective efforts of a group 

of peers. The informal learning environment provided by MXit, thus, appeared 

to provide motivation to learn and re-learn, as well as an efficacy of learning 

practices that Linda had never encountered at school. This is similar to what we 

have observed with Sarah (see Chapter 5). 

 

Linda’s learning and scaffolding practices 

Linda, like Sarah, claimed to never read or write in her free time and to never 

having done so, except for the things she was currently writing down in relation 

to her MXit activities. Since the first day she had been on MXit, she had started 

to write with pen and paper as well, copying words and sentences from her chat 

partners and when writing down the advice she received from her friends when 

she asked for it. All over the house papers and notebooks could be found, on 

and in which Linda had taken ‘textspeak notes’, writing down status updates 

and sentences she might want to use in the future. In this way, Linda had col-

lected a ‘corpus’, so to speak, of copied words, expressions and phrases both 

drawn from MXit and prepared for use on MXit. Given the important place of 

MXit in her social life, this corpus was the main instrument by means of which 
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she was capable of sustaining relationships with people in her network – it was 

crucial social capital for her; lacking it would result in a strongly reduced social 

life for Linda. 

Observe what happened here. Linda copied the visual images of words and 

expressions on and from MXit, and later copied these visual images back onto 

MXit. The copying is a graphic enterprise, in which Linda attempted to provide 

a precise visual replica of the forms she intended to copy. The meaning of these 

forms was very often explained by her friends who read them out to her. 

Having established the sense of these forms, Linda applied herself to copying 

them as visual signs into her ‘corpus’ of usable MXit signs. She had to remem-

ber what these signs stood for, because the usage of the signs in MXit inter-

action had to obey pragmatic rules of appropriateness. Linda had thus managed 

to construct some level of communicative competence, enregistering certain 

forms as meaning this-or-that and using them more or less appropriately in 

interactions. 

More or less, I say, because Linda did not always get it right. As we will see 

below, she sometimes scrambled the visual image of MXit expressions from 

her corpus, and she adopted particular tactics of pragmatic deployment when 

she ran into communicative trouble. The literacy skills she had developed 

through and around the use of MXit were therefore fragile and elementary, and 

they compensated her constraints on reading and writing only to a certain 

extent.  

This became clear when I did a dictation exercise with Linda. Asked to 

write the word ‘week’, she wrote ‘weender’; this happened three consecutive 

times (see Figure 8.2). She then read what she had written as ‘week’. When 

asked where the ‘k’ sound was in ‘weender’, she could not answer and was in 

fact surprised to see that what she pronounced (‘week’) did not at all corre-

spond what she had written (‘weender’). Other tasks included writing down 

‘unknown’ language bits that I dictated in French; there too we observed severe 

problems in converting sounds into symbols, and in converting the symbols 

into sounds afterwards. Figure 8.2 shows a page from the dictation notes. 

Linda’s literacy skills were thus not generative or creative. She had no con-

trol over the logic of orthography and over the functions of literacy in relation 

to spoken language; she could not improvise and innovate in writing. Her writ-

ing resources formed a tightly closed package of copied forms, the meaning 

and function of which had been memorized.  
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Figure 8.2  Linda’s dictation notes (2012) 

 

When Linda engaged in MXit interactions, consequently, she copied standard 

‘passe partout’ phrases and expressions and sent them off. She asked standard 

questions to her chat partners such as ‘wat maak jij?’ (‘what are you doing?’), 

and was able to reply to such predictable and phatic questions by means of rou-

tine answers. This could go on for quite a while, and it satisfied the require-

ments of interaction in many instances. Her illiteracy was masked rather than 

compensated by her scaffolding practices, but by masking it she could and did 

appear a competent user of MXit, giving her the possibility to expand her social 

networks.  

 

G2g (‘Got to go’) 

The possibilities and limitations of Linda’s literacy repertoire became clear 

during an episode in which she chatted with me. On MXit like on other social 

media platforms, members could make a status profile, often a slogan or motto. 

Linda changed her status profile daily (another sign of her desire to be per-

ceived as a competent user). That day, her status update read: 

 

‘WU RUN THE WORLD GALZ… WU FOK THE GALZ BOYZ… LMJ 

NW HOE NOW::op=csclol=@’. 

 

We see that Linda had clearly and accurately copied part of this phrase, using 

vernacular and heterographic English code: ‘wu run the world galz… wu fok 

the galz boyz’ (‘who runs the world? Girls… who fucks the girls? Boys’). 
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What follows after that, however, was considerably less clear and looks rather 

like a random compilation of signs: ‘LMJ NW HOE NOW::op=csclol=@’.  

As discussed in Section 4.1, an ethnographer is always a learner of the 

practices s/he observes. As we have discussed I had been deeply immersed in 

informal learning processes of Wesbank textspeak, mainly instructed by Lisa, 

alias ‘Sexy Chick’. Here as well, since I was so used doing so with Sexy Chick 

and since I wanted to learn, I inquired into the meaning of what I received. Let 

us have a look at the MXit interaction of that day. The exchange is in the local 

Afrikaans supervernacular; English translations are provided between brackets; 

untranslatable and erratic items are italicized. 

 

STATUS: ‘WU RUN THE WORLD GALZ… WU FOK THE GALZ 

BOYZ… LMJ NW HOE NOW::op=csclol=@’. 

10:46  Int:  Dag Linda! Hoe gaanit? (‘Hi Linda, how are things?’) 

10:47  Linda:  Leka en mt jo (‘All right and you?’) 

10:47  Int:  Wat is lmj nw hoe nw op csclol? (‘What is lmj nw hoe nw op 

csclol?’) 

10:47  Int:  Alles goed? (‘Everything alright?’) 

10:49  Int:  Wmj? (‘What are you doing?’) 

10:50  Linda:  Siu ma hier kijk tv nj (‘Siu but here watch tv and you’) 

10:51  Int:  Ek es bij die huis (‘I’m at home’) 

10:51  Int:  Ek lees vir die universiteit (‘I’m reading for the university’) 

10:52  Int:  Wat is siu? (‘What is siu?’) 

10:52  Linda:  Ohk (‘Oh, ok’) 

10:52  Linda:  Wt (‘What?’) 

10:53  Int:  Jy skryf siu mar ek weetnie wat dat beteken’ie (‘You write 

siu but I don’t know what that means’) 

10:54  Linda:  Ok (‘Ok’) 

10:54  Linda:  Wat gan jy vandag mk (‘What are you going to do today?’) 

10:55  Int:  Wat is csclol in jou status? (‘What is csclol in your status?’) 

10:55  Int:  Ek bly by die huis om te werk op my computer (‘I’m stay-

ing at home to work on my computer’) 

10:56 Linda:  X wieti (‘I don’t know’) 

10:57  Fie:  Ohk (‘Oh, ok’) 

10:57  Fie:  Jy skryf dit in jou status (‘You write it in your status’) 

10:59  Linda:  Ja (‘Yes’) 

10:59  Fie:  En wa beteken dit? Ek es nieusgierig (‘And what does it 

mean? I’m curious’) 

11:00  ‘Linda is now busy’ (status message) 
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11:02:  Linda:  g2g (‘got to go’) 

  ‘Linda x miss my baby mwah [onomatopoeic word imi-

tating a kiss]’ (status message, includes emoticon) 

11:02  ‘Linda is now offline’ (status message) 

Extract 8.1  MXit interaction between Linda and me, 2012 

 

Several intriguing things happen in this short interaction. I opened with a 

general question (‘how are you?’) and received a standard answer (‘all right 

and you?’). My next question, however, probed into the cryptic meaning of the 

status message, followed by a repeated routine question (‘everything alright?’). 

After two minutes had passed (a marked pause in an instant messaging environ-

ment), I repeated her probing question (‘wmj?’). The reply I received, however, 

answered my previous routine question, and it contained a cryptic form ‘siu’ 

(probably ‘sure’ or ‘saai’ (‘boring’)). I spent two turns providing information 

about my whereabouts and the day’s programme, and then inquired about the 

meaning of ‘siu’. Linda eventually responds with ‘wt’, (‘what?’). I reiterated 

my inquiry and got an ‘oh, ok’ back, but this was followed by another standard 

question from Linda: ‘what are you going to do today?’. I questioned another 

expression (‘csclol’) and answered the question from Linda, upon which Linda 

finally replied to the probing questions: ‘x wieti’ (‘I don’t know’). This 

prompted me to again clarify the nature of my questions – ‘I am curious’ – but 

this provoked a status message ‘Linda is now busy’, followed by Linda writing 

‘g2g’ and effectively going offline. 

The general pattern is clear. Linda was quite fluent in asking and answering 

routine questions (‘How are you? Where are you? What are you doing?’), but 

quickly reached the limits of her literacy resources when different questions 

were being asked, requiring creative and non-routine answers. In this case, the 

questions were directed at features of Linda’s MXit writing, just as I was used 

to when having conversations with Lisa. My questions were thus asked in a 

fieldwork mode, in an attempt to learn for myself what might be new features 

of the cryptic Wesbank textspeak. Linda’s responses expressed no compre-

hension of either the object of the questions (her own erratic writing samples), 

nor of their purpose. Answers were bland and superficial: ‘ohk’, ‘ja’ – the sort 

of answers that can be given to almost any question. My insistence, however, 

caused her to withdraw from the interaction. These questions extended far 

beyond the limits of Linda’s resources, and withdrawal was the only available 

instrument to avoid exposure of her limited skills. 
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Two modes of learning and usage 

There was a clear dimension of inequality in the interaction between Linda and 

me; I had the fully developed and generative literacy skills that she was miss-

ing in her repertoire. It is, consequently, easy to overlook an important dimen-

sion of our exchange: the fact that it was an exchange between two ‘nonfluent’ 

users of the textspeak code. The nature of these two forms of non-fluency was, 

however, fundamentally different. 

My non-fluency was an effect of my learning trajectory as an ethnographer 

(cf. Blommaert & Dong 2010). I had been involved in learning processes in the 

field, learning skills and resources that would enable me to conduct fieldwork 

on language and through language in Wesbank (see Section 4.1). This learning 

trajectory involved learning the local vernacular varieties of Afrikaans and 

building a degree of spoken and written fluency in it. It also involved acquiring 

a degree of fluency in the more specialized textspeak vernacular derived from 

this variety of Afrikaans – a matter of learning a highly peculiar form of liter-

acy, in other words. This complex learning trajectory was made easier because 

of the similarities between my native language Dutch and Afrikaans. I could 

‘mask’ my apprentice status in Afrikaans by drawing on vernacularized forms 

of Dutch, and we see traces of that in my turns in the MXit exchange. The use 

of ‘universiteit’, for instance, is understandable to interlocutors but would, in 

Linda and her peers’ register, more likely become ‘varsity’ or ‘uni’. The word 

‘nieusgierig’ is ‘Dutch Afrikaans’ as well, and should be ‘nuuskierig’ (‘curi-

ous’). My competence in Dutch, thus, provided a degree of elasticity in the 

levels of understandability of what I produced. Even if my expressions were 

Dutch rather than Afrikaans (and thus locally dispreferred or marked) they 

would still be understandable to most Afrikaans-speaking interlocutors. 

We also see a degree of elasticity in Linda’s writing. Some of her writing 

errors passed as understandable because their visual image was close enough to 

the correct form to be understandable and occurred in a preferred interactional 

slot (the ‘siu’ for example). The difference was of course in Linda’s repertoire, 

which did not contain the generative skills that would enable her to construct a 

potentially infinite range of new forms producing new meanings, and to decode 

and understand a potentially infinite range of incoming utterances by others. 

The elasticity in her writing, consequently, operated on an infinitely smaller 

range of signs and forms than in my case. Her repertoire, thus, enabled her to 

perform a restricted set of communicative practices both productively and 

receptively, and within that narrow bandwidth she could appear as a fully 

fluent user. It is on the basis of this restricted set of practices and the perceived 

fluency she enacted in them that Linda was capable of building and sustaining 
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a large network of friends, and to engage in intensive forms of interaction with 

them. The very small repertoire she possessed, thus, offered her voice. 

But note that the learning trajectories of both Linda and me were collec-

tively scaffolded ones, and we both relied on ‘literacy mediators’ as discussed 

in Section 4.1. Linda’s scaffolding practices have been discussed above. As an 

ethnographer, I equally had to rely on informal collective modes of acquiring 

and sharing the knowledge and skills I put into my MXit communications. We 

saw how I, the ethnographer, gradually built ethnographic knowledge through 

situated activities in which others (i.e. literacy mediators) pointed things out for 

me, in which I tried to apply them, got corrected or rejected, tried again and so 

forth – a very Vygotskian epistemic trajectory of deeply situated and mediated 

learning in which perpetual adjustments needed to be performed to the local 

economy and ecology of meaning. And this learning process was, like that of 

Linda, targeted at voice, at making myself understood as an ethnographer in 

relation to other people; as someone who, step by step, was able to translate, so 

to speak, the differences between social positions, backgrounds of knowledge, 

repertoires. We see the practical epistemology of ethnography in full detail 

here, and the sometimes conflicting meeting of different habituses (cf. 

Bourdieu 2000; cf. Blommaert 2005b for a discussion). 

 

8.1.4 Learning voice 

In a superb and moving paper, Goodwin (2004) described the case of a man 

who due to a stroke had lost almost all of his capacity to speak. Chil – the name 

of Goodwin’s subject in this study – had a repertoire reduced to just a handful 

of crude signs: sounds and groans. These signs he would, however, deploy 

actively and (as Goodwin showed) masterfully in interactions with others, so 

that this extremely restricted repertoire made him understandable to people 

accustomed to interacting with him, and turned him into a ‘competent speaker’. 

Chil had ‘ordered’ his small set of resources in such a way that they made 

sense to others. Thereby he defied a strong cultural assumption used in every-

day life as well as research, described by Goodwin (2004: 151) as that of: 

 

an actor, such as the prototypical competent speaker, fully endowed with all 

abilities required to engage in the processes under study. Such assumptions 

both marginalize the theoretical relevance of any actors who enter the scene 

with profound disabilities and reaffirm the basic Western prejudice toward 

locating theoretically interesting linguistic, cultural and moral phenomena 

within a framework that has the cognitive life of the individual as its prima-

ry focus. 
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Goodwin (following Bakhtin and Vygotski) makes the powerful point that we 

have made in Section 4.4: the point that language and interaction are often col-

laborative, with people drawing on others’ linguistic and cultural repertoires to 

make sense and meaning. Chil is just an extreme case of a general category, 

that of ‘a speaker and (…) a human social actor whose competence does not 

reside within himself alone but is deeply embedded within the actions of others 

as they build lives together’ (Goodwin 2004: 167). 

The case of Linda, a young woman who lived in a marginalized community 

and manifestly suffered from a severe case of dyslexia, supports Goodwin’s 

crucial observation. Linda depended on a very small range of signs in a ‘trun-

cated’ repertoire; this enabled her to perform a limited set of interactional 

practices, in which she tried to be perceived as a competent user by copying 

standard phrases, interspersed with often erratic non-routinized writing. The 

fact that this worked well for her – she was chatting day and night, making 

MXit chatting one of the most important activities in her life – testifies to the 

fundamentally collaborative nature of social interaction. As we have seen, 

many of her friends were fully aware of the grave literacy limitations experi-

enced by Linda – they effectively scaffolded her interactional work, by pro-

viding her with texts to copy, read them for her, and granted her writing the 

degree of elasticity in understandability we discussed earlier. Linda thus drew 

on the repertoires of others to achieve her social goals, and what was usually 

called ‘communication’ may better be called ‘conviviality’ here. 

Within her network of friends, Linda was accepted as a ‘fully competent’ 

member. The reason is that her messages were less seen as linguistic objects 

than as indexical ones, not as carriers of intricate denotational meanings but as 

phatic messages that supported Linda’s role as a group member and defined her 

relations with her peers as agreeable and friendly. It was only when an outsider 

came across – an ethnographer inquiring into the nature of Linda’s textspeak 

here – that Linda’s messages became linguistic again: they were now suddenly 

measured not by the standards of the indexical order of conviviality (that is, as 

a means to ‘socialize’ with others), but by the standards of language and ortho-

graphy. We have seen how rapidly this met the limits of Linda’s competence, 

and how quickly it triggered silence. 

Two conclusions can be drawn from this. The first one is about the nature of 

the sign system that Linda deployed. As said, it is best not to see this sign 

system in terms of linguistic structure and functions, but in terms of indexical 

functions. Linda’s use of textspeak was not primarily a use of ‘language’. As 

we have discussed in Chapter 3 ‘language’ and ‘literacy’ are never the mere 

end goal of learning processes and practices, but they are always the means to 
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(obtain) voice. It was a deployment of voice – of a sign system that opened 

channels of peer-group communication and conviviality, and established and 

confirmed Linda’s place in her network of friends (see Blommaert 2008 for 

elaborate examples of grassroots writing having similar functions). Linda 

invested tremendous amounts of time and effort in learning and using these 

signs, not because these signs enabled her to express denotiational meaning (we 

have seen the limits of her generative writing and reading skills) but because 

they were a crucial and essential social instrument for her, one of the few very 

valuable instruments she possessed to make herself be recognized and re-

spected as a human being, a ‘human social actor’ in Goodwin’s words. Linda’s 

voice was shaped, both in its affordances and its constraints, by the social 

conditions for voice to which she was exposed, at all levels - from the extreme 

poverty in her community to the severe dyslexia she had to cope with individu-

ally. 

The second conclusion is one on methodology. It would be good if re-

searchers would pay attention to the indexical functions of sign systems such as 

the ones discussed here, and approach them primarily as instruments for voice 

rather than as phenomena of language and literacy. My apprentice habitus in 

the field directed me towards the linguistic and orthographic features of text-

speak, as we have shown. The failure of this line of inquiry was a case of field-

work serendipity which provoked a sudden clash of habituses and hence a 

change of perspective, forcing myself to reflect on entirely different dimen-

sions and functions of Linda’s textspeak. A ‘mistake’, so to speak, in ethno-

graphic inquiry proved to be a very productive line of inquiry in its own right. 

Encountering the limits of Linda’s linguistic and literacy skills gave rise to 

issues regarding what this restricted code represented for Linda. The answer 

was voice. 

This line of inquiry may be of critical importance for understanding the vast 

(and expanding) array of new sign systems that emerge in the field of literacy 

in the context of globalization and the use of new media, including the super-

vernaculars of textspeak and chat codes (Blommaert 2012a), and in affluent 

and technology-saturated environments as well as in marginal and technology-

poor environments such as Wesbank. As we have discussed above, people 

often enter the new social arenas of today’s world of communication with very 

limited resources. These resources may or may not develop into full-fledged 

normative code varieties; various specific factors will determine such pro-

cesses, and their development needs in any event to be seen and understood in 

relation to the local sociolinguistic economy.  
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But in every stage of their existence, resources will be deployed in attempts 

to provide voice to their users, to make their users identifiable and recognizable 

as such-and-such a person, and so establish them as members of communities 

and networks. With a very limited amount of resources – or in other words: 

with almost ‘nothing’ – we have seen that people actually manage to do a lot, 

and eventually obtain voice (see also Chapter 4 and 5). Sign systems are always 

emerging and rarely fully stable; their function as instruments for voice, how-

ever, remains a constant throughout the rapid processes of change and develop-

ment.  

 

8.2 ‘Hallo, hoe gaan dit?’ 

Phatic communication and the mobile phone38
 

8.2.1 Introduction 

Imagine you open your front door and your neighbour, with whom you do not 

exchange much more than some friendly, formalised ‘small talk’ such as ‘hello, 

how are you’ and ‘such bad weather today, isn’t it?’ ignores your routine inter-

action. Or you send a text message to a friend you did not hear from for a long 

time, just to say you are thinking of him and that you hope that everything is 

alright, but you do not get a text message or call back.  

The above-mentioned situations probably would make you feel uncomfort-

able and make you wonder: did I do something wrong? Did I upset my neigh-

bour without realizing? Is my friend angry with me for some reason? It’s only 

when such daily, mundane and seemingly pointless social interactions cease to 

take place that we realize or appreciate their actual importance. When they dis-

appear, we suddenly are left with concern or we feel unheard and unappreci-

ated. This is because such communicational exchanges that do not necessarily 

intend to inform or exchange any meaningful information, such as the ex-

amples of social interactions mentioned above do have another, not less impor-

tant, purpose: a social one (Malinowski 1923). With ‘phatic communication’, 

one aims to express some kind of sociability and to maintain social connections 

and bonds (Miller 2008). The friendly exchange of greetings with your neigh-

bour have made it possible for you to go and ask him, without any feeling of 

discomfort, if you could borrow his drill when you were doing some little jobs 

in the house. Although you have not seen your friend for a very long time, an 

SMS every now and then does however give you the feeling of being in touch 

with him and being updated about his life.  

                                                 
38 For an adapted version of this section, see Velghe (2013b).  
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In this section, we will look at how the mobile phone has become a means 

through which such phatic communication is being expressed; a text message, a 

short call, a short comment on someone’s Facebook wall, a chat on the very 

popular South African instant messaging programme MXit, etc., all ‘becomes 

part of a mediated phatic sociability necessary to maintain a connected pres-

ence’ (Miller 2008: 395). We will see how, in an impoverished community 

such as the research site Wesbank, ‘phatic communication’ and ‘maintaining a 

connected presence’ are vital strategies of social networking. In a context of 

severe and desperate impoverishment, loneliness, chronic unemployment and 

boredom, the exchange of phatic communicational gestures means much more 

than merely being friendly and human. We will see how those phatic gestures 

form part of one of the many coping strategies residents in Wesbank employ to 

face up to the harsh conditions of a life determined by poverty and insecurity.  

 

8.2.2 Phatic communication in a new communicative environment 

Malinowski (1923) was the first to use the term ‘phatic exchange’ in ‘de-

scribing a communicative gesture that does not inform or exchange any 

meaningful information or facts about the world’ but instead referring to verbal 

exchanges that primarily serve a social purpose, ‘to express sociability and 

maintain connections or bonds’ (Miller 2008: 393). According to Miller ‘phatic 

messages are not intended to carry information or substance to the receiver, but 

instead concern the process of communication’ (2008: 394). According to 

Vetere et al. (2005) phatic acts keep the existing communication channels open 

and usable. Phatic communication leaves the door ajar, so to speak, towards 

further communication, sociability and, as we will see below, survival or cop-

ing strategies in a context of severe poverty. According to Miller et al. (2005: 

4, italics in original) ‘poor communities tend to frame and adopt new media in 

relation to communications [sic] functions rather than information access. They 

do so on the basis of their perceived needs for social networking and connec-

tion’. 

As mentioned above, we probably think of the other person who infringes 

the reciprocity of a friendly greeting as being a very impolite, rude, pretentious 

and even egocentric person. Leaving out phatic gestures in the meeting and 

greeting of other people can clearly set borders to our feeling of conviviality 

(Blommaert 2012b). According to Blommaert ‘people perform low-intensity 

and apparently low-salience forms of interaction tailored towards a sense of 

commonness’ (Blommaert 2012b: 10) that leads to conviviality. If I go to the 

Pakistani shop a bit further down the road of where I stay and I greet the shop 

owner with an ‘assalamu alaikum’ (‘hello’ in Pashto) without actually being 
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able to say or ask much more in Urdu, this little ‘phatic’ gesture will probably 

however create a sense of conviviality and commonness in the superdiverse 

environment of the Pakistani shop, where Chechenian, Turkish, Somalian, 

Congolese, Gambian, Afghan, and Belgian people are possibly queuing behind 

me. Although being able to say ‘assalamu alaikum’ does not carry ‘real’ infor-

mation or real substance to the receiver and instead only concerns the process 

of communication, they do have ‘the capacity of strengthening existing rela-

tionships in order to facilitate further communication’ (Vetere et al. 2005 cited 

in Miller 2008: 394) and to sustain a feeling of conviviality and sociability. 

According to Miller (2008: 395) ‘one should not assume that these phatic 

communications are “meaningless”, in fact, in many ways they are meaningful, 

and imply recognition, intimacy and sociability in which a strong sense of com-

munity is founded’. We will see some examples of this meaningfulness in this 

section. 

According to Miller (2008: 387) phatic communication ‘has become an 

increasingly significant part of digital media culture alongside the rise of online 

networking practices’. Through the emergence and high uptake of new infor-

mation and communication technologies we now have a multitude of channels 

and devices on and through which ‘small talk’ and phatic gestures can take 

place. In what Miller (2008: 388) calls the ‘phatic media culture’, we tend to 

constantly keep in touch in order to ‘maintain a connected presence in an ever-

expanding social network’ (Miller 2008: 395). We can chat, skype, tweet, 

e-mail, ‘poke’, ‘like’, SMS, call, etc., in our attempts to connect with others 

without physically being there.  

According to Lacohée et al. (2003: 206) the mobile phone facilitates com-

munication as being ‘the perfect tool for increased levels of social grooming, 

i.e. letting someone know that you are thinking about them’. Text messages for 

example can be very low in information but high in social grooming. Horst-

manshof and Power (2005) suggest, in their research on mobile phone use and 

SMS texting amongst Australian youngsters, that text messaging is primarily 

used for making connections, affirming relationships and friendship mainte-

nance, fulfilling phatic and social-relational functions. Since phatic interactions 

create expectations of reciprocation, as we mentioned above, Horstmanshof 

and Power (2005) are of the opinion that youngsters are coping with boredom 

and anxiety by reaching out to their friends with text messages in the confident 

belief that at least one of their friends will respond. As we will see below, 

youngsters and middle-aged women in Wesbank also seek recourse to their 

phones when boredom, insecurity or a feeling of depression hits them. Also in 

Wesbank, SMS messages are not necessarily used to exchange content, but 
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even more for the creation of a sense of being in social (phatic) contact with 

others (Horstmanshof & Power 2005). According to Licoppe (2004), the struc-

tural constraint of the limited SMS length of 160 characters does not lend itself 

to lengthy conversations, surely not when one has limited finances. This makes 

SMS ‘perfectly suitable for the “connected” mode of short, isolated communi-

cative gestures’ (Licoppe 2004: 149). Making short and frequent phone calls is, 

next to sending off text messages, another way in which the mobile phone 

lends itself perfectly as an instrument for phatic interaction. Short but frequent 

phone calls maintain and strengthen presence in which the act of calling counts 

for more than what exactly is being said (Licoppe 2004). This is what Horst 

and Miller (2006) call link-up in their anthropological research on mobile 

phone use amongst low-income families in Jamaica. Miller (2008: 398) states 

the following: 

 

We see a shift from dialogue and communication between actors in a 

network, where the point of the network was to facilitate an exchange of 

substantive content, to a situation where the maintenance of a network itself 

has become the primary focus. Here communication has been subordinated 

to the role of the simple maintenance of ever expanding networks and the 

notion of a connected presence.  

 

As we will see in the next section, it is exactly the maintenance of those social 

networks and bonds that seems to be the primary focus of a lot of online, off-

line and face-to-face communication in Wesbank.  

 

8.2.3 Phatic communication as a survival strategy 

As mentioned above, communicational exchanges that do not necessarily 

intend to inform or exchange any meaningful information do have another, not 

less important purpose: a social one (Malinowski 1923).  

Although people who disregard (the reciprocity of) phatic gestures are 

quickly labelled as rude, impolite, pretentious or egocentric people, not respect-

ing or leaving out phatic exchanges would not necessarily influence our lives in 

disastrous or life-threatening ways. If I had not greeted my neighbour consis-

tently from the first time I met him, he probably would have refused to borrow 

me his drill when I asked for it. Or maybe I would not ask him to borrow me 

his drill in the first place, since I would not have the feeling that my connection 

with him lends itself to a request like that. But it would not have made my life 

unbearable. Greeting the Pakistani shop owner in his language has maybe in-

cited him to sometimes offer me a free loaf of bread, but if I would not greet 
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him with an ‘assalamu alaikum’ or with any greeting at all, I would still be able 

to go and shop in his store.  

For people who live their lives on a shoestring, phatic communication is 

much more important and vital. As mentioned above, phatic communication 

leaves the door ajar, not only towards further conversation and sociability, but 

also towards survival and coping strategies, which on their turn often build on 

relations of sociability and conviviality. According to Horst and Miller (2006) 

the primary source of survival amongst low-income populations consists of 

other people and social networks. According to them, the mobile phone should 

therefore not be seen as a mere addition to the household or as a luxury item 

but ‘as something that dramatically changes the fundamental conditions for 

survival of low-income Jamaicans, because it is the instrument of their single 

most important means of survival – communication with other people’ (Horst 

& Miller 2006: 57). Social connectedness and connected presence have the 

possibility of generating a safety network of acquaintances, neighbours, church 

members, friends, family members, colleagues, old school mates, etc. that can 

be counted and called upon when help, counselling or advice is needed, now 

even from within the safe environment of the home. In what follows, we will 

look at examples of how three Wesbank residents employ phatic gestures by 

using their mobile phones in order to create a connected presence that could 

help them to cope with the harsh realities of poverty, unemployment and bore-

dom. 

 

Lisa 

Lisa has been introduced in Section 4.1.1 and will be further discussed in more 

detail in Section 9.2. What we need to know at this point is that Lisa is a single 

parent of three children. Between 1999 and 2010, Lisa had always been able to 

survive and take care of her family without ever having a formal, fixed job. 

Throughout the years, she has established several informal businesses in order 

to just gain enough money to support her family. She has been buying meat and 

other groceries in bulk to then sell them with a little bit of profit to other 

residents. She has made and sold craftwork. She was part of a sort of ‘support’ 

group of women who collectively contributed a certain amount of money into a 

common piggy bank. She has been buying food stamps at Shoprite, one of 

South Africa’s biggest supermarkets, to then sell them in the community. But 

above all she has been able to survive since she has always been loved and 

known by many people in the community and is also known as a very devout 

Christian, attending church meetings and Bible studies several times a week. 

For as long as I have known her (since 2005) she has always had neighbours 
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and other community members popping in her house on a regular basis and 

greeting her on the street, and she has always helped others (financially, emo-

tionally or practically) when necessary and if capable. This is in line with Horst 

and Miller’s (2006) research of in Jamaican low-income households. They see 

networking as vital in understanding coping strategies, but according to them 

the implications of cause and effect could also be reversed; people give and 

take not because they need to do so but also in order to facilitate connectedness 

(Horst & Miller 2006: 113). Lisa’s generosity and friendliness have made her 

connected to many residents of Wesbank who all, in turn, have become part of 

her safety network as well.  

 In 2010, Lisa started chatting on the very popular South African mobile 

instant messaging programme MXit (see Section 9.2 for a more detailed record 

of Lisa and MXit). Very swiftly, Lisa became a fervent and daily MXit chatter 

using the nickname ‘Sexy Chick’; chatting in chat rooms and on a one-to-one 

basis mainly with men she had ‘met’ on MXit. Lisa started to live a ‘loose’ 

sexual life – both virtually as well as offline – by flirting with different men 

from outside the community and even outside of Cape Town. Regularly she 

also met up with those men. The first actual meeting always happened outside 

the community, and for subsequent encounters they either met in a pub, in a 

hotel or, when she trusted the man well enough, in her house. MXit had opened 

a whole new world for Lisa; the adoption of a mobile phone and her phatic chat 

sessions with unknown men on MXit had made it possible for her to transgress 

her own immediate life-world and both mentally and physically leave the 

seclusion of her house and the community. The men she has met have taken her 

out for dinners, have paid for a night in a hotel, have given her presents and 

money, etc. Next to tangible things, the chats on MXit have given her the feel-

ing of ‘being out there’ and the possibility to expand her networks and broaden 

her safety networks. Apart from chatting with ‘strange’ men, Lisa also used 

MXit to chat with her son – a soldier based in Mpumalanga, a province at the 

other side of the country – and other family members and friends. As discussed 

in Section 4.1, I also created a MXit account in 2011. Figure 8.3 is an example 

of phatic exchanges between Sexy Chick and me. Expressions such as ‘wuup2’ 

(‘what are you up to’) and ‘wmj’ (‘what are you doing’ in Afrikaans) recur in 

most MXit conversations (see also the MXit conversation with Linda in 

Section 9.2), and are almost always used in the beginning of a chat con-

versation, in order to open the channel of conversation. 
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1 Sexy Chick Suikrbosi 

2 Sexy Chick  

3 Suikerbossie Ah! 

4 Suikerbossie Sorry,i just forgot to watch 

the time!  

5 Sexy Chick Wuup2 

6 Suikerbossie I’m reading 

7 Suikerbossie Wmj 

8 Sexy Chick @ da hairdresr n u 

9 Sexy Chick No prob 

Figure 8.3  ‘Phatic’ exchanges between Sexy Chick and me on MXit (2011) 

 

In 2012 Lisa suddenly had a boyfriend whom she met in Wesbank through 

mutual friends. Since he did not really have a place to stay – he was sleeping 

on a mattress in the shop he owned in the taxi rank in Wesbank – he had moved 

in with her in a quite early stage of the relationship. The relationship had its ups 

and its downs, predominantly because of the boyfriend’s extreme jealousy. 

After moving in he had immediately forced her to stop chatting on MXit since 

‘she did not need it anymore’. Every couple of weeks, they had huge conflicts 

and discussions about all the men and women popping in her house without a 

‘real’ reason, about Lisa greeting men in the street, doing favours for others or 

visiting and spending time with neighbours and other acquaintances in the 

community, again, according to him, ‘without real purpose’. Lisa unsuccess-

fully and desperately tried to explain to her boyfriend that those encounters and 

chats were important to her, since that had been one of the ways she had been 

able to survive for all these years. Her boyfriend regarded those phatic ex-

changes as being ‘superfluous’ and ‘too much’ and could not understand that 

Lisa needed those communicational and sociable interactions in order to live a 

comfortable and happy life, especially since he was now around. Several times 

she mentioned to me that she was afraid that her boyfriend would force her to 

saw off the branches she herself was sitting on and to totally lose her safety 

network if he kept obliging her to renounce her strong contacts and networks in 

the community. Lisa realized well enough that she had always been able to sur-

vive in the community by pursuing conviviality and by respecting and realizing 

the importance of phatic gestures and phatic communicational exchanges. She 

told me that she was worried about the fact that, if she and her boyfriend would 

ever break up, she would be left alone without a safety network to call or count 

upon.  
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Figure 8.4  International ‘phatic’ text message 

from Lisa to me (2012): ‘It’s ‘shitty’ cold here 

our side. Mwah’ 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.5  ‘Phatic’ text message from Lisa to 

me (2012): ‘Hi sissy, nice weather for the bed. 

What are you up to? Missing you! Mwah!’ 

 

Figure 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5 are all examples of how Lisa used her mobile phone 

(MXit and text messaging) to stay in contact with me by the mere exchange of 

phatic gestures. Figure 8.4 is a text message Lisa sent to me when I already had 

finished my fieldwork stay and had left South Africa for Belgium. The mobile 

network operator that Lisa was using charged 1.75 ZAR per international SMS, 

which is more than double the cost of a national SMS and five times more 

expensive than a national SMS during off-peak hours. Knowing that people in 

Wesbank buy airtime vouchers of averagely 5 ZAR, a text message of 1.75 

ZAR is big amount. Moreover, the text message Lisa sent to me was so short 

that it only used 32 of the total of 160 characters available in an SMS. The 

moment I received the SMS I did however not wonder why Lisa would spend 

so much money on a text message just to tell me that it is very cold in Cape 

Town. This seemingly ‘meaningless’ SMS actually made me smile, made me 

realize she was thinking of me and actually prompted me to take my phone and 

call her, thus strengthening our bonds although we were thousands of miles 

apart.  

 

Kristina 

In Section 4.2 we have introduced Kristina who started using SMSs extensively 

after two youngsters from the neighbourhood and I organized two mobile 

phone courses in which we taught four ‘semi-literate’ women how to use the 

phone’s keypad and how to compose and send text messages. We have dis-

cussed how, in the six days following the mobile phone courses, Kristina had 

sent 39 text messages, an average of 6.5 messages a day. Looking at the text 

messages Kristina sent during the first week after the mobile phone courses, we 
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see that the text messages were all very short and quite similar to one another. 

Kristina started using the new communication channel mainly to greet her 

addressees and to be informed about their wellbeing, clearly with the intention 

to open up the new channel that the use of text messages had created for her 

and to show the addressees that she was ‘out there’, now using the new medi-

um (see Figure 8.6, 8.7, 8.8 and 8.9).  

 

‘I love you’ 

Figure 8.6  SMS from Kristina to a family member (2012) 

 

 

‘The lord is good I hope to hear the same from you’ 

Figure 8.7  SMS from Kristina to a neighbour (2012) 

 

‘Hello little mouse how are you two loved ones of 

my heart that’s all I want to know sister’ 

Figure 8.8  A ‘phatic’ SMS from Kristina to her daughter (2012) 

 

In other words, the text messages must be seen as mere communicative ges-

tures, expressing sociability and forging connections and networks through a 

newly discovered medium. Not so much the content but the act of communi-

cation here is important. Kristina is an older lady in her sixties with severe 

medical problems and a great anxiety to go and walk around in the gang-

controlled neighbourhood where she stays. The use of text message has become 

the most convenient and safe way for her to stay in touch and link-up with 

friends, church members, family and even neighbours without having to leave 

her house. 

It was only after some weeks of familiarisation that Kristina’s text messages 

became longer and changed in content. As mentioned above in Section 4.2, 

Kristina started to use the SMSs to exchange information, organise her life, 

manage her household, and to ask for help when needed. In the message in 

Figure 4.15 in Section 4.2 for example, Kristina asked a friend in Wesbank if 

she could send her son to collect her medicines. All the text messages used in 

Section 4.2 in which Kristina asked for help (to buy electricity, to go and 

collect her medicines, to water her plants, to come and pick her up for the 

Sunday service at her church, etc.) have been preceded by text messages to the 

same people with mere phatic content. Figure 8.7 for example is a text message 
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Kristina sent to her neighbour before sending the text message in Figure 4.14 in 

Section 4.2, asking the same person if she could water Kristina’s plants during 

her absence. After first ‘linking-up’ by sending a phatic text message, Kristina 

probably thought she was now connected enough to appropriate the new 

medium to ask for favours or to look for help when needed. The weeks after the 

mobile phone courses, I received several text messages from Kristina. Some to 

thank me for the lessons, others just to tell me that she had received my mes-

sages, that she was at home or to tell me that she loved me. Suddenly I also 

received a text message in which she asked me to borrow her 20 ZAR to buy 

electricity. She had never asked me for such monetary favours before. Appar-

ently she was of the opinion that our constant connectedness through SMSs had 

forged our relationship in such a way that it was now appropriate to ask me for 

such monetary favours. This presumption is in line with Horst and Miller 

(2006), who state that a lot of mobile phone communication is carried out in 

the hope to continuously create possibilities and opportunities through personal 

networking. According to them, the phone is not only used to search for 

employment or to carry out entrepreneurial work, but even more importantly as 

the possible creator of extensive networks and as the perfect medium to engage 

in a large number of small conversations with various contacts that can ‘cast 

out the net of social communication widely enough for one to hope finally to 

catch a big fish’ (Horst & Miller 2006: 157). 

 

‘Hello I’m longing for you all I miss you very much 

I miss you I cannot wait to come back home.’ 

Figure 8.9  An ‘phatic’ SMS from Kristina to a neighbour (2012) 

 

As discussed in Section 4.2, it was clear that Kristina expected answers on her 

messages and that she got irritated when people did not reply (see ‘what is 

happening why don’t you answer me’ in Figure 4.15 in Section 4.2). Her best 

friend in Wesbank, who was also present during the mobile phone course, 

never replied to Kristina’s text messages after they both had learned how to 

compose and send them. Kristina always mentioned this when I saw her, and 

her friend’s reluctance to reply caused several discussions between them. As 

mentioned above, phatic interaction creates expectations of reciprocation. 

Kristina clearly regarded her phatic exchanges as a valued form of communi-

cation one should not overlook or ignore. Just as one expects a greeting back 

when one greets a neighbour in the street, Kristina also expected an answer to 

her text messages. Messages lacking any form of meaningful information or 

content, only intended to greet and to link-up with people in one’s network, are 
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real communicative gestures with certain intentions, implications and conse-

quences. SMS messages can create new forms of intimacy and can form and 

deepen relationships, ‘enhancing the ability to be communicatively present 

while being physically absent’ (Wajcman et al. 2008: 648). When Kristina was 

away for a week, visiting her birthplace, she sent SMSs to be in constant 

contact with her son, her neighbour, her daughter and her best friends in Wes-

bank. 

 

Linda
39

 

In the previous section where we introduced and discussed Linda’s case, we 

have seen how her ‘corpus’ of copied words, sentences and expressions was the 

main instrument by means of which she was capable of sustaining and 

extending her (virtual and offline) relationships with people in her network and 

to scaffold her access to her social capital. We have seen how Linda copied 

passe partout phrases and expressions when she engaged in MXit interactions. 

We have seen how she could hardly improvise and innovate in her writing 

since her writing resources formed a tightly closed package of copied and 

memorized words. She asked standard questions such as ‘wat maak jy’ (‘what 

are you doing’), ‘hoe gaan dit?’ (‘how are you?’) and was able to reply to such 

predictable and phatic questions by means of routine answers (‘ek is bored’ – ‘I 

am bored’; ‘ek is by die werk’ – ‘I’m at work’). Through the use of these phatic 

expressions, she managed to appear as a competent user of MXit and this 

apparently satisfied the requirements of interaction and her wish to be in touch 

with her social network. 

In the transcribed instant chat message session between Linda and me 

below, and in the one cited in Section 8.1, phatic exchanges are omnipresent. 

Both conversations are predominantly in Afrikaans textspeak. The English 

translation can be found between brackets. In the conversation written out 

below, one can see that the whole exchange did not transcend mere phatic 

exchanges (‘how are you’, ‘I am at home’, ‘what are you doing now’, etc.). 

Linda’s sentences were all very short and she was clearly taking fewer turns in 

the conversation than me. When I tended to exceed the phatic content by using 

longer sentences or asking a lot of questions, she simply did not answer me. 

When I asked her how long she still had to work, she kept quiet until I asked 

her a new question nine minutes later (see: ‘I hope everything is ok at your 

job’), probably because she did not understand my first two questions (‘For 

how many days?’ and ‘For how many nights?’). 

 

                                                 
39 An adapted version of this section is published as Blommaert and Velghe (2014). 
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17:50 Int:  Dag Linda hoe gaant dit? ‘(Hello Linda how are you’) 

17:50 Linda: leka en mt jo (‘Good and you’) 

17:52 Int: Joh ek kan die kleur van jou letters baie moeilik lees! (‘Joh, 

I can hardly read the colour of your letters!’) 

17:53 Linda:  ohk 

17:54 Int:  Mr alles gaan goed (‘But everything’s ok’) 

17:54 Int: Ek is by die huis (‘I’m at home’) 

17:56 Linda: O 

17:57 Int: Wat het jy gemaak vandag? (‘What did you do today?’) 

17:57 Linda: Wmjdn (‘wat maak jy dan nou’ – ‘what are you doing 

now’) 

17:58 Int: Ek werk op my computer (‘I’m working on my computer’) 

17:58 Linda: by die werk nu (‘I’m at work now’) 

17:58 Int: Ek moet n article skryf (‘I have to write an article’) 

17:58 Int: Es jy by die werk? (‘Are you at work?’) 

17:59 Linda: k 

17:59 Linda:  jip 

17:59 Int: Vir hoeveel dae? (‘For how many days?’) 

18:00 Int: Vir hoeveel nagte? (‘For how many nights?’)  

18:00 Int: Ek hoop alles gaan goed met die werk (‘I hope everything is 

ok at your job’) 

18:09 Linda: Ja baie good (‘Yes very good’) 

18:09 Int: Dit is goed om te werk (‘It is good to work’) 

18:10 Int: Wanneer gaan jy huis toe? (‘When are you going home?’) 

18:10 Linda: Mre (‘more’ – ‘tomorrow’) 

Extract 8.2  MXit interaction between Linda and me, 2012 

 

During the conversation between Linda and me on MXit, discussed in the 

previous Section 8.1, the possibilities provided by and the limitations of 

Linda’s literacy repertoire became very clear. I opened the conversation with 

two general phatic questions (‘alles goed?’ and ‘wmj?’) and I received a 

general, routine answer (‘I’m watching tv and you?’), however starting with a 

word ‘siu’ I did not understand. In the following two turns, I answered Linda’s 

‘and you?’ question by providing information about my whereabouts and 

activities (‘I’m at home’ and ‘I’m reading for university’) to then, in the third 

turn, inquire about the meaning of ‘siu’. Linda first answered with ‘what?’, 

after which I repeated my inquiry (‘You write siu but I don’t know what that 

means’) but I only got an ‘ohk’ as an answer. Both in the example above as 

well as in the chat example used in Section 8.1, Linda always tried to bring the 
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conversation back to a mere phatic level by immediately posting another 

routine, standard question (‘what are you going to do today?’) or a routine 

standard answer. In the example in Section 8.1 I gave a routine answer to that 

question (‘I stay at home to work’), but before that I asked her another 

informational question about her status (‘what is csclol in your status?’). By 

asking Linda what csclol meant, I forced her again to transcend the mere phatic 

exchange of routine, standard questions and answers. Linda first answered with 

‘I don’t know’ after which I told her that she however wrote csclol in her 

status, implying that she should know what she has written. She answered with 

a ‘yes’ only two minutes later after which I again clarified my question (‘what 

does it mean? I am curious’). Suddenly after that, however, the status message 

‘Linda is now busy’ appeared on my screen, followed by Linda writing a 

standardized ‘g2g’ (textspeak for ‘got to go’) and effectively going offline. 

In these examples of instant chat conversations it is clear that Linda is quite 

fluent in asking and answering routine, phatic questions (‘how are you?’ ‘What 

are you doing?’ ‘I am at work.’ ‘I am watching television and you?’, etc.). She 

seemed however to quickly reach her literacy limit when different questions, 

requiring generative, non-routine answers and exceeding mere phatic content, 

were being asked. In order to avoid being exposed as a dyslectic or ‘illiterate’ 

person, my insistence on an explanation and my constant attempt to reach 

beyond phatic exchanges forced her to withdraw from our conversation. 

Sitting bored and jobless at home, MXit chatting was one of the most im-

portant (social) activities in Linda’s life. Through a limited set of interactional 

practices Linda managed somehow to be seen as a competent MXit chatter by 

her network of MXit friends. We have already discussed how Linda’s use of 

textspeak is not primarily a use of ‘language’, but a deployment of voice – of a 

sign system that opens channels of peer-group communication and conviviality, 

and establishes and confirms Linda’s place in her network of friends. In other 

words, Linda put so much time and effort in the learning and writing of those 

signs because these signs were a crucial and essential social instrument for her, 

one of the few very valuable instruments she possessed to make herself recog-

nized and respected as a human being. Through the support of her friends and 

her amassed ‘corpus of textspeak’, Linda was able to apply the mere phatic ex-

changes in order to be ‘out there’, to be in constant social contact with others 

from within the four walls of her little house and build a sense of conviviality 

by or while almost ‘saying nothing’. Because of her disability, phatic ex-

changes were for Linda of vital importance, since they were the only possible 

way to be in touch and connect with the world around her.  
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8.2.4 Linking-up for survival 

Most of what has been discussed here is in line with the research by Horst and 

Miller (2005, 2006) on low-income families in Jamaica. More focussed on 

calling practices with the mobile phone, Horst and Miller have introduced the 

term link-up to refer to the extensive networking practices of very short link-up 

phone calls to many different contacts in people’s network lists (Horst & Miller 

2006). Those link-up calls often have merely phatic content or aims, consisting 

of questions such as ‘Hi how is everything?’ or ‘wa gwaan?’ (Jamaican Creole 

for ‘what is going on?’) and a reply such as ‘Oh, I’m ok, I’m just enjoying 

summer’ (Horst & Miller 2006: 96). According to them, the link-up phone us-

age is characterised by a high number of contacts called every couple of weeks 

through very short calls, in order to keep the contact lists constantly active 

(Ibid.: 760). According to the main mobile phone carrier in Jamaica, the aver-

age mobile phone call in Jamaica lasts 19 seconds only (Ibid.: 96). The most 

important aspect of those phone calls is not the content of the conversations but 

‘their use to maintain connections over time’, all of these interactions ‘repre-

senting potential connections that were usually operationalized only at the time 

of a specific need’ (Ibid.: 760). According to the authors those link-up calls are 

‘extensively used for economic development and coping but it is not particular 

to times of need’ (Ibid.: 96). Horst and Miller see these link-up calls as a con-

sequence of the characteristic of Jamaican communication, in which the desire 

to forge links and to be in touch about ‘nothing in particular’ becomes 

important in its own right (Ibid.: 96). Just as when Lisa popped in on a regular 

basis at friends’ and neighbours’ houses in Wesbank, just as when Kristina 

used her text messages to set doors ajar to sociability with people in her 

(mobile phone) network, or just as when Linda had routine conversations on 

MXit, the predominantly phatic link-up calls observed by Horst and Miller in 

low-income settings in rural and urban Jamaica tended to create safety 

networks that eventually could be activated in relation to monetary, emotional, 

practical or sexual needs. Just as in the case of Wesbank residents and the 

example of Lisa who realized how important her social networks were for mere 

survival, Horst and Miller (2006: 111) state that: 

 

What the poorest individuals really lack is not so much food, but these 

critical social networks. The cell phone, and its ability to record and recall 

upon 400 numbers, is therefore the ideal tool for a Jamaican trying to create 

the ever-changing social networks that Jamaicans feel are ultimately more 

reliable than a company, employer or even a parent or spouse alone. This 
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feature, perhaps more than any other, represents the critical economic 

impact of the cell phone in Jamaica.  

 

In other words, the difference between being destitute and not being destitute 

is, according to Miller (2006) either having or not having friends or family that 

you can call upon in times of need. Since more than 60% of Wesbank residents 

are (chronically) unemployed (Nina & Lomofsky 2001) residents mainly have 

to survive by means of the generous support coming from family, boyfriends, 

girlfriends, husbands, wives, fellow church members, friends and neighbours, 

small and temporary informal sector employment such as the ones that Lisa had 

been involved in or by applying for social security systems such as child care, 

disability grants or old age pensions. Horst and Miller found that in their rural 

research site, only 10% of the population were formally employed in reliable, 

regularly paid jobs. More than half the household incomes in their survey came 

from social networking rather than any kind of labour or sales (Horst & Miller 

2006: 761). In his comment on an issue of The Economist (12-18 March 2005: 

9) in which one claimed that the uptake of mobile phones in the developing 

world would generate an increased GDP, a general increase of income for the 

poorest of the poor and close the so called digital divide that exists between the 

developed and developing countries, Miller (2006) stated that the vast majority 

of low income individuals in Jamaica – just like in Wesbank – did not use their 

phones for entrepreneurial activities or to obtain formal employment. The crit-

ical economic impact of the mobile phone in Jamaica – and in my opinion more 

generally in the underdeveloped or developing parts of the world – is not its 

ability to generate income or to ‘make money’ (Miller 2008) but its ability to 

‘get money’ or, in other words, to immediately ameliorate financial or emotion-

al ‘suffering’ through connectedness and sociability (Miller 2008). Used as a 

means to this kind of ‘conviviality’, the mobile phone should thus not be seen 

as a luxury item that places an even a higher burden on the household’s 

expenses, but as a necessity that is vital to mere survival and as ‘an effective 

instrument for assisting in low-level redistribution of money from those who 

have little to those who have least’ (Horst & Miller 2006: 114). Just as 

observed by Horst and Miller in Jamaican low-income households, residents of 

Wesbank realized the importance of ‘casting out their safety nets’ (Ibid.: 157) 

through social networking and conviviality. The more people one has in one’s 

social network, the more shock resistant one becomes. As a communication 

tool, the mobile phone has proven to be the perfect instrument for phatic 

exchanges and thus to extend and strengthen one’s networks, making it 

possible to ‘link-up’ through short phone calls, text messages, Facebook wall 
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posts, WhatsApp chat messages or images or PCM messages in which the ten 

free characters offered through the PCM service can even be used to exchange 

phatic gestures concerning intimacy, romance or a maintenance of presence. 

Examples such as ‘Please Call ME.N.U.4EVER (‘me and you forever’) or 

‘Please call GODBLESS’ are just two out of many phatic uses of PCM mes-

sages that Bidwell et al. (2011) have found in their research on PCM use in 

rural communities in South Africa. 

Vincent Miller (2008) states that current communicative practices on Face-

book and other social networking sites ‘are largely motivated less by having 

something in particular to say (i.e. communicating some kind of information), 

as it is by the obligation or encouragement to say “something” to maintain con-

nections or audiences, to let one’s network know that one is still “there”’ 

(Miller 2008: 393). For people in Wesbank making sure that people know that 

you are still ‘there’ is a vital act and can influence the fact whether or not one 

will have bread on the table at the end of the day. The exchange of phatic ges-

tures is not a new phenomenon, and neither is the exchange of phatic gestures 

as a coping strategy in impoverished communities like Wesbank. The high 

uptake of the mobile phone has given the people just another means through 

which they can now ‘cast out their nets’ and create extensive networks through 

extensive rather than intensive calling and texting. It has given the people a new 

instrument for communication and networking that can be used from within the 

safe environment of the homes and forever increasing circles of acquaintances 

and distances.  

In Section 9.1 of the next chapter we will see how religion, spirituality and 

the church create other extensive safety networks and how the mobile phone 

proved to be a perfect instrument for pursuing religious or spiritual goals and 

identity formation. ‘Phatic’ exchanges with a religious content are also a means 

through which people express their religious identity, keep in contact with 

people around them and keep doors to further communication open. 



 

 



CHAPTER 9 

Explorative literacies 

In the previous chapter we have seen how the mobile phone is widely used in 

Wesbank to exchange phatic gestures. These phatic exchanges generate safety 

networks because they ensure that communication channels are kept wide-open 

and usable, thanks to the generated feeling of sociability and conviviality. In 

this chapter we will look at how all the available resources and the newly 

acquired literacies are employed to create new types of relations, new contacts 

and new forms of identity. 

In the first section we will look at the religious use of the mobile phone. 

After that we will move on to discuss the case of Lisa, who has been introduced 

above. We will look at Lisa’s new identity repertoires, enabled by and created 

through her MXit chat activities. In the last section of this chapter we will scru-

tinize mobile Internet use in Wesbank, looking at the opportunities created as 

well as at the constraints and problems its use entails. 

 

9.1 And then God created the mobile phone: Religion and devotion 

The Internet can offer magnificent opportunities for evangelization if used 

with competence and a clear awareness of its strengths and weaknesses. 

Above all, by providing information and stirring interest it makes possible 

an initial encounter with the Christian message, especially among the young 

who increasingly turn to the world of cyberspace as a window on the world. 

(Pope John Paul II 2002) 

 

Vatican warns mobile phones are bad for the soul. The Vatican has warned 

that our obsession with modern technology, such as the Internet and mobile 

phones, is not leaving people enough time for spiritual pursuits. 

(Beaumont 2012) 
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9.1.1 Religion and spirituality in Wesbank 

According to the 2011/12-pocket guide to South Africa published by the 

Government Communication and Information System (Van Niekerk 2012), 

79.8% of South Africans is Christian. Roughly 15% of the South African 

population has no religion. 1.5% of the South Africans is Muslim, 1.2% Hindu, 

and finally African traditional belief is the religion of 0.3% of the population. 

The denominations of South African churches are many and varied, based on 

racial, linguistic, organisational or theological criteria, or any combination of 

these (Garner 2000). The predominant church denominations amongst ‘col-

oured’ Christians are Apostolic (18.6%), Pentecostal or Charismatic (14.2%), 

Anglican (10.4%) and Catholic (10.2%). Only 3.8% of the ‘coloured’ popula-

tion claims to have no religion (Garner 2000). Since a majority of 73% of the 

population in the research site Wesbank is ‘coloured’ (Dyers 2008a), Christian-

ity is the main religion in the community. Wesbank has an uncountable number 

of churches. In the official planning of the community, 17 churches were provi-

sioned. The actual amount is much higher, and church services are not only 

being held in the official church buildings, but also in schools, residential 

premises (see Figure 4.16) or in (makeshift) tents erected on vacant plots. 

Many residents also attend church services outside Wesbank, spending a 

considerable amount of their monthly income on public transport to and from 

church and on other numerous church donations.  

Religion and devotion is omnipresent in the lives of most of Wesbank’s 

inhabitants, occupying a considerable share of people’s leisure time. The 

women I have interviewed and observed constantly referred to God and Jesus 

and ‘Their mercy’ when talking about their harsh living conditions and strug-

gles of life. Comments such as ‘I didn’t even have a bed to sleep on, I had 

absolutely nothing and by grace I think it’s by the grace of God that I managed’ 

and ‘Maar ek sê die Here is goed, die Here het ons gedra deur al daai moei-

lijke dae’ (‘But I say the Lord is good, the Lord has carried us through all the 

difficult days’) recurred in many women’s comments when talking about their 

lives in and before coming to Wesbank. In an attempt to beautify their homes, 

many residents have painted religious and spiritual images, sayings and 

scriptures on the walls of their houses. The Bible is often the only reading 

material present in the homes. Radio Tygerberg, an Afrikaans-spoken Christian 

community radio in Cape Town, is very popular amongst the middle-aged 

women I have worked with. Being or not being a highly esteemed resident of 

Wesbank is often dependent on one’s spiritual activities and religious devotion. 

An uncountable number of women in the community are known for their 

healings and prayers and their special aptitude for sensing and healing others’ 
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physical and mental discomforts. Almost all women I talked to could at least 

testify about one occasion in which God ‘spoke to them’. A testimony of one 

lady often prompted other ladies to talk about their experiences with God as 

well, resulting in long conversations on spiritual and inexplicable ‘happenings’. 

One day when I was driving my car together with Lisa, we both suddenly heard 

an indefinable and untraceable person/voice say: ‘Don’t go the wrong way’. 

Whereas I just laughed this surprising event off – we probably misheard this, or 

we both had imagined it – the women we have shared this story with all took it 

very seriously. All the women were immediately convinced of the fact that it 

was God, trying to warn us about something. After having finished an inter-

view with a woman who was known in the community for her spiritual heal-

ings and healing prayers, she suddenly told me that she could feel I was not 

really feeling well. While saying that, she rubbed her abdomen, exactly point-

ing out the place where I had indeed been feeling uncomfortable for the past 

couple of days. She advised me to drink a mix of water, flower and salt and 

assured me that in combination with her prayers this drink would cure me.  

The above-mentioned events are just some examples of the many spiritual 

happenings that I encountered during my visits in Wesbank. Religion and spiri-

tuality seemed to be very important and omnipresent factors in people’s daily 

lives and fulfilled a very important social role. In line with Horst and Miller’s 

research among low-income Jamaicans, ‘the church is not an isolated part of 

life concerned only with spirituality, but often the key link between various 

profane worlds enmeshed in poverty and communication’ (2006: 151). For 

most residents of Wesbank, religion and spirituality is very much entangled 

with daily life experiences and not only limited to the time spent in church. Not 

only does church membership create extended safety and survival networks of 

‘sisters’ and ‘brothers’ from church, but just as in Jamaica Wesbank residents 

are convinced of the fact that devotion and giving money to the church will 

eventually return in financial or other ‘blessings’ or ‘fortunes’ (Horst & Miller 

2006).  

 

9.1.2 Mobile phones and religion 

The importance of religion and spirituality in the lives of Wesbank’s residents 

is reflected in their mobile phone appropriation and use. Church members, 

prayer and Bible study group members, pastors and women known in the com-

munity for their healing prayers, are main contact groups in the mobile phone 

networks of most middle-aged women in Wesbank. Kristina (introduced in 

Section 4.2) had 39 people saved in the contact list of her phone in 2011, of 

which 29 were fellow church members. Residents used their mobile phones 
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extensively for religious and spiritual purposes, such as arranging transport to 

and from church, organising special church events, requesting prayers from 

addressees, sending prayer messages to relatives and friends or subscribing to 

religious chain messages from famous preachers and church leaders. Figure 9.1 

below is a picture taken from Kristina’s Blackberry screen. The four messages 

showed are all addressed to the same person, a friend in Wesbank. All four 

messages are church-related (‘Tell M. I’m not going to church’, ‘Sister the 

goods [donations for church] are here you must come get them they cannot be 

here’, ‘Solly please tell M. church is looking for us because they called’, and 

‘Good morning sister I’m not going to church because my back hurts’). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.1  Text messages from Kristina related 

to church (2013) 

 

44.8% of the women surveyed in the second round of questionnaires whom had 

songs stored on their handsets only had stored gospel songs. 50% of the women 

surveyed in the same questionnaire answered positively on the question 

whether they were of the opinion that having a mobile phone helped them 

expressing their religious identity. Some of them added an explanation to this 

affirmation, saying things such as: ‘I listen to gospel songs’, ‘I send my friends 

spiritual messages in the morning’, ‘It helps getting religious messages across 

the world’, ‘I send encouragement messages for family and friends’, and ‘I get 

nice messages, Quran messages’. 

One day I visited a mother and daughter who were both at home since the 

daughter’s three-year-old son had been seriously ill for over a week already. 

They were both very worried, especially since the doctor did not find the cause 

of his illness. They had asked the prayer group they normally attended on a 

daily basis to pray for the boy. During my visit, someone from the prayer group 

called the daughter on her mobile phone, informing her that they would start 

praying so they could all pray together. Once the daughter ended the phone call 

she and her mom started praying, knowing that at the same time a whole group 

of ladies was praying for the boy as well. Another lady, who had two phones of 

which she used one for church purposes only, testified about the same praying-

after-calling practice: 
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It’s mos true all that stuff [negative things they say about MXit] and then 

there’s that kaal [‘naked’ in Afrikaans] pictures and all that but I don’t do 

that [MXit] the only thing I do is phone for YOU ask how are you because 

you are my friend but when it is for the church I say can we pray together 

for somebody else I can’t do it now on the phone but if I put my phone 

down and you put yours down and let’s pray. 

Extract 9.1  Interview with Anna, Wesbank, 2011 

 

One lady, Sheila, who filled in a mobile phone diary during my second field-

work visit in 2012, had received 18 calls during the span of one week. Twelve 

of the 18 calls concerned requests for prayers for people physically or mentally 

not feeling well. Figure 9.2 is one of the text messages Sheila had received 

during that week. Known for her healing prayers, Sheila was constantly 

contacted by people from in and outside the community, asking her to pray for 

them, to explain their dreams or to give advice and ‘counselling’. Just as in 

Jamaica – as discussed in Horst and Miller (2006: 132) – counsellors ‘are 

expected to evaluate the situation and to provide judgements, which are often 

linked to the person’s spiritual state and the need to reconnect with God’.  

 

Figure 9.2  Message addressed to Sheila with a 

request for a prayer (2013) 

 

Sheila was a full-time ‘counsellor’ and ‘prayer’, surviving with the help of the 

voluntary contributions people gave to her after she had prayed for them. She 

was mostly praying from home, but sometimes also went to the premises of the 

person(s) asking for help, especially when exorcism was needed. In the follow-

ing interview extract Sheila explains how she usually operated: 

 

S:  My phone most of the time many people who want PRAYERS 

phoning for me I must pray for them or want counselling/ so most of 

the time it’s that and they phone me/ Ask me when they got a dream I 

must tell them what is the dream what are they dreaming about/ most 

of the time 

Int: Do you send a lot of text messages 

S:  Yes most of the time I phone but I send a lot of text messages because 

I’m sitting here and the Lord serve me saying you must say this to 

this person or that then I must CONTACT that person text message 
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and um like this morning I contact a friend of my with um the WORD 

so he text me back so most of the time I phone 

Int:  So but when you send text message it’s for religion it’s for it’s about 

God or about prayers or 

S:  Ja if the Lord show me a THING I must warn that person listen here 

this is going to happen listen here you are going to be in a sick bed or 

something like that you must start praying and believe the Lord will 

come through things like that 

Int:  How much airtime do you usually spend like average 

S:  No most of the time people send me airtime/ they BLESS me with 

airtime 

Int:  Ok how many then like five rand or 

S:  No 25 rand/ that’s my regular people pay for praying 

Int:  Oh then they just send you 

S:  Yeah they send me sometimes I just look on my phone and see this 

Int: And how does it work they send you a message prayers they send you 

a message with a problem and then they ask you to pray for them do 

you then reply then when you finish or how does it work 

S:  No they just send me a text PRAY for me and then I  

Int:  With a reason as well or just do they most of the time mention the 

reason or what you have to pray for 

S:  Ja and then I’m going to pray and I will tell them what is the cause/ 

of the disease 

Int:  You call them after the message 

S:  No while they are on the phone/ while they are on the phone I tell 

them what is the cause 

Int: And if they send you a text message 

S:  If they send me text message I’ll send back the cause is this and this 

and this you must do that and that/ there was a lady from Grabouw 

[50km away from Wesbank]/ she phone me every day she was a 

manager/ there was another lady working with her the lady contact 

her/ the Lord show me but this lady is using witchcraft for her/ and I 

said to her the Lord is going to remove her there was two so she 

phone me Friday to tell me the Lord removed her away that was a 

message you see now [looking for the message]/// I can’t find it 

now///  

Int:  And what did she write can I see 

S:  No it was a Please call me 

 Extract 9.2  Interview with Sheila, Wesbank, 2012 
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When I met Sheila again in 2013 during my last fieldwork stay, she had a new 

phone (a Nokia X2-01) on which her daughter had downloaded the WhatsApp 

application. Similar to MXit but with a more positive reputation amongst the 

(middle-aged) South African population, the WhatsApp instant messaging 

programme had become very popular from the end of 2012 onwards (this will 

be discussed in detail in Section 9.3). Sheila mainly had started using Whats-

App instead of voice call or text messages to keep in contact with her ‘clients’ 

or to communicate about dreams, prayers and the word of God. Since one only 

has to pay for the connection to the Internet, sending instant chat messages on 

WhatsApp was much cheaper than sending SMSs or calling. 

According to Horst and Miller (2006), the way in which mobile phones link 

with church networks is crucial in alleviating social problems of what 

Jamaicans describe as ‘pressure’; a negative feeling including elements of lone-

liness, depression and boredom. According to them, ‘for many women, the 

phone has provided an additional outlet for the release of stress, tension and 

“pressure”, particularly where traditional social networks have failed or let 

individuals down. … Women become “filled” or fulfilled by the fact that they 

have friends, family and other support that, while not necessarily physically 

present, sustain them through the difficult times’ (Horst & Miller 2006: 135). 

According to the same authors, the religious use of the phone has become an 

integral part of people’s social networks, their use of leisure, companionship 

against loneliness and of economic importance on a deeper, more implicit level 

(the belief in ‘blessing’ and ‘luck’ mentioned earlier) (Horst & Miller 2006). I 

have found similar testimonies of comfort, companionship and emotional sup-

port over the phone in Wesbank. Lisa, cited below, testified about a chat ses-

sion on MXit she once had: 

 

Ja ja the thing is that you can go in MXit you can go in in different 

ROOMS like like there’s a room for 20 [age group] something there is a 

10th room there’s a 20 something room there is 30 something and there is a 

40 something room I go in by the 40 something is 40 and up and there is a 

single parent my FIRST MXit room that I went in it was a single parent 

room ne/// ja/ now I was on MXit and I lay here normally in the mornings 

you know when R. [her daughter] went to school then I get into back into 

bed then I’m lying with my phone MXit then you see/ but then that specific 

morning I was also on MXit and one lady said to me said to/ not to me but 

to us in the room in by 40 something that um TODAY is it is it exactly a 

YEAR that she that she and her husband get divorced and she was 

depressed that morning and I and we we don’t know we see we don’t really 
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know each other so we encourage her and we motivate her that life goes on 

and I tell her my story what happened to me in life and other people also 

and it was it was such a NICE thing and we can PRAY for we don’t know 

each other but we can pray and and and you know it was such [sighs]. 

Extract 9.3  Interview with Lisa, Wesbank, 2013 

 

Another interviewee, a lady in her forties, confessed that a chain text message 

from a religious leader had prevented her from committing suicide. According 

to her, the moment she had considered jumping under a train, she had remem-

bered a specific text message that she had received from a religious leader 

some months earlier. She had looked for it in her inbox, had found renewed 

energy and faith reading it and had gone back home. This is what she said 

about that event: 

 

That’s another thing that the cell phone do like/ EMOTIONALLY the cell 

phone you can go BACK to that message and read and then it uplifts you 

again// it’s like that message takes you on the road for the WHOLE year 

whatever comes your way/ proud happiness pain you know sadness when 

you feel down I go to my phone the cell phone WHEREVER// that’s 

another good thing of a cell phone WHEREVER when I had a house phone 

I could not look at that message it saves life it saved my life// one morning I 

was SO devastated and I was going to work and I was feeling I’m gonna 

lose everything I did lose my husband my partner I lost TWO years ago I’m 

just losed [sic] everything and I go and it’s like my phone is like talking to 

me go and I go into that I was sitting on the station// I was sitting with my 

phone and playing with it and my phone book who I talked to and I got my 

message I go to my message and here the message said to me you know Job 

in the Bible he lost everything but he didn’t lose hope and he didn’t lose 

faith joh I can tell you it uplift me and the next train I took and I went to 

work so there the cell phone also helped me save MY life it’s stupid it’s 

simple just by reading me the message/ I’m very happy with cell phones it’s 

just when they get broken then you’re not happy. 

Extract 9.4  Interview with Heunis, Wesbank, 2011 

 

From the end of 2012 onwards and during my third fieldwork visit in Wesbank 

until June 2013, more and more middle-aged women created a Facebook pro-

file (see also Section 8.3). Religious or spiritual wall posts and comments on 

their Facebook walls were omnipresent. Figure 9.3 and 9.4 are Facebook 

announcements of church services. Figure 9.4, an announcement for a church 
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service outside the community, even mentioned transport arrangements. Figure 

9.5 and 9.6 are wall posts sharing Bible scriptures and Figure 9.7 is an image of 

Jesus, shared from the Facebook group ‘Jesus Daily’
40

 and shown on a resi-

dent’s Facebook wall. In Figure 9.8, a mother was asking her Facebook friends 

to pray for her daughter, who was about to get operated. Figure 9.9 is another 

request for a prayer by Yvette (further introduced in Section 9.3). Yvette asked 

her Facebook friends to pray for her sick and old mother, and within an hour 

she received four comments from people supporting her and telling her that 

they would keep her mother in their prayers. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.3  Facebook wall post: announcement of church service (2013) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.4  Facebook wall posts: announcements for church event (2013) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.5  Facebook wall post: scripture from the Bible (2013) 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
40 ‘Jesus Daily’ is a page of a ‘religious organisation’, not clearly linked to a particular denomi-

nation, counting close to 26 million likes or ‘followers’. Founded by Aaron Tabor in 2009, the 

Facebook page wished to bring ‘salvation through Jesus’, allowing its members to share 

comments, pictures, videos, etc. with 26 million others. 
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Figure 9.6  Facebook wall post: scriptures from the Bible (2013) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.7  Facebook wall post: shared from ‘Jesus Daily’ (2013) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.8  Facebook wall post: request for a prayer (2013) 
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‘Hi auntie are you alright we recently chatted I will [pray] tomorrow my mother wishes 

you strength and we will all pray for her’ – ‘Hi my auntie all the strength and 

prosperity there at your house we are all keeping you in our prayers and we pray and 

trust that our Beloved Jesus’ hand of protection will be above her’ 

Figure 9.9  Yvette asking for prayers on Facebook and friends’ reactions (2013) 

 

All the wall posts displayed above were written and composed on a mobile 

phone (see the text ‘via mobiel’ in every figure, which means ‘via mobile’ in 

Dutch). Figure 9.3 and 9.4 are wall posts from a female resident of Wesbank in 

her twenties, named Olga. Her posts were all written on a mobile phone, since 

she did not have access to a computer. 72% of all the posts received and posted 

on her wall during the course of the four weeks in March 2012 that I collected 

data from her wall, were religiously orientated. Most of her Facebook friends 

were people from Wesbank and fellow church members. She regarded her 

Facebook profile as a comfortable and very accessible platform to share 

thoughts, prayers and announcements of church events and services. She was 

registered a member of several Facebook groups, such as the ‘Jesus Daily’ 

mentioned above. Another Facebook group that she had joined was an inter-

national prayers group. Members of that group could post requests for prayers 

to which other group members could reply and give support and advice. 

Olga was extensively using textspeak in her Facebook posts (see Figure 9.3 

and 9.4). When I met her in 2011 during my first fieldwork visit, she was a 

fervent MXit chatter, the platform on which she had been using the super-

vernacular on a daily basis. She had stopped chatting on MXit, and had started 

using Facebook and WhatsApp since the beginning of 2012 to stay in touch 
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and to spread the word of God. She was now using the same textspeak reper-

toire she had developed on MXit on the newly discovered communication 

platform Facebook. 

 

9.1.3 Religion as a motivation for literacy 

Throughout history, the acquisition of literacy has been part and parcel of 

religious education. For Christians and Muslims, the importance of knowing 

‘the Book’ (the Bible and the Qur’an respectively) is a vital part of one’s relig-

ious identity and life (Gfeller 1997). According to Gfeller (1997), the strong 

emphasis on literacy skills enabling independent and individual reading and 

application of religious teachings and scripts has been a strong motivation 

throughout the ages for individual believers to learn how to read and write, and 

still is. Being able to read and teach the word of God, and pierce His secrets by 

reading his scriptures, is for most religious people a very motivational factor 

for literacy learning and acquisition. As mentioned above, in most households 

in Wesbank the Bible was the only reading material available. Not being able 

to read the Bible was for most ‘illiterate’ women I have interviewed one of the 

most remarkable and most frustrating consequences of their ‘illiteracy’. As a 

consequence, the idea of being able to read the Book was one of the main 

motivational factors to learn how to read and write, even at old age.  

As we have seen with Sarah in Chapter 5, being able to read the Bible and 

other spiritual books was one of the main motives for her to start following 

ABET basic literacy courses at the age of 56. Being the wife of a well-read 

pastor, it was extremely frustrating for her to see how her husband was passing 

his free-time reading and taking notes from the Bible, while she was hardly 

able to do so. As discussed above, Sarah did however sometimes try to read the 

Bible, when she could not sleep at night for example, and her Bible was like a 

colouring book full of marked scriptures and paragraphs. The fact that Sarah 

knew many Bible passages by heart helped her practicing her literacy skills. 

Reading was a laborious task however, and after reading the Bible for a while 

she always had to stop due to headaches or stomach-aches.  

When Sarah knew how to read or write a certain word we were preparing 

for SMS use, she always commented: ‘These words I know, they are from the 

Bible’. As discussed in Chapter 5, she had managed to write down a piece of a 

song text she had heard on the radio simply because she knew most of the 

words from her Bible-reading. 

From the moment she had learned how to send off text messages, she had 

started using the medium to send off religious or church-related messages to 

her contacts, such as the text message to a lady from church who had lost her 
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husband, a text message to her daughter referring to a scripture and a text mes-

sage to notify her fellow church members of the tea party she was organising at 

her place (see Chapter 5). From the moment we had started having our weekly 

meetings, during which she practiced her literacy skills and drew up text mes-

sages for later use, she had started reading the Bible more regularly as well. 

She had also started copying passages from the Bible with pen and paper in 

order to memorize them. To understand what she was reading, it helped her to 

write the sentence down to then read it out loud. Sarah’s religious devotion 

proved to be very fertile and motivating ground for literacy acquisition and 

stimulation. 

Kristina, introduced in Section 4.2, regarded herself as ‘semi-literate’ but 

was able to read the Bible in Afrikaans. She sometimes also read magazines 

such as Huisgenoot, a South African family magazine and sometimes, if she 

had enough money, bought herself a book. When I interviewed her in 2011 she 

was reading a spiritual book in English, which someone had given to her as a 

present. Sometimes when she could not sleep at night, she tried to read a bit. 

She did however not regard herself as ‘literate’ enough and was determined to 

follow extra literacy classes at the ABET school, especially to ameliorate her 

English reading and writing skills. In the interview extract below, Kristina 

explained that she wanted to follow extra classes in order to be able to write 

exams to get a higher position or more responsibility in the church. Moreover, 

she wanted to be able to write more fluently, so she would be able to write 

down testimonies of the instances when God ‘spoke to her’: 

 

Int:  You’re reading the Bible [pointing at the Bible laying on the table] 

K:  Ow yes I read it completely 

Int:  Oh it’s great if you’re still it’s not easy to still learn something when 

you’re when you’re older 

K:  I still want to LEARN man because you see/ I’m a LEADER now/ in 

church/ now I GO um I HAD to/ STUDY some um um um words that 

we are going to write/ um an EXAM for um we want to be a person 

that can marriage people// so I had to learn THAT to go and write that 

because they gonna ask you some questions and then you had to know 

what you must answer it 

Int:  Ah so you have to read like it’s like a whole/ sort of STUDY book 

K:  YES/ but I want to go back to this course [ABET] there’s something 

you know I did write some stuff but I couldn’t write it nicely because 

it’s on my way I tried myself// I got a lot of writing I did sometimes I 

um God speak to me/ and then I write that stuff I write it down/ and 
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sometimes one day I went to Delft to go to another lady/// and on 

THAT day we were praying there by her and the Lord spoke to us and I 

write ALL that down/ ALL that everything that happed I write that 

down and I keep it so um it’s a lot of a lot of stuff. 

Extract 9.5  Interview with Kristina, Wesbank, 2011 

 

Several other ladies I spoke to also wanted to ameliorate their reading and 

writing skills because of their function in the church (‘I want to upgrade in my 

own life because we are leaders in the church and you have to write and do 

stuff in church’). Other Afrikaans-speaking ladies had improved their reading 

and writing skills in English by reading the Bible in English. Middle-aged 

Afrikaans-speaking women living in Wesbank are often capable of speaking 

English – or a specific Capetonian vernacular called kombuis English – but 

hardly read or wrote English. The same counted for middle-aged isiXhosa-

speaking women. The lady cited below copied sentences from her English 

Bible or English religious pamphlets to send them off in text messages. 

 

A:  No I don’t WRITE English no sometimes I must ask when we are in a 

workshop I must ask or I must look like this [imitates that she looks at 

her neighbour’s paper] to see yes then I must do it you know what 

sometimes my words is wrong man it’s the it was um past and um 

present yes sometimes my words is versified that’s why 

Int:  So when you were writing text messages it was always in Afrikaans 

[A. had lost her phone shortly before the interview] 

A:  It was in Afrikaans yes but when when something came ok when I’m 

in my English bible  

Int:  Ah you read the English bible 

A:  Yes and then I do it like that with my English bible 

Int:  Like a prayer or something something that you oh and then you write it 

literally from you copy it from the Bible 

A:  Yes I copy it from um a paper or something like that that’s why I like 

to take um you know what that little paper that people send out at the 

road sometimes there is words on you know what that we can USE so I 

copy 

Extract 9.6  Interview with Anna, Wesbank, 2012 

 

Another way in which women were practicing English reading and writing 

skills was through the reading of religious or prayer SMS chain messages. 

Those chain messages are composed by one person and then forwarded to new 
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addressees by the initial addressees, to then be forwarded again, and so forth 

(see also Ellwood-Clayton 2005 for examples from the Philippines). The chain 

messages are mostly composed in ‘standard’ English but sometimes include 

textspeak as well. Reading those (textspeak) English text messages is often a 

real challenge for the women I met in Wesbank; it broadens their linguistic 

repertoires and challenges their literacy skills.  

 

‘I pray the 5 P’s of GOD over u 2 day: 

His Power 

His Presence 

His Protection 

His Purpose & 

His Peace 

. God Bless.’ 

‘Dear God. The lady reading this is beautiful, classy and strong and i love 

her Help her live her life to the fullest. please promote her and cause her to 

*some text missing*’ 

Extract 9.7  Religious chain messages received from women in Wesbank, 2012 

 

The two transcribed text messages above are examples of religious chain mes-

sages that I received from two different women in Wesbank. The first SMS 

contained two cases of textspeak (‘u’ instead of ‘you’ and ‘2 day’ instead of 

‘today’). The second message is written in ‘standard’ English, but does not 

strictly respect rules of punctuation and the use of capitals. Part of the message 

was missing, as the message exceeded 160 characters, the limited number of 

characters for one SMS. Two different Afrikaans-speaking ladies who never 

wrote text messages in English forwarded the messages to me. When asked 

how they had been able to read those chain messages, they said they had asked 

assistance from their children. Through their devotion and religious commit-

ment, those women had been motivated to expand their (device) literacy skills.  

Women who had handsets that supported WhatsApp mainly started using 

this application to forward chain messages. Some of the messages I have 

received through WhatsApp were very long and almost always written in Eng-

lish. The following message is just one of the many examples: 

 

I love you. I know you will be shocked, but you mean so much to me. I try 

to get close to you but you seem to be looking elsewhere. The more I give 

you my attention, you think about someone else. My heart pains when I call 

and no one answers. I try to give myself to you but you seems [sic] not to be 
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ready. Pls let me love you. Its [sic] me JESUS. Remember, I’m responsible 

for all todays [sic] sms charges so just forward it and let others know I love 

them. Every day we open our inbox to read messages from our friends but 

how many times do we open our bible [sic] to read messages from God? if 

[sic] you love God send this message to nine people, but if you love satan 

[sic] pls ignore this. 

Extract 9.8  WhatsApp message sent to me by Sharmei, 2013 

 

As mentioned in the Extract 9.8 above, this chain message was made to be sent 

by SMS. Since the text contained 664 characters and one SMS only 160 char-

acters, five SMSs would have been needed to forward the entire text. Multi-

plying this by nine (the number of people one has to send the text to if one 

wants to show one’s love God) would create costs too expensive for most 

women in Wesbank. WhatsApp thus became the cheapest way to forward long 

chain text messages of this sort, since one does not pay per character, but per 

used megabyte. 

Pearl,
41

 a middle-aged Xhosa woman who spoke isiXhosa, Afrikaans, and 

English became device and ICT ‘literate’ as a consequence of her memberships 

of a specific church congregation, the Universal Church of the Kingdom of 

God (UCKG).
42

 UCKG has 30 church locations in Cape Town alone. The 

church that Pearl attended was located in a predominantly ‘white’ and ‘col-

oured’ Afrikaans-speaking middle-class suburb of the Cape Town metropolitan 

area, 20 kilometres out of the city centre and 10 kilometres away from Wes-

bank. Pearl always took a minibus taxi to attend the church services. English 

was the language used and spoken in all the 30 churches. The UCKG has 

embraced and applied ICTs in order to reach their church communities and 

followers. The homepage of the South African website of the UCKG immedi-

ately links to the church’s Facebook and Twitter account.
43

 

Next to the UCKG church services, Pearl attended their weekly ‘sister-

hoods’, a religious meeting platform for female church members. During these 

meetings women discussed the Bible, followed lectures on spiritual topics or 

discussed and shared daily problems and worries. Women attending these 

‘sisterhoods’ received homework: every week they had to fulfil certain tasks in 

                                                 
41 An adapted version of this section about Pearl is published in Velghe and Blommaert (2014b). 
42 The Universal Church of the Kingdom of God (UCKG) is a Pentecostal Christian organi-

sation, established in Brazil in 1977. Today, the church is present in 180 countries. Thirty of 

them are located on the African continent. See: http://www.uckg.org.za for the South African 

website. 
43 See: http://www.universalarkcommunity.com and http://twitter.com/uckgsa. 
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the house or in their community, aimed at creating a more pleasant living 

environment and family feeling. The tasks varied from cleaning up the house, 

cooking a nice three-course meal, to cleaning the wardrobe and donating the 

clothes that were no longer worn to less privileged neighbours. To prove that 

the weekly tasks had been fulfilled, the members had to take pictures and then 

send the pictures in a Word document to the group’s e-mail address. Other 

tasks involved posting three comments on the church’s blog during the span of 

one week, creating a Twitter and a Facebook account and regularly posting 

comments on those platforms (see Figure 9.5 and 9.6 for an example of Pearl’s 

Facebook wall posts). 

Pearl was thus not only obligated to purchase a handset with a camera, but 

also had to learn how to take pictures, how to use a text editor, how to send an 

e-mail with an attachment and how to access and comment on the church’s 

website and Facebook profile, in order to get regular updates on the church’s 

programme and the weekly tasks. Assisted by her daughter, who attended a 

youth group with activities similar to the ones in the group her mother attended 

in the same church, Pearl’s religious devotion thus compelled her to become 

device and Internet ‘literate’. As she was not wealthy enough to buy two 3G 

mobile phones with a camera and Internet access, Pearl used her daughter’s 3G 

mobile phone or went to a cybercafé close to the church whenever she needed 

to upload pictures, read or send e-mails or write posts on the UCKG blog. As 

mentioned above, there were no cybercafés in Wesbank. A resident who started 

a small private, informal cybercafé in his house with three computers con-

nected to a USB-modem, closed the business down soon after launching it. 

Gangsters started circling around his premises and he did not feel safe enough 

anymore to keep his business running. Most residents accessed the Internet on 

their mobile phones, or travelled at least ten kilometres to the closest cyber-

cafés in neighbouring suburbs. When Pearl’s daughter’s 3G phone was stolen 

in 2013, Pearl always had to go to the cybercafé close to the church to fulfil her 

online duties. She sometimes used a neighbour’s laptop to compose her e-mails 

in a Word document at home. Saved on a USB flash drive, she then sent the 

texts off in a cybercafé, saving costs by limiting the time spent online. 

As all church-related communication was in English, Pearl exuberantly 

expanded her English writing skills, and moreover encountered textspeak in 

Tweets, text and Facebook messages. The following transcribed text message 

was written by Pearl, in which both isiXhosa (bold) and textspeak English was 

used. None of the words were written in ‘standard’ English. 
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‘Hi makoti hpybltd annvrsari lovechersh n apprctyr hby ja … ja … james 

sori ndiyathintilha’ (‘Hi young bride happy belated anniversary love and 

cherish and appreciate your husband ja … ja … james sorry I stutter’) 

Extract 9.9  Transcription of a text message written by Pearl, 2011 

 

According to Pearl herself, she had learned how to write textspeak by ob-

serving her 18-year-old daughter and was trying to learn it by herself, espe-

cially to be able to write more words in one text message and read the Twitter 

and Facebook messages posted on the platforms of the UCKG. With the help of 

her daughter who gave her input for textspeak on the one hand, and the church 

who expected her to be very productive in the new communicative environ-

ment on the other hand, two different scaffolding ‘forces’ propelled Pearl to 

expand her literacy skills and ICT literacy.  

When Pearl wanted to send a text message and hesitated how she could ab-

breviate certain words, she took pen and paper and wrote the word in ‘standard’ 

English (or Afrikaans), to then decide which letters she could erase without 

making the word illegible. The words ‘annvrsari’ and ‘apprct’ were created in 

that way. Although ‘anniversary’ is more commonly abbreviated in textspeak 

as ‘annvrsry’, Pearl’s abbreviation of ‘appreciate’ is the common textspeak 

variant used in the global supervernacular. The abbreviation of ‘husband’ as 

‘hby’ is global medialect, which is an abbreviation of ‘hubby’. In line with 

Deumert and Masinyana (2008) who investigated mobile language choices of 

bilingual (isiXhosa-English) South Africans and discovered a reluctance to 

abbreviate isiXhosa words, the two isiXhosa words (‘ndiyathintilha’ and 

‘makoti’) used in het SMS are written in full, irrespective of their length.  

 

9.1.4 Conclusion 

As we can see in Pearl’s text message above and as discussed above, the uptake 

of new ICTs such as mobile phones and computers has led to the emergence of 

new ways of expression. Mere use of standardized forms of expression, as 

detected in Kristina’s SMSs (see Section 4.2) for example, can, after some time 

of familiarisation, turn out to be insufficient in order to be(come) a full member 

of the new communicative environment and thus develop into other forms of 

expression. New literacies such as textspeak, emerging within the new 

communicative environment and shaped by both the opportunities as well as 

the constraints of the electronic medium (Crystal 2001), have to be learned and 

made one’s own. Propelled by her daughter and her church community, Pearl 

did not only have to become device literate and ICT literate, but also had to 

learn how to make use of and how to apply new linguistic resources. 
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Hernandez-Zamora (2010), doing research amongst poor Mexicans in Mexico 

and the United States, concluded that spiritualist groups and church groups, 

rather than formal adult education, offered people the social and intellectual 

shelter essential to develop a stronger sense of agency and to overcome feelings 

of powerlessness that diminish people’s self-image as learners, thinkers, and 

actors. As we have seen in Wesbank, and confirmed by Hernandez-Zamora’s 

(2010) research amongst poor Mexicans, religious institutions and spiritualist 

groups were very important communities of practice or affinity groups for 

literacy acquisition and stimulation. The mobile phone has offered yet another 

medium through which spiritual/religious identities can be expressed, this in a 

multi-modal way. 

 

9.2 MXit, Sexy Chick and identity formation44
 

9.2.1 Introduction: Supervernaculars and emergent normativity 

In Section 2.5 we have discussed how new communicative environments such 

as the ones created by the uptake of mobile phones have created new channels 

of communication, new linguistic forms and new ways of identity making. For 

people living in Wesbank, the adoption of a mobile phone enabled some to 

transgress the immediate life-world and participate in local and translocal activ-

ities. Due to the physical and ‘mental’ seclusion and exclusion of the com-

munity this transgression was very difficult before the uptake of the mobile 

phone. We have discussed how those on- and offline networks create new 

identity repertoires and large-scale (mobile) communities with their own super-

vernaculars. We have also discussed how these supervernaculars are character-

ized by an emergent normativity, making global textspeak a conventional 

language in practice, with norms and rules that have to be learned and made 

one’s own. These norms and rules cannot be learned in schools; they are 

learned through very informal, more democratically organized learning trajec-

tories, such as the ones touched upon in this chapter.  

As repertoires are indexical biographies of the person using them 

(Blommaert & Backus 2011), it is important to speak or write correctly, as the 

constantly fluid and moving repertoires and the possibility of applying or not 

being able to apply them at the right time and place and in the right context 

shelter much more than mere linguistic resources. They produce social and 

cultural meanings of the self and contribute to the potential to perform certain 

                                                 
44 An adapted version of this section is to be published in Velghe (2014b). 
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social roles, inhabit certain identities and be seen in a particular way by others 

(Blommaert & Backus 2011). So being able to ‘chat right’ or ‘text right’ in this 

case says more than just something about the linguistic repertoire and literacies 

of the person chatting or texting. It also says something about one’s place, role, 

and involvement in the new communicative environment, one’s social and eco-

nomic possibilities to participate in it and one’s social, cultural and economic 

capabilities to learn, appropriate and play with the global supervernacular. The 

importance of being seen as a ‘competent user’ has also been discussed in 

Section 8.1, where we have dealt with Linda’s scaffolded indexical language 

use, with a general aim of conviviality. We have seen how, when Linda was 

running the risk of being exposed as a non-competent user or writer, she simply 

preferred to withdraw from the MXit conversation. 

In this section we will look at the case of Lisa, who has been introduced in 

Section 4.1.1, chatting on MXit under the pseudonym ‘Sexy Chick’ in a global 

(English) medialect (textspeak) with a local (Afrikaans) accent and her inter-

action with me, the ethnographer coming from abroad – with neither English 

nor Afrikaans as my mother tongue – who is not at all familiar with this locally 

‘coloured’ supervernacular nor with a mobile phone-based instant messaging 

programme like MXit. Whereas in Section 4.1.1 we have discussed how I 

became Lisa’s pupil, in this section we will look at the new identity repertoires 

and the social and cultural meanings of the self that are being created and 

maintained through the new communication environment and how, next to an 

emergent linguistic normativity, a social normativity emerges, characterized by 

expectations surrounding chat programmes and the responses to those expec-

tations.  

In what follows, we will first introduce Sexy Chick. We will then look at 

some examples of chat sessions, having a closer look at emergent (linguistic) 

normativity, followed by developing the social normativity assumption.  

 

9.2.2 Introducing Lisa or Sexy Chick 

Born and raised in Oudtshoorn, a predominantly Afrikaans-speaking area and 

the main town in the Little Karoo area of the Western Cape province of South 

Africa more than 400 km away from Cape Town, Lisa only moved to the Cape 

Town area after she had given birth to her two sons, seeking shelter and pro-

tection against her violent husband. She found accommodation in a safe house 

in the city centre of Cape Town where she stayed for a couple of years. In 1998 

she applied for a full-subsidy house in Wesbank and as a single mother of three 

children (she gave birth to two daughters in the meantime of which she gave 

one daughter away for adoption) without a fixed job and a formal dwelling she 
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fulfilled all the necessary conditions to qualify for a full-subsidy house. Since 

1999 she has been living in Wesbank in her lately extended house of five by 

five meters, together with her 13-year-old youngest daughter. One of her sons 

got married and moved to a community close to Wesbank. He has given her 

five grandchildren, of whom one passed away at the end of 2012. Lisa decided 

to adopt her lastborn grandchild when he was only two weeks old, after his 

parents had decided to give him away for adoption. Lisa’s other son, aged 21, 

was a soldier in Transkei, more than a thousand kilometres away from home. 

She often sheltered other people as well, such as her cousin who was staying 

with her during my second fieldwork period and a foster child who was staying 

with her in 2010. As mentioned in Section 8.2.3 her boyfriend started living 

with as well her since the beginning of 2012. 

I met Lisa for the first time during my fieldwork stay for my Master’s thesis 

in 2005. During the first encounter it was immediately clear that Lisa was a 

very emancipated and enterprising lady. She was a very dedicated mother, had 

several informal businesses in order to gain enough money to support her 

family, was loved and known by many people in the community and, as men-

tioned above, was a very devout Christian. 

During my first and second fieldwork period in 2011 and 2012, Lisa had a 

formal job in the community as the principal of the ABET classes, with a 

monthly salary for the first time in her life. Consequently, she was financially 

more comfortable and secure than ever before, although her salary was very 

low. By the beginning of 2013 she eventually lost the job. Because she sud-

denly had her hands full with the adoption of her grandchild, she decided not to 

look for a formal job right away and tried to survive by selling handcraft and 

with the child support money she received. Her youngest son in Transkei was 

sending her money on a monthly basis, which has helped her, among other 

things, to finance the extension of her house. The presence of her boyfriend, 

who was working in the construction business, also helped her to make ends 

meet. By the beginning of 2014 she decided to start a crèche in her house, and 

some weeks after that decision she had already ten children to look after. 

Lisa had a mobile phone already during our first acquaintance in 2005 al-

though she was using it rarely. The uptake of mobile phones in South Africa at 

that time was still very limited. In 2005 she also had a landline connection. She 

cancelled her landline connection in 2010 and has since then only been 

reachable on her mobile phone. In February 2011 she bought herself a laptop. 

She had learned how to work with a computer in the past, but had forgotten 

most of it. I assisted her in learning how to text edit and surf on the Internet, 

which she accessed by using an USB-modem with a SIM card. Both the mobile 
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phone as well as the laptop was used for personal as well as for job-related 

reasons. When Lisa was still employed, she often received phone calls for her 

job, and needed to send and design work-related e-mails and letters. 

Lisa gradually expanded her mobile phone use and the adoption of the 

phone, closely assisted by her, at the time of my first fieldwork visit in 2011, 

11-year-old daughter and her 21-year-old son, who taught her the most basic 

steps of using the device. Lisa gave her daughter a mobile phone when she was 

ten years old, but the mobile phone was stolen in a taxi a year later. As there 

was not enough money to immediately buy a new phone, the daughter was 

using Lisa’s phone every now and then in the evenings, especially to play 

music and games, to call her father and to go on MXit. 

Instigated by the enthusiasm about the instant messaging programme of her 

daughter, Lisa decided to get herself a MXit account as well. Her daughter 

downloaded the software on her mobile phone, and soon Lisa became a daily 

MXit chatter, using the nickname ‘Sexy Chick’ and mainly chatting with men. 

Highly enthusiastic about the cheap costs and the new (virtual and offline) 

encounters she had thanks to the instant messaging service, she informed me 

about her new mobile phone activity over the phone when I was back home in 

Belgium, repeatedly trying to convince me to install the software too. As MXit 

only exists in South Africa, the UK, Namibia, Kenya and Indonesia this wasn’t 

possible until my first fieldwork visit in January 2011. Sitting in between Lisa 

and her daughter, MXit finally got installed on my mobile phone. During my 

first fieldwork visit and some time after that, communicating with Lisa from a 

distance was predominantly done over MXit. Chat sessions with Lisa from 

mobile phone to mobile phone as well as chat sessions from my laptop to her 

mobile phone after the fieldwork period when I was back in Belgium are the 

main data used in this section, next to simple phone-to-phone text messages 

and e-mails. 

 

9.2.3 Emergent normativity: Sexy Chick’s textspeak  

The text underneath is a transcription of one of the many text messages Lisa 

addressed to me. In this message it is immediately clear that Lisa feels quite 

comfortable with the textspeak or the repertoire she’s writing in and that there 

are stable patterns in her use of abbreviations, number homophones, con-

tractions, etc. (see also Deumert & Masinyana 2008).  

 

im in pain-felld ystrday in my frnds showr -I went 2 sumrset hospi bt must 

do x-rays 2moro. My hand is swollen n my toe joh it pain man -im suffrng a 
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lot-bt u know dat im a survivor  -love u sweet dreams-I left a msage on 

MXit bt mayb u didn’t get it- c u 2moro.  

Extract 9.10  Transcription of a text message from Lisa to me, March 2011 

 

Within one and the same message, Lisa is omitting apostrophes (three times she 

is using ‘im’ instead of ‘I’m’), applying the same contractions (twice ‘bt’ 

instead of ‘but’) and using number homophones (twice ‘2moro’) in exactly the 

same way. If we count the encoded words, the emoticons and the code 

switching between Afrikaans and English, we see that out of the 61 words used, 

27 are encoded, which is more than 44% of the total amount of words used. 

Looking at a random sample of 30 text messages and chat messages from 

Lisa to me (with a total of 343 words), an average of 56% of the words and 

signs used were encoded, code switched or emoticons, which correlates with 

the research by Plester et al. (2009) who, in their research on text message lan-

guage of British teenagers, found out that 58% of the words used were text-

speak instead of ‘standard’ English.  

 

 

 

‘Will be great -see you mwah’ 

Figure 9.10  Text message from Sexy Chick to me (2011) 

 

Emergent normativity is detectable in Sexy Chick’s stable patterns of use of the 

global medialect. Words such as 2moro, g2g, u, y, wuu2, pls, @1, cu, thnx, gr8, 

LOL and nite instead of tomorrow, got to go, you, why, what are you up to, 

please, at 1, see you, thanks, great, laughing out loud and night respectively 

used in her text and chat messages (see for example Figure 9.10) are non-

standard but nonetheless normative orthographic forms that are to be found in 

textspeak all over the world (Thurlow 2003; Plester et al. 2009).  

As we have discussed above, we can at the same time detect a clear locali-

zation of the supervernacular. Lisa is, in other words, clearly speaking with ‘an 

accent’, in her case an Afrikaans South African accent.  

 

1 Sexy Chick Wuup2 

2 Suikerbossie I’m reading 

3 Suikerbossie Wmj  

4 Sexy Chick @ da hairdresr n u 

Figure 9.11  MXit conversation between Sexy Chick and me (2011) 
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In Figure 9.11 one can see me playing with this ‘dialectization’, as I am re-

placing her global ‘wuup2’ (‘what are you up to’, line 1) with a local (Afri-

kaans) ‘wmj’ (‘wat maak jy’ – ‘what are you doing’) in line 2, an abbreviation 

Lisa had taught me previously (see Section 4.1.1). Another example of 

localisation can be found in Figure 9.12, in which a chat message, pre-

dominantly written in the global medialect, gets a local accent through the use 

of the expression ‘ja neh’, a typical Afrikaans expression meaning something 

like ‘shame’.  

 

‘I’m at Tygerberg hospital with Roxy today-will 

try my best -ja neh time not for us- see you bye!’ 

Figure 1  MXit conversation between Sexy Chick and me (2011) 

 

‘We always miss each other -how are you -I was 

at Tygerberg hospital today with Roxy - lekker 

tired.’ 

Figure 9.13  MXit conversation between Sexy Chick and me (2011) 

 

Without this ‘ja neh’ in the text message, this message could be from anywhere 

in the world. The use of this specific ‘local’ expression makes this message a 

very localized text, not totally understandable for people who are not familiar 

with Afrikaans and its Capetonian variant. The same happens in the example in 

Figure 9.13, in which the ‘leka’ (textspeak for ‘lekker’, Afrikaans for ‘nice’, 

‘sweet’, ‘pleasant’, or, in this case also ‘very’) localizes the supervernacular 

and makes it a South African, local medialect (see also Deumert & Masinyana 

2008; Deumert & Lexander 2012). In another message, Lisa wrote me ‘I mis ju 

man’. The ‘ju’ in this case is an abbreviation for the English ‘you’, but is 

written according to ‘jou’ (‘you’) in Afrikaans, with a ‘j’ instead of a ‘y’ or 

instead of ‘u’, the common global textspeak for ‘you’. In Afrikaans ‘jou’ would 

be normally abbreviated as ‘j’. 

Figure 9.14 shows once more how, in a South African multilingual context, 

code-switching ‘colours’ the supervernacular. Preceding this screenshot, Sexy 

Chick and I were having a MXit conversation in the global supervernacular 

English. Suddenly it took a very long time before she answered my question, 

upon which I asked her whether she was talking to her boyfriends again on 

MXit (line 1), bringing up a totally different topic than the one we were dealing 

with. She first laughed, and then answered ‘ha a glad ni’ (line 2), textspeak for 
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‘glad nie’ (Afrikaans for ‘totally not’). I continued the conversation in Afri-

kaans, asking her whether her son was coming home that day (line 5). Sexy 

Chick answered in an abbreviated Afrikaans in line 6 (‘mre’ instead of ‘more’ 

meaning ‘tomorrow’), on which I reacted with a ‘supaa’ (line 7), an imitation 

of a playful dialect in spoken English. The next line, which was an answer (line 

8) to the question I had asked Lisa earlier which she didn’t answer for a while, 

switched the language back to English textspeak (‘Maitlnd’ instead of 

‘Maitland’ and ‘close 2’ instead of ‘close to’) and the rest of the conversation 

continued in English. 

 

1 Suikerbossie Ei,u’r talking to ur boyfriends 

again! 

2 Sexy Chick Ha ha ha ha ha a a a a 

3 Suikerbossie (emoticon) 

4 Sexy Chick Ha a glad ni 

5 Suikerbossie Kom [her son] vandaag? 

6 Sexy Chick Mre 

7 Suikerbossie Supaaa! 

8 Sexy Chick Maitlnd close 2 town man 

Figure 9.14  MXit conversation between Sexy Chick and me (2011) 

 

The switch to Afrikaans in this case indicated a shift in subject, and the shift 

back to English demarcated the end of the sidetrack in the conversation and 

brought us back to the main theme: Sexy Chick asking me for a favour to drive 

her to Maitland. In this example, code-switching is thus used as a demarcation 

tool and indicates a change of subject (see Auer 1998 on code-switching) 

 

9.2.4 Repertoires: Lisa’s or Sexy Chick’s register?  

Lisa’s use of the new supervernacular of textspeak in the above-mentioned 

examples of chat and text messages is a well-considered choice of register. 

‘Standard’ English, often with some grammatical or spelling mistakes – as 

English is not her mother tongue – and English textspeak, as well as ‘standard’ 

Afrikaans and Afrikaans textspeak are all part of her language repertoire. 

Because Lisa mastered the textspeak repertoire so fluently, it sometimes 

seemed as if she was no longer aware of how deeply textspeak was entrenched 

in her day-to-day online and offline conversations. When I confronted her with 

her dense use of textspeak in text messages, Lisa was really shocked and 

reacted as follows: 
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Int:  Here this is from you [showing her a text message she had written 

earlier] ‘hpe u f9, wl hav ur potjie [typical South African dish] 4 suppr 

2nght – plse let me know wen u get home – mwah’ 

L:  [reading the message aloud] Hope you’re fine I will have your potjie as 

supper tonight please let me know when you get home MWAH 

Int:  So only 6 words out of 20 words are standard 

L:  [shocked] is it JOH XXXX [unintelligible because Lisa is screaming] 

NO MAN you make me … [sighs and laughs] now you make me feel 

guilty now 

Extract 9.11  Interview with Lisa, Wesbank, 2013 

 

Lisa’s use of the new supervernacular of textspeak in chat and text messages 

was, however, a well-considered choice of register. Lisa seemed to attach dif-

ferent values to different language registers, and made clear choices as to when 

to use which register, depending on the addressee of the text, the format of the 

text or the context in which or for which the text is written. In the following 

interview extract she explained how careful she was in choosing the appropri-

ate register and double-checking whether she got it ‘right’:  

 

L:  Even I struggle when I when I must send like to this lady I must I must 

write the full sentence or the full word even to [her daughter’s] um 

gym um um look here I mus I mus I mus write it full it’s the coach  

Int:  Ow and you say that when you write you have to think about it 

L:  Jaaa I must be CAREful then I must read OVER did I write it right  

Extract 9.12  Interview with Lisa, Wesbank, 2013 

 

The fact that Lisa is capable of making the ‘right’ choices of registers becomes 

clearer when we look at different examples of textual artefacts. The first 

example is a letter by Lisa addressed to me written in a Word document with 

the letterhead of her workplace. As a way of practicing her computer skills, I 

had asked her to write me a letter with this letterhead, save it on her computer 

and send it to me in an attachment in an e-mail. What I received was what a 

real letter should look like; it had a title (‘Hi Fieke’), an official greeting as 

closure (‘with great respect’) and was signed with her name (replaced by 

‘LISA’ here). 
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Hi Fieke 

Wow, what a privilage [sic]. By the way it took me almost ten minutes to 

get here. Not too bad. Let me see if I can do this.  

Well so far so good-struggle a bid [sic] to found [sic] the letters. 

Im almost finish [sic] – the difficult part still ahead – how to save this. 

Hope I can do it. 

With great respect. 

LISA 

Extract 9.13  Transcription of an e-mail received from Lisa, 2012) 

 

Compared to her English used in chat and text messages (the format we have 

mostly been using to communicate with each other) Lisa did use ‘standard’ 

English here. Besides the stylistic characteristics of a letter, the use of ‘stan-

dard’ English seemed to be a linguistic characteristic attached to her opinion of 

what an official letter should look like. Only at one point textspeak, with which 

she was so familiar as she was chatting and sending text messages daily on her 

mobile phone, slipped into her official letter, when she omitted the apostrophe 

in ‘Im’. In total, she made four ‘mistakes’ against ‘standard’ English; two 

spelling mistakes (‘privilage’, ‘bid’) and two grammatical ones (‘finish’ and 

‘found’). Making fewer mistakes in the textspeak supervernacular, this 

example shows that Lisa was much more comfortable using the register of text-

speak instead of ‘standard’ English, a register she hardly used or encountered 

in its written form in her daily life. 

The second example is the first e-mail that Lisa ever wrote and sent. The 

e-mail was addressed to my former Belgian research partner in Wesbank in 

2005. Lisa wrote this e-mail in standard Afrikaans and formulated the e-mail as 

a letter (title, text, closure and signature). No textspeak was used in this letter, 

which again clearly shows that Lisa was literate enough to make well-

considered choices of appropriate registers, according to context, value and 

format. This in contrast with Ernestine and her ‘textspeak’ e-mail we have 

discussed in Section 7.1. 

 

‘Dag Hannelujah! 

Dit is my eerste boodskap wat ek stuur. Dit is nou my e-mailadres. Jy kan 

my nou baie boodskappe stuur. 

Fieke het my gewys. Ek mis jou baie. Die volgende kleinkind van my se 

naam is Hannelore! 

Ek geniet vir Fieke hier. 
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Sien uit om jou weer te sien en om jou nou te lees! 

Lisaaaaaaa’ 

 

‘Dear Hannelujah! 

This is my first message that I send. This is my e-mail address. You can 

send me many messages now. 

Fieke showed me. I miss you a lot. The name of my next grandchild is 

Hannelore! 

I enjoy Fieke here. 

I look forward to see you again and to read you now! 

Lisaaaaaaa’ 

Extract 9.14  Transcription of an a e-mail from Lisa, 2012 

 

The last example (Figure 9.15) is a text message addressed to my parents. 

Wanting to thank Lisa for being there for me during my fieldwork, looking out 

for me and guiding me through Wesbank, my parents had sent her a text 

message. As my parents were not familiar with written ‘standard’ English, let 

alone with the textspeak variety of it, I can imagine that my parents had sent 

her a very simple text message in ‘easy’ ‘standard’ English. Figure 9.15 is the 

answer they received from Lisa.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2  Text message from Sexy Chick to my parents (2011) 

 

Written in a format Lisa normally associated with textspeak, she had now 

clearly and very consciously used ‘standard’ English, firstly as a way of show-

ing respect to my parents as elder people, secondly because she correctly as-

sumed that my parents would not be able to decode her textspeak. The use of 

the Afrikaans word ‘sussie’ is also a deliberate choice, as Lisa knew through 

me that the Dutch word for sister is very similar (zus instead of sus). 

Applying different language registers, genres and styles produces social 

meanings of the self and makes it possible to inhabit different identity reper-

toires. One can say that Lisa was writing as ‘Lisa’ here, a middle-aged woman 

living in Wesbank with Afrikaans as her mother tongue and English as a sec-

ond, especially oral, language, and not as ‘Sexy Chick’, the MXit lady mainly 
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talking in a global supervernacular with people from outside her local and daily 

reality. This interaction between language repertoires and identity repertoires 

will be elaborated upon below.  

As mentioned above in the introduction to this Part III, the constantly fluid 

and moving repertoires and the ability to apply or not being able to apply 

specific registers at the right time and place and in the right context give shelter 

to much more than mere linguistic resources. Applying specific registers, 

genres and styles within the new communicative environment produces social 

and cultural meanings of the self and makes it possible to perform certain 

social roles and inhabit (new) identity repertoires, as we have seen with Linda 

in Section 8.1. Just like linguistic repertoires, identity repertoires are ‘bio-

graphically organized complexes of resources’. Depending on context, time 

and place, one applies different identity repertoires and resources. Lisa is, 

depending of context, time, place and interaction with other people a mother, a 

sibling, a devout Christian, a community worker, a friend, a neighbour, a col-

league, a daughter, a foster parent, a sexy chick, etc. We are all ‘repertoires of 

persons’ so to speak, with different resources that we apply in different con-

texts. Language repertoires and identity repertoires interact, influence and 

reinforce each other. Different language resources instigate different identity 

resources and vice versa. Lisa was able to write as ‘Lisa’ when she was writing 

a text message to my parents or as ‘Sexy Chick’ when she interacted with men 

on MXit for example. Here, different language repertoires were used to inhabit 

different identity repertoires.  

In this context it is thus important to ‘write correctly’, as the ability to do so 

says much more than merely something about the (access to) linguistic reper-

toires and literacies of the person writing chat or text messages. The fact that 

Lisa is so comfortable with and experienced in the use of the supervernacular 

and its dialect, says something about her participation and involvement in the 

new communicative environment. One can infer from her ‘correct writing’ that 

she must have had a mobile phone already for a while, that she is used to 

sending text or chat messages and that she chats with both Afrikaans- as well as 

English-speaking people. It also says something about her economic possibili-

ties to participate in the new communicative environment, as it means that she 

is financially comfortable enough to own a phone and to have enough airtime 

on it to chat and send text messages.  

My ignorance of the supervernacular and its dialect more specifically was a 

barometer for my ignorance of instant chat messaging on platforms such as 

MXit and with mistakes such as ‘have to go’ instead of ‘G2g’ (see Section 

4.1.1) I ran the risk of being ridiculed and exposed as a novice in the new 
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environment. Just as there has been a transportation of literacy from Lisa’s 

daughter and other MXit friends to Lisa, Lisa in her role as a patient teacher 

instigated a transportation of supervernacular literacy from her to me and intro-

duced me step by step to the new communicative environment.  

It soon became very clear to me that this new environment went hand in 

hand with certain social roles and new identity repertoires. When I wanted to 

register a MXit account on my real name, Lisa alias ‘Sexy Chick’ gently ad-

vised me to take a more ‘attractive’ name, and together we decided to register 

under ‘Suikerbossie’, an Afrikaans word for the national flower of South 

Africa, but at the same time a term of endearment known from a traditional 

South African folk song. As another acquaintance of mine in Wesbank had 

‘Love Guru’ as his MXit name, and Lisa’s best friend gave herself the MXit 

name ‘Love Queen’, it appeared to me from the beginning that the chat pro-

gramme was loaded with social (and sexual) expectations and was stigmatized 

by others for exactly those expectations. Especially due to negative press cov-

erage over the years and due to urban legends, MXit had a negative connotation 

in many people’s minds, especially amongst older people. As mentioned above, 

people stigmatizing MXit connected the instant messaging programme with 

potential addiction, abuse, adultery, exuberant sexual behaviour, flirting and 

regarded it as a free zone for unsafe behaviour, rudeness and pornography. As 

it was also connected to the social environment of the youth, Lisa and her other 

middle-aged MXit friends were condemned by many of their peers. When Lisa 

confessed her MXit activity to her priest, his next day’s sermon dealt with the 

dangers of ‘contamination’ of instant messaging programmes and the unsafe 

behaviour of people using it. 

Generally known in the community of Wesbank as a very devoted and relig-

ious single mother, Lisa’s MXit activities were creating new identity reper-

toires, which she felt she had to hide them from people who were of the 

opinion that chatting and being a good Christian were incompatible. Giving 

free rein to the new identity repertoires within the safe environment of her 

house and outside of the community when meeting men she got to know on 

MXit, she was only sharing her Sexy Chick repertoires and experiences with 

me, the men she was engaging with and with one single friend of hers whom 

she introduced to MXit and who was similarly expanding her identity and 

language repertoires. 

By instigating me to choose Suikerbossie as my chat name and by involving 

me in her and her friend’s experiences in the dating scene and tacitly expecting 

me to do the same, I was not only Lisa’s pupil with regards to the learning of 

the emergent linguistic normativity, but I also have been taught the social nor-
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mativity emerging around MXit and chat relationships. By actually and virtual-

ly living a ‘loose’ sexual life since she was chatting on MXit, Lisa was exactly 

living up to the social expectations one had about middle-aged people on chat 

programmes like MXit and was thus supporting an emergent (imagined, exag-

gerated or not) normativity attached to the existing ideas about the social impli-

cations of chatting. 

 

9.2.5 Conclusion 

Less than a decade ago, mobile phone ownership in the global south generally 

and in South Africa specifically was only for the privileged few. Nowadays, 

because of different reasons among which the growing availability of very 

basic and cheap mobile phone devices, even the poorest of the poorest have 

access to this telecommunication technology. The new communicative environ-

ment that the mobile phone has created, has instigated new channels of com-

munication and the possibility of creating new or strengthening existing long- 

and short-distance networks that cross immediate physical and mental frontiers. 

This, on its turn, has incited the creation of new identity repertoires and often 

very fluid and mobile super-groupings (Arnaut 2008) or supercommunities that 

have developed new vernaculars that cross local and translocal borders.  

Text and chat messages over the mobile phone have to be economically 

advantageous by being short, fast and easy to write. This has contributed to the 

creation of a global written mobile phone lingua franca that has become so 

pervasive that it has become a language register in its own right. What at first 

glance may look like a chaotic, creative and experimental language in which 

everyone just writes as one wants, is in fact practically ordered and strictly 

norm-governed. The fact that one can make ‘mistakes’ when one abbreviates a 

word for example proves that textspeak, or the supervernacular, is a real, con-

ventional language, and behaves as such. Moral panics and public anxiety have 

been blaming texting and chatting for the corruption of standard language and 

the degradation in spelling of especially youth writing (Vosloo 2009). Instead 

of looking at textspeak as an impure and chaotic language, it is very interesting 

to look at the norms and modes that lay the foundation of the development of 

the new global vernacular. While many textspeak words are spelled ‘incor-

rectly’ in a conventional sense, most of the words used in textspeak are phono-

logically ‘acceptable’ forms of written standard English. Producing and reading 

abbreviations for example thus requires a level of phonological and ortho-

graphic knowledge (Plester et al. 2009). In other words, one has to be as literate 

to read or write textspeak as to read or write standard English and one entering 
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this new communicative environment has to become ‘literate’ in this new re-

pertoire if one wants to be regarded as a participant.  

Living up to the expectations and the often very negative prejudices people 

have about MXit, one can say that Lisa’s life totally changed when she started 

chatting on MXit and that she felt comfortable with the new identity repertoires 

that this new communicative environment has brought along. Making no secret 

of her ‘loose’ (sexual) behaviour with me or her best friends, she introduced me 

to an emergent social normativity surrounding chat programmes, also ‘teach-

ing’ and explaining me how she approached and dealt with men on the instant 

messaging programme. Doing this, she was often assisted by her best friend 

who she introduced to MXit as well and with whom she shares the adventures 

and enthusiasm that the new identity repertoires brought along.  

In the next section we will see how new supergroups are being formed on 

the Internet, discussing the use and appropriations of applications and plat-

forms such as MXit, Facebook and WhatsApp.  

 

9.3 Mobile Internet 

With only 4.8% of South African households having a working Internet con-

nection on a desktop or laptop at home (Esselaar et al. 2009), the increasing 

availability of the mobile Internet, also amongst the most resource-constrained 

individuals in South Africa, has set high hopes for a more equal spread of data 

access and the closure of the so-called digital divide between the Internet haves 

and the have-nots. The concept digital divide refers to the division in society 

between those who are cut off from the benefits of adequate ICT access, and 

those who have access (Warschauer 2003a, 2003b). According to Hall (1998), 

a limited access to ICTs creates limited but important opportunities to learn 

skills that are essential in today’s job market and Chigona et al. (2009a) state 

that limited Internet access creates social exclusion, with economic and po-

litical consequences. Since mobile phones are ubiquitous, affordable and easy 

to use, mobile technology might be the solution to finally generate equal data 

access, even for those at the bottom of the income pyramid (Chigona et al. 

2008). 

According to Statistics South Africa (2011), 50.7% of the people living in 

the City of Cape Town – the metropolitan municipality, including the city of 

Cape Town and all the surrounding suburbs and dormitory towns – have no 

access to Internet at all, besides when they go to public access venues (PAVs) 

such as libraries, telecenters, schools and cybercafés (see Donner & Walton 

2013; Walton & Donner 2012). In 2010, 16.4% of the Capetonians accessed 
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Internet exclusively on their mobile phones. 37.9% of Cape Town’s population 

had a PC or laptop at home, but only 18.4% of Cape Town’s population had 

Internet access on those devices (Statistics South Africa 2011). Although the 

local access rates are much higher than the national rates, they are still low 

compared to the general rates in the developed world, where 72% of the house-

holds have a computer at home and 77.7% an Internet connection (ITU 2013). 

According to Esselaar et al. (2010) South Africa continues to compare poorly 

in terms of broadband access against other lower middle-income countries and, 

within Africa, against those in North Africa (see Figure 9.16). According to 

Gillwald et al. (2012) the arrival of mobile broadband access did bolster Inter-

net access in South Africa, instigating a growth in active mobile broadband 

users from 19.8% in 2011 up to 26% in 2012 (ITU 2013). According to World 

Wide Worx (2012) the proportion of what an average South African mobile 

phone user spends on data has increased by half in eighteen months; from 8% 

of the airtime budget at the end of 2010 to 12% of the total budget by mid-

2012.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.16  Mobile broadband Internet penetration 2012 (Source: ITU 2013) 

 

For many people in South Africa, mobile Internet is not a complement but a 

substitute for fixed or wireless broadband access: they are mobile-only or 

mobile primary users, depending on whether or not they have access to PCs on 

the side (Donner & Walton 2013). Due to poverty, illiteracy, resource con-

straints and a general lack of facilities and infrastructure, the access to fixed 

broadband access (on a desktop, laptop or tablet) is very limited, especially 

amongst the poorest of the Capetonian population. As mentioned above, there 

was no place in Wesbank where residents could access Internet: there is no 

library, cybercafé or other PAV available in the community. Residents had to 

travel to the ‘city’ if they wanted to go online. Of all the 33 women inter-
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viewed, four had a (old) desktop in their homes, but none of them was con-

nected to the Internet. The computers were mainly used to play games and to 

edit texts. As already mentioned, Lisa had a laptop with an USB-modem with a 

SIM card, but when the data bundles turned out to be too expensive she 

stopped accessing the Internet from within her house. She only used her laptop 

to play Solitaire or Patience, a card game to play by oneself, and to store the 

pictures taken with her mobile phone or her photo camera. 

Looking at these realities, some have argued that there are (and will be) 

more mobile Internet users in South Africa than there are (and will be) tradi-

tional Internet users (Donner et al. 2011). Data-enabled feature phones – the 

name given to moderately priced but multipurpose phones with Internet access 

and more features than just voice calling and text messaging – are quite wide-

spread, even amongst the impoverished residents of Wesbank. Most women I 

worked with had data or GPRS
45

-ready mobile phones, enabling them to use a 

WAP or Opera Mini browser,
46

 have and operate an e-mail address, search for 

information, download applications such as MXit or use other instant mes-

saging programmes, download music and wallpapers, register on Facebook, 

etc.  

Mobile Internet use increased significantly during and between the time of 

my first fieldwork visit in Wesbank in 2011 and my last visit at the end of 

2013. Whereas in 2011 during the first round of questionnaires only 26.8% of 

the respondents used Internet on their mobile phones, in 2013 during the 

second round of questionnaires this number already had increased up to 35.9%. 

This increase was not only due to the fact that more and more residents pos-

sessed a data-enabled mobile phone, but also because more and more people 

had become aware of the fact that their handset allowed for Internet browsing. 

The Internet was used for a whole range of activities and purposes, from 

gaming, downloading wallpapers or music, job searching and e-mailing to 

Facebook, information-search, visiting gospel sites and looking for teaching 

material. When asked whether there was still something they wanted to learn 

                                                 
45 General packet radio service (GPRS) is the mobile data service used on 2G and 3G mobile 

phones. With this technology it is cheaper and more efficient to send and receive mobile data. 

With GPRS, one does not pay for the time spent ‘online’, but one is charged according to the 

amount of data that is sent or downloaded.  
46 Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) is the technical standard to access a mobile wireless 

network. A WAP browser is a web browser used on a mobile phone on which the protocol is 

used. Opera Mini is a web browser especially designed for mobile phones and smartphones. 

Opera Mini reformats web pages that are not designed for mobile phones, making them more 

suitable for display on small screens. The reformatting makes the transfer time two to three 

times faster.  
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on their handsets, 47.2% of the answers in the second round of questionnaires 

concerned an Internet-based activity, such as ‘going on the Internet’, ‘Face-

book’, ‘MXit’, ‘WhatsApp’, ‘using the webcam’ and ‘making conference 

calls’. During the first round of questionnaires, only 38.7% of the answers on 

the same question concerned Internet activities.  

Before jumping to overly enthusiastic conclusions and prospects on the 

future of mobile Internet use and what access to it means for the resource-

constrained in the developing world, let us first have a look at the applications 

the women in Wesbank use and the actions they carry out on their handsets. 

We will see that, in line with Donner and Gitau (2009), desktops and mobile 

phones are neither exclusively substitutes nor compliments, since they do not 

lead to the same Internet (Donner & Gitau 2009). The Internet looks different 

when it is usually (or exclusively) 2.5 inches across (Donner et al. 2011) and is 

definitely experienced differently when it always has been exclusively that 

size. 50.6% of the respondents in both questionnaires had never worked on a 

PC, let alone accessed the Internet on a PC. As a consequence, for many 

women mobile Internet of 2.5 inches big was the only ‘Internet’ they knew, 

which clearly influenced the way they saw, used and appropriated it. In the 

following sections, we will have a look at the main mobile Internet uses in the 

community and discuss the respective appropriation, uses and constraints. 

 

9.3.1 MXit 

According to Donner et al. (2011) MXit has played a prominent role in the 

spread of the mobile Internet in South Africa since it has been the primary draw 

to the mobile Internet for many (Donner & Gitau 2009). MXit is a down-

loadable application, requiring Java and an Internet connection (via GPRS, 3G 

or Wi-Fi) in order to operate and charging according to data use instead of per 

message sent. In line with Donner et al. (2011) many people in Wesbank did 

not regard their MXit activity as an Internet activity. In both questionnaires, 

several women gave a negative answer to the question whether they sometimes 

used mobile Internet, but mentioned MXit as one of the things they did the 

most on their handsets.  

In March 2012 MXit registered 10 million active users in South Africa. 57% 

of them were between 18 and 25 years old. Only 8% of all users were older 

than 36 years old (MXit 2012).
47

 Although South African MXit use is currently 

                                                 
47 These statistics are derived from the information new users give about themselves when they 

sign up for MXit. We must thus be aware of the fact that this information might not be 

entirely trustworthy, cause by the stigma surrounding the instant messaging programme.  
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declining, there were still 6.5 million active MXit users in August 2012 (World 

Wide Worx 2012). In Chapter 2 we have already discussed some of the positive 

discourses about MXit. MXit’s popularity is mainly due to its cheap cost (0.02 

ZAR for one message compared to 0.70 ZAR for a text message). For the 

woman quoted in the following interview extract the cheap costs would be the 

main reason for her to register for MXit: 

 

Int:  And what do you think about MXit/ you never used it 

V:  Mm u-huh ek gebruik dit nie maar ek wil graag dit gebruik sos ek en 

Annie kan MXit as sien ek vir Annie goed’ie ek kan sê hallo hoe gaan 

dit um kom ek gaan kerk toe ek gaan vandaag miskien Paarl toe of so 

sien not to looking out for a boyfriend (‘Mm u-huh I don’t use it but I 

would like to use it like me and Annie can MXit if I don’t see Annie I 

can say hello how are you um come I’m going to church maybe today I 

go to Paarl or something you see’) 

Int:  You would use it for practical things to arrange  

V:  For practical things yes instead of the smse ons kan ook (‘we can also’) 

MXit  

Int:  To arrange things in a cheap way 

V:  Ja ek bedoel dit is ook goed om op te gaan en dan kan jy sekere goete 

praat sien/ dit is cheaper as smse/ sms gaan 5 dae en daar as jy 5 cent 

op jou foon het dan kan jy MXit (‘Yes I mean it’s also good to go on 

there and then you can talk about certain stuff/ it’s cheaper than SMS/ 

SMS will go for 5 days and if you have 5 cents on your phone you can 

still MXit’) 

Extract 9.14  Interview with Veronica, Wesbank, 2011 

 

Some parents and youngsters in Wesbank argued that MXit offered them a 

platform to socialize with friends from in and outside the community from 

within the safe environments of their homes. As discussed in Chapter 2, MXit 

kept the children under the watchful eyes of the parents and off the streets. 

Other parents applauded the fact that MXit was so cheap, and sometimes made 

use of their children’s accounts to send messages. In the following interview 

extract with Olivia and her friend X, all the above-mentioned issues of costs, 

social networking and safety are mentioned:  

 

Int:  And are you on MXit 

X:  No 

Int: [Laughs] Never been 
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X:  I’ve never been on MXit/ I’m too old for MXit 

Int:  Too old/ I know many older people who are on MXit who use it for 

like you say for the family// um when your family lives far away then 

you can chat for the whole evening for um two cents 

O:  It’s cheap 

X:  It’s cheap I know it’s cheap 

Int:  And so I guess your children are on MXit 

X: Only Cleo [her daughter] is on MXit 

Int:  And=and um do you worry about it or do you control her or do you 

X:  Mm you see there is limits you know my children know that there is 

limits you know I always point that especially when I see something in 

the newspapers/ I will always make a point here point at them/ do you 

SEE what is happening/ do you SEE this/ this article it says of this girl 

that was on MXit and she met the guy and and the guy raped her/ you 

know/ so can you SEE what it does to them/ if you don’t know some-

one online now you don’t know the person you got the choice to go off 

line and chat with only friends because joh you don’t know who is out 

there/ this is South Africa 

Int:  Does she chat with um people she doesn’t know 

X:  No she’s chatting only with friends/ only with friends/ and I make sure/ 

I DO make sure she doesn’t/ cause every now and then when she’s on 

the toilet I pick up the phone don’t worry or when she’s busy bathing I 

pick up the phone and I check 

Int:  Ja so she’s always on MXit as well 

X:  No not always she’s been on it for what I can say she’s been on it um 

just RECENTLY she’s been on it because she said to me that it’s actu-

ally CHEAPER for her you know to chat with her friends you know/// 

it’s actually it’s actually quite FAVOUR to chat with one another 

Int:  And did you go on MXit the time you had a phone [addressing O. who 

did not have a phone at the moment of the interview] 

O:  No I don’t MXit but my children MXit and it’s really a GOOD thing/ 

because they MXit to just say ask what are you doing or if you don’t 

have airtime or things like that what time can I EVEN they call me the 

councillor called her brother’s child and she MXit to Olga [her 

daughter]/ go tell your mom um the people said asked if she wanna do 

this um the training or what 

Int:  That was the daughter of a councillor 

O:  Yes 
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Int:  Ah ok and so you don’t agree with all the negative things people say 

about MXit 

O:  Sometimes cause um/ some of the people don’t just MXit to know of 

what the people what they are doing or things like that is the porno-

graphy and all those stuff I don’t like that 

Extract 9.15  Interview with Olivia and friend X, Wesbank, 2011 

 

Other positive discourses on and around MXit refer to the ‘Yoza Project’ (orig-

inally known as ‘m4Lit’ or ‘mobile phones for literacy’), and the ‘Dr. Math’ 

programme. The Yoza project wanted to use mobile phones to support reading 

and writing and general literacy and literature stimulation amongst South 

African youth. In the pilot phase of the project in 2009, a mobile novel (or 

m-novel) called ‘Kontax’ was written and published on a mobisite
48

 and on 

MXit. The uptake was tremendous. 63,310 youngsters between 11 and 25 years 

old have signed up, mainly through MXit, to read the daily-posted episodes of 

the Kontax novel. Readers were invited to interact, discuss, vote, comment on 

and develop story sequel ideas, which many of them did. The m4Lit research 

project exposed the apparent paradox of literacy (experience) in South Africa: 

as a result of the country’s mobile phone ‘revolution’ and thriving mobile 

youth culture – mainly instigated and sustained by MXit – teenagers increas-

ingly engaged in (digital) literacy events and practices in out-of-school con-

texts, this within their peer networks (Walton 2009). This digital literacy enthu-

siasm is in stark contrast with the difficulties (predominantly impoverished) 

teens and adults have with literacy instruction in school settings and their 

generally limited access to books and computers.  

‘Dr. Math’ was a math club or a math help system organised on MXit. 

Questions on mathematics could be routed to a tutor who was online (using a 

traditional computer and keyboard) during specified hours during daytime. 

Learners could then ask questions to this online tutor, who would guide them 

into working out the problem by themselves. ‘Dr. Math’ was a great success 

and the online tutoring has helped 30,000 school-going children (Vosloo 2012). 

The tutoring programme offered a perfect alternative for traditional out-of-

school interventions such as extra lessons or math clubs, which are normally 

only available in urban areas and are quite costly (Butgereit 2007).  

                                                 
48 A mobisite or a mobile website is a website especially created and optimized for viewing on a 

mobile phone, mainly by ensuring compatible content. Mobisites have a domain name that 

ends with .mobi, such as in http://www.yoza.mobi. 
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MXit also used to have an application called ‘MXchange’. On this page 

(accessible both by mobile phone as well as on a desktop) one could place clas-

sified advertisements. Topics ranged from accommodation (wanted, offered, 

shared), over selling and buying goods (cars, bicycles, clothing, mobile phones, 

etc.) to job searches and job offers (see Figure 9.17, categorisations on the left). 

Figure 9.18 is a picture taken from the ‘jobs on offer’ section on MXchange, 

accessed on a mobile phone. This separate MXit section was unknown to most 

residents in Wesbank I spoke with. I tried to contact some advertisers to find 

out whether their ads on MXchange had helped them or had brought them what 

they had been looking for, but none of them replied. Written on a mobile 

phone, a medium highly associated with textspeak, most of the ads were writ-

ten in a very hybrid form of the (localized) supervernacular, as can be seen in 

Figure 9.17 and 9.18. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.17  Screenshot of MXchange, ‘job wanted’ section (MXchange screenshot 

2012) 
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Figure 9.18  MXchange application on MXit, ‘jobs on offer’ section (2011) 

 

I have only met one Wesbank inhabitant who knew about MXchange and who 

was using it for business purposes. His business offered help and advice to 

people who wanted to buy a house in Wesbank. He helped them with the 

search and with the paper work people had to go through before transferring a 

subsidy house to another owner. He had used MXchange to advertise his 

services, and, according to himself, had received a good number of phone calls 

from possible clients after posting the ad. Only once during my searches on 

MXchange I have found an ad from a Wesbank resident, advertising his house 

on sale in the community (see Figure 9.19).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.19  ‘Wesbank house for sale’ ad on MXchange (MXchange screenshot 2011) 

 

As mentioned above, ‘repertoires are biographically organized complexes of 

resources’, developing explosively in some phases of life and gradually in 

others (Blommaert & Backus 2011: 10) and following the rhythm and activities 

in our lives. Consequently, ‘the language’ we know is never finished, because 

we always (have to) learn and appropriate certain new or different registers, 

styles, genres and linguistic varieties. MXit has definitely created a completely 

new communication platform in South Africa, a platform on which nimble-
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fingeredness, ‘compactness’ and creativity have become prerequisites to having 

a voice and becoming a full member of the new communicative environment. 

The necessity and urge to ‘type as you speak’ (referring to both speed as well 

as supervernacular speech) has instigated and created a rapid spread and ‘nor-

malisation’ of the local supervernacular of textspeak, the register one needs to 

deploy if one wants to have a ‘voice’ in this specific MXit context. We have 

mentioned above that textspeak was commonly referred to as ‘MXit language’. 

Since MXit was regarded to be a communication tool of the youth, most 

middle-aged women in Wesbank regarded textpeak as ‘the language of the 

youth’, as discussed above. 

 

9.3.2 WhatsApp 

The general decline in the number of active MXit users since 2012 can mainly 

be attributed to the growing popularity and accessibility of ‘new’ online appli-

cations such as Facebook and WhatsApp. As can be seen in Figure 9.20 Whats-

App and Facebook had already become more popular in South Africa than 

MXit by the end of 2012. WhatsApp is an in 2009 released instant messaging 

subscription service. Initially designed for iPhones, it is now also available for 

downloading for Android, Blackberry, Windows Phone, Symbian and certain 

Nokia phones. In Wesbank, the Nokia X2-01 and the Nokia Asha 200 were two 

very popular data-enabled devices, with enabled access to Facebook, Whats-

App and an Internet browser. WhatsApp is, just like MXit, and application that 

has to be downloaded and can then be used for one year for free, after which 

one has to pay to use the service (0.99 USD/year). Besides sending one-to-one 

or group instant chat messages, users can also very easily send images, video 

and audio messages. WhatsApp reads the contacts’ phone numbers from one’s 

phone’s address book and automatically adds other WhatsApp users to the 

WhatsApp contact list. Unlike MXit, one can only chat or exchange multi-

media content with people in one’s contact list.  

Quite a number of respondents in Wesbank had handsets that supported a 

WhatsApp download, and all were using the free one-year trial version, most of 

them on a Nokia or Samsung handset. During my last fieldwork stay in 2013, 

WhatsApp subscriptions were still a very recent phenomenon, with the first 

Wesbank WhatsApp users appearing in mid-2012. The word was spreading 

quickly; 14% of the female respondents to the second questionnaire handed out 

in the beginning of 2013 were already using WhatsApp. As mentioned above, 

MXit had quite a negative connotation amongst adults in South Africa. Due to 

negative press coverage and urban legends, and because MXit was predomi-

nantly used by youngsters, many middle-aged women did not want to associate 
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with the medium. Those who were chatting on MXit often had the feeling they 

had to hide their activities from their peers or acquaintances as much as 

possible, as we discussed with Lisa in Section 8.2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.20  Social networks and instant messaging on mobile phones (World Wide 

Worx 2012) 

 

WhatsApp did not have that negative connotation and seemed to be more 

‘socially acceptable’ than MXit, especially amongst the older generations. The 

fact that WhatsApp – in contrast to MXit – does not have chat rooms where 

one can chat with complete strangers but connects with contacts in one’s 

phone’s contact list was probably the main reason why WhatsApp was judged 

positively and becoming so popular amongst the middle-aged respondents in 

Wesbank. The ease with which pictures, videos and audio can be sent also con-

tributed to its popularity. As mentioned in Section 9.1 residents started using 

WhatsApp to forward long (and often religiously oriented) chain messages, 

pictures and postcards (see Figure 9.21 and 9.22).  
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Figure 9.21 and 9.22  WhatsApp chain message and postcard, received from a Wes-

bank resident (2013) 

 

Back in Belgium, WhatsApp became an excellent platform for me to stay in 

touch with people in Wesbank, and to stay informed about news and happen-

ings from Wesbank. One of the most important community workers who was 

closely working together with the councillor (mentioned in Section 1.3) was 

also using WhatsApp. He often sent me ‘news flashes’ about things happening 

and changing in the community, such as in Figure 9.23. The councillor of the 

ward was also using WhatsApp and still contacted me regularly. She was also 

communicating over WhatsApp and MXit with various community members in 

Wesbank, something residents applauded. Thanks to WhatsApp, the local 

councillor was now easily and cheaply reachable and approachable, without 

having to make an appointment or having to spend a lot of money on calling.  

Lisa used the Nokia phone of her daughter – her own phone did not support 

WhatsApp and both she and I had stopped using MXit – to keep me updated 

about her adopted grandchild, who was six months old the moment I left Cape 

Town for Belgium at the end of my third and last fieldwork stay. Messages and 

pictures sent by her through WhatsApp involved me in every new develop-

ment: his first teeth, his first haircut, his first steps, etc. Being closely involved 

in the breeding and nursing of the baby when I was still in Cape Town and as 

the child’s godmother, those updates gave me the feeling I was still somehow 

involved and part of his life.  
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Figure 9.23  ‘News flashes’ via WhatsApp received from a community worker (2013) 

 

Being an instant messaging programme comparable to MXit, textspeak was 

also the language register used on WhatsApp by most of the interlocutors. For 

many middle-aged Wesbank residents, however, WhatsApp was the first 

‘instant messaging’ platform they used to send messages and to be in contact 

with family and friends. A remarkable number of my WhatsApp contacts from 

Wesbank did not use textspeak in their instant chat messages. Since they had 

never used MXit before, they were not really familiar with writing and reading 

textspeak. In Figure 9.23, written by a middle-aged man, one can see that 

hardly any textspeak was used in his often very long posts. When Martha (see 

Section 4.3) asked me about ‘shortening words’, she did so because she had 

heard people say that on WhatsApp one has to ‘write short’. While being very 

negative about MXit, she said she wanted to learn how to write ‘short’ and then 

use it on WhatsApp. 

 

9.3.3 Facebook 

Although Facebook already exists since 2004, it was only by the end of 2011 

that Facebook became known and used by Wesbank’s residents. It was only 

during my last fieldwork period in 2013 that I saw more and more women 

registering, using and talking about Facebook. 31% of the respondents of my 

second questionnaire handed out in the beginning of 2013 were using Face-

book, most of them for less than a year and all of them on their mobile phones. 

The main answers on the question ‘why did you get yourself a Facebook 

account’ were ‘to chat with friends’, ‘to keep in touch’, ‘to socialize’, ‘to 

share’, ‘to chat’, ‘for family’, and ‘for pictures’.  
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Many women who were not (yet) registered on Facebook were very inter-

ested in getting an account. Learning how to register for and use Facebook was 

high on the list of many device or Internet ‘illiterate’ people in Wesbank, even 

though most of them did not really know what Facebook exactly was. Their 

opinions and expectations were mainly based on what they had heard or seen 

from family members or peers, like the woman in the following interview 

extract: 

 

A:  Oooh I press a button and I came on the Facebook and it’s like love 

you and love me and I love you and I see you and ek weet nie [I don’t 

know] what else 

Int:  I don’t know so and what is it 

A:  On Facebook yes there is people there on Facebook also yes I saw it 

that day but some of the people said Facebook is also cheap I don’t 

know 

Int:  Ja Facebook is just Internet so you just pay for the time you’re online 

on the Internet 

A:  Ok 

Int:  So but it’s also where you can leave messages and things like that and 

pictures 

A:  And pictures yes that’s what I saw that stuff there 

Int:  So and if you would make a list of three things you really still want to 

learn on your cell phone what would it be 

A: It is going to the Internet maybe I don’t know on the Facebook because 

I saw um DIRTY stuff also on the Facebook I watched some pictures 

somebody sent there and I don’t like that so I the only thing I want to 

do it is on the Internet to go to the Internet 

Int:  And what would you use it for 

A  For um um you know what sometimes there is people who is selling 

um TVs chairs fabric from everything things like that that’s all the 

things I want to go to see 

 … 

A:  And then there’s mos Facebook also/ she’s a lot on Facebook 

Int:  Your daughter 

A:  Yeah she show me I donno how it looks like but one day she show me 

how it’s working and how it look like and every day you must have 

mos something to tell like how’s your day or your profile 

Int:  Is that what she’s doing like every day she posts a new status 
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A:  Ja so a friend who was with her in school she don’t know she saw her 

in her army cloths on Facebook she was a very shy person and now 

they talk a lot  

 Extract 9.16  Interview with Anna, Wesbank, 2012 

 

Another lady wanted to get a Facebook account because her daughter had told 

her that she would then be able to talk to her sister who was living in another 

province. The lady’s children were chatting with her sister on their mobile 

phones and she was saving money to buy herself a data-enabled handset. 

Siphokazi, a woman employed at the community centre in Wesbank had just 

created a Facebook account five days before I arrived in Cape Town for my 

third fieldwork stay in 2013. She immediately asked me to add her as a friend 

on my Facebook account. When I did so that same evening, I turned out to be 

her second friend on the platform. Her profile was empty; there was not a 

single picture or wall post. When I asked her what she was expecting from the 

social network site, she said: ‘Oooh I must just see what I must use it for. Go in 

and talk with other people. Ja, you meet other people on Facebook and what-

ever.’ During my fieldwork stay of six months Siphokazi created three new 

Facebook accounts. She forgot the password of her first account, and the sec-

ond account was for some reason suddenly not accessible anymore. The third 

account is working since February 2013. Siphokazi had already more than 150 

‘friends’ on Facebook and was, according to herself, mainly using the platform 

to post pictures, to send private messages to friends, family and members from 

her Buddhist congregation and to check other people’s profiles and wall posts. 

Most of her wall posts were pictures of herself, her children and her workplace, 

uploaded straight from the pictures folder in her phone. All her Facebook 

actions were carried out on her mobile phone, since she did not have access to a 

desktop with Internet.  

As discussed extensively in Section 4.1.2, many women started asking me 

for help and advice, questions concerning their mobile phones in general and 

Internet and Facebook more specifically. In total, I have registered six women 

on Facebook, often combined with an e-mail address sign-up.
49

 Dolores was 

one of the ladies I assisted in her first steps online, and on Facebook. Dolores 

                                                 
49 One does not need an e-mail address anymore in order to register for Facebook, but one can 

use a mobile phone number as well. Notifications and advertisements are then sent in a text 

message to the mobile phone number instead of in an e-mail to an e-mail address. When one 

registers by using one’s mobile phone number, Facebook assigns an e-mail address that 

always ends with @facebook.com. Before the ‘at’ sign, Facebook mostly uses the user name, 

but often also assigns long e-mail addresses only consisting of numbers. 
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had a Nokia 5230 touch-screen handset, a data-enabled model released in 2009. 

Yet her phone was worn out, and the touch screen was not sensitive enough 

anymore; Dolores was using a blunt pencil as a stylus to operate her touch 

screen. The Internet connection was very slow, causing long waiting periods to 

upload a page. When I tried to create her Facebook account – by using an 

e-mail address someone at a cybercafé had once created for her – the Internet 

connection on her handset was so slow we both agreed I would finish the regis-

tration on my laptop with Wi-Fi access at home that same evening. Dolores 

wanted to sign up on Facebook to stay in contact with other people, but also 

wanted to use it as an advertisement space. Being an unemployed single mother 

of three teenagers, she was earning money as a self-employed seamstress, 

working from home. She wanted to use Facebook to inform her acquaintances 

and friends about her business, by uploading and posting pictures of her self-

tailored dresses and cloths. She mainly wanted to specialize in party dresses 

and wedding clothes and was hoping to start up a clothing rental business, 

advertising the available clothes on her Facebook wall, as in Figure 9.24. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.24  Advertisement 

on Facebook from Dolores 

(Facebook screenshot 2013) 

 

Looking at Dolores’ wall posts during the first weeks after signing up on Face-

book, we see that she on average posted a status update every second day. 

These are the status updates of the first two weeks after her Facebook sign-up:  

 

– 22 March 2013: Goeie dag aan al die Facebookers. Just want to say 

GOD is good. SY GENADE IS VIR ONS GENOEG. (‘Good day to all 

Facebookers … HIS MERCY SUFFICES FOR US’) 
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– 24 March 2013: Dit is n voorreg om n kind van die HERE te wees (‘It’s a 

privilege to be a child of the LORD’) 

– 25 March 2013: Die hele plek is net vol TAXIS TAXIS (‘The whole place 

is just full of TAXIS TAXIS) 

– 26 March 2013: Profile picture 

– 29 March 2013: Wat n voorreg om n dag te begin in die huis van die 

HERE saam met jou broers en susters in die HERE (‘What a privilege to 

start the day in the house of the LORD together with your brothers and 

sisters in the LORD’) 

– 2 April 2013: If GOD did not love us. Just think where would you be. I 

am glad that I choose to serve the LORD. 

– 3 April 2013: CALL UPON THE LORD AND HIS [sic] YOURS!! 

 Extract 9.17  Transcriptions of Facebook status updates of Dolores, 2013 

 

In line with what has been discussed in Section 9.1, Dolores was mainly using 

her Facebook account and wall to express her religious identity. All the posts 

copied above from Dolores’ first two weeks of activity on Facebook have 

received reactions from her Facebook friends, either through ‘likes’ or ‘com-

ments’. Only one post did not relate to religion, but was referring to a nation-

wide bus and taxi strike in March 2013 that paralysed public transport in the 

whole country for a couple of weeks in a row.  

Some weeks after the Facebook sign-up, Dolores’ daughter suddenly be-

came severely ill and was hospitalized. It took a while before the doctors came 

with a diagnose and Dolores started using her Facebook wall to share her 

worries, anxieties and all the news about her daughter’s recovery. She repeat-

edly asked her Facebook friends to pray for her daughter, as in Figure 9.25. 

The day after Dolores had posted this post, the doctors did finally diagnose her 

daughter’s disease. Dolores was convinced of the fact that the diagnose came 

thanks to her post on Facebook and the subsequent prayers of her friends. Note 

that Dolores used textspeak in her wall post by using ‘c’ as an abbreviation for 

‘see’. The woman reacting in the first comment ‘wrongly’ copied her when she 

uses ‘c’ for ‘she’. 
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Figure 9.25  Post from Dolores, asking for prayers (Facebook screenshot 2013) 

 

Dolores was very happy with her subscription on Facebook and with the oppor-

tunities the social networking site offered her to be in contact with and get sup-

port from people from in and outside the community. Through her wall post, 

she was clearly profiling herself as a devout Christian and as a dedicated, 

caring mother. The only frustrations she had about it were the lack of speed 

with which the web pages were loading and the fact that it was impossible to 

upload pictures stored in her pictures gallery on her phone. Using the Facebook 

application downloaded on her handset – the easiest way to access Facebook on 

a mobile phone since its pages are adapted for use on a small screen – she 

could not upload pictures that were previously taken with her handset. She 

could only post pictures that were taken directly through Facebook, but those 

pictures were all elongated and of very poor quality. The profile picture she 

uploaded of herself – with an elongated face as a consequence – caused a lot of 

mocking remarks from her Facebook friends, something that really annoyed 

her. Eventually she asked me to take a picture of her with my camera, access 

her Facebook account and upload the profile picture from my laptop. Some 

minutes after I had uploaded the profile picture that same evening, I received a 

text message from Dolores to thank me for my help. The only solution for her 

to be able to upload pictures that were stored in her handset was to access Face-

book by using her mobile browser instead of the downloaded application. 

Although we repeated the successive steps she had to go through in order to do 

so several times together, and although I had written down all those steps on a 

sheet of paper to use as a guideline, Dolores did not seem to manage to com-
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plete all the steps by herself. Uploading the pictures from her phone on Face-

book by using the browser was a very complicated process and the letter font 

on the browser was so small that words were hardly readable. She eventually 

gave up on the idea, and apart from a picture of her daughter, one of herself 

with her daughter and the picture of the wedding dress (Figure 9.24), pictures 

that I had uploaded from her phone when I was showing her how to do so, her 

Facebook profile did not contain other pictures. She said she just wanted to 

save enough money to buy a ‘better’ phone, being very disappointed about the 

fact that she could not use Facebook for what she initially wanted to use it for: 

advertising her business. From October 2013 onwards, when I was back in 

Belgium already, Dolores started to post a lot of pictures on her wall, mainly 

pictures of herself, her children and grandchildren. It turned out that in the 

beginning of October she had finally saved up enough money to buy herself a 

new phone. The new device enabled her to upload stored pictures, something 

she did quite regularly from then on.  

The limitation to post pictures from a mobile phone onto a Facebook profile 

occurred with other handsets as well and it always created frustration and dis-

appointment. Women in Wesbank with newer handsets that enabled the up-

loading of stored pictures did post pictures regularly. Siphokazi was posting 

many pictures of her children and herself. Another lady was posting pictures 

from political activities she engaged in (pamphlet actions, political meetings 

and events, etc., see Figure 9.26) and another lady was posting pictures from 

the senior crafts club she was heading, including advertisement pictures of the 

craftwork the seniors had made (see Figure 2.4 in Section 2.4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.26  Pictures from political activities in Wesbank (Facebook screenshot 2014) 
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Three other women who were often asking for my advice and help on Face-

book had their accounts deactivated from time to time, for often very unclear 

reasons. One of the women whom it happened to receive the message – when-

ever she wanted to sign in on Facebook – that she had to access her e-mail 

address and click on the link that would be sent to her. Yet she never received 

an e-mail with a link so she ended up creating a new e-mail address and a new 

Facebook profile. Ernestine, mentioned earlier, suddenly e-mailed me to say 

that she could no longer upload pictures from her phone. Some days later, she 

told me her account had been deactivated. She asked me to sign in on my lap-

top to see whether I could access her account. Trying to sign in on my laptop 

however, it became clear that Facebook had deactivated Ernestine’s account 

because she was sending friend requests to too many people she did not 

know.
50

 On my laptop I managed to re-activate the account, something that was 

not possible on her mobile phone.  

Accessing Facebook on a mobile phone (both via the browser as well as via 

the downloaded application) instead of on a desktop or laptop created much 

more limitations and difficulties than just the recurrent problems mentioned 

above. There was no search option to look for possible ‘friends’. Friends could 

only be added by searching the address book in one’s phone, after which an 

invitation e-mail or SMS could be sent to the person concerned (see Figure 

9.27). 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.27  Facebook and friend requests on a simple data-enabled Nokia phone 

(2013) 

                                                 
50 When receiving a friend request from someone, Facebook always asks whether or not you 

know the person. If you send friend requests to too many ‘strangers’, Facebook can give you a 

warning or decide to shut down your account.  
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‘Notifications’ displayed on a small screen were not easy to read, and com-

ments and ‘likes’ were automatically hidden. In order to see the comments, 

‘likes’ or in order to place a comment, one always has to click through to load a 

new page, after which a new page with the specific notification and all its com-

ments and ‘likes’ would open. All this clicking through and waiting for a new 

page to upload was very time-consuming and costly.  

When I, in consultation with some community leaders working at the Multi-

Purpose Community Centre, came up with the idea to make a ‘Wesbank com-

munity’ Facebook page, this simply turned out to be impossible. ‘Pages’ allow 

fans to ‘like’ an individual, organisation, product or concept, after which they 

get updates of the page’s posts and updates on their wall. Fans can also com-

ment or write on the page’s wall. ‘Pages’ look and behave much like a user’s 

personal profile, but one of the advantages is that you don’t have to accept 

friend’s requests. Fans who ‘like’ the page are immediately accepted, which 

makes the constant intervention of an administrator or ‘profile owner’ redun-

dant. After setting up the whole page (see Figure 9.28) and inviting residents 

from Wesbank of whom I knew they had a Facebook account, no one seemed 

to actually subscribe on or ‘like’ the page. The explanation for that was quite 

simple: it turned out to simply be impossible to ‘like’ a page when accessing 

Facebook on a feature phone. The two community members that eventually 

‘liked’ the page (see Figure 9.28), both subscribed at their work place, where 

they had Facebook access on a desktop with Internet connection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.28  The short-lived ‘Wesbank Community’ page with 2 likes (Facebook 

screenshot 2013) 

 

Notwithstanding all the limitations, difficulties and frustrations, most Facebook 

users in Wesbank were very happy with their Facebook subscription and the 
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possibilities it offered them. As mentioned, some women used it to be in closer 

contact with family members. Others, like Siphokazi who was a practicing 

Buddhist, also used it to be in contact with people holding the same religious 

position. Dolores was proud to tell me that friends now approached her by 

calling her their new ‘gesigboek’ (Facebook in Afrikaans) friend. None of my 

respondents registered their abode on Facebook, giving them the chance to 

pretend to be from just anywhere they wanted to be. Most women I talked to 

like the fact that Facebook gave them something to do at night or during leisure 

time. Some spent hours checking other people’s walls and wall posts. Facebook 

offered them a way to escape and transgress their immediate and often very 

limited and excluded social spaces. The first thing most of the newly registered 

women did was posting a ‘Hallo hoe gaan dit’ (‘Hello how are you’) message 

on all their new friends’ walls. As discussed in Section 8.2, this phatic ex-

change opened up the new channel of communication, meant to show the new 

Facebook friend that one was ‘out there’ and available.  

Back in Belgium after my third and last fieldwork stay, Facebook, just like 

WhatsApp and e-mail, gave me the opportunity to stay in contact with some 

women from Wesbank. For the women I chatted with after my return back 

home, these international chats were very exciting. Being able to chat on their 

simple mobile phones with someone who was at the other side of the world was 

something entirely new to them, and it gave them the feeling of being a ‘global 

citizen’. The reaction in Figure 9.29 from one of the women on my Facebook 

message clearly shows the excitement my international message caused.  

 

 

 

 

 

‘Thank you very very much you make my 

night I already feel as if I’m in your country 

because I get an answer from Belgium you 

make my night thank you????????’ 

Figure 9.29  ‘International’ Facebook mes-

sage (Facebook screenshot 2013):  

 

9.3.4 E-mail 

Most simple feature phones in Wesbank came with a standard e-mail applica-

tion on the handset, such as in Figure 9.30. The e-mail application could be set 
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up and linked with an existing Gmail, Yahoo, Hotmail or any other e-mail 

address. This registration did not always work smoothly, so many women 

asked me for help and advice on this issue as well.  

Ernestine, mentioned earlier in Part III, was one of the ladies who really 

wanted to be able to have access to her e-mails on her mobile phone. She 

already had an e-mail address, which she was accessing only every now and 

then in a cybercafé when she was ‘in town’, but did not know how to register 

on her mobile phone. Her position as a community leader and her contact with 

the local government made is necessary for her to be reachable by e-mail. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.30  Nokia’s standard e-mail application (2012) 

 

As discussed above, Ernestine and I mainly started communicating by e-mail 

once I had set up her e-mail address and had showed her how to create and 

operate her e-mail account. She started forwarding me e-mails with invitations 

for community meetings and local political events and often asked me for help 

when needed, as in Figure 9.31. As mentioned above, Ernestine’s language use 

was riddled with textspeak, also in her e-mail conversations.  

‘Hello hope you fine can’t you please 

help me I was invited by one of my 

e-mail contacts to linkon [probably 

meaning ‘LinkedIn’] how and what 

must i do to accept the invite…. how 

to save my e-mails also please i put in 

by archive no thanks have a good 

night mwah’ 

Figure 9.31  ‘Information about e-mails’ received from Ernestine (Yahoo!Mail screen-

shot 2012)  
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Yvette had acquired herself a data-enabled Nokia phone one month before I 

met her in 2012. Since she was the secretary of the Democratic Alliance (DA)
51

 

local office, she wanted a handset with a good voice recorder application so she 

could record meetings and take notes afterwards at home. Yvette called her 

phone her first ‘real phone’, since all her previous ones were ‘cheap and use-

less’. She was using WhatsApp, wrote SMSs and had a working e-mail account 

on her phone. She had paid someone at a cybercafé to create an e-mail account 

for her and the person foisted her with a very difficult password consisting of 

ten numbers. Next to drafting and printing CVs, creating e-mail addresses for 

customers was a lucrative business for many Internet proprietors in the area. 

Yvette received a couple of e-mails per day, mainly from the DA, from 

friends and community leaders in Wesbank, the ‘Cape Town Fashion Council’ 

and the ‘South African Women Entrepreneur’s Network’. As a seamstress, she 

wanted to stay up to date with the local fashion trends, so she had signed up to 

receive newsletters and invitations for upcoming and possibly interesting work-

shops organised in Cape Town and surroundings. However, most of the e-mails 

and invitations for workshops and newsletters contained attachments that 

Yvette could not access on her feature phone. Attached files in Word, Power-

Point or PDF could not be opened, which often made her e-mails useless and 

illegible. Her husband had found a way to connect his mobile phone to the 

home computer, enabling him to open attached files, but Yvette did not have a 

fitting cable to her handset.  

That the access to a mobile e-mail account came with a lot of impediments 

was also clear when observing Anna, the woman leading the ‘Wesbank 

Seniors’ Citizens Organization’. Anna wanted to have both a private e-mail 

address as well as an e-mail address of the organization. She wanted to use the 

organisation’s e-mail address to raise funds for the seniors’ club by sending out 

e-mails to various organisations and people whom could help financially or 

materially. I have tried to sign up and create both e-mail addresses using her 

mobile phone, but just as Gitau et al. (2010) mentioned as one of the impedi-

ments to mobile-only Internet use, it was impossible to finish the e-mail regis-

tration on a device only. At the end of the registration process, one receives a 

request to finalize the registration on a desktop. I thus had to finalize the 

registration on my laptop at home, something I eventually had to do for four 

other women as well. As I did not manage to connect the e-mail link on the 

handset’s menu to Anna’s newly created Gmail accounts, I had to show her 

                                                 
51 The Democratic Alliance party is the official opposition of the ruling African National 

Congress (ANC) at national level, but the governing party in the Western Cape Province. 

Helen Zille is the present leader of the party and former mayor of the City of Cape Town.  
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how to consult her e-mails by using Opera Mini. Opera Mini’s menu showed a 

direct link to Gmail, which made it easy for Anna to remember the successive 

actions needed to access her account. Yet the screen of her mobile phone had a 

big crack because the mobile phone had fallen and parts of the screen did not 

display anymore. The burst made it difficult to use the touch screen keypad and 

read the full webpages. When Anna eventually learned how to use the Internet 

for information search by using Google, the burst screen severely hindered the 

search.  

 

9.3.5 Google: Search for information 

Although many of the women I have interviewed and talked to in Wesbank 

mentioned ‘search for and access to information’ as one of the main reasons 

why they wanted to learn how to use the Internet on their mobile phones, actual 

information search on the mobile phone was very limited. The use of search 

engines such as Google Search (henceforth referred to as ‘Google’) or encyclo-

paedia such as Wikipedia was very restricted or unknown amongst most mobile 

Internet users in Wesbank.  

When asked about their media ideologies (Gershon 2010), some Internet 

‘illiterate’ women often demonstrated great expectations related to mobile in-

formation-access in their Internet discourse. Kristina, introduced and discussed 

in Section 4.2, expressed the following expectations regarding access to infor-

mation: 

 

K:  No you know for me, I just want to learn the sometimes there is 

important stuff that you NEED to know then you can go to the Internet 

and look it up there 

Int:  Look if it’s true or what exactly it is 

K:  Yes yes and and sometimes you’re writing about something here and 

you DON’T know the answer then you can get it there you see that’s 

why I want to know 

Int:  Did you see people using it before like 

K:  Yes my cousin yes use it has been to Google and 

Int:  So it’s because of your cousin that you know about Google and that 

you can put one word there who then gives you like 

K:  And she did show me the stuff that she get off there you know um um 

the Jewish message the Bible message of the Jewish now they are the 

converted Jewish and so she went into there if they got letters from 

church and then they must fill in that letter and some words she don’t 

understand then she go to there and then she get her answers there and 
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then she write it down so I say to her oh my God this is nice all right I 

would like to do that but I can’t I don’t know how but she said no I 

cannot teach you it will take too long 

Int:  So that’s the main reason to like use it for information and especially 

Google for example so you can look for 

K:  Yes it is very important for me sometimes you write about something 

one year we write exams about Table Mountain I thought God I don’t 

know that Table I know about Table Mountain I don’t know what’s 

going on ON Table Mountain I don’t know what’s BEHIND it so I 

went to her I gone ask her sister please I want to know what’s I want 

answers from there and I show her my letter and then she get the an-

swers from there she write it on a piece of paper for me 

Extract 9.18  Interview with Kristina, Wesbank, 2011 

 

Kristina seemed to have an idea on how Google looked like and how and for 

what it could be used. For many other women their perceptions and ideas about 

the mobile Internet were much more vague and abstract, such as in the dis-

course of Kristina’s friend, who was participating in the same interview as the 

one cited from above. In the following interview extract, ‘K’ stands for Kristina 

and ‘M’ for Kristina’s friend Mary. 

 

Int:  So you did see Internet on a phone did you already see Internet on a 

phone 

M:  Yeah on the TV 

Int:  On the TV but not from someone who was sitting next to you and what 

do you think you would use it for or how do you think it looks like 

what do you think it can give you 

M:  Just like sister Kristina say it can do a lot of things it helps people to 

understand how to use it and what it is for/ sometimes people think 

they don’t understand/ it can help you or make your mind blank and 

then you think ok on my phone or on my laptop I will look in there/ 

just to go and see if you can find words or things then if that gives you 

the answer/ then you think OK you must come back and then you get 

for the answer in there in the Internet/ then the people I mean someone 

I ask for some people look here would you help me with this and this/ 

ok it’s like this and that and that just to get um um they want to make 

finish with you/ they want to talk they want to give the question with 

you right/ they just think you don’t know so they think they will make 

you confuse you with your mind and then yes this and that and then 
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you thinking ok wait I go in the Internet/ to see if that what she tell you 

or talk to you right is or what then you get the right answer on the 

Internet you can say no man she’s lying this she didn’t give me the 

right answer now I know you I won’t ask you again you see and that is 

a very wonderful thing to have also in your life in your house it’s good 

for kids also 

K:  To learn there 

M:  It’s a very good thing you can work also with it 

 … 

Int:  So you would also really use it like the Internet to like become smarter 

to know more things and to ja 

M:  Ja open your mind you see it will also help for your mind 

K:  To get more knowledge 

 … 

M:  It is NICE to go in there man it will help us also you can we can help 

other people also we can help the kids also 

K:  There is a lot of information on there 

Int:  Ja ja so you would especially use it for information 

K:  Ja because there is a lot of things that I don’t know and sometimes I 

read something in books now I want to know/ I want to go further in it 

but now I can’t because 

Int:  Because you don’t have the resources  

 … 

Int:  So it happens a lot that you think oooh I wished I could go on the 

Internet now and check it 

K:  Yes and look for information yes 

Int:  What’s something you would look for what’s something you already 

wanted to know for a long time and you think Internet can help you 

with it 

M:  I just want to help like if the school asks me if I can help with the 

school stuff then I can help them 

Int:  But how would Internet help you with helping them 

M:  I don’t know but I know that Internet helps with information if you 

don’t know the words if you want to if you don’t know then you can go 

inside and look to understand the words the meaning 

Extract 9.19  Interview with Kristina and Mary, Wesbank, 2013 

 

Whereas Kristina had been assisted before by her cousin, Mary had never 

‘seen’ the Internet. This made her expectations and ideas about what the Inter-
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net could offer her much more vague and abstract than Kristina’s. Kristina 

could give concrete examples of topics or information she wanted to look for. 

Further in the interview, she also mentioned she wanted to find more infor-

mation on the origins of the Bible, search for the meaning of proper names and 

for the recipes of certain dishes.  

When I eventually taught Kristina how to use the search engine during my 

second fieldwork stay in 2012, it turned out that actually explaining how to use 

Google was not so easy. ‘The Internet is different when it is 2.5 inches wide’ 

(Donner & Gitau 2009: 591); Google looks completely different on a small 

mobile phone screen than on a desktop screen, and Kristina has never seen 

Google on a desktop screen. To explain Kristina what ‘Google’ exactly was I 

used a metaphor, describing ‘Google’ as a big library and the Google search 

inquiry as being the librarian whom you ask where to find all the books and 

information about a certain topic. The list of links Google would provide after 

submitting your search inquiry could be compared to the pile of books and 

documents the librarian collects for you on that one topic you wanted to have 

information about. So far so good. I had the feeling Kristina understood what it 

was all about, but the actual deployment of Google Search on a ‘2.5 inches’ 

screen required a lot of patience and endeavours. The fact that search terms in 

Afrikaans – Kristina’s mother tongue – never gave many ‘hits’ was the first 

disappointment. Typing search words and reading in English was a laborious 

task for Kristina and made the actual searching more difficult and stressful. 

Using Google Search is part of my daily Internet activities, and I consult 

Google for all kinds of reasons and purposes, both private as well as work-

related, multiple times a day. I am so used to accessing Google Search on a 

desktop or laptop that I had hardly any idea of how Google would look like on 

a small mobile phone screen (see Figure 9.32).  

The main consequence of using the compressed ‘mobile version’ was that 

every search required a lot of scrolling up and down to see a page entirely. In 

Figure 9.32 one can see with the tiny scrollbar visible on the right, how little of 

the original page is displayed on a small mobile phone screen. Whereas on a 

desktop or laptop screen at least five links per entered keyword are visibly dis-

played on one web page without having to scroll down, a mobile phone screen 

is so small it can hardly display one link at a time (see Figure 9.32, screen on 

the right). 
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Figure 9.32  Google Search on a small feature phone screen (2012) 

 

Using a desktop or laptop, we alternate between webpages without thinking, 

and are often also multitasking and switching between different webpages and 

tabs. On a mobile phone multitasking is almost impossible, and switching be-

tween webpages is very time-consuming. The scrolling and browsing through a 

page to look at all the different links Google Search provides for a given key-

word is a long and slow process, let alone the clicking through to check the 

different links and their respective websites.  

Kristina eventually seemed to understand what Google was and what it 

could be used for and when I went to visit her a week later, she already had 

searched for a recipe to make Cape Malay pickled fish (a typical Capetonian 

dish, traditionally eaten over Easter) and had consulted a website to find out the 

meaning of the names of her grandchildren. As discussed in Section 4.2 how-

ever, Kristina’s son forced her to swap her Nokia phone with his Blackberry. 

Not familiar with the new handset, Kristina thus lost all her newly acquired 

skills and no longer accessed the Internet after that. It was only when I returned 

for my third fieldwork visit that Kristina asked me for advice again.  

Pearl (see Section 9.1) used Google Search on her mobile phone, mostly for 

religious purposes. Whenever she was looking for a certain verse she could not 

immediately trace in her Bible, she typed the verse in the Google search bar to 

find the exact chapter and verse numbers for it. She also used Google ‘if she 

wanted to know more about something’ and she was one of the only women in 

Wesbank I spoke to who had been using the Internet to look for vacancies. She 

had never applied for a job by using mobile Internet or her e-mail account, but 

had looked for contact details such as addresses and telephone numbers for 

companies and possible employers. Whenever she had to fill in an online form 

on her mobile phone she thought the screen was too small to do so, so she 
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always postponed her work until she could access the Internet on a desktop in a 

cybercafé.  

Anna, the head of the seniors’ crafts club in the MPC, wanted to learn how 

to search for information. She was hoping to be able to collect funds or find 

organisations that could help her with funding and sponsoring. In the following 

interview extract, Anna explains what she wanted to use Google for. Looking 

at the amounts of ‘um’ in her talking, it was clear that she was not really com-

fortable and confident explaining what exactly it was she was expecting from 

the search engine. 

 

A:  So I the only thing I want to do it is on the Internet to go to the Internet 

Int:  And what would you use it for 

A:  For um um you know what sometimes there is people who is selling 

um TV’s chairs fabric from everything things like that that’s all the 

things I want to go to see 

Int:  You would use it really for your business for your organization and for 

your 

A:  Yes or maybe um sometimes I want I TRY to think there maybe I 

THINK um if you go to the Internet then you can um saw there some-

thing like um there is um people that want to um GIVE things to the 

organizations so then you can you know what apply yes and you can 

phone them they give mos numbers also there so you can go there and 

call that numbers and ask them round about that but I don’t know what 

I really saw in that Internet but I go through it that time I go through it 

but I WANT to try to LEARN these things you know what REALLY 

it’s just a pity that my school years was so little. 

Extract 9.20  Interview with Anna, Wesbank, 2012 

 

When the doctors came with a diagnosis for the disease of Dolores’ daughter 

(see earlier this chapter), a family friend sent a link from a website with more 

information on the disease to Dolores’ e-mail address. Dolores did not know 

how to access the link, so I showed her. In the meantime I explained and 

showed her Google Search and Wikipedia. Dolores had never heard of Google 

or Wikipedia and was very enthusiastic about the ‘world of information’ that 

was ‘hiding in her phone’, as she put it. Eventually we spent an hour looking 

for more information about her daughter’s disease and the medication she was 

being treated with. After reading some unpleasant information on the disease, 

the side-effects of the medication and the general treatment, Dolores com-
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mented that she hoped her daughter did not know how to use Google, since she 

did not want her daughter to read this ‘depressing information’.  

Charlyn, active on Facebook and WhatsApp since the beginning of 2013, 

suddenly asked me what Internet exactly was and how she best paid for it. She 

did not realize that Facebook and WhatsApp were Internet-based applications 

and had no clue of what data bundles, megabytes and Google were. After ex-

plaining her the operation of data-enabled mobile phones, applications and 

browsers, she asked me how she could access information. Being the coach of 

the community’s netball team, she wanted to find information on netball in the 

Western Cape province. I ended up explaining her how to consult Google 

Search and how to browse through different websites. At one point during her 

search she found a PDF file containing the contact details of all netball clubs 

and organisations in the area. Unfortunately she could not access or download 

the PDF file on her data-enabled Nokia phone. In the next section we will 

discuss more limitations and problems concerning mobile Internet and data-

access. 

 

9.3.6 Detecting ‘problems’ and constraints 

Throughout this section it has become clear that mobile Internet comes with its 

problems, impediments and constraints. Mobile phones may feature limited 

functionality: the Wesbank community page on Facebook that could not be 

‘liked’, the time-consuming loading of new webpages, the sudden deactivation 

of accounts, e-mail accounts that do not accept mobile-only registrations, small 

illegible letter fonts, websites that don’t have mobile-friendly versions, etc.  

Since a feature phone only allows for one webpage to open at a time, one 

cannot ‘multitask’ on a mobile phone. A handset cannot download or display 

large images and it cannot be connected to a printer if one wants to print forms 

or documents (Donner & Walton 2013). The display of webpages is often ob-

structed by banners with advertisements or security announcements, which 

makes the available display space even smaller than it already is.  

According to Donner and Gitau (2009) another recurrent problem of mobile 

Internet access is the fact that access can be very sporadic and lost very easily. 

According to them, and confirmed in my research in Wesbank, passwords were 

very often forgotten. According to Gitau et al. (2010) who trained women to 

use mobile Internet in Khayelitsha, a township very close to Wesbank, women 

forgot their passwords easily because they were only used to using and remem-

bering PIN codes, often consisting of four numbers. Passwords, often con-

sisting of letters and numbers, were a new phenomenon for most technology-

illiterate women. Instead of trying to recover or re-install a password, many 
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women in Wesbank preferred signing up a new account, since they did not 

know there were other ways to retrieve one’s forgotten password. In the be-

ginning of 2014, nine months after signing-up Anna’s e-mail address for the 

seniors’ crafts club, I suddenly received a missed call from an unknown South 

African number on my Belgian mobile number. When I called back, it turned 

out to be Anna who wanted to ask whether I remembered the password to that 

e-mail account since she had forgotten.  

We have moreover seen that, just as in Kristina’s case, access could be 

easily lost as a consequence of handset theft or loss. Acquired and maintained 

on a certain type of handset, Internet and device literacy could be very much 

based and dependent on that one specific handset. People thus ‘drop in and out 

of technology use’ (Donner & Gitau 2009) when learned and acquired skills 

can be forgotten or ‘unlearned’ once a phone is lost, stolen or broken. 

Whereas WhatsApp and MXit were cheaper communication options than 

SMS, MMS or calling, the affordability of Facebook, Google and other web-

based Internet pages were an ongoing concern for many (Donner & Gitau 

2009). The uploading of pictures, or consulting other people’s walls and their 

pictures on Facebook for example demanded a lot of data-exchange and could 

thus be costly. Consulting different links on Google Search and uploading web-

pages or pictures is not only ‘airtime consuming’ but can also be very time-

consuming, as mentioned above.  

Just as mentioned by Gitau et al. (2010) many women’s phones did not have 

automatically activated Internet settings. In order to set the GPRS settings 

right, one has to know the phone’s specifications (model, make, etc.), informa-

tion that was often unknown to the users. The Blackberry Kristina had to swop 

her Nokia phone for did not have activated Internet settings. Trying to change 

the settings by calling the provider’s call centre helpdesk did not help, so 

Kristina eventually had to travel to the shop where her son had bought the 

Blackberry, 12 kilometres outside of Wesbank. Her handset had to be sent back 

to the phone company and Kristina had to wait two weeks before she could 

collect her Blackberry again. The two weeks without a mobile phone were very 

inconvenient for her, since she had just broken her foot and constantly needed 

help from neighbours and friends to fulfil her daily tasks.  

The above-mentioned impediments, problems and constraints could be very 

frustrating and disheartening for people who were dependent on mobile-only 

Internet access. For people who used a mobile phone or a smartphone as a 

complement instead of as a substitute for desktop Internet use, these impedi-

ments or constraints could be overcome on a desktop or laptop at home or at 

work. But like much of the infrastructure in the developing world, there is little 
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or no redundancy of it – if one’s primary access method fails (i.e. using a 

mobile) there is often no alternative channel (i.e. no local Internet café) (Gitau 

et al. 2010). As mentioned above, Wesbank did not have an Internet café. 

Hardly anyone I spoke to in Wesbank had a computer or laptop at home, let 

alone an Internet connection. Lisa, who had Internet access at home by using a 

USB modem with a SIM card, was an exception, and as we have discussed, she 

has stopped using the modem out of financial considerations. One lady had a 

‘Webbox’ at home (see Figure 9.33), which her ex-husband had given to her 

children as a present. A ‘Webbox’ is a Vodafone device aiming ‘to bring af-

fordable Internet access to a customer’s existing television set, just by plugging 

in a keyboard’ (see Vodafone 2011).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.33  Vodafone ‘Webbox’ 

(Vodafone 2011) 

 

By inserting a SIM card charged with data bundles in the keyboard, the key-

board, connected to a TV, turns any television into an Internet portal. Since TV 

penetration is, compared to computers or laptops, typically very high in the de-

veloping world, this Vodafone keyboard could be a good and cheap alternative 

to desktop Internet access. According to the Vodafone website, a ‘Webbox’ 

costs 749 ZAR (ca. € 53), which is, however, a too big one-off cost for most 

residents in Wesbank. 

 

9.3.7 Conclusion 

As we have seen throughout this section, the Internet on a mobile phone may 

not be ‘the same Internet’ as the Internet accessed on a desktop or laptop 

(Donner & Walton 2013). As the bulk of Internet use in the developing world 

is expected to be(come) mainly mobile (Morgan Stanley Research 2009), 

‘mobile Internet use in the Global South will be characterized by greater reli-

ance on downloadable apps, restricted bandwidth, sporadic access, pay-as-you-

go-pricing and personal devices that move between the home, workplace, 

school, and street’ (Donner et al. 2011: 591).  

Since not every action can be pursued on a feature phone, computers ‘still 

play a key role in ecologies of resource-constrained feature phone users’ 

(Donner & Walton 2013: 349). According to the same authors, in their study on 
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teenage users of PAVs in low-income neighbourhoods in Cape Town, mobile-

centric instead of mobile-only repertoires emerge, in which a necessity remains 

to rely on PAVs or home computers to complete certain tasks or to save 

money. Due to its costs and impediments, mobile Internet does not (yet) sub-

stitute for public or private desktop access, and even more if we look at 

considerations on hardware, network and upload speed, cost, space and printing 

possibilities (Donner & Walton 2013).  

According to Warschauer (2003b) different resources are required in order 

to generate meaningful access to and use of technology. This is in line with 

Donner and Walton (2013) when they state that in order to have a voice, people 

need more than just an Internet account. Middle-aged women in Wesbank often 

lacked more resources than mere Internet access, and having a data-enabled 

handset with Internet access did not necessarily lead to unhampered and suc-

cessful Internet access. According to Warschauer (2003b), four types of 

resources are required in order to generate successful and meaningful access to 

and use of technology. Those resources are 1) physical resources (a PC, Inter-

net); 2) digital resources (online content, tools in multiple languages, appropri-

ate to the needs of the users; 3) human resources (knowledge and skills); and 4) 

social resources (enhanced social capital in person, online and institutional 

support) (Warschauer 2003b). As we have seen throughout this entire section, 

women in Wesbank often lacked the physical resources that would give them 

unlimited and unobstructed Internet access. Mobile Internet only gave them 

access to a ‘certain type of Internet’ that ideally would have to be combined 

and broadened with Internet access on a desktop. The absence of adequate digi-

tal (language) resources also limited women’s access. For Kristina for example, 

the lack of Afrikaans content made her Google searches laborious and often 

unsuccessful. Content not appropriate or designed for mobile consultation also 

obstructed satisfying mobile Internet activities. Insufficient or unaligned human 

resources in the form of knowledge and skills, often caused by (device) illiter-

acy, are often the first obstructions towards a full and fruitful deployment of the 

Internet. And although middle-aged women always seemed to be looking out 

for ‘trusted intermediaries’ (Campbell & Russo 2003) or ‘super-users’ with the 

skills and desire to help (Donner et al. 2011) to get them online or to teach 

them how to use and appropriate their mobile phone, social resources were 

often lacking as well (as we have discussed in Section 4.4). The hoped-for 

trusted intermediaries, such as children, other family members, peers and 

friends, were not always willing to help or explain. ‘Institutional support’ 

(Warschauer 2003b) was entirely absent in Wesbank. Donner et al. (2011) also 

reported on the heavy reliance of impoverished women in Cape Town on sib-
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lings, husbands and children to use the Internet for them instead of with them. 

Anna had been using the Internet before, but her daughter had ‘to put her on it’ 

since she did not know how to access it herself. How exactly this worked she 

explains in the following interview extract:  

 

Int:  And they don’t really feel like explaining you or they explain you but it 

goes too fast so afterwards you 

A:  No they don’t explain me all they do is take the phone and go inside 

and do it and then they bring it back 

Int:  So and you asked them before to explain it but they don’t really like to 

A:  Yes 

Int:  And why do you think they don’t really like to 

A:  I don’t know maybe there’s something they don’t want me to KNOW 

you know/ to go into but do you know what the other day some guy 

asked me at the workshop that I must go on the um Internet on the 

phone and I can also try to see like there is people on it who do creative 

things they do maybe they sell something or stuff like that so the other 

one I asked her this one [pointing at her daughter] I asked her to put me 

on Internet so I must BUY airtime for me to go there on so I do it and 

so she learned it but then I also press a wrong button and then she said 

ja jy moet so maak en so maak [you have to do like this and like this] 

[imitating an angry daughter] you see like that and then I said ok show 

me how to do it then I can do it no no but then she put me back again 

on it and then I can 

Int:  So you work with Internet but you can only do it when you’re already 

on you cannot go on yourself and then 

A:  No 

Extract 9.21  Interview with Anna, Wesbank, 2012 

 

The use of e-mail, Facebook, MXit and WhatsApp ‘demanded a conscious, 

selective presentation of self’ (Donner et al. 2011: 586) and was used for self-

expression and identity formation. Facebook, as we have seen, was often used 

to express one’s religious/Christian identity. None of the middle-aged women 

who signed up for Facebook mentioned ‘Wesbank’ as their abode, giving them-

selves the opportunity to be ‘from anywhere’ and build an online identity 

detached from images of poverty, exclusion and ‘the township-life’. Being 

scaffolded by her friends and the notes in her notebook, Linda could present 

herself on MXit as a literate social actor and a ‘normal’ communicative 

youngster amongst peers. Lisa’s alias Sexy Chick’s identity formation on MXit 
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was in sharp contrast with her role within the household, community and 

church congregation. MXit gave her the chance to inhabit identity repertoires 

that she otherwise had to hide from people in her immediate social environ-

ment. Lisa’s self-representation as a flirting, liberated women gave her the 

opportunity to acquaint people from outside the community, to chat away bored 

days and nights enclosed in her house and to meet different men to have some 

fun with. 

As discussed in Section 8.2, the social networking programmes and applica-

tions such as MXit, WhatsApp and Facebook were also used to maintain a con-

nected presence by creating a ‘mediated phatic sociability’ (Miller 2008: 395). 

In a context of desperate and severe impoverishment, loneliness, chronic un-

employment and boredom, access to the World Wide Web and social net-

working sites such as Facebook provided the women with yet another channel 

to exchange phatic communicational gestures and strategies for social net-

working. In Figure 9.34 we can see how Dolores’ Facebook wall was used to 

exchange phatic gestures on a daily basis, either by herself (message on top) or 

by her Facebook friends (two messages placed on her wall at the bottom).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Good night to all Facebookers. Just 

want to say God is good. His mercy 

suffices for us’ 

‘Girl I see you are signed up for 

Facebook’ 

‘Ja!!! I love you!!!!!’ 

Figure 9.34  Phatic exchanges on 

Dolores’ Facebook wall (Facebook 

screenshot 2013) 

 

Some women started using the Internet for informational uses, as in Figures 9.3 

and 9.4 in Section 9.1, in which an inhabitant informed her Facebook friends 

about the time, location and arrangements for church services. In this section 

we saw how Dolores wanted to use her Facebook account to advertise her 

clothing business (Figure 9.24). Charlyn, a very active community worker and 
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employed at the MPC in Wesbank, was often using her Facebook wall to share 

thoughts, frustrations and news about the community, such as in Figure 9.35. 

Charlyn’s Facebook page almost looked like a community page, on which she 

asked fellow community members to stand up against crime and educate 

Wesbank’s children and families.  

‘Hi friends I have a women’s day on 

Tuesday 9 August I invite all women 

on that day we will have some nice 

fun that day there will be guest speak-

ers, line dancers, netball et cetera 

come and enjoy the day with us’ 

‘Hi community I ask again for help 

our children are getting shot to death 

come we have to do something, come 

let us get up just for our children’ 

‘Hi Facebook friends I’m back in 

Wesbank, I’m really worried about our 

children in Wesbank they can’t even 

go to school because the school be-

longs to the gangsters what can we do, the priests pray and it does not stop I’m crying 

for help you don’t need to help me help our children’ 

Figure 9.35  Charlyn’s Facebook wall posts about Wesbank (Facebook screenshot 

2013) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.36  E-mail from Ernestine to inform me about an event (Yahoo!Mail screen-

shot, 2012) 

 

Ernestine started using her newly created e-mail address to update me about 

events and meetings in or related to the community, such as in the e-mail above 

(Figure 9.36). As mentioned above, the community worker working for the 

councillor used WhatsApp to keep me posted about the activities, incidents and 

scandals in the community whenever I had left Cape Town for Belgium. 

Notwithstanding all the above-mentioned barriers of inconvenience and 

constraints related to mobile Internet access and use, in this section we have 

also discussed how everyday mobile Internet activity did mean a lot for the 

women using it. Whether it was used for self-expression, connection with 
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family and friends, search for information or for flirting and entertainment (see 

also Donner et al. 2011), the possibilities offered by simple data-enabled 

mobile phones and increasingly also smartphones were manifold and ever 

expanding. Since the uptake, use and access to mobile Internet – in Wesbank as 

well as in the developing world more generally – is still a very recent phenom-

enon, follow-up research in the next coming years will be extremely important. 



 

 



PART IV 

Conclusions 



 

 



CHAPTER 10 

Conclusions 

10.1 So what, now, is a mobile phone?  

‘I’m doing research on mobile phone use and mobile phone literacy learning 

amongst middle-aged women in a township in Cape Town’. Throughout this 

dissertation we have seen how this sentence covers a whole array of topics and 

problems, and raises a lot of different questions and need for further research. 

We have seen how every single concept used in this sentence needs an elabo-

rated analysis and nuancing. Neither ‘a mobile phone’, nor ‘use’, nor ‘literacy’, 

nor ‘learning’, nor ‘middle-aged’, nor ‘woman’, nor ‘township’ is a simple or 

unambiguous concept or term. In order to know what ‘a mobile phone’ exactly 

is for the people in Wesbank, it is important to understand the true nature of all 

the other concepts. A ‘mobile phone’ can be an off and/or online communica-

tion device, but it can also be an instrument used as a gateway to information, 

leisure, business and/or learning activities. The term ‘township’ comes with a 

whole range of socio-economic and locality-specific factors and characteristics, 

defining the entire ecology within which mobile phones and mobile phone use 

are embedded. Being ‘middle-aged’ or being a ‘woman’ in this very specific 

setting has many implications and on its turn influences mobile phone use, as 

one can chat, call and text as a mother, a Christian, a flirter, an employee, a 

community member, a business woman, a widow or a spouse, etc., all at the 

same time or depending on the activities taking place. There are many ways of 

learning, ranging from learning in strictly regimented learning environments 

such as schools and evening classes to the learning that takes place as a logical 

consequence of being a social being within a social setting, surrounded by 

other social beings.  

Many scholars, mobile phone companies, mobile phone providers, develop-

ment organisations and governments have all on their turn argued that the 

enormous uptake of (data-enabled) mobile phones, finally also by those at the 

bottom of the income pyramid, would be the panacea for the general devel-
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opment of the developing world. As a gateway to information, communication 

and the online world, it would finally bring knowledge and connectivity to 

those who mainly have been excluded from information and communication 

technologies in the past, finally bridging the so-called digital divide between 

the haves and the have nots and enabling a global connection (see for some 

examples Aker & Mbiti 2010; Aker 2008; Corbett 2008; Klonner & Nolen 

2008; Jensen 2007). The citation below of Aker and Mbiti (2010: 207) is but 

one of the many examples of the positive discourse of various research foci on 

the developmental capacities of mobile phone use: 

 

Mobile telephony has brought new possibilities to the continent. Across 

urban-rural and rich-poor divides, mobile phones connect individuals to 

individuals, information, markets, and services. In Mali, residents of 

Timbuktu are able to call relatives living in the capital city of Bamako -or 

relatives in France. In Ghana, farmers in Tamale are able to send a text mes-

sage to learn corn and tomato prices in Accra, over 1,000 kilometres away. 

In Niger, day labourers are able to call acquaintances in Benin to find out 

about job opportunities without making the US$40 trip. In Malawi, those 

affected by HIV and AIDS can receive text messages daily, reminding them 

to take their medicines on schedule. Citizens in countries as diverse as 

Kenya, Nigeria and Mozambique are able to report violent confrontations 

via text message to a centralized server that is viewable, in real time, by the 

entire world.  

 

Throughout this dissertation with its very location-specific research focus we 

have however seen how it is crucial to weigh up every word when trying to 

jump to general conclusions and recommendations for policy makers and 

further research. In this concluding chapter I will stagger between my attempts 

not to be too naively optimistic while at the same time trying not to be too 

structurally pessimistic when talking about the affordances and constraints of 

mobile phone use in a developing context. 

 To begin with, but surely not as a final conclusion, I would like to argue that 

the uptake of the mobile phone has not at all proven to be the panacea or ‘silver 

bullet for development’ (Aker & Mbiti 2010) for people living in poverty and 

insecurity. The mobile phone has not changed the lives of the Wesbank resi-

dents in the ways that have been predicted by the above-mentioned experts, 

especially not when we look at the promises of economic development and 

information access. In the introduction to their book on mobile phone use 

amongst impoverished Jamaicans, Horst and Miller (2006: 6) state that ‘when 
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people adopt new media, we tend to assume that they first seize on all the new 

possibilities that the media offer in order to achieve previously unprecedented 

tasks. But this may be a mistaken expectation. … Rather the technology is used 

initially with reference to desires that are historically well established but re-

main unfulfilled because of the limitations of previous technologies.’ Looking 

at mobile phone use and appropriation in Wesbank and trying to find out what 

precisely is the place of mobile phones within people’s repertoires and live-

lihood – or in other words, trying to find out what is a mobile phone for people 

in Wesbank – we have indeed seen how residents used and applied their hand-

sets for things and goals they already pursued before the uptake of the new 

mobile technology. As we have seen, residents employed their devices as 

‘coping instruments’ or ‘structuring devices’, using the mobile phone as a con-

venient instrument to structure one’s life, household, and livelihoods, to ex-

change phatic communicational gestures, create and maintain safety networks 

and to cope with the harsh realities of everyday life. A mobile phone was used 

to be in contact with family and friends who were often spread all over the 

country, replacing private or public fixed telephony. It was used to contact 

emergency services from within the safe environment of the house and it was 

used to make and keep contact with existing clients or other revenue bringers. 

So, as mentioned above, it has provided a new instrument that has made the 

execution of previously performed tasks easier, more convenient and often 

cheaper. 

 Yet, and here I wish to add to Heather Horst and Daniel Miller’s (2006) 

conclusion, we have also seen how residents in Wesbank started to fulfil un-

precedented tasks with their handsets, often relating to previously unrealizable 

actions requiring unprecedentedly employed literacy and technology skills. 

Throughout this dissertation we have seen how the uptake of mobile phones 

has created enthusiasm for (literacy) learning and has generated important mo-

ments and signs of learning (Kress 2013: 125). For many women in Wesbank 

this mobile phone learning started from scratch, demanding a lot of hard labour 

from the so-called ‘illiterates’ engaging in literacy practices. For the ‘literates’ 

the mobile learning meant an outset to a new and unknown mobile and/or on-

line world of communication, a gateway to new registers, styles and language 

repertoires. But when exactly was that learning taking place? And how? And 

how can we study this? What do these observations imply for a theory of 

pedagogy? These are the kind of questions I want and have to ask in this final 

chapter, trying to provide a stepping-stone or point of reference for further 

research.  
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10.2 So what, now, is learning?  

After scrutinizing the ecology of mobile phone use in Wesbank by giving a 

very detailed account of the local socio-economic realities and characteristics 

of the community in Part I, we have moved from a description of the learning 

environment to a description of the learning processes in Part II. We have 

drawn on the insights on learning, literacy and voice of Freire, Hymes, 

Vygotski and Kress in very detailed practice. We have seen how, in a very 

Vygotskian way, the literacy development of both myself and of the women 

studied was often a result of interactions between the one(s) who was/were 

learning (either consciously or unconsciously) and his/her/their social environ-

ment. In this sense, learning is always a social act, involving people as medi-

ators, supporters, scaffolders, etc. and involving cultural artefacts and specific 

cultural practices (Vygotski 1978). This does not only mean that learning pro-

cesses are influenced and constrained by one’s socio-cultural environment and 

by the (non-)availability of infrastructure and resources (the ecology) but also 

that learners are active partners instead of mere receivers of knowledge and 

skills, always in interaction with the people and things around them.  

What we have closely looked at in Part II is what Kress refers to as signs of 

learning: those specific moments during which people learn something for the 

very first time. By giving a very detailed, local and anecdotic ethnographic 

description of these very first times, we actually have ended up describing the 

genesis of learning. We have cast light on the process of how something 

learnable eventually gets learned, in a step-by-step process. As we have seen, 

the result of this learning is often very embryonic, fragile and rigid. People are 

learning little bits that can also get lost very easily. It is only by giving detailed 

and anecdotic accounts of very local, human processes of learning – such as the 

hard labour performed by Sarah for example in Chapter 5 – and as opposed to a 

mechanical and political description of learning, that one is able to investigate 

the local processes of learning, taking into account the entire ecology of a 

place. This ecology influences or, to be more precise, actually is the learning 

environment. Observing Sarah for example has made us realize that so many 

aspects and ‘obstacles’ influence, obstruct or slow down the learning process 

and that ‘being literate’ requires so much more than merely being able ‘to read 

and write’. Sarah was often lacking money to be able to send text messages. 

She also lacked the money to follow private literacy courses. Whenever she 

was following literacy courses, she was missing out on the extra income her 

small home business was generating. Her dedication to the church and her 

household was moreover keeping her so busy that there was hardly any time 

left for ‘formal’ literacy activities. She had a family to take care of and was 
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often looking after her grandchildren. Her husband was not a real helpful ‘liter-

acy mediator’; the fact that he did not always want to help Sarah with her 

literacy questions obstructed the learning process as well.  

This socio-ecological vision on learning, as opposed to a linear, cumulative 

and measurable learning theory and similar to what Street has called the 

‘autonomous model’ of literacy (Street 1984, 2001) usually accepted in peda-

gogical studies, sheds light on a locally grounded set of practices defined by the 

social contexts in which they develop and occur. The people themselves define 

this ethno-pedagogy, as active agents within the ecology of the place they are 

living in and dependent on the resources they have access to. It is a pedagogy 

that tries to recognize learning (Kress 2013), focusing on the social environ-

ment surrounding and determining learning and considering the real moments 

of learning: the moments in which the result of learning is visible for the first 

time, or, in other words, the moment during which the people observed take 

their very first shaky steps into learning something new. With regards to mobile 

phone learning, this can range from learning how to punch the keys on a key-

pad to learning how to post a status update on one’s mobile Facebook account.  

In Part II we have also discussed the central concepts we must consider 

when dealing with a pedagogical exercise leading to a theory of learning. 

When studying the learning of learning we have to very consciously consider 

issues of voice, repertoire and the importance of communities of practice. 

Whenever we study the learning of learning, we are looking at the very com-

plex processes in which people are trying to find a way to make themselves 

understood (voice), often assisted and scaffolded by others (communities) who 

are offering them possible ways, tactics and resources (repertoires) in and 

through which they will be able to do so. We are looking at how people, 

starting from scratch and surrounded by other social beings, gather the 

resources they need to let themselves be heard by using certain repertoires and 

channels they were not capable of using before. By looking specifically at these 

moments of learning, we immediately have a proof of pedagogy as well: when-

ever people employ what they have just learned we can immediately see and 

evaluate whether it works or not. 

 

10.3 So what, now, is it to be literate? 

In Part II we have looked at and discussed several case studies of learning 

processes in thorough detail. But what does it now mean to have learned and 

thus somehow master what has been learned? We too often assume that one 

either knows how to do a certain thing or one does not. Or that one has learned 
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to execute or pursue a task or one has not. One can read or write, or one cannot. 

One can ride a bicycle, or one cannot. One speaks a language, or one does not. 

Yet, throughout this dissertation we have seen that people often only learn little 

bits, and that – as a consequence – clear-cut distinctions between ‘literates’ and 

‘illiterates’ are too inaccurate and too unrealistic to make. We have moreover 

discussed the sub-molecular structure of writing as sketched by Blommaert 

(2013a), and have seen how many specific sets of resources all need to be right 

in place and available in order for someone to be able to read and write. By 

bringing in very specific and clearly defined resources – punching the keypad 

for example – we have seen how very specific functions started budding. These 

functions could be very limited, often requiring a lot of hard labour with very 

confined results, but the effects could mean a world of difference for the people 

acquiring these new functions. In Part III we have discussed the effects of this 

learning, and we have seen how, with only a little bit, women in Wesbank 

attained a plenitude of functions. We have seen how Sarah, by combining sen-

tences we had prepared for SMS use, ended up writing a letter to her son in 

prison and to me in Belgium. Linda has enriched her social life and circum-

vented her dysgraphia by chatting on MXit using passe-partout phrases pre-

pared by her friends and family members. We have looked at the secret MXit 

life of Sexy Chick and at the use of mobile Internet for business, social and 

moral purposes. Compared to ‘Western standards’ where access to smartphones 

and mobile Internet, perpetual contact and mobile literacy are almost taken for 

granted, women in Wesbank seem to have close to nothing, or at least very 

little, of access to these resources and skills. Yet when we look at the local 

effects, the small amount of acquired resources turn out to be very meaningful 

and functional within the specific ecology in which they occur. For the women 

I have observed this little bit meant the difference between extreme isolation 

and being able to act as a social human being in the new communicative envi-

ronment mobile phones and mobile Internet access has created.  

 

10.4 And now?  

After having discussed the learning environment in Part I, the learning prac-

tices in Part II and the learning effects in Part III, we can conclude three major 

things: 

 

The need for an ethnographic approach to learning 

After a lot of hard labour Sarah (Chapter 5) was eventually able to send the 

words ‘I love you’ in a text message to her children: the main results of the 
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learning I have observed in Wesbank may seem very trivial. Yet for the women 

concerned these newly acquired skills were very meaningful and functional, 

and as mentioned above, they enabled them to act as social human beings in 

interaction with the world around them. This so-called trivial, ordinary and 

easily-overlooked learning is thus in its essence a very important aspect of 

learning to further focus upon. A pedagogical theory focusing on such informal 

learning taking place within an uncontrollable and unpredictable environment 

is wanting. But what does it mean for us, researchers, when most of the learn-

ing in the (developing) world happens on the streets and in very informal set-

tings within different communities of practice? When most learning occurs in 

very context-specific, informal settings, guided by peers and scaffolders instead 

of by ‘official’ teachers and tutors in school-settings, we need to shift our 

attention and focus. Standard measures and research instruments and questions, 

used for pedagogical research within schools, are not applicable here. We have 

seen how, in order to understand, analyse and kick-start the learning processes 

people at the bottom of the pyramid engage in and are in need of, context-

specific ethnographic research is needed. With an ever-growing uptake of ICTs 

and a globalising world in which access to formal education is in reality only 

for the privileged few, informal learning processes are the most accessible, 

fruitful and democratic ways of learning for the majority of the people in the 

world. I agree with Hernández-Zamora (2010) who, after doing research 

amongst poor, post-colonial Mexican adults living in Mexico and in the United 

States and in line with Freire, stated that we need to rely on narratives of the 

marginalized people themselves when we want to have a finger on the pulse of 

the general learning environment and opportunities and their literacy learning 

practices. These narratives must be seen as rich descriptions of current social 

realities and personal experiences entangled with the available learning and lit-

eracy practices (Garza 2012). We need a coherent learning theory that enables 

us to analyse informal learning processes such as the ones observed in Wes-

bank. The results drawn from such observations are then descriptions of ethno-

pedagogies. Ethno-pedagogies are context-specific pedagogies that are highly 

influenced and constrained by socio-ecological realities, necessitating an ethno-

graphic approach to learning.  

 

Versions of literacy 

A substantial conclusion inferred from the ethnographic approach to learning 

and literacy is that people in reality only need a little bit to do or pursue a lot. 

Without being too naively optimistic I want to stress the fact that enabling 

access to certain, even limited, resources – and even within a very constrained 
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repertoire – can generate an enormous output and functionality. Within a con-

text of socio-economic and educational marginalization, we have seen how it 

sufficed to give the women a little kick-start to initiate an on-going learning 

process, one that eventually also changed the women’s self-image. Kristina for 

example only needed someone to show her how to compose and send text mes-

sages on her phone before she started to organize her life by sending out text 

messages to friends, family and neighbours. The simple realization of still 

being able to learn something new, even at an advanced age, turned out to be 

empowering in itself. This realisation instigated extreme enthusiasm and stimu-

lated the women to engage in different and new learning processes. Sarah, after 

having learned how to send off MMS voice recordings and after having learned 

how to punch the keys on her keypad, found out by herself how to send text 

messages. After realizing she was able to compose text on her mobile phone, 

she started to engage in other literacy events, such as reading the Bible and 

writing letters. Linda, after having dropped out of high school because of her 

dysgraphia, started to extend her paper writing when she started chatting on 

MXit. Thanks to her scaffolded and recycled MXit chats and her sudden daily 

engagement in literacy practices, she was able to come across as a literate per-

son, expanding her social networks far beyond the otherwise clearly confined 

borders of her household and community. From the moment Dolores was able 

to operate her Facebook profile, she started using it as a platform to express her 

religious identity, to advertise her sewing business and to ask for moral support 

when her daughter fell ill and was hospitalized. 

 We should not underestimate these small victories in literacy. In socio-

economic and historical realities such as the ones characterizing Wesbank, 

being literate in Wesbank is not a self-evident given. Inasmuch as it is normal 

for us to chat, search and text on our devices, being able to compose and send 

text is not such a self-evident given for the women living in an impoverished 

community in Cape Town. It is a skill many people in the community can only 

desire, because of language or device illiteracy and/or limited access to and 

availability of resources. Underestimating the acquired skills and not appre-

ciating the small results people in Wesbank obtain means turning a blind eye to 

the hard labour people put into the literacy practices and it moreover means we 

ignore the functional plenitude resulting from it.  

 A mobile phone proved to be a very convenient and rewarding instrument 

for literacy enthusiasm and deployment: with only very limited skills an enor-

mous new social space can be created, opening communication channels that 

could not be accessed and called upon previously. Thanks to the mobile phone 

and arduous learning processes, extended and spectacular functions are gener-
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ated in comparison to the limited skills that are deployed. The resulting enthu-

siasm for literacy and learning, incited by the immediate enabled possibility to 

execute tangible functions – chatting with a total stranger on MXit for example 

– is a new phenomenon in an environment where literacy stimulation in out-of-

school contexts has always been very limited and uninteresting. A lot is sud-

denly possible, and people are able to achieve enormous results and access new 

worlds that are within reach with the mobile device. The mobile phone 

becomes an instrument through which people can tumble from one learning 

environment into another, not only learning and experimenting with new 

literacies and repertoires but also with renewed self-confidence and new iden-

tities. The mobile Internet for example enables access to Facebook and other 

social networking sites, opening doors to environments, social spaces and 

social identities people in Wesbank did not know about or did not have access 

to in the past.  

 Just as Paulo Freire (1972) concluded after his work as an educator in his 

home country Brazil and later as an advisor on educational reform in former 

Portuguese colonies such as Guinea Bissau and Mozambique, these modest 

results, often seen as negligible and trivial, might be of high importance and 

even life-changing for others. Remember Sarah, who had dropped out of 

several literacy courses she had followed earlier but then tumbled from one 

learning experience into another once we started to have our weekly SMS 

meetings. It was only after observing her for a while that it became clear that 

the literacy events and practices she engaged in were in reality rather complex, 

multiple and multimodal instead of clear-cut and straightforward. Even though 

Sarah never stopped regarding herself as an ‘illiterate’ person and even though 

she might have ended up being registered as ‘literate’ in the official statistics 

(since at the end of the ABET courses she was able to write her own name) the 

observations made during fieldwork in Wesbank have taught me that we have 

to reflect upon ‘literacy’ and ‘illiteracy’ in a very nuanced way. We have seen 

how an entire continuum of meanings for these terms fit under one and the 

same umbrella. Is you ask someone whether s/he is ‘literate’ and this person 

answers ‘yes’, the full meaning of this answer is never completely clear and 

unambiguous without close observation.  

 In his book on grassroots literacy Jan Blommaert (2008) described how a 

Congolese woman was asked to write an official police declaration after the 

Belgian police had arrested her on grounds of shoplifting. The police had asked 

the lady whether she ‘could write’, on which she had answered positively. Yet 

whereas the woman had interpreted ‘writing’ as ‘the performance of mere basic 

writing skills’, the police had expected her to be able to produce a ‘long, nu-
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anced and detailed written narrative in a standard, normative language variety 

and a standard orthography’ (Blommaert 2008: 3). The woman had managed to 

write something, but had failed to produce a narrative that could count as her 

‘account of events’ within a legal space. Contrarily we have also seen how 

someone who answers the question ‘can you read and write?’ negatively often 

does perform many literacy tasks and does participate in literacy events, some-

thing we have seen in clear detail when discussing Sarah. Moreover, many 

people do not necessarily experience their reading and writing on their mobile 

phone as real reading and writing.  

 Paulo Freire (1993) emphasized the importance of raising consciousness 

about the acquired skills and of connecting content and conclusions to daily 

reality. Acquiring literacy is more than just mechanically and technically being 

competent to read and write; it is about acquiring the right means with which 

one can exceed mere passive behaviour of learning, and learn in interrelation-

ship with one’s social reality and needs. According to Paulo Freire only this 

kind of ‘situated learning’ is liberating; the learning based on needs and on a 

critical perception of social reality. Any other educative process is domesti-

cating and meaningless, since the content of literacy learning will then not be 

related to present social realities and thus not be of any use (Freie 1993). 

 

Collective practices 

What implications do these realisations now have for an approach to peda-

gogy? As we have mentioned earlier the ethno-pedagogy elaborated in this 

dissertation shows us how we are in need of emic descriptions of learning en-

vironments, based on thorough ethnographic research and extensive in-depth 

participant observation. Ethnographic fieldwork enables us to depart from the 

local-specific, socio-ecological realities and to look at what people can get, 

what people want to get and what people need to get with regards to literacy 

and learning skills within a specific socio-economic setting. What people can 

get (i.e. access to resources, repertoires, institutions, literacy mediators, etc.) is, 

as we have seen in environments such as Wesbank, often very little and 

extremely confined, but what they can do with that little is often a lot. An emic 

approach to ethno-pedagogy has enabled us to get a very clear and nuanced 

picture of the learning environment and the availability of resources as well as 

of the present learning practices and the different and far-reaching effects of 

that learning.  

 The pedagogical implication of all of this is that learning – or pedagogy – is 

not something that predominantly, let alone exclusively, occurs in formal edu-

cational settings and institutions. People learn on playgrounds, on the streets, 
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during daily and mundane encounters with peers, family members and friends. 

In other words: learning is a permanent side effect of daily social human be-

haviour and exchange. This implies that an answer to ‘illiteracy’ or short-

comings in learning opportunities does not necessitate the building of more 

schools or educational infrastructures. We have to see pedagogy as something 

that demands very small amounts of interventions, materials, learning pack-

ages, structures and institutions. In some cases, no institutions are needed at all. 

Instead of regarding marginalized and uneducated people as mere bank ac-

counts on which knowledge can be deposited from those who know to those 

who do not know (Freire 1993; Nyirenda 1996) we have seen how women in 

Wesbank only needed a small kick-start to initiate an ongoing learning process, 

cascading from one learning environment into another. Instead of gathering 

during officially organised course-periods in school settings, it did not only 

suffice to organise small gatherings in someone’s house for a couple of hours, 

it actually also generated a better learning result. After they had learned how to 

compose text messages on their handsets, both Sarah and Kristina said to have 

never made such huge ‘literacy’ progress in such a short span of time. Yet, they 

both had followed extra literacy and alphabetisation courses earlier. According 

to them, it was the first time in their lives that they were learning something 

that was immediately functional and operational, which motivated them to 

learn and experiment even more.  

 To cling to this enthusiasm, we only had to trigger the skills the women 

already mastered and stimulate the learning environment. We did not need to 

gather in classrooms but instead looked out for the functionality of literacy in 

everyday settings. The mobile phone proved to be the ultimate instrument for 

engaging in functional literacy stimulation, and the correlation between func-

tionality and literacy results is something that has to be kept in mind whenever 

we engage in pedagogy and literacy projects. Mine and other projects (as men-

tioned in Chapter 5) using mobile phones as a central instrument for literacy 

stimulation have shown that general writing on the mobile phone significantly 

improves literacy retention. It seems more likely that people who learn how to 

read and write on their phones practice reading and writing on a more regular 

basis than when having to practice with pen on paper (see also Kraus & West 

forthcoming, as mentioned in West & Chew 2014). A study by UNESCO 

(West & Chew 2014)
52

 in developing countries has found that people were 

                                                 
52 The research was conducted in seven countries (Ethiopia, Ghana, India, Kenya, Nigeria, 

Pakistan, and Zimbabwe) and included a survey in which 4,000 people participated, and 

qualitative follow-up interviews with ‘numerous’ respondents. The research was carried out in 

a joint and ongoing cooperation between UNESCO, Nokia and Worldreader. 
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more likely to engage in literacy activities on their mobile phones whenever 

they saw tangible benefits for doing so. As we have discussed above, the fi-

nancial benefit of sending a text message instead of making a voice call is for 

many women an important motivation to eventually engage in literacy prac-

tices. 

 What does this now imply for education and learning in a development 

context? We can conclude that most of the mobile phone and literacy learning 

that occurred in Wesbank amongst the women observed would have never hap-

pened without my intervention or assistance. The women need a mediator and 

some previously missing resources and skills in order to be propelled to a new 

social space, where they eventually could employ the newly acquired literacy 

skills unlimitedly. In some instances this mediator was I, the ethnographer, but 

as we have seen with Linda, Lisa, Pearl and Ernestine, these mediators could 

also be friends, peers, spouses, tutors, fellow church members, children, chat 

partners, etc. This realization – the mere need for a simple kick-start to literacy 

– is a hopeful and positive message, as it stresses the importance of a local, 

context-specific approach in which informal learning of functional literacy 

skills amongst peers is key. Once an insight into the local learning environment 

and the learning processes is attained, a little push suffices for the women in 

Wesbank to eventually accomplish a lot of practice or to open doors to entirely 

new and superdiverse social environments. We have discussed above how the 

performance of literate acts requires the indispensable availability of many 

different resources, all forming the ‘sub-molecular’ structure of writing 

(Blommaert 2013a). Miss one molecule, and the entire structure collapses and 

becomes impracticable. The kick-start the women in Wesbank needed – learn-

ing how to operate their handsets – was a technological resource they lacked 

and needed guidance for. 

 With a good, local and context-specific view on the ecology of a place 

within which the learning practices take place, the learning practices and the 

effects of that learning are suddenly more predictable. It is thus easier to antici-

pate upon them, to eliminate obstructions and somehow predict what steps will 

take place. We now know that, when sooner or later an upgrade to cheap 4G 

phones with 4G connections will be available for people in Wesbank, for 

example, similar or identical learning processes will take place as the ones 

described in this dissertation. We also know that these learning processes will 

probably only initiate after a little kick-start – preferably given by a mediator 

who can show the learning person ‘how to …’. We have also seen how to 

stimulate these learning processes and have come to the realization that what 

people are really in need of in places such as Wesbank are not classrooms, 
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schools, curricula or teachers in official institutions but (literacy) mediators 

within their immediate social environment. They need scaffolders who can 

offer them the necessary recourses that can enable them to develop a voice 

worth hearing.  

 This is in line with the research by Hernandez-Zamora (2010: 7) who states 

that ‘desires and possibilities for intellectual, literacy and social growth’ are 

actually ‘created through community-based groups and movements, those 

based in spiritualism, community activism, unionism, or even online escapism, 

not schools’ (Lorimer 2011: 129). Literacy should thus be situated within soci-

ety rather than within the individual or the official, since the development of 

literacy is promoted or hindered by social conditions and the community in 

general (Garza 2012). Mediators, literacy sponsors, scaffolders, etc. are the 

necessary guidance (Lave & Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998) by means of which 

the experienced assist newcomers in ordinary tasks and shape participation in 

collective practices. According to Lave and Wenger, learning is not exclusively 

about the acquisition of expertise and practical intelligence, but also comprises 

a process of identity transformation in which newcomers are progressively 

recognised as members of communities of practice as they move from periph-

eral to full participation (Filliettaz et al. 2013). We have seen how women in 

Wesbank after some period of familiarization and having obtained a certain 

fluency in a newly required skill, eventually moved on to a new skill or a new 

repertoire, always wanting to learn and explore more.  

 The mobile phone is surely not a panacea that will bring information and 

literacy to all who are in dire need of it. What it does is, however, not negli-

gible but of great importance to people who live in environments that are, due 

to severe socio-ecological circumstances of poverty and marginalization, 

deprived of high quality education, libraries and out-of-school literacy stimu-

lation. It offers the people, living in areas such as Wesbank, a tool by which 

they can explore, practice and maintain (newly acquired) literacy skills, stay in 

contact and cast safety nets by creating ever-growing on- and offline social 

networks in a very safe and relatively cheap manner. Having access to a mobile 

phone and its literate functions confronts people with the immediate benefits of 

functional literacy, motivating them to learn more and to step from one learn-

ing environment into another.  

 Yet, we have seen how it does not always suffice to simply make all needed 

resources available. Most women in Wesbank possessed a mobile phone but 

only few of them were using it for more than calling and sending PCMs. 

Women needed that little push towards literacy before they really started to 

explore and engage in it. That little push was coming mostly from me, but it 
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could also come from daughters, siblings, spouses, peers, community organisa-

tion members, friends, etc. This realization – the need of a scaffolded kick-start 

to functional literacy instead of the need for schools and institutions – makes 

education in a development context a great deal more practicable and feasible.  
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APPENDIX I 

Face-to-face interview questions: Guideline 

o How old are you? 

o Place of birth? 

o Do you have children? How old are they?  

o Which languages do you speak? 

o School background? 

o Do you have a mobile phone?  

o How long do you have your cell phone? When did you get your first mobile phone?  

o How did you obtain one? Why?  

o Why did you decide to get yourself a cell phone or why did someone give one to you? 

o What were the main reasons why you wanted to get a cell phone? 

o Do you share your cell phone with other people? How does it work?  

o Do your children have a mobile phone? Why or why not?  

o Does your family live in the same area?  

o How many times during the day do you use your cell phone? For what purposes?  

o Are you mostly sending or receiving phone calls or messages?  

o What did change in your life since you have a cell phone? Positive and negative changes. 

o Are you making all your phone calls with your cell phone or do you sometimes still use the 

public phones?  

o Do you have a landline? Did you ever have one? Why did you cancel it? 

o Do you send text messages?  

o In what language do you write your texts? How do you choose what language to use?  

o When do you send SMSs and to whom? 

o Do you MXIT? What is your opinion about it?  

o How are your writing and reading skills? In what languages?  

o How did you learn how to work with a cell phone? Who taught you?  

o If you don’t know how to do something on your cell phone, do you ask someone else to do it 

for you or do you ask someone to show it to you, so you can do it yourself? 

o Do you write your text messages yourself or do you ask for help?  

o What are you currently capable of doing on your cell phone? (call, SMS, Internet, games, 

music, alarm, PCM, MXIT, radio, …) 

o What would you still like to learn? Why? 

o What are the three things you do the most on your cell phone?  
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o Did the cell phone help you to  

 stay in touch with family/friends 

 contact the police/ambulance/civic services/school/church 

 find information 

 work with others in the community 

 organise events 

 do business 

 look for a job 

 read and write 

o Do you read and write in your free time? What? 

o Did you already use your cell phone today? For what?  

o How much airtime do you usually purchase? How long does it last?  

o Do you use Internet to access information? Which websites? 

o Did you ever work with a computer?  

o Who is in your network? Who are the main contact groups in your contact list on your 

phone?  

o What is ‘inappropriate’ mobile phone use?  

o What is the worst thing about a cell phone? 

o What is the best thing about a cell phone?  

o Have you used your phone with regards to your job? To find a job? How?  

o What do you do to cut the costs of your mobile phone use?  

o What would a phone still have to be able to do? If you would invent a new feature on your 

cell phone, what would it be?  

o If you would have to choose between your TV or your cell phone, what would you choose?  

 



APPENDIX II 

First questionnaire 2011 

Questionnaire mobile phone use 

Vraagstuk mobile telefoon gebruik 

Imibuzwana ngosetyenziso luka nomyayi (cell phone)  

 

I am a PhD student at Tilburg University in the Netherlands, closely collaborating with the 

SANPAD research project and the Departments of Linguistics at the Universities of the Western 

Cape and Cape Town (UWC and UCT). The information that I gather through this questionnaire 

will be used for my PhD research project and parts of it will be published. My aim is to 

investigate mobile phone use and mobile phone literacies in your community, especially that of 

your mothers.  

Can you please fill in the first part of the questionnaire? Then I would like you to take the 

questionnaire home and ask your mother to fill in the second part. If everything is filled in, you 

can hand it back to your teacher.  

You would be of a great help to my research! 

Thank you in advance, 

Fie Velghe 

For more questions: 071 27 25 881 

 

 

Ek is ‘n PhD student by die Universiteit van Tilburg in Nederland, saam met SANPAD ondersoek 

projek en die Departement van Linguistiek aan die Universiteit van die Weskaap Land en 

Universiteit van Kaapstad (UWC en UCT). Die informasie wat ek insamel deur die vraagstuk sal 

gebruik word vir my doctorale kursus en van dit sal gepubliseer word. My focus is om ondersoek 

te doen op mobiele telefone en die letterkunde daarvan in die gemeenskap, veral die van 

moeders.  

Sal jy asseblief die eerste gedeelte invul van die vraagstuk? Dan wil ek graag hê jy moet dit 

huistoe neem sodat u moeder die tweede gedeelte kan invul. As alles ingevul is kan u dit asseblief 

by jou onderwyser inhandig. 

Jy is van groot hulp in my ondersoek! 

By voorbaat dankie, 

Fie Velghe 

Vir meer informasie: 071 27 25 881 
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Ndingumfundi wezifundo zobigqirha (PhD) kwi Dyunivesitu yase Tilburg eNetherlands, 

sisebenzisana ngokubambisana kunye ne SANPAD, nesebe leLwimi leDyunivesiti yeNtshona 

Koloni(UWC) kwakunye neDyunivesiti yeKapa (UCT). Le ncukacha ndiyiqokelela ngale 

mibuzwana iza kusetyenziswa kuphando lwezifundo zam zesidanga sobugqirha kwaye ezinye 

indwawo ziza kupapashwa. Eyona nto ndifuna ukuyenza kukuphanda ukusetyenziswa 

konomyayi nolwazi lokubasebenzisa kwindawo ohlala kuyo, nangakumbi eka mama wakho. 

Ungasigcwalisa na esisi qendu sokuqala sale mibuzwana? Ndingathanda ukuba uyithathe 

lemibuzwana ugoduke nayo, ucele umama wakho agcwalise isiqendu sesibini. Xa yonke into sele 

igcwalisiwe, ungayinika utitshala wakho. 

Ungaluncedo olukhulu kuphando lwam!! 

Enkosi, 

Fie Velghe 

Imibuzo ethe vetshe, tsalela: 071 272 6881 
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PART I: Youngsters and mobile phone use 

DEEL I: Jong mense en sellulere telefoon gebruik 

ISIQENDU SOKUQALA: abantu abancinci kunye nosetyenziswa luka nomyayi 

 

 CHAPTER 1: GENERAL QUESTIONS 

 HOOFSTUK 1: ALGEMENE VRAE 

 ISAHLUKO SOKUQALA: IMIBUZO ETHE GABALALA 

 

How old are you? 

Hoe oud is u? 

Mingaphi iminyaka yakho? 

 

Place of birth 

Geboorteplek 

Indawo ozalelwe kuyo 

 

What languages do you speak? 

Watter tale praat u? 

Zeziphi iilwimi ozothethayo? 

 

In what grade are you?  

In watter graad is jy? 

Ukweliphi ibanga? 

 

Do you own a mobile phone of your own? Which 

model/make? 

Besit jy n sellulere telefoon? Watter model? 

Ingaba unaye unomyayi ongowakho? Loluphi 

uhlobo/udidi? 

 

 

If you don’t have a cell phone of your own, please go to chapter 3 (page 6) of the questions. If 

you have a cell phone of your own, you can just continue with chapter 2. 

As jy nie ‘n sellulere telefoon van jouself het nie, gaan na hoofstuk 3 (bladsy 6) van die vrae. As 

jy wel ‘n sellulere telefoon het gaan aan met hoofstuk 2. 

Xa ungenaye unomyayi ongowakho, yiya kwi sahluko sesithathu (ipepa 6) lwale mibuzo. Ukuba 

unaye unomyayi ongowakho, qhubeka uye kwisahluko sesibini. 
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 CHAPTER 2: MOBILE PHONE OWNERS  

(please fill this chapter in if you have a mobile phone of your own) 

 HOOFSTUK 2: SELLULERE TELEFOON EIENAARS 

(vul asseblief die gedeelte in as jy ‘n telefoon het) 

 ISAHLUKO SESIBINI: ABANINI BONO MYAYI 

(Nceda ugcwalise esisahluko ukuba UNAYE unomayi ongowakho) 

 

How long do you have your cell phone? (Please tick the right answer) 

Hoe lank het jy n sellulere telefoon? (Merk asseblief die regte antwoord) 

Lingakanani ithuba unono myayi? (Khetha impendulo elungileyo) 

 For less than 6 months / Minder as 6 maande / Ithuba elingaphantsi kweenyanga 

ezintandathu 

 Between 6 months and a year / Tussen 6 en 12 maande / Phakathi kweenyanga 

ezintandathu ukuya kunyaka 

 Between a year and two years / Tussen 1 en 2 jaar / Phakathi konyaka neminya 

emibini 

 Two years or longer / 2 Jaar en langer / Iminyaka emibini nagaphezulu 

 
 

Did you buy your own cell phone or did someone give it to you? Who? 

Het jy jou telefoon gekoop of het iemand dit vir jou gegee? 

Ingaba wamthenga unomyayi wakho okanye wamnikwa ngumntu? Ongubani? 

 

 

Why did you (or the person who gave it to you) wanted (you) to have a cell phone?  

Hoekom het jy (of die persoon wat dit vir jou gegee het) die telefoon vir jou aangeskaf? 

Ingaba kutheni (okanye lomntu wayekunikile) afune ukumnika wena lonomyayi? 

 

 

How did you learn to work with your cell phone? Who taught you? 

Hoe het jou geleer om met die telefoon te werk? Wie het jou geleer? 

Wafunda njani ukusebenzisa unomyayi? Ufundiswe ngubani? 

 

 

If your parents/father/mother have a cell phone, who did teach them to work with it? 

As jou ouers (moeder/vader) ‘n sellulere telefoon het, wie het hulle geleer om daarmee te werk? 

Ukuba abazali okanye utata okanye umama unaye unomyayi, ngubani owabafundisayo 

ukubasebenzisa? 
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Or you on MXIT?  

Is jy op MXIT? 

Okanye uku MXIT? 

 

 

Is your mother or father on MXIT? 

Is jou moeder of vader op MXIT? 

Ingaba utata wakho okanye umama wakho uku MXIT? 

 

 

If yes, are you friends with your father or mother on MXIT? Why? Why not? 

As die antwoord JA is, is jy vriende met jou ouer(s) op MXIT? Hoekom/Hoekom nie? 

Ukuba ewe, ingaba ungumhlobo naye utata wakho okanye umama wakho ku MXIT? Kuba 

kutheni? Naxa ungengomhlobo naye, Kutheni? 

 

 

Does it happen a lot that your parents ask you advice on how to use specific applications? What 

do they ask you the most? 

Gebeur dit gereeld dat jou ouers jou advies vra oor iets wat hulle nie verstaan nie? Wat vra 

hulle die meeste? 

Ingaba kwenzeka rhoqo ukuba abazali bakho bacele ingcebiso zakho ukusebenzisa izinto 

ezithile kunomyayi? Yintoni abayibuza kakhulu? 

 

 

How do you pay your air time? (with your own money, your pocket money, parent’s 

money…)? How much airtime do you usually purchase? How long does it last? 

Hoe koop jy jou ligtyd (met jou eie geld, sak geld, ouers gee jou …)? Hoeveel ligtyd koop u 

gewoonlik en hoe lank hou dit? 

Ingaba uwubhatala ngantoni umoya? (airtime) (ngemali yakho, ngemali oyiphiwayo, ngemali 

yabazali…)? Uqhele ukuthenga eyamalini? Ihlala ithuba elingakanani? 

 

 

In what language(s) do you write most of your text messages? What language(s) do you use on 

MXIT? 

In watter taal skryf jy die meeste jou boodskappe? Watter taal gebruik jy vir MXIT? 

Zeziphi iilwimi obhala ngazo kakhulu kuMXIT? Loluphi ulwimi olusebenzisayo kuMXIT? 
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If you send your messages in several languages, then how do you choose which language to 

use?  

As jy meer as een taal gebruik vir n boodskap, hoe kies jy die tale vir ‘n boodskap? 

Xa uthumela imiyalezo yakho usebenzisa iilwimi eziliqela, ingaba ulukhetha njani ulwimi 

ozakulisebenzisa? 

 

 

Do you use your cell phone often to contact your family? On what occasions? 

Gebruik jy jou sellulere telefoon gereeld om familie te kontak- vir wattrr doeleindes die 

meeste? 

Ingaba uyamsebenzisa unomyayi wakho rhoqo ukuqhakamshelana nosapho lwakho? Xa 

kutheni? 

 

 

Can you write down the last message you sent to someone and copy it literally underneath? 

Can you as well copy the last received message? (Please copy it literally, so with all the 

abbreviations and textspeak used, as well as the mistakes.) 

Sal jy die boodskap wat jy laatste uitgestuur het onderaan neerskryf? Skryf asseblief die laatste 

wat jy ontvang het ook neer. (Skryf dit asseblief netso neer met alle afkortings sowel die 

spelfoute.) 

Ungawubhala phantsi umyalezo wokugqibela ubuwuthumelele umntu kwaye uwubhale 

ngobunjalo bawo apha ngezantsi? Ungawukhuphela nalo wokugqibela ubuwufumene? (Ndicela 

uwukhuphele ngobunjalo bawo, namagama ashunquliweyo nala uwasebenzisa kuthumelo 

miyalezo, kunye nempazamo.) 

 

SENT MESSAGE / STUUR BOODSKAP / UMYALEZO OTHUNYELWEYO: 

Sent to: (friend, family, …) / Stuur na (vriend, familie, …) / Uthunyelwe ku: (umhlobo, usapho 

…) 

 

 

RECEIVED MESSAGE / ONTVANG BOODSKAP / UMYALEZO OFUNYENWEYO: 

Received from / Ontvang van / Usuka ku:  

 

 

If you would teach your parents one thing on the mobile phone they don’t know yet, what 

would it be?  

As jy jou ouer een iets op ‘n sellulere telefoon moet leer, wat sal dit wees? 

Ingaba ngamanye amaxesha ukhe ubhalele abanye abantu imiyalezo? Ukuba ewe, Ubani 

ngamathuba atheni? 
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What changes did a mobile phone bring to your life?  

Watter verandering het ‘n mobiele telefoon in jou lewe gemaak?  

Yintoni etshintshileyo ebomini bakho emva kokuba ubenonomyayi? 

For the better / Positief / Wenze ngcono: 

For the worse / Negatief / Wenze kakubi: 

Do your read or write in your free time? (novels, newspapers, poetry, information magazines, 

…). If yes, what do you read most often? Did you read something yesterday? 

Lees jy in jou vrye tyd? (stories, koerante, ens.). As JA, wat lees jy die meeste? Het jy gister iets 

gelees? 

Ingaba ukhe ufunde okanye ubhale ngexesha ongenzi nto ngalo? (Inoveli, amaphepha ndaba, 

imibongo, imagazini,…) ukuba ewe, yintoni oyifundayo ixesha elinzinzi? Ingaba ikhona into 

ubuyifunda izolo? 

 

 

Do you use your cell phone to access Internet? If yes, what sites? 

Gebruik jy jou sellulere telefoon vir Internet? As JA, wat maak jy? 

Ingaba uyamsebenzisa unomyayi ukungena kwi-Internet? Ukuba ewe, ungena kweziphi isites? 
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 CHAPTER 3: NON-OWNERS or MOBILE PHONE USERS  

 (please fill in this chapter if you DON’T have a mobile phone of your own) 

 HOOFSTUK 3: NIE-EIENAARS of MOBIELE TELEFOON GEBRUIKERS 

 (vul asseblief die gedeelte in as jy NIE ‘n sellulere telefoon van jouself het nie) 

 ISAHLUKO SESITHATHU: ABANGENA NOMYAYI OKANYE ABAASENZISI 

BONOMYAYI 

 (nceda gcwalisa esi sahluko ukuba AWUNAYE unomyayi ongowakho) 

 

Did you ever have a cell phone? If yes, what happened with it? Why don’t you have one 

anymore? 

Het jy ooit al n sellulere telefoon gehad? As JA,wat het met /van dit geword? Hoekom het jy nie 

meer een nie? 

Ingaba wawukhe wanaye unomyayi? Ukuba ewe, kwenzeka ntoni kuyo? Kutheni ungenaye 

ngoku? 

 

 

Do you use someone else’s cell phone? If yes, how many times: 

Gebruik jy sommige kere iemand anders se telefoon? Hoeveel keer? 

Ingaba usebenzisa unomyayi womnye umntu? Ukuba ewe, kangaphi? 

 More than once every day / Meer as een keer per dag / Amaxa angapha kwethuba 

elinye ngosuku? 

 

 

One time every day / Een keer elke dag / Kanye ngosuku? 

 Maximum 3 times a week / Ten meeste drie keer per week / Amaxa abuninzi 

busesithathwini ngeveki? 

 

 

1 or 2 times a week / 1 of 2 keer per week / Kanye okanye kabini ngosuku? 

 

 

A couple of times in a month / ‘n paar keer per maand / Amaxa abalekayo ngenyanga? 

 Once in a month / Een keer per maand / Kanye ngenyanga? 

 

 Almost never, only for emergencies / Amper nooit, net vir noodgevalle / Andifane 

ndimsebenzise, ndimsebenzisa xa kunyembelekile? 
 

Who’s phone do you use, if you use one?  

Wie se telefoon gebruik jy as jy een gebruik? 

Ngokabani unomyayi othi umsebenzise, ukuba ukhe umsebenzise? 
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If you use someone else’s phone, why do you use it for (f.i. texting, MXIT, calling, games, …); 

Give the three main reasons. 

Tensy jy iemand se telefoon gebruik, hoekom gebruik jy dit? (bv; vir boodskappe, MXIT, 

oproepe, speletjies, …). Gee 3 goeie redes. 

Ukuba usebenzisa unomyayi womnye umntu, ingama umsebenzisela ukwenza ntoni? (Uthumela 

imiyalezo, MXIT, Ukutsala umnxeba, imidlalo, …). Nika ezona zizathu zibalulekileyo. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

What is the reason (or reasons) you don’t have a cell phone? 

Wat is die rede/s dat jy nie n sellulere telefoon het nie? 

Sesiphi isizathu esibangela ukuba ungabina nomyayi (okanye izizathu)? 

 

 

If you would have a cell phone, what would you use it for the most? Give 3 reasons. 

As jy ‘n telefoon sou kon gehad het, vir wat sou jy dit die meeste gebruik het? Gee 3 redes. 

Xa unoba kuno banaye unomyayi, ungamsebenzisela ntoni ixesha elininzi? Nika izizathu zibe 

zithathu 

1) 

2) 

3) 

According to you, what changes would a cell phone bring in your life? 

Volgens jou, watse veranderinge sou ‘n sellulere telefoon in jou lewe gemaak het? 

Ngoku nokwakho, loluphi utshintsho olunokuza nonomyayi ebomini bakho? 

For the better / Positief / Okungcono: 

For the worse / Negatief / Okubi: 

Do your parents or other relatives have a mobile phone?  

Is jou ouers/naasbestaandes in besit van ‘n mobiele telefoon? 

Ingaba abazali bakho okanye izizalwane zakho ziyaye unomyayi? 
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PART II: Mothers and mobile phone use 

DEEL II: Moeders en mobiele telefoon gebruik  

ISIQENDU SESIBINI: Oomama nosetyenziso 

 

(Please give this part to your mother to fill it in / Geef hierdie gedeelte vir jou moeder om in te 

vul / Nika uMama wakho asigcwalise esisiqendu) 

 

 CHAPTER 1: GENERAL QUESTIONS 

 HOOFSTUK 1: ALGEMENE VRAE 

 ISAHLUKO SOKUQALA: IMIBUZO ETHE GABALALA 

 

How old are you? 

Hoe oud is u? 

Mingaphi iminyaka yakho? 

 

Place of birth 

Geboorteplek 

Indawo ozalelwe kuyo 

 

Are you married? 

Is u getroud? 

Ingaba utshatile? 

 

Do you have children? How many? 

How old are they? 

Het u kinders? Hoeveel? Hoe oud? 

Ingaba unabo abantwana? Bangaphi? Mingaphi 

iminyaka yabo? 

 

What languages do you speak? 

Watter tale praat u? 

Zeziphi iilwimi ozithethayo? 

 

Until what age did you go to school? 

Tot watter ouderdom het u skool gegaan? 

Uyeke uneminyaka emingaphi esikolweni? 

 

Do you own a mobile phone of your own?  

Which model/make? 

Is u in besit van n sellulere telefoon? 

Watter model/maak? 

Ingaba unaye unomyayi ongowakho? Loluphi 

uhlobo/udidi? 
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If you don’t have a cell phone of your own, please go to chapter 3 (page 15) of the questions. If 

you have a cell phone of your own, you can just continue with chapter 2. 

As u nie in besit van n sellulere telefoon is nie, gaan na hoofstuk (bladsy 15) van die vrae. As u 

wel n sellulere telefoon besit, kan u aangaan met hoofstuk 2. 

Xa ungenaye unomyayi ongowakho, yiya kwi sahluko sesithathu (ipepa 15) lwale mibuzo. 

Ukuba unaye unomyayi ongowakho, qhubeka uye kwisahluko sesibini. 
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 CHAPTER 2: CELL PHONE OWNERS 

(please fill this chapter in if you have a mobile phone of your own) 

 HOOFSTUK 2: MOBIELE TELEFOON EIENAARS 

(vul asseblief die gedeelte in as u ‘n telefoon het) 

 ISAHLUKO SESIBINI: ABANINI BONOMYAYI 

(Gcwalisa esisahluko ukuba unaye unomyayi ongowakho) 

 

How long do you have your cell phone? (Please tick the right answer) 

Hoe lank het u n sellulere telefoon? (Merk asseblief die regte antwoord) 

Lingakanani ithuba unonomyayi? (Khetha impendulo elungileyo) 

 For less than 6 months / Minder as 6 maande / Ithuba elingaphantsi kweenyanga 

ezintandathu 

 Between 6 months and a year / Tussen 6 maande en 1 jaar / Phakathi kweenyanga 

ezintandathu ukuya kunyaka 

 Between a year and two years / Tussen 1 en 2 jaar / Phakathi konyaka neminya emibini 

 

 Two years or longer / 2 jaar en langer / Iminyaka emibini nagaphezulu 

 
 

How did you acquire your cell phone? Did you buy it or was it a present? Who gave it to you if 

it was a present? 

Het u u telefoon gekoop of het iemand dit vir u gegee? Wie het dit vir u gegee? 

Umfumene njani unomyayi wakho? Wamthenga okanye yayi sisipho? Ngubani owakunikayo 

xa isisipho? 

 

 

Why did you decide to get yourself a mobile phone? Or why did someone think you needed 

one? 

Hoekom het jy (of die persoon wat dit vir jou gegee het) die telefoon vir jou aangeskaf? 

Yintoni eyabangela ukuba uzifunele owakho unomyayi? Okanye kukho umntu owacinga 

ukuba uyamdinga? 

 

 

Do your children have cell phones? Why? Why not? 

Het u kind(ers) sellulere telefoon? Hoekom? Hoekom nie? 

Ingaba abantwana bakho banabo onomyayi? Kutheni? Okanye kutheni bengenabo? 
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How did you learn to work with a cell phone? Who teached you?  

Hoe het u geleer om met die sellulere telefoon te werk? Wie het u geleer? 

Wafunda njani ukusebenzisa unomyayi? Umfundiswe ngubani? 

– To call and receive calls / Om te bel en oproepe te ontvang / Ukutsala umnxeba: 

– To send SMS / Om boodskappe te stuur / Ukuthumela umyalezo: 

– To acces Internet / Om Internet te gebruik / Ukungena kwi-Internet: 

– To play games / Speletjies te speel / Ukudlala imidlalo: 

– To listen to the radio/music / Radio/musiek te luister / Unomathotholo/ukudlala umculo: 

– Use MXIT / Gebruik MXIT / Ukusebenzisa uMXIT: 

– Others / Ander /  Ezinye: 

Which application on your phone would you still like to learn to use? Why? 

Wat sou u graag nog wil leer op u sellulere telefoon? Hoekom? 

Ingaba yintoni into osafuna ukuyifunda ukuyisebenzisa ngonomayayi wakho? Ngoba kutheni? 

 

 

What changed in your life since you have a cell phone?  

Volgens u, wat het in jou lewe verander vandat jy ‘n selfoon het?  

Yintoni etshintshileyo ebomini bakho emva kokuba ubenonomyayi? 

For the better / Positief / Okungcono: 

For the worse / Negatief / Okubi: 

If you don’t know how to use a specific feature/application on your phone 

As u nie weet hoe om ‘n sekere program te gebruik nie 

Ukuba awukwazi ukusebenzisa into ethile kunomayayi wakho 

o you ask someone to do it for you. 

 vra u iemand om dit vir jou te doen. 

 ucela umntu akwenzele. 

o you ask someone to explain it to you so you can do it yourself next time. 

 vra u iemand om vir u te verduidelik sodat jy dit die volgende keer self kan doen. 

 ucela umntu akucacisele ukwenzela ukuba uzenzele kwixa elizayo. 

 

Please tick the right answer / Merk asseblief die regte antwoord / Khetha impendulo elungileyo 
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What are the 3 things you do the most with your cell phone? 

Watter 3 dingen maak u die meeste met u sellulere telefoon? 

Zintoni izinto ezintathu ozenza kakhulu ngonomyayi?  

1) 

2) 

3) 

Please circle the right answer / Kring die regte antwoord asseblief / Yenza isanqa 

kwimpendulo elungileyo 

 

How much – if at all – has your mobile phone helped you to: 

Hoeveel het u mobiele telefoon u gehelp om: 

Kukangakanani- ukuba kukhe kwenzeke kwa- unomyayi wakho abeluncedo kuwe: 

 

– Keep in touch with family / Bly in kontak met u familie / Kunxebelelwano nezihlobo 

zakho  

Very much 

Baie keer 

Kakhulu kakhulu 

Much 

Gereeld 

Kakhulu 

Seldom 

Af en toe 

Manqapha -nqapha 

Very seldom 

Byna nooit 

Kunqabile 

Never 

Nooit 

Azange 

 

– Keep in touch with friends / Bly in kotak met vriende / Kunxebelelwano nabahlobo azange 

Very much 

Baie keer 

Kakhulu kakhulu 

Much 

Gereeld 

Kakhulu 

Seldom 

Af en toe 

Manqapha -nqapha 

Very seldom 

Byna nooit 

Kunqabile 

Never 

Nooit 

Azange 

 

– Contact the police / Kontak die polisie / Unxebelelana naba kwaNtsasana  

Very much 

Baie keer  

Kakhulu kakhulu 

Much 

Gereeld 

Kakhulu 

Seldom 

Af en toe 

Manqapha -nqapha 

Very seldom 

Byna nooit 

Kunqabile 

Never 

Nooit 

Azange 

If yes, please explain / As ja, verduidelik asseblief / Ukuba ewe, nika inkcazelo: 

 

– Contact the school / Kontak met die skool / Kunxebelelwano nesikolo  

Very much 

Baie keer 

Kakhulu kakhulu 

Much 

Gereeld 

Kakhulu 

Seldom 

Af en toe 

Manqapha -nqapha 

Very seldom 

Byna nooit 

Kunqabile 

Never 

Nooit 

Azange 

If yes, please explain / As ja, verduidelik asseblief / Ukuba ewe, nika inkcazelo: 
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– Contact emergency services / Kontak met nooddienste / Kunxebelelwano nabo ncedo 

olukhawulezileyo 

Very much 

Baie keer 

Kakhulu kakhulu 

Much 

Gereeld 

Kakhulu 

Seldom 

Af en toe 

Manqapha -nqapha 

Very seldom 

Byna nooit 

Kunqabile 

Never 

Nooit 

Azange 

If yes, please explain / As ja, verduidelik asseblief / Ukuba ewe, nika inkcazelo: 

 

– Contact the municipality/civic services / Kontak met die munisipaliteit/ 

gemeenskapdienste / Kunxebelelwano noMasipala  

Very much 

Baie keer 

Kakhulu kakhulu 

Much 

Gereeld 

Kakhulu 

Seldom 

Af en toe 

Manqapha -nqapha 

Very seldom 

Byna nooit 

Kunqabile 

Never 

Nooit 

Azange 

If yes, please explain / As ja, verduidelik asseblief / ukuba ewe, nika inkcazelo: 

 

– Find information on the Internet / Vind informasie op die Internet / Ukufumana ulwazi 

kwi-Internet 

Very much 

Baie keer 

Kakhulu kakhulu 

Much 

Gereeld 

Kakhulu 

Seldom 

Af en toe 

Manqapha -nqapha 

Very seldom 

Byna nooit 

Kunqabile 

Never 

Nooit 

Azange 

If yes, please explain: what were you looking for? / As ja, verduidelik asseblief: waarna soek 

u? / Ukuba ewe, nika inkcazelo: ubukhangela ntoni? 

 

– Share ideas with others / Deel idees met andere / Ukwabelana ngolwazi nembono nabanye 

Very much 

Baie keer 

Kakhulu kakhulu 

Much 

Gereeld 

Kakhulu 

Seldom 

Af en toe 

Manqapha -nqapha 

Very seldom 

Byna nooit 

Kunqabile 

Never 

Nooit 

Azange 

 

– Work with others in your community / Werk met andere in die gemeenskap / Umsebenzi 

nabanye ekuhlaleni 
 

Very much 

Baie keer 

Kakhulu kakhulu 

Much 

Gereeld 

Kakhulu 

Seldom 

Af en toe 

Manqapha -nqapha 

Very seldom 

Byna nooit 

Kunqabile 

Never 

Nooit 

Azange 

If yes, please explain / As ja, verduidelik asseblief / Ukuba ewe, nika inkcazelo: 
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– Organise events / Organiseer funksies / Ukuququzelela iindibano  

Very much 

Baie keer 

Kakhulu kakhulu 

Much 

Gereeld 

Kakhulu 

Seldom 

Af en toe 

Manqapha -nqapha 

Very seldom 

Byna nooit 

kunqabile 

Never 

Nooit 

azange 

If yes, please explain: what event and how did you use your mobile phone for that? 

As ja, verduidelik asseblief: vir watter funksie en hoe het u u telefoon gebruik? 

Ukuba ewe, nika inkcazelp: eyiphi indibano kwaye wamsebenzisa njani unomyayi wakho kulo 

nto? 

 

– Do business / Vir besighede / Ukwenza ezoshishino 

Very much 

Baie keer 

Kakhulu kakhulu 

Much 

Gereeld 

Kakhulu 

Seldom 

Af en toe 

Manqapha -nqapha 

Very seldom 

Byna nooit 

Kunqabile 

Never 

Nooit 

Azange 

If yes, please explain what business and how did you use your mobile phone for that? 

As ja, verduidelik asseblief: vir watter besigheid en hoe het u u telefoon gebruik? 

Ukuba ewe, nika inkcazelo ngoshishino olo nokuba wamsebenzisa njani unomyayi wakho kulo 

nto? 

 

– Look for a job / Om werk te soek / Ukufuna umsebenzi  

Very much 

Baie keer 

Kakhulu kakhulu 

Much 

Gereeld 

Kakhulu 

Seldom 

Af en toe 

Manqapha -nqapha 

Very seldom 

Byna nooit 

Kunqabile 

Never 

Nooit 

Azange 

If yes, which job were you looking for and how did you use your mobile phone for that? 

As ja, watter soort werk het u gekyk en hoe het u u telefoon gebruik? 

Ukuba ewe, ngowuphi lomsebenzi wawufuna kwaye wamsebenzisa njani unomyayi wakho 

kulo nto? 

 

– MXIT 

Very much 

Baie keer 

Kakhulu kakhulu 

Much 

Gereeld 

Kakhulu 

Seldom 

Af en toe 

Manqapha -nqapha 

Very seldom 

Byna nooit 

Kunqabile 

Never 

Nooit 

Azange 
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Do your read or write in your free time? (novels, newspapers, poetry, information magazines, 

…). If yes, what do you read most often? Did you read something yesterday?  

Lees of skryf u in u vrye tyd? (boeke, koerante, poesie, informasie, tydskrifte, …). As ja, wat 

lees u die meeste? Het u iets gister gelees? 

Ingaba ukhe ufunde okanye ubhale ngexesha ongenzi nto ngalo? (Inoveli, amaphepha ndaba, 

imibongo, imagazini, …) ukuba ewe, yintoni oyifundayo ixesha elinzinzi? Ingaba ikhona into 

ubuyifunda izolo? 

 

 

If you send text messages, in which language(s) do you write them? 

In watter taal (of tale) stuur u u boodskappe as u boodskappe skryf? 

Ukuba uyayi thumela imiyalezo, uyibhala ngoluphi ulwimi? 

 

 

If you send your messages in several languages, then how do you choose which language to 

use?  

As jy meer as een taal gebruik vir n boodskap, hoe kies jy die tale vir ‘n boodskap? 

Ukuba uthumela imiyalezo usebenzisa iilwimi ezibaleyo, ingaba ulukhetha njani ulwimi ozaku 

lusebenzisa? 

 

 

Can you write down the last message you sent to someone and copy it literally underneath? 

Can you as well copy the last received message? (Please leave abbreviations, mistakes as they 

are.) 

Sal jy die boodskap wat jy laatste uitgestuur het onderaan neerskryf? Skryf asseblief die laatste 

wat jy ontvang het ook neer. (Skryf dit asseblief netso neer met alle afkortings sowel die 

spelfoute.)  

Ungawubhala phantsi umyalezo wokugqibela ubuwuthumelele umntu kwaye uwubhale 

ngobunjalo bawo apha ngezantsi? Ungawukhuphela nalo wokugqibela ubuwufumene? 

(Ndicela uwukhuphe ngobunjalo bawo, namagama ashunquliweyo nala uwasebenzisa 

kuthumelo miyalezo, kunye nempazamo.) 

 

SENT MESSAGE / STUUR BOODSKAP / UMYALEZO OTHUNYELWEYO 

Sent to: (friend, family, church member, …?) 

Stuur na (vriend, familie, kerk, …?) 

Uthunyelwe ku: (umhlobo, usapho, ilungu lecawe…?) 

 

RECEIVED MESSAGE / ONTVANG BOODSKAP / UMYALEZO OFUNYENWEYO: 

Received from (friend, family, daughter, church member, …?) 

Ontvang van (vriend, familie, dogter, …) 

Usuka ku: (umhlobo, usapho, intombi-yakho, ilungu lecawe..?) 
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Do you write all your text messages yourself or do you sometimes ask other people to write 

them for you? If yes, whom do you ask it to? 

Skryf u u boodskappe self of vra u iemand anders om dit vir u te skryf? As ja, wie vra u? 

Ingaba uyibhala yonke ngokwakho imiyalezo yakho okanye ngamanye amaxa ucela umntu 

akubhalele yona? Ukuba ewe, ucela bani? 

 

 

Did you already use your cell phone today? What did you do with it? For what purpose? 

Het u u sellulere telefoon vandaag al gebruik? Wat het u gemaak? Hoekom? 

Ingaba ubusele umsebenzisile unomyayi namhlanje? Wenze ntoni ngaye? Ngesiphi isizathu? 

 

 

How much air time do you usually purchase? How long does it last? 

Hoeveel ligtyd koop u gewoonlik en hoe lank hou dit? 

Ingaba yimalini odla ngoku yichitha ekuthengeni umoya (airtime)? uhlala ithuba elingakanani? 

 

 

Do you use your cell phone to access Internet? Which websites? 

Gebruik jy jou sellulere telefoon vir Internet? As JA, wat maak jy? 

Uyamsebenzisa unomyayi wakho ukungena kwi-Internet? Eziphi isites? 

 

 

Did you ever work with a computer? Do you own a computer? For what purposes do you use a 

computer? 

Het u al met n rekenaar gewerk? Is u in besit van n rekenaar? Waarvoor gebruik u die 

rekenaar? 

Ingaba wawukhe wayisebenzisa icomputer? Ingaba unayo eyeyakho? Uyisebenzisela eziphi 

izizathi icomputer? 

 

 

Can you give a top 5 of the biggest ‘groups’ that are in your network (for example: family, 

friends, church, community organisations, job related, business related, …). 

Wie is almal op u network? Kan u die 5 belangrikste groepe identifiseer/neerskryf 

(byvoorbeeld: familie, vriende, kerk, gemeenskaps organisasies, werk of besigheid verwant). 

Ingaba unganika awona maqela aphezulu abemahlanu kwi-network yakho (umzekelo: usapho, 

abahlobo, icawe, imibitho yokuhlala, ezinge misebenzi, ezoshishino). 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 
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 CHAPTER 3: NON-OWNERS 

(Please fill this chapter in if you DON’T have a mobile phone of your own) 

 HOOFSTUK 3: NIE-EIENAARS 

(Vul asseblief die gedeelte in as jy NIE ‘n sellulere telefoon van jouself het nie) 

 ISAHLUKO SESITHATHU: ABANGENA NOMYAYI 

(Nceda gcwalisa esisahluko ukuba AWUNAYE unomyayi ongowakho) 

 

Did you ever have a cell phone? If yes, what happened with it? Why don’t you have one 

anymore? 

Het u ooit al ‘n sellulere telefoon gehad? As JA, wat het met dit gebeur? Hoekom u het nie 

meer een nie?  

Ingaba wawukhe wanaye unomyayi? Ukuba ewe, kwenzeka ntoni kuye? Kutheni ungenaye 

ngoku? 

 

 

Do you use someone else’s cell phone? If yes, how many times? 

Gebruik jy sommige kere iemand anders se telefoon? Hoeveel keer? 

Ingaba usebenzisa unomyayi womnye umntu? Ukuba ewe, kangaphi? 

 More than once every day / Meer as een keer per dag / Amaxa angapha kwethuba 

elinye ngosuku 

 

 

One time every day / Een keer elke dag / Kanye ngosuku 

 Maximum 3 times a week / Ten meeste drie keer per week / Amaxa abuninzi 

busesithathwini ngeveki 

 

 

1 or 2 times a week / 1 of 2 keer per week / Kanye okanye kabini ngosuku 

 

 

A couple of times in a month / ‘n paar keer per maand / Amaxa abalekayo ngenyanga 

 Once in a month / Een keer per maand / Kanye ngenyanga 

 

 Almost never, only for emergencies / Amper nooit, net vir noodgevalle / Andifane 

ndimsebenzise, ndimsebenzisa xa kunyembelekile 

If you use someone else’s phone, what do you use it for most of the time? (f.i. calling, texting, 

MXIT, games, …). Give 3 main reasons. 

Tensy jy iemand se telefoon gebruik, hoekom jy gebruik dit? (bv. vir boodskappe, MXIT, 

oproepe, speletjies …). Gee 3 goeie redes. 

Ukuba usebenzisa unomyayi womnye umntu, ingaba umsebenzisela ukwenza ntoni? 

(Uthumela imiyalezo, MXIT, Ukutsala umnxeba, imidlalo …) 
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1) 

2) 

3) 

Who’s phone do you use if you use one? 

Wie se telefoon gebruik jy as jy een gebruik? 

Ngokabani unomyayi othi umsebenzise, ukuba ukhe umsebenzise? 

 

 

What is the reason (or reasons) you don’t have a cell phone? 

Wat is die rede/s dat jy nie n sellulere telefoon het nie? 

Yintoni isizathu (okanye izizathu) ezibangela ungabinaye unomyayi? 

 

 

If you would have a cell phone, what would be the 3 most important things you would use it 

for? 

As jy ‘n telefoon sou kon gehad het, vir wat sou jy dit die meeste gebruik het? Gee 3 redes. 

Xa unokuba nonomyayi, zeziphi izinto ezintathu ezona zibalulekileyo onokmsebenzisela zona? 

1) 

2) 

3) 

According to you, what changes would a cell phone bring in your life? 

Volgens u, watse veranderinge sou ‘n sellulere telefoon in u lewe gemaak het? 

Ngoku nokwakho, loluphi utshintsho olunokuza nonomyayi ebomini bakho? 

For the better / Positief / Ubungcono 

For the worse / Negatief / Okubi 

Do you know how to write text messages on a cell phone? Who did teach you this? 

Weet u om n boodskap op n sellulere telefoon te skryf? Wie het u geleer? 

Ingaba uyakwazi ukubhala umyalezo kunomyayi? Ngubani owakufundisa lonto? 

 

 

 

Thank you very much!! 

Baie dankie!! 

Enkosie!! 

 

Fie Velghe 
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Second questionnaire 2013 

My name is Fie and I’m a student at a University in the Netherlands. I’ve been doing research in 

Wesbank for a long time now (you maybe have seen me driving around in my red car) and at the 

moment I’m doing research on the use of cell phones in the community. I am interested to know 

how you are using your phones, where it helps you and what has changed in your lives since you 

have a cell phone.  

You would be of a great help to me if you could fill in this questionnaire. You can answer in 

Afrikaans, English or isiXhosa. 

Thank you so much for your help and your time! 

Fie 

0712725881 

 

 

My naam is Fie en ek is ‘n student by die Universiteit van Tilburg in Nederland en ek werk saam 

met die Departement van Linguistiek aan die universiteit van die Weskaap (UWC). Ek doen 

navorsing in Wesbank vir ‘n lang tyd nou (miskien het jy my al gesien in my rooi kar) en hierdie 

moment doen ek navorsing oor die gebruik van die mobiele telefone en die letterkunde daarvan 

in die gemeenskap. Ek is geinteresseer om te weet hoe jy jou telefoon gebruik, hoe dit jou help en 

wat het verander in jou lewe sedert jy ‘n mobiele telefoon het. 

Jy is van groot hulp in my ondersoek as jy asseblief die vrae van hierdie vraagstuk beantwoord. 

Jy kan antwoord in Afrikaans, Engels of isiXhosa.  

By voorbaat dankie vir jou hulp en jou tyd! 

Fie 

0712725881 
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How old are you?  

Hoe oud is jy? 

 

Which phone do you have? 

Watter sellulere telefoon het jy? Watter model? 

 

For how long do you have this phone? 

Hoe lank het jy daardie sellulere telefoon? 

 

When did you get your very first phone? 

Wanneer/watter jaar het jy jou eerste mobiele telefoon 

gekoop/gekry? 

 

How much airtime do you use in one week?  

Hoeveel ligtyd koop jy gewoonlik vir een week? 

 

What do you do the most on your phone: text messages, 

MXIT, calling, Internet, gaming, listening to music, …? 

Write down the 3 most important things. 

Vir wat gebruik jy die telefoon die meeste? (MXIT, 

oproepe, games, music,…). 

Gee die 3 belangrikste redes. 

 

How did you learn how to work with your cell phone? 

Who taught you how to work with it? 

Hoe het jy geleer om met die mobiele telefoon te werk? 

Wie het jou geleer? 

 

How long did you go to school? 

Tot watter ouderdom het jy skool gegaan? 

 

Where were you born? 

Wat is jou geboorteplek? 

 

Do you use the Internet on your phone? If yes, what for? 

Which websites? 

Gebruik jy jou mobiele telefoon vir Internet? As ja, wat 

maak jy? Watter websites? 
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Do you have a Facebook account? If yes, for how long 

already and what are you using it for? 

Het jy ‘n Facebook account? As ja, vir hoe lank al en vir 

wat gebruik jy dit? 

 

Are you on MXIT or Whatsapp? If yes, for how long and 

what are you using it for? 

Is jy op MXIT of WhatsApp? As ja, vir hoe lank al en vir 

wat gebruik jy dit? 

 

Can you work with a computer? 

Het jy al met ‘n rekenaar gewerk? Waarvoor? 

 

What would you still like to learn on your phone? 

Wat sou jy graag nog wil leer op jou mobiele telefooon? 

 

What is, according to you, the best thing about a cell 

phone? 

Wat is, volgens jou, die beste positiewe omtrent ‘n mobiele 

telefoon? 

 

What is, according to you, the worst thing about a cell 

phone? 

Wat is, volgens jou, die meest negatiewe omtrent ‘n 

mobiele telefoon? 

 

Do you read and write in your free time? What do you 

read? 

Lees of skryf jy in jou vrye tyd? Wat lees jy die meeste? 

 

In what language(s) do you write your text messages? 

In watter taal/tale stuur jy jou boodskappe? 

 

If you have your phone with you now, do you mind 

writing down the last text message you have sent? Please 

copy it exactly the same way as you wrote the words in 

the text message. 

As jy nou jou telefoon by jou het, sal jy asseblief die 

boodskap wat jy laatste uitgestuur het neerskryf? Skryf dit 

asseblief netso neer met alle afkortings/spelfoute soos jy 

dit in die boodskap geskryf het. 
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Who was the last person you called on your phone and 

what was the reason for the phone call? 

Wie is die laatste persoon wat jy gebel het en wat was die 

rede van die oproep? 

 

What would you miss the most if you would suddenly lose 

your phone? 

Wat sal jy die meeste mis as jy jou telefoon skielik 

verloor? 

 

Did you already use your phone today? If yes, what for? 

Het jy jou mobiele telefoon vandag al gebruik? As ja, wat 

het jy gemaak? 

 

Does the phone help you to express your religious/ 

spiritual identity? If yes, how?  

Help die mobiele telefoon vir jou om jou geloof/ geestelike 

identiteit uit te druk? 

 

Do you have music on your phone? How many songs and 

what kind music? 

Het jy musiek op jou telefoon? Hoeveel liedjies en watter 

musiek? 

 

If you don’t know how to do something on your phone, 

whom do you ask for help?  

As jy nie weet hoe om ‘n sekere ding te doen op jou 

telefoon nie, wie vra jy om jou te help? 

 

What was the main reason why you got yourself your first 

cell phone? 

Wat is die belangrikste rede waarom jy jou eerste mobiele 

telefoon het gekoop/gekry? 

 

Do you regard yourself as a ‘literate’ person? 

Beskou jy jouself als ‘n ‘geletterde’ persoon? 

 

Do you have e-mail on your phone? If yes, what are you 

using it for? 

Het jy e-mail op jou telefoon? As ja, vir wat gebruik jy 

dit? 
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Are you employed? What kind of job? 

Werk jy? Watter werk? 

 

 

Thank you so much for your time! 

Baie dankie vir jou tyd! 

 

Fie Velghe 

 



 

 



APPENDIX IV 

Letter from Sarah 

Original letter in Afrikaans 

 

Hallo Fieke, 

Jammer dat ek nou eers terug kom na jou toe. Dinge was vir die afgelope tyd baie deur mekaar. 

Daars nog nie rustigheid. Maar verder gaan dit nog goed. Mis jou verskriklik baie. Elk keer as 

ek na jou notas kyk, dan kom die vermisting.  

Dankie vir jou poskaart. Dit is baie mooi. Jammer hier te Warrenton is nie poskaarte te kry nie. 

Want ek wou ook vir jou ’n poskaart gestuur het.  

Ons probeer nog altyd om grond te kry. Alles is ingevul en … ons wag nou vir die regte plek.  

Het nie veel nuus nie. Sal seker volgende keer nuus het.  

Mooi bly, en sterkte en voorspoet met elke taak waarmee jy besig is. Gaan nog nie skool nie. Bly 

te ver van skool. Wag nog vir die blyplek na aan skool.  

Ons is lief vir jou en ons bid vir jou. Mooi bly.  

Al my liefde. 10 drukkies.  

Van Ant S.K.  

 

 

English translation 

 

Hello Fieke,  

I’m sorry I’m only writing back to you now. Things have been upside down lately. There is no 

calmness yet. But for the rest everything is good. Miss you tremendously. Every time I look at 

your notes, the missing arises. 

Thanks for the post card. It’s very beautiful. It’s a pity I cannot get post cards here in Warrenton. 

Because I also wanted to send you a post card.  

We are still trying to get a plot. Everything is filled in and … we are waiting now for the right 

place. I don’t have a lot of news. Next time I will have news for sure.  

Stay beautiful and strength and prosperity with every task you are doing. I don’t go to school yet. 

Staying too far from school. Still waiting for a place to stay close to school.  

We love you and we pray for you. Stay beautiful.  

All my love. 10 hugs.  

Van aunt S.K. 

 



 

 



 

Summary 

This book reports on the potential of mobile phones as an informal learning 

environment for middle-aged women in the Wesbank township in Cape Town, 

South Africa. We focus on the stimulation of SMS writing and other literate 

usages of a mobile phone, as an instrument to improve and expand literacy 

skills and practices amongst a very vulnerable group, living in very precarious 

conditions with an extremely limited educational background – created by 

apartheid and persisting in the post-apartheid situation. 

This book discusses the mobile phone as an instrument that is cheap enough 

for everybody to have – even those living at the bottom of the income pyramid 

– and that is capable of fully adapting the learning moments to what the target 

group is really in need of, in terms of socio-economic needs and daily life 

routines.  

The Wesbank township was built in 1999 and is situated on the Cape Flats, 

a dry and sandy low-lying area on the eastern outskirts of the City of Cape 

Town where people of colour were relocated during the apartheid era. Wesbank 

was established as a resettlement housing program initiated by the new dem-

ocratic government after the abolishment of apartheid, as a response to the 

ever-growing crisis in housing, a consequence of the rapid urbanization and 

internal migrations from rural areas into the cities after 1994.  

The township – with its small full-subsidy houses – became a refuge for 

people from all over South Africa and beyond. Since Wesbank was intended to 

relocate ‘maximum subsidy’ and thus minimum income families, poverty 

characterized the eligible population from the first days of Wesbank’s exis-

tence. Wesbank is thus, as a consequence, characterized by deep and structural 

poverty, with unemployment rates up to 70%, chronic violence and gangster-

ism and a series of spatial obstacles that obstruct physical and spatial mobility.  

An extremely vulnerable group in Wesbank are the middle-aged women. 

Due to historical reasons most of these women only have had very elementary 

education, which creates acute literacy problems. Administrative and informa-
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tional tasks can only slowly and partially be executed, the support they want to 

give to their children who are struggling with homework leaves much to be 

desired, their social networks are small and fragile, and often limited to the 

closest relatives, friends and other church members. Since most of these 

women are the head of the family and the breadwinner, this creates the need 

and desire for skills and knowledge. Although the women show an immense 

energy and creativity in searching for ‘solutions’ to their poverty and their 

strategies to earn money, they constantly bump up against a whole series of 

structural constraints and obstacles.  

The uptake of mobile phones in South Africa is very high, and the use 

widespread. The mobile phone is a cheap and convenient instrument to build 

and maintain social networks, to tap the labour market, execute a series of 

administrative and informational actions, et cetera. The precondition for using a 

mobile phone is however literacy: one has to be able to send and receive 

‘correctly’ formulated text, chat and profile messages – one needs to learn how 

to read and write. It is this sort of literacy and the learning thereof – that is 

under scrutinization here. 

After discussing the ecology of mobile phone use in Wesbank by giving a 

detailed account of the local socio-economic realities and characteristics of the 

community in Part I of this book, we move from a description of the learning 

environment to a description of the learning processes in Part II. We draw on 

the concepts and insights on learning, literacy and voice of Freire, Hymes, 

Vygotski, and Kress and see how the literacy development of both myself 

(ethnographer and pupil at the same time) and of the women studied was often 

a result of interactions between the one(s) who was/were learning (either 

consciously or unconsciously) and his/her/their social environment. In this 

sense, learning is always a social act, involving people as mediators, sup-

porters, scaffolders, etc. within communities of practice. This does not only 

mean that learning processes are influenced and constrained by one’s socio-

cultural environment and by the (non-)availability of infrastructure and re-

sources (the ecology) but also that learners are active partners instead of mere 

receivers of knowledge and skills always in interaction with the people and 

things around them.  

We closely look at what Kress refers to as signs of learning: those specific 

moments during which people learn something for the very first time. Through 

a very detailed, local and ethnographic lens, we end up describing the genesis 

of learning, or the process of how something learnable eventually gets learned, 

step-by-step. We see how many obstacles influence, obstruct or slow down the 

learning process and that being ‘literate’ not only requires more than merely 
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‘technically’ being able to read and write, but that the skills acquired are also 

very fragile and rigid.  

This socio-ecological vision on learning, as opposed to a linear, cumulative, 

and measurable learning theory, sheds light on a locally grounded set of prac-

tices. The result of this scrutinization is a description of a pedagogy, an ethno-

pedagogy, that focuses on people as social beings, on the resources available to 

them and on the learning that happens as part of everyday life activities. This 

learning takes place within an uncontrolled and unpredictable environment 

within communities of practice in which people scaffold, tutor, incite and guide 

each other in a very informal way, as a side effect of social activity and 

everyday life.  

In Part III we look at how these learning processes – of learning something 

new for the very first time – are being translated into very modest but real and 

important ‘effects’ and ‘acts’ of learning and literacy, ranging from phatic but 

vital communicational exchanges to the employment of explorative and alter-

native literacies and the creation of new online and offline relationships and 

identities. We look at what exactly it is that the women start to do during and 

after they have gained access to the new resources and repertoires, with the 

‘little bits and pieces’ of skills they have acquired.  

The results are heartening. We see that, despite the fact that the effects of 

this learning are often very modest because of the constraints and conditions 

inflicted by the socio-economic environment of Wesbank, in reality they are 

very important, functional and effective. What might look as a small step from 

a distance is actually a huge step for the women concerned. With the ac-

quisition of an extremely limited and, according to many, negligible amount of 

resources – being able to use the abc-keypad for example – the women ob-

served did however manage to obtain an enormous functional plenitude. With a 

small kick-start towards literacy, the obtainment of very limited skills can 

become extremely valuable and create a wealth of functions, this in an environ-

ment where literacy-stimulation in out-of-school contexts and access to literacy 

resources is extremely obstructed.  

Women learn new forms of literacy (often the only literacy they have), 

enabling them to acquire new forms of social interaction, relations or identities. 

They are finding creative solutions to curb the costs of mobile phone use, suc-

ceed in taking on new roles and identities within the community, expand their 

social radius of action by becoming a member of new networks and groups, et 

cetera. 

By looking at the often very laborious learning processes the women engage 

in, we learn a lot about the opportunities and constraints of basic literacy skills 
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in a high-technological era. People need to acquire an entirely new type of 

dexterity that is, in reality, very complex, requiring an enormous set of re-

sources (the sub-molecular structure of writing) that all need to be right in 

place before people can produce text and let their voice be heard. It is im-

portant to map all the obstructions that people encounter when they learn how 

to read and write, so these issues can be tackled or addressed. We get a better 

understanding of the deep(er) structures of these new literacies, of the peda-

gogical aspects of informal learning, the potential of these alternative forms of 

literacy for people with forms of dyslexia, of trajectories of social mobility 

within and outside the township, and of new forms of community building 

through the use of new technologies. 

A pedagogical theory focusing on such informal learning is still lacking. 

When most and most ‘functional’ learning occurs in very context-specific, 

informal settings, guided by peers and scaffolders, instead of by ‘official’ 

teachers and tutors in school-settings, we need to shift our attention and focus. 

We need a coherent learning theory that enables us to analyse informal learning 

processes as the one observed in Wesbank. Very context-specific ethnographic 

research is needed in order to be able to describe the ethno-pedagogies as the 

one described. This book wants to, now already, contribute to this need.  
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